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1 Background 

1.1 Objectives 

The existing Courtenay pump station was constructed in 1982 and underwent mechanical 

and electrical improvements in 1995. The station provides pumping for sanitary sewage 

collected from the City of Courtenay and surrounding municipalities through the existing 

foreshore force main to the wastewater treatment plant. The capacity of the Courtenay 

pump station is highly dependent on the status of the downstream Jane Place pump 

station. Previous work by AECOM (2013) noted that the capacity of the station ranged 

between 360 L/s to 510 L/s when 2 pumps are in operation and when the Jane Place pump 

station is operating and when it is not. This is summarized in Table 1-1 below. 

Table 1-1: Courtenay Pump Station Flow Capacity 

Parameter 
Value 

(L/s) 

Design Flow 480 

Capacity without Jane Pl. PS operating 510 

Capacity with Jane Pl. PS operating at design flow 360 

From AECOM, 2013 

 

The existing station is located approximately 150 m from Courtenay River at the mouth of 

Comox Bay. The grade of the existing pump station slab is 3.8 m and the level of the 

wetwell is -4.80 m.  

As part of the sanitary conveyance upgrade the existing station hydraulic capacity will need 

to be increased, both to accommodate future flow and increased discharge pressures due 

to re-alignment of the force main. 

Previous work by WSP (2020) developed future flow forecasts for the pump station, which 

are summarized in Table 1-2 below. 
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Table1-2: Future Pump Station Flow Requirements 

YEAR COURTENAY PS JANE PLACE PS TOTAL 

ADWF PDWF PWWF ADWF PDWF PWWF ADWF PDWF PWWF 

L/s L/s L/s L/s L/s L/s L/s L/s L/s 

2016 59 138 350 41 98 209 100 236 559 

2020 70 161 469 42 101 212 112 262 680 

2030 79 181 488 45 108 218 124 289 707 

2040 91 203 511 49 115 226 139 318 737 

2050 103 228 534 53 124 234 156 351 769 

2060 116 253 559 57 133 244 173 386 803 

2105 193 392 700 88 193 303 281 585 1003 

From WSP “CVRD Conveyance Preliminary Assessments”, 2020 (Report for the CVRD) 

There are two primary options for upgrading the pump capacity at the Courtenay pump 

station: 

1. The existing station could be extensively renovated to increase the capacity of the 

station. Due to the age of the station, it is necessary to evaluate the long-term 

functional performance and compliance with current design standards as part of this 

evaluation. 

2. Replace the existing pump station with a new facility and demolish the existing pump 

station. 

The following report provides an overview of the two options noted above with a focus on 

the following items: 

• The compliance of the existing Courtenay pump station to current design standards 

such as the BC Building Code, the National Building Code and the design of concrete 

structures; 

• Canadian Electrical Code; 

• BC Fire Code; 

• Hydraulic Institute Standards - for the design of pump station wet wells and pump 

installations;  

• NFPA 820 – Standard for Fire protection in Wastewater Treatment;  

• CSA B139 – Installation Code for Oil-Burning Equipment; 

• ASHRAE 90.1- Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings; 

• 2021 CVRD Flood Mapping; and 

• Current best practices.  
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1.2 Existing Facility 

The existing pump station contains the following areas: 

Table 1-3: Courtenay Pump Station Existing Areas 

Room Purpose/Function 

Wetwell  Receives sewage, flow measurement, coarse bar 

screening 

Drywell Pump room and discharge header 

MCC Room & 

Generator/Fuel 

Storage 

Electrical power supply and distribution, process 

control, pump variable speed drives, general 

equipment maintenance, parts storage, back-up 

power and fuel storage. 

Water Closet Clean-up and washroom 

Inlet Water 

Room 

Backflow control, HVAC wetwell fan motor 

Ferrous 

Chloride Room 

Bulk storage and pumping of ferrous chloride 

Office Administrative activities 

Filter Room Ventilation filters 

2 Hydraulics 

New hydraulic profiles were created for the proposed conveyance system to confirm the 

total head requirements for the Courtenay pump station. Three separate hydraulic profiles 

were created representing alternative alignment of the conveyance pipeline. The three 

conditions developed included: 

• Figure 2-1: Two HDD sections through Lazo Hill, a shorter HDD through Comox Hill 

and following a route along Comox Road between the existing pump station and 

Comox Hill. 

• Figure 2-2: Two HDD sections through Lazo Hill, a cut and cover installation over 

Comox Hill and following a route along Comox Road between the existing pump 

station and Comox Hill. 

It is noted that there are in excess of 8 variations on the alignment options and the above 

are selected to provide an overview of the hydraulics. 
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The basis of the hydraulic profiling was based on the following: 

Control Points - Primary control points within the system were determined to be the grit 

channel at the WWTP where an open water surface is controlled at the treatment plant. 

This channel elevation was derived from the available record drawings which note that the 

floor slab of the pre-aeration channel is 13.53 m. The control weir elevation is not noted 

on the available drawings; however with an allowance for freeboard, a control elevation of 

12 m was assumed. This control point regulates the water surface in the conveyance pipe 

from the WWTP westward through the conveyance system. 

Courtenay Pump Station Wetwell. The Courtenay pump station wetwell is a variable water 

surface based on the pump run cycles. To calculate the head requirements for the 

Courtenay pump station, a lower water surface of -4.35 m was used. For options where a 

new facility is proposed, this elevation was reduced based on a 1% slope between the 

existing and the new pump station. 

Pressure pipe calculations were completed using the Hazen-Williams formula for linear 

pipe, using a C factor for HDPE pipe of 150 and for steel pipe of 110. Minor losses were 

added based on the Bernoulli equation using the following K factors: 

Table 2-1. Assumed Hydraulic Loss Coefficients 

Fitting K Factor (unitless) 

90 Degree Elbow 0.35 

Reducer/Expansion 0.08 

Check Valve 0.2 

Exit Losses 1 

Tee – Straight 0.4 

Tee – Side Entrance 1.8 

The discussion below is based on the following alignment (Figure 2-1): 

• Conveyance pipe along Comox Road; 

• A section of HDD pipe through Comox Hill at the 35 m elevation; and 

• Two HDD pipes through Lazo Hill. 

The developed hydraulic profile is attached as Figure 2-1. The following discusses the 

hydraulic operation. 

• From station 10+000 to station 13+200 the flow will be pressurized from the Courtenay 

pump station.  

• At station 13+200 the flow through the conveyance system will transition from 

pressurized flow to gravity flow. This is the result of insufficient backpressure through 

the eastern sections of the pipe.  
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• During periods of no flow the pipe will drain out between station 13+200 and 13+500 

as flow equalizes to the pipeline high point at Lazo Hill (Station 16+280). 

• Gravity flow will occur from station 13+200 and transition back to pressure flow 

between 13+200 and 13+500 depending on the total flow in the system. A turbulent 

hydraulic transition will occur at this point under all flow conditions. 

• Gravity flow down Comox Hill is expected to be high velocity flows in excess of 5-6 m/s 

due to the existing road gradesl. 

• Through the Town of Comox, the conveyance system will operate as a pressurized 

force main up to station 16+200, the start of the Lazo Hill HDD, where the system will 

transition from pressurized flow to gravity flow. 

• Gravity flow will occur from station 16+200 and transition back to pressure flow 

between 17+600, in a proposed drop manhole structure prior to the Lazo Marsh 

inverted siphon. 

Pressure flow will occur from station 17+600 to the wastewater plant. Based on the hydraulic 

profile, two additional control points arise: the first at the high point on Comox Hill and the 

second at the high point on Lazo Hill. These two points provide hydraulic separation between 

the conveyance system segments and will require consideration for air management – both to 

permit air into the pipe as it drains during low flows and to vent air as the pipe fills during high 

flows.  

Additionally, a turbulent transition in flow is anticipated to occur where gravity flows revert to 

pressurized flows on Comox Hill and in the drop manhole on Morland Road.   

A significant benefit of the hydraulics is that the Courtenay pump station is not impacted by 

any operation east of station 13+200; such as when the Jane Place pump station cycles. Jane 

Place pump station will continue to be impacted by the operation of the Courtenay pump 

station as the additional flow through the force main from the tie-in of Jane Place pump station 

(station 14+850) to the Lazo Hill transition point (station 16+200) will result in additional back-

pressure at the tie-in point due to additional friction losses. 

Figure 2-2 presents the option of using cut and cover installation methods over Comox Hill 

instead of HDD and results in approximately an additional 4 m of total head at the Courtenay 

pump station. This is the result of the high point along the pipe moving from 35 m to 39 m in 

elevation.  

3 Existing Facility Assessment 

The following sections provide an overview of the compliance of the existing facility to 

current design standards. 

3.1 Site and Civil 

3.1.1 Flood Protection 

The existing pump station is located adjacent the Courtenay River and is within the existing 

flood plain. The finished floor elevation is 3.8 m. The current proposed Flood Construction 
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Level for the Courtenay pump station site is currently 4.34 m, with a proposed revised FCL 

of around 5.7 m in the year 2100. It is also noted that the anticipated 1/200-year (0.5% 

AEP) flood elevation for the mouth of the Courtenay River is 3.24 m which does include a 

1 m allowance for sea level rise in 2100 or a freeboard allowance.  

Based on the FCL, the existing facility could be compromised under future flood events. 

The previous assessment by WSP (2020) noted that flood berms could be constructed at 

this facility to provide flood protection, or flood walls could be used. The existing ground 

adjacent the pump station is at ~3.7 m elevation and falls towards Comox Road. The 

existing flow combining manhole is approximately 3.56 m. As such, to provide protection 

at the future FCL, approximately 2.14 m berms would be required. Assuming compliance 

with the BC Dike Design manual, a side slope of 1:3 should be assumed, which would 

warrant approximately 13 m of berm base.  

Based on these assumptions, the berms would not fit within the existing road right of way, 

nor be sufficient for the design vehicle access to and from the site (bulk chemical delivery 

vehicles). 

Due to the limitations in available property, CVRD would have to initiate negotiations to 

procure additional lands, including realignment of the access driveway to accommodate 

the access.  

The alternative approach previously proposed the use of flood walls which are a viable 

option for this site. In many flood wall applications sections of the wall are removable which 

permit routine access to the protected area. This would result in the section of flood wall 

in front of the Courtenay pump station being normally removed to permit the daily access 

by operations staff to the site. In the event of a flood, these wall panels will have to be 

placed to provide the necessary protection around the pump station. In lieu of installing 

the panels, a flood gate could be used which increase the cost of the flood protection 

system. 

Another consideration for the use of flood walls (or berms) is that the design of the supports 

must be designed for the seismic design to mitigate failure. The nature of the soils at the 

existing station would require piles to support a flood wall. 

3.1.2 Bypass Pumping 

Best practice for sanitary pump stations, and a requirement for major upgrades, is bypass 

pumping. This is currently not provisioned for at the Courtenay pump station and would 

need to be constructed to permit a major upgrade. Conceptually, a new oversized manhole 

on the inlet 900 mm diameter concrete sewer main, and a discharge vault with connections 

and valving to the existing 750 mm diameter concrete encased steel force main would be 

required. Temporary pumps would be rented and used for bypass operation. Figure 3-1 

provides a schematic concept of a bypass pump system. The assumptions include 3+1 

rental diesel driven pumps, an intake bypass manhole, a discharge bypass vault, a 

temporary sea-can for control monitoring and operational management, a 750 mm 

diameter discharge force main connection and line-stop connections on the existing pump 

station inlet and discharge lines. 
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Figure 3-1: Conceptual Layout of Bypass pump System 

 

It should be anticipated that the bypass pumping system will be operational for the majority 

of the pump station upgrade which can be assumed to be a 4 to 6 month overhaul.  

3.1.3 Other Items 

During our site visit, no secondary chemical containment was noted outside the building 

to capture spills which could occur during off-loading of the ferric chloride. A ferrous 

chloride spill would be considered a potential offence of the Fisheries Act should it enter 

fish bearing waterways. As the adjacent property is being redeveloped to enhance fish 

habitat, there will be an increase in risks should a spill occur during off-loading of the ferric 

chloride. 

3.2 Architectural 

3.2.1 Fire Protection 

The existing facility can be assumed to be a Low-Hazard Industrial Occupancy and would 

typically be permitted under section 3.2.2.83 of the BC Building Code. This classification 

permits a building up to 1,600 m2 which exceeds the current building area.  

Within the building, the electrical room contains the back-up generator which is considered 

a fuel fired appliance under the building code and requires a 1-hr fire rated assembly within 

the room. The existing facility roof system does not comply with the 1 hr fire rating.  
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3.2.2 Insulation 

Building energy efficiency is addressed in the BC Building Code through reference to the 

ASHRAE 90.1 standard. For small buildings (Part 9) the application of the following can 

be applied for reference to current energy performance. 

Table 3-1. Current Insulation Requirements 

Assembly RSI (R-Value) 

Above Grade Walls 3.08 (17.5) 

Flat Roofs 4.67 (26.5) 

Below Grade Walls for Heated 

Spaces 

2.98 (16.9) 

Heated Floors 2.32 (13.2) 

 

A review of the record drawings for the pump station noted the following for the existing 

assemblies. 

Table 3-2. Existing Insulation  

Assembly RSI (R-Value) 

Above Grade Walls 2.67 (15.2) 

Flat Roofs 3.60 (20.4) 

Below Grade Walls for Heated Spaces (Pump Drywell) 0.68 (3.86) 

Heated Floors (Pump Drywell) 0.68 (3.86) 

The existing above grade structure is reasonably well insulated given the age; however, 

it is not compliance with the current insulation requirements. 

3.3 Structural and Geotechnical 

WSP completed a structural review of the Courtenay pump station wetwell based on 

geotechnical information collected at the site. It was noted that the station would be subject 

to significant lateral movement during a seismic event, ranging from 600 mm to 3,000 mm 

and vertical movement in the range of 300 mm with differential settlement of approximately 

150 mm. To mitigate these micro-piles, stone columns were recommended, with 

recognition that they would be unable to provide sufficient ground improvements to bring 

the station wetwell into compliance with the current seismic design standards.  
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Additional considerations for micro-piles and stone columns are the risk of facility damage 

during installation. Stone columns are considered a high energy installation process which 

risks inducing ground settlement during the installation process. In this soil an offset of 

approximately 30 m is recommended to mitigate damage to the existing structure, such as 

settlement, cracking and ground movement. This offset would require additional land 

outside the existing CVRD property. 

In addition to the risks associated with damage to the structure during any proposed 

ground improvements, the super structure does not comply with the current BC building 

code post disaster design requirements. Based on the information in the record drawings, 

the shear connections between the masonry walls and the roof structures appear to be 

insufficient for lateral loading resulting from a seismic event. The existing superstructure 

would be anticipated to experience significant structural failure during a design seismic 

event, potentially including wall failure. 

A detailed structural analysis of the superstructure would be required to evaluate the 

upgrade requirements; however, it can be anticipated that the installation of shear 

connections between the roof system and the wall would be anticipated to reduce the risk 

of superstructure failure. Furthermore, bracing of the wall system to withstand later loading 

would also be required.  

3.4 Mechanical 

3.4.1 Existing Wetwell and Drywell 

The pump station includes a drywell and a wetwell. The pumps are located in the drywell 

with piping connection to the wetwell, where the pump inlet bells are placed. Raw sewage 

flows into the wetwell and is then pumped out through the force main. At the time of 

construction, three 200HP pumps were installed into the drywell. The pumps came with 

long shafts to connect to motors installed above in the electrical room. In 1995 the pumps 

were replaced with the existing Flygt CT3312, 170 HP models with coupled motors and 

existing motor starters were replaced with VFD’s.  

The existing wetwell does not adhere to the current or legacy Hydraulic Institute 

recommendations for the design of pump station wells and piping systems. Hydraulic 

Institute is a global authority on pumps and pumping systems and develops pump 

standards, guideline and guidebooks for pump design and application, installation, testing, 

and operation and maintenance. An objective of the Hydraulic Institute Standards is to 

increase the pump performance and minimize life-cycle costs by providing flow to a pump 

that is uniform, steady, free of swirl and entrained air. Swirl and entrained air can result in 

a pump operating offset from its optimal design condition and best efficiency point and can 

lead to changes in flowrate and power consumption, noise, vibration, cavitation and 

physical damage.  

The wetwell design recommendations provided in the standards are meant to minimize 

the above effects and provide a system that will allow the pump to meet its optimal 

hydraulic performance at its operating conditions. Wetwells should also be designed to 

minimize settled solids and aid in the removal of floating and settled solids during routing 

cleaning cycles. This approach reduces the opportunities for solids and rags to ball and 

accumulate in the intake to the pumps in a form that cannot be passed through the pump.  
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Pump inlet piping is meant to provide a uniform velocity profile to the pump inlet with 

sufficient pressure to avoid cavitation in the pump, noisy operation, and premature bearing 

or seal failure.  

The wetwell includes a bar screen, a Parshall Flume to monitor inlet flows and two wetwell 

cells (see Figure 3-2). Pump #1 inlet bell is located in cell #1 and pumps #2 and #3 inlet 

bells are located in cell #2. A 600 mm sluice gate is located in the diving wall, in-line and 

adjacent to pumps #1 and #2 inlet bells, to balance the level in the two cells. Two metal 

slide plates are used to direct flow into cell #1 or cell #2 downstream of the Parshall Flume. 

During the HDR site visit, the metal plate was in place, isolating cell #2.  

 

 

Sewage enters the pump station through the bar screen, then flows through the Parshall 

Flume before cascading into wetwell cell #1. The liquid then circulates within cell #1 prior 

to being pumped by pump #1 or flows through the balancing sluice gate before being 

discharged by pump #2 and/or #3. The wetwell design includes the following negative 

design aspects that can affect pump hydraulic performance and operation: 

• Sewage flows through the bars screen and Parshall Flume before cascading into 

wetwell cell #1 which entrains air in the liquid and creates turbulent flows.  

• Sewage circulates and swirls within wetwell cell #1. Swirling flows can promote 

“balling” up of rags and prevents the pumps from having uniform, steady, free of 

swirl flows into the pump inlet bell.  

• The wetwell balancing sluice gate is in-line with the pump’s inlet bells. The sluice 

gate will disrupt flows to pump #2 and #3 inlet bells. When two pumps are running, 

Figure 3-2. Courtenay Pump Station Wetwell Configuration 
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flows to the second pump must pass directly by the first pump’s inlet bell preventing 

the pump from having uniform, steady, free of swirl inlet flow.  

 

 

Figure 3-3: Original Pump Installation 

 

Each pump was originally installed with dedicated inlet piping including an inlet bell, an 

isolating plug valve, an eccentric reducer and a long radius elbow into the pump inlet, as 

seen in Figure 3-3. This is a typical recommended installation which can be found in the 

Hydraulic Institute Standards. Two negatives with the original installation were that flow 

velocities within the inlet piping was higher than recommended, and only two straight 

piping diameters were in place downstream of the plug valve instead of the recommended 

4 diameters. These two items would reduce the net positive suction head available (NPSH 

a) to the pump, bringing it closer to the pump’s required value and potentially resulting in 

cavitation, and provide turbulent flows to the pump inlet.  

In 1995 existing Flygt pumps were installed and the pump inlet piping was modified. The 

piping modifications included an increaser (350 x 500 mm), tees and a cross to connect 

each pump to an inlet header, additional isolating knife gate valves, and the pump inlet 

elbow was replaced with a tee with the branch pointed to the pump inlet.  

The above changes were implemented to allow two pumps to operate from wetwell cell #1 

in case cell #2 was offline (see Figure 3-4). All the changes would have increased turbulent 

flow into the pump and reduce the NPSH, a value which will bring the pump closer to 

cavitation and affect operation and maintenance. Increasing the piping diameter will 

reduce velocities and minimize inlet pressure losses. In addition, operating two pumps 

from cell #1 requires two pumps operating through a single inlet bell, further increasing 

inlet pressure losses. 
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Figure 3-4: Current Pump Inlet and Discharge Piping 

Pump discharge piping consists of a coated and lined welded steel piping system with 

some restrained Victaulic couplings and non-restrained couplings used for access and 

misalignment. Each pump has a rubber flapper type check valve and knife gate pump 

valve. A plug valve is used for station isolation within the drywell and a gate valve is located 

on the bybass connection in the drywell. Corrosion levels are relatively minor for equipment 

of this age.  

Any upgrade to the pump systems in the station should be undertaken with the intent to 

comply with the current standards and design guidelines for a sanitary lift station, to 

maximize pump life and energy efficiency, minimize operational issues (such as ragging) 

and mitigate noise/vibration. The following sections review the options to upgrade the 

pumping systems to be compliant with the current standards. 

3.4.2 Wetwell and Drywell Improvements 

This section details the following:  
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• Proposed pump station changes are intended to provide uniform, steady, free of 

swirl and entrained air flows to the pump inlets, and 

• Proposed pump inlet piping changes to provide uniform flows to each pump.  

Due to available space in the wetwell and drywell, the station will need to continue to be a 

2-duty plus 1-standby pump station as space is not available to add a fourth pump.  

Wetwell hydraulic and operation improvements can be achieved by making the following 

changes:  

• Remove the Parshall Flume and support structure, remove the separating wall 

splitting the wetwell into two cells, and remove existing benching. This will turn 

the wetwell into a single cell.  

• Modify the wetwell to include a “Xylem” style design by casting in an inlet trough 

with openings to each pump. Redo the benching in the wetwell to help prevent 

the settling of solids.  

• The new trough can be tall and incorporate grating and a railing above which can 

be used when washing down the wetwell.  

The existing access door can be used, and new stairs provided to the new grating. The 

result of the above would be the loss of the 2-cell configuration currently available at the 

site, but uniform, steady, free of swirl flows to each pump would minimize the risks of rag 

balls forming and clogging or blocking the pumps, improve pump performance and reduce 

life-cycle costs. This will also directly benefit the maintenance associated with the trash 

rack by dealing with the rags through proper wetwell design and the selection of pumps 

designed to pass rags. If a trash rack is still desired as an additional protection for rag 

accumulation, then it can be added at the beginning of the inlet distribution trough. Figure 

3-5 below shows a standard wetwell configuration. If the single cell wetwell ever needs to 

be taken offline for servicing, then this would be accomplished by using the new bypassing 

infrastructure and renting temporary pumps. 

It is not preferred to retain the existing 2-cell configuration as resulting hydraulics are not 

compliant with the design standards for pump wetwells and would be expected to induce 

additional wear and decreased performance in the pumps. In addition, the piping 

configuration of the inlet header results in highly turbulent flow entering the pump due to 

the incorporation of the crosses and tees used to split the flow after the wetwell. This would 

also become more problematic as the flows increase to the station, as turbulence is directly 

proportional to flow. As it takes a fluid several pipe diameters following a fitting to return to 

uniform flow, the fluid entering the pump volute will retain non-unform flow condition. This 

non-unform flow results in additional thrust being imposed upon the pump, resulting in 

additional wear during operation. 

This would be exacerbated as the flow increases into the pump station as non-uniform flow 

will increase and turbulent flow increases. The two-cell configuration does permit a cell to 

be taken off-line for servicing and renewal; however, it should be noted that this is typically 

a planned activity occurring during dry weather flow. As such, there is typically ample time 

to plan, rent and install by-pass pumps. Furthermore, this configuration provides increased 

block and bleed protection per WorksafeBC regulations. 
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Figure 3-5: Xylem Style Wet Well 

 

To meet future flows and system hydraulics, new pumps will be required in the drywell. 

Three pumps would be installed and operate as a lead-lag-standby pumping system. The 

current pumps are Xylem CT3312 models with 170/185HP, 890 rpm motors. 

Xylem, KSB and Hidrostal pumps were investigated for the 2060 and 2105 operating 

conditions and details are provided below. Each pump differs in the design of the impellers 

in order to deal with rags and solids. The Xylem pump uses a grooved impeller that is 

intended to cut up and pass through the rags and solids. KSB pumps provide a large 

passage size to pass solids through the pump. The Hidrostal pump uses a screw type 

impeller and also provides a large passage size to pass solids through the pump. 

The Xylem NT3312 pump can meet the 2060 operating condition of 559 L/s with two 

pumps running. In comparison to the existing pumps, these pumps are dimensionally very 

similar, non-clog with the N-impeller, operate at 1190 rpm with a 280 HP motor. Note that 

the NT3312 is the only potential Xylem selection as other selection’s NPSHR values 

exceed available values and cavitation would likely result.  

The future 2105 flowrate of 700 L/s can also be provided by the NT3312 pump with two 

pumps running but pump motors would increase to 385HP.  

The KSB KRTK 300-500/260-6 meets the 2060 operating condition. The pumps have 

1190 rpm, 315 HP non-overloading motors. The pump is dimensionally very similar to the 

existing pumps and fits within the drywell with minimal changes.  

The KSB KRTK 350-710/350-8 will meet the 2105 operating condition. The pumps are 

larger than the 2060 model and have 900 rpm, 436 HP non-overloading motors. The 

pumps are about 250 mm wider than the existing pumps and would impede on operations 

space or require discharge piping changes.  
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The Hidrostal I10K-MNH meets the 2060 operating condition. The pumps would operate 

at 1570 rpm to meet operating condition and the maximum power draw at that speed would 

be 343 HP.  

The same Hidrostal can be used to meet the 2105 operating condition. The pumps would 

operate at 1770 rpm to meet operating condition and the maximum power draw at that 

speed would be 240 HP.  

The required net positive suction head is an important pumping characteristic and would 

need to be limited with the above pumps to approximately 7 m, including a safety factor, 

to avoid cavitation.  

To reduce pressure drops and turbulence into each pump, the pump inlet piping from the 

inlet bell to the pump suction flange needs to be replaced. Piping to each pump would be 

designed to include a dedicated inlet line consisting of an inlet bell, isolation knife gate 

valve, and an eccentric reducer upstream of the pump inlet elbow. Straight pipe diameters 

would be maximized but would be less than recommended due to an increase in piping 

diameter to 450 mm and the limited space of the drywell. The “inlet header” would not be 

reinstalled as it would not be required in a single cell wetwell. Suction losses would be 

significantly lower than existing, and potential for cavitation would be reduced.  

Pump discharge piping and valves would be replaced due to age and to suit new pump 

installations. Equipment selections would be the same with rubber flapper type check valve 

and knife gate isolation valves. A magnetic flowmeter should be installed within the drywell, 

if space allows, or an exterior vault, if there is insufficient space. 

3.4.3 Building Mechanical Systems 

 Wetwell and Drywell 

Pump station HVAC systems and plumbing systems serve the wetwell, drywell, electrical 

room, office/washroom area and ferrous chloride room. Electrical installations and HVAC 

systems at sanitary pump stations are designed together following the Canadian Electrical 

Code and recommendations from NFPA 820, Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater 

Treatment and Collection Facilities. NFPA 820 provides ventilation requirements, air 

quality monitoring requirements, and electrical equipment installation requirements in 

order to reduce or eliminate the effects of fire or explosion hazards that can be caused by 

the accumulation of sewage gases. Electrical equipment installed within a classified area 

costs substantially more than in an unclassified area.  

The wetwell and drywell at the Courtenay pump station have installation and operation 

requirements referenced in NFPA 820. Key requirements include: 

• Wetwell: 

1. Provide air supply and exhaust fans, monitor and alarm operation and 

operate at -25 Pa relative to ambient pressure under all operating 

conditions. 

2. Electrical Class 1 Zone 1 installation: ventilation less than 12 air 

change per hour continuous or no continuous gas detection is present. 
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3. Electrical Class 1 Zone 2 installation: ventilation minimum 12 air 

changes per hour and continuous gas detection is present.  

• Drywell: 

o Provide air supply and exhaust fans, monitor and alarm operation and 

operate at +25 Pa relative to ambient pressure under all operating 

conditions. 

o Electrical Class 1 Zone 2 installation: ventilation less than 6 air change 

per hour continuous. 

o Electrical Unclassified installation: ventilation minimum 6 air changes 

per hour. 

• Remaining pump station rooms: 

o Operate at +25 Pa to atmospheric pressure if adjacent to a classified 

area.  

Note that the above air flowrates are intended to reduce or eliminate the effects of fire or 

explosion hazards. Many owners and design guides recommend 20+ air changes per hour 

within a wetwell when occupied. All noted air changes per hour are based on outside air. 

The NFPA standard also details room and area separation requirements and illustrate the 

need for physical separation between spaces, such as a wetwell and a typically 

unclassified area such as an office or electrical room. In a case such as this, if the two 

spaces are not completely separated by a sealed wall or pressurized vestibule, and are 

joined by a door, ducting or a hatch, then the typically unclassified space takes on the area 

classification of the wetwell.  

The HVAC system at the Courtenay pump station was designed and constructed prior to 

the first NFPA 820 standard was in place. The following items illustrate differences of the 

existing HVAC system in comparison to current NFPA 820 recommendations and 

industrial HVAC practices for the wetwell and drywell: 

• Wetwell: 

o Ventilation flowrates are not indicated on record drawings. The model of 

the wetwell air supply fan is no longer supported and data is not readily 

available. Based on a visual inspection the fan does not appear large 

enough to provide 12 air changes per hour into the wetwell, monitoring and 

alarming of supply and exhaust fan operation are not provided, and there 

is no continuous gas monitoring located within the wetwell.  

o Ducting is not in place within the wetwell. Air is introduced in one place low 

in the wetwell and exhausted in one location high in the wetwell. Air flow 

does not provide mixing of the space and effective removal of heavier and 

lighter than air gases. 

o The wetwell air supply fan is located in the Equipment Room that is 

accessed from the Office which is connected to the electrical room. The 

fan installation location is not separated from these areas, and as such, 

provides a direct connection from the wetwell to the Office and Electrical 

Room due to leakage and during fan maintenance. The Equipment Room 
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also houses plumbing fittings including a brass backflow preventer and 

flowmeter. These items have turned black which may be due to the 

presence of H2S from the wetwell. This would indicate that air leakage 

occurs from the wetwell into the Mechanical Room and surrounding rooms.  

• Drywell: 

o The HVAC system for the drywell is shared with the Office and Electrical 

Room and does not include separate, monitored and alarmed supply and 

exhaust fans. The system includes a small air handling unit which supplies 

air to the different areas, and a mixing box to mix outside air and return air. 

The percentage of mixing is not indicated on record drawings.  

o The supply air flowrate to the drywell is indicated on record drawings as 

1800 L/s. This exceeds the 6 air changes per hour requirement, but it is 

not possible to determine from the record drawings if 6 air changes of 

outside air is provided. Electrical equipment installed within the drywell are 

unclassified inferring that at least 6 air changes per hour are provided 

continuously. Controls or monitoring to maintain a +25 Pa pressure are not 

present.  

o Ducting is not in place within the drywell. Air is introduced in one place low 

in the drywell and exhausted in one location high in the drywell. Air flow 

does not provide mixing of the space and effective removal of heavier and 

lighter than air gases. 

o The Electrical Room is directly above the drywell with a hatch located in 

the drywell floor for pump removal. The hatch does not provide adequate 

separation between the two spaces and they therefore take on the same 

area classification.  

 Electrical/Generator Room 

The generator is located within the Electrical Room and is installed with a remote radiator 

which is installed on the building roof. A large air supply louvre and two exhaust fans are 

provided to ventilate the room for summer cooling and when the generator is running. 

CVRD staff indicated that the room gets very warm when the generator is running, 

indicating the fans may be undersized.  

Generator and fuel tank installations are governed by CSA B139, Installation Code for Oil 

-Burning Equipment, which details installation requirements and allowable materials. This 

standard did not exist during the design and construction of the pump station. The 

generator and fuel tank installation do not meet the current standard in the following main 

points: 

• The generator and fuel tank should be located in an Engine Service Room. A 

service room contains only the generator, the fuel supply tank and other equipment 

necessary for the functioning of the generator. 

• The day tank is not labelled and cannot be confirmed that it meets ULC/CAN S602, 

Standard for Aboveground Steel Tanks for Fuel Oil and Lubricating Oil.  
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• Day tank installation does not meet CSA B139 with regards to venting, monitoring, 

fittings and valves, and connections to the generator.  

 Ferrous Chloride Room 

The room contains two large ferrous chloride storage tanks, transfer pump and piping. An 

inlet louvre, two exhaust fans, one general and one emergency, are provided. Due to the 

corrosive nature of the chemical, ventilation should run at a low rate continuously and then 

at a higher rate when occupied.  

The fuel tank vent piping is undersized and has led to air and liquid exhausting through 

loose tank hatches and spraying the inside of the storage room. Ferrous chloride is 

extremely corrosive to most metals other than titanium and Hastelloy-C.  

3.4.4 Building Mechanical Improvements 

Due to the size of the new pumps and increase in generator size, the generator will no 

longer be able to fit within the building and a new generator will need to be provided and 

located within an enclosure outside of the pump station. The existing generator, fuel tank 

and remote radiator would be removed and the room be modified to house only electrical 

equipment.  

The pump station HVAC systems should be updated to adhere to current standards. This 

can include: 

• Wetwell: 

o Install new roof mounted supply and exhaust fans to supply 20, 12 and 6 

air changes per hour, dedicated to the wetwell only, with pressure switches 

to confirm performance. Provide controls and VFD’s to meet required air 

flow rates.  

o Provide pressure monitoring to confirm -25 Pa relative to ambient 

pressure.  

o Provide supply and exhaust ducting in the wetwell to mix fresh air and 

better exhaust foul air.  

o Electrical installation should remain Class 1 Zone 1 or can be declassified 

to Class 1 Zone 2 if continuous gas detection is provided.  

• Drywell: 

o Install new roof mounted supply and exhaust fans to provide 6 air changes 

per hour, dedicated to the drywell only, with pressure switches to confirm 

performance. Provide controls and VFD’s to meet required air flow rates.  

o Provide pressure monitoring to confirm +25 Pa relative to the wetwell.  

o Provide supply and exhaust ducting in the wetwell to mix fresh air and 

better exhaust foul air.  

o Electrical installation to be unclassified.  

• Office and Washroom: 
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o Provide a smaller dedicated system for the office/washroom area.  

o Provide pressure monitoring to confirm +25 Pa relative to the wetwell.  

• Electrical Room: 

o With the generator and fuel tank removed the room will only house 

electrical power and control equipment.  

o Air supply louvre and exhaust fans are to be resized for new heat rejection 

loads for the electrical equipment.  

• Ferrous Chloride Room: 

o Provide a smaller fan for continuous operation to minimize corrosion and 

a larger fan for when occupied.  

o Increase vent sizing from the tanks to prevent spills within the room.  

3.5 Electrical 

The electrical MCC was installed when the pump station was constructed. It consists of a 

600 V, 3 phase service form BC Hydro with 1000 amp rated switchgear and MCC. 600 V 

feeds were provided to pump starters, supply and exhaust fans and duct hearers. A 

120/208 V panelboard was provided for lighting and utility loads. A 400 kW backup power 

generator with a remote radiator was provided for the station and was intended to run two 

pumps simultaneously.  

The original pump starters were replaced with VFD’s in 1995. Initially the pumps and 

equipment were controlled with relay logic. A PLC was also installed in 1995 to provide 

pump control and system monitoring. The current PLC is an Allen-Bradley ControlLogix. A 

local HMI allows for system control and trending and the station is connected to the SCADA 

network. 

The control system operates pumps as a lead-lag-standby system. The lead and lag 

pumps have separate start and stop setpoints and operate, using VFD’s for motor control, 

to maintain the wetwell level which is monitored by Milltronics Multiranger Plus level 

transducers. The VFD’s are set with a minimum speed of approximately 75%. When inflow 

is lower than the discharge flow of the lead pump operating at minimum speed, then the 

wetwell will draw down, the lead pump will turn off and alternate. High level floats are used 

as a backup means for pump control and will start P1 and P3 as needed to draw down the 

wetwell. This control philosophy is standard and provides consistent flows to the 

wastewater treatment plant.  

Due to the age of the existing electrical equipment along with the increase in pump motor 

size for the 2060 design flows, all electrical power and control equipment and backup 

power generator would need to be replaced and a new service be acquired from BC Hydro.  

The pump station grounding installation needs to be redesigned for current codes and new 

equipment loads.  

Future energy costs will increase due to increased pump motor size and will be reflected 

in increased energy consumption and higher demand charges.  
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4 New Pump Station 

4.1 Civil and Site Works 

Final selection of a site for the new pump station has not been determined at the time of 

writing of this report. To increase the protection from lateral movement caused by a seismic 

event, it is recommended to move the station away from the river. Based on the available 

information and preliminary assessments, moving the station approximately 300 m offset 

from the Courtenay River would significantly mitigate the risk of lateral movement. The 

ground improvements would have to be designed to transition from reinforced soils around 

the pump station to the native soils along the force main alignment. This transition permits 

the use of transition couplings for pipe deflection between the linear infrastructure and the 

building. 

For the purpose of developing a concept for the pump station the following assumptions 

were made: 

• Grading of the existing site, including importing soils, to raise the ground around the 

new station above the flood construction level.  

• Ground improvements using stone columns around the station to mitigate the risk of 

lateral movement. As these would be installed prior to the construction of the building, 

they can be placed in close proximity to the new station. During detailed placement, 

consideration for the proximity to the existing road and manure pit will be required. 

Based on preliminary information, it should be assumed that any ground improvements 

around the new pump station location should be >30 m from the existing concrete 

manure pit. Following the collection of site specific soils information and design 

elevations, the final proximal relationship between the pump station and the manure 

pit can be confirmed such as to minimize the risk of damage to the existing concrete 

due to soil vibration during ground improvements. 

• New access road with turning access for the chemical delivery trucks. 

• Spill containment for the chemical truck during delivery of ferric chloride. 

• Utility piping including waterworks for fire hydrants if the facility is more than 150 m 

from a hydrant, a new sanitary force main, extension of the existing gravity sewer from 

the manhole at the existing pump station, and a new manhole on the north side of 

Comox Road.  

• Underground hydro service and communications systems. 

• Site security fencing. 

As the new station would incorporate a dual wetwell configuration with duty/standby pumps 

in each section, the installation of permanent by-pass infrastructure is not required.  

A conceptual layout of the pump station is provided in the attached Figure 4-1. 
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4.2 Building Systems 

The new building configuration would be finalized as part of detailed design. The following 

rooms would be incorporated into the new building: 

• Ferrous Chloride Room for storage of the bulk chemical. Per the BC Building Code, a 

separated fire rated room is required. Bulk tanks, overflow containment and 

WorksafeBC emergency shower facilities would be required. Metering pumps and 

process piping would be located in this area. Due to the corrosive nature of the 

chemical, the use of fibreglass tanks and grating would be recommended, where 

feasible, along with epoxy coatings on exposed surfaces to mitigate metal corrosion. 

• A new Generator Room would be recommended for a new back-up diesel generator. 

Alternatively, the generator can be located outside the building in a weather/acoustic 

enclosure. For the purpose of costing and sizing a new building, it has been assumed 

to be inside. To minimize conduit and conductors, the generator should be located in 

close proximity to the Electrical Room. 

• A new Electrical Room is required for the MCC and control systems for the new pump 

station.  

• A Piping Room would be provided where the pump combining header and pump 

isolation, check valves and air valves would be located.  

Additional rooms which would be recommended include: 

• Washroom – a washroom is required per BC building code and WorksafeBC 

regulations unless an approval for alternative solution is provided. 

• Office – an office or administration area is recommended for storage of operational 

manuals and record keeping. 

Structural and foundations would be designed for the current BC building code post 

disaster criteria. 

4.3 Process Mechanical 

4.3.1 Wetwell 

A new pump station can include a wetwell with four pumps installed and operating as a 

Lead-Lag 1–Lag 2–Standby pumping system. Discharge piping would convey pumped 

sewage to the above grade Piping Room which would also house the isolation valves, 

check valve, air valves and a flowmeter. The wetwell would be designed along Hydraulic 

Institute recommendations and be designed for 2105 flows. Figure 4-2, shows the general 

wetwell concept. A dividing wall splitting the single wetwell into two cells can be located 

between the 2nd and 3rd pumps in the figure which will allow for one cell to be taken offline 

and the other remaining in service. Instrumentation, level transducer and floats, would be 

duplicated in each cell. Each wetwell cell would include an inlet trough, openings from the 

toughs to the pumps, flow dividing walls and benching to direct uniform, steady, free of 

swirl flows to each pump. Hydraulic Institute Standard 9.8, Rotodynamic Pumps for Pump 

Intake Design Standard, provides design parameters and minimum dimensions for this 

wetwell arrangement. 
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Figure 4-2: Xylem Style Wetwell 

 

An inlet chamber can be installed upstream of the wetwell to accept incoming flows and 

split flows to each wetwell cell. A bar screen can be incorporated within the inlet chamber 

to remove rags. Each line from the inlet chamber to each wetwell cell can be installed with 

a slide or knife gate to isolate the chamber. Grating would be installed within the wetwell 

above the trough and within the inlet chamber and be access by an exterior stairwell.  

This is the most common design being used in the industry as it has been developed 

through physical models, CFD modelling, collaboration with industry partners, and as a 

result, is the recommended design in by the Hydraulic Institute for mitigating the inlet 

hydraulic issues commonly associated with sewage systems. There are occasions at 

sewage lift stations that are subject to inordinate levels of inlet material which has caused 

pump blockage even when the design complies with all design standards.   

This recommended installation does not utilize a drywell and makes accessing a pump for 

service more difficult. The wetwell is located outside of the pump station building with 

access hatches provided for pump removal. An overhead roof can be provided above the 

wetwell to shelter from rain. It is important to allow a provision for pump washdown in or 

over the wetwell so that the pump is clean before it is removed from the wetwell for 

inspection or service. High pressure NPW would be available for cleaning pumps. A mono 

rail would be provided for pulling pumps through the hatches. 

Removing the drywell from the installation makes the pump station and pump operation 

simpler and less costly: 

• Drywell construction costs are extremely high due to the depth of the room below 

grade. 

• Pump inlet piping and isolation valves are not required as the pumps are located 

within the wetwell; therefore, negating inlet piping pressure losses, reducing 

maintenance and improving overall operation.  

• A drywell is below grade and therefore the HVAC and electrical installations need 

to take into account NFPA 820 recommendations and provide required airflows to 

declassify the space or install explosion-proof electrical equipment.  

• Sump pumps are required for drainage of the drywell.  
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• Operation and maintenance costs for a pump station with a drywell are higher due 

to additional equipment and heating and ventilation costs.  

Locating pump isolation valves, check valves and air valves within the Piping Room does 

not require HVAC and electrical installations which take NFPA 820 recommendations into 

account as it is located above grade. A simple HVAC installation can be installed alongside 

unclassified electrical equipment.  

4.3.2 Pump Selection and Operation 

Pump selection and operation would be designed to operate the flow control structure at 

the top of Comox Hill east of the pump station. Operation to the transition structure, which 

is a fixed static point, makes pump selection and operation simple and the pump station 

will not be impacted when the Jane Place pump station cycles.  

The pumping system would be designed to be a Lead-Lag 1-Lag 2-Standby system using 

the four pumps in the two wetwell cells. Pumps would have individual start and stop set 

points, and when running, operate using VFD’s for motor control to maintain a wetwell level 

which would provide consistent flows to the wastewater plant. Wetwell level would be 

monitored in each cell with level transducers and level switches. Level switches would be 

used for backup pump operation for when the PLC fails to start pumps.  

Initial pump selection can be made to achieve the 2060 value. When the system can no 

longer provide required flows then pumps can be upsized. Pumps typically have a 20-30 

year life when scheduled, periodic inspection and maintenance is performed.  

Using a four pump system, three operating plus one standby, provides pumps that will 

allow for a lower single pump flowrate when operating at minimum speed and pumps will 

have smaller motors when compared to a three pump system (two operating and one 

standby). This will also result in lower energy consumption in lower flow and dry periods.  

Xylem, KSB and Hidrostal pumps were investigated for the 2060 and 2105 operating 

conditions and are provided below.  

• Xylem: 

 2060: Model NP 3231-736 with 250 HP, 1785 rpm and NPSHR is about 5 m. 

 2105: Model NP 3231-736 with 250 HP, 1785 rpm and NPSHR is about 7.5 m. 

This is the same pumps as 2060 but with a larger impeller installed when 

required. 

• KSB: 

 2060: Model KRTK 200-403/130-4 with 168 HP, 1800 rpm motor and NPSHR 

is about 5 m. 

 2105: Model KRTK 200-403/130-4 with 221 HP, 1800 rpm motor and NPSHR 

is about 5 m. This is the same pump as the 2060 but with a larger impeller and 

motor. The 2060 pumps can be provided with the larger 2105 motor which 

would make upgrading the pumps easier as only the impeller would need to 

be swapped out.  

• Hidrostal: 
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 2060: Model I6K-S, operating at 1200 rpm with a 154 HP maximum power at 

that speed (motor will be larger). NPSHR is about 3 m.  

 2105: Model I6K-S, operating at 1315 rpm with a 241 HP maximum power at 

that speed (motor will be larger). NPSHR is about 3 m. This is the same pump 

as the 2060 but with a larger motor and running the pump at a higher speed. 

The 2060 pumps can be provided with the larger 2105 motor which would 

result in no changes other than the speed increase.  

4.3.3 Ferrous Chloride 

Liquid ferrous chloride storage, pumping and piping is to be provided to allow for the liquid 

to be supplied to the wetwell to control dissolved sulphides in the sewers. This use of odour 

control chemicals, such as ferrous chloride, is critical to manage odours at the air release 

valves which will be required along the conveyance system. 

Two storage tanks can be installed within the Ferrous Chloride Room. The tanks would 

have to be installed within a containment basin sized for 110% of the volume of a single 

tank. Within the containment basin will be a sump to discharge any collected liquid. Each 

tank will include a dedicated: 

• Filling connection with isolating valve;  

• Overflow and drain from each tank directed to the sump;  

• Level instrument from each tank;  

• Outlet that is then piped to the transfer pumps; and 

• Vent pipe directed outside of the building. Size to be 3 to 4 times the size of the 

fill pipe.  

Duty-standby transfer pumps to be provided to pump and discharge liquid into the 

wetwell.  

A sump pump to be provided to discharge any accumulated liquid from the sump to the 

wetwell.  

All piping and valves are assumed to be schedule 80 PVC with all primers, solvents, 

seats, seals and o-rings compatible with ferrous chloride.  

4.4 Building Mechanical 

4.4.1 HVAC 

HVAC systems can be provided for the Wetwell, Piping Room, Electrical Room, 

Generator Room and Ferrous Chloride Room as follows to meet the intent of NFPA and 

the Canadian Electrical Code: 

• Wetwell and Inlet Chamber: 

o Provide air supply fan and air exhaust fan. Both utilizing VFD’s for motor 

control and to include pressure switches to confirm fan operation. Fans are 

to be dedicated to the wetwell and not mix with other ventilation systems. 
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Air inlet and exhaust louvres or grilles to be located away from all other 

building openings.  

o Ducting installation within the wetwell and inlet chamber as needed to 

provide mixing and remove heavier and lighter than air gasses.  

o Ventilation system to provide 20 ACH when occupied, 12 ACH when 

unoccupied or outside air temp is greater than 10°C or gas alarms are 

present unoccupied, and 6ACH if unoccupied and outside air temp is less 

than 10°C and no gas alarms are present. A differential pressure 

transducer will be installed within the wetwell to confirm system operation 

to maintain -25 Pa wetwell pressure relative to ambient pressure.  

o Due to ventilation, the wetwell can be classified as a Class 1 Zone 2 area 

or Class 1 Zone 1 if gas monitoring is not present.  

• Piping Room: 

o Provide air inlet louvre and air exhaust louvre, both equipped with 

motorized dampers.  

o Air exhaust fan provided for cooling and unit heaters provided for heating.  

o Air release valves located on pump discharge piping system to have vents 

piped back to the wetwell to prevent air from wetwell entering the piping 

room.  

o The space is unclassified and does not need to maintain +25 Pa air 

pressure as there is no adjacent classified area.  

• Electrical Room: 

o Provide air inlet louvre and air exhaust louvre, both equipped with 

motorized dampers.  

o Air exhaust fan provided for cooling and unit heaters provided for heating. 

o The space is unclassified and does not need to maintain +25 Pa air 

pressure as there is no adjacent classified area.  

• Generator Room: 

o A generator with a connected radiator and a sub-base fuel tank is installed 

within the room. 

o Provide an air inlet louvre, and air exhaust louvre, each equipped with 

motorized dampers and an exhaust fan for room ventilation when the 

generator is not running. Provide a unit heater.  

o A large air inlet louvre and air exhaust louvre to be provided for the 

generator. The generator radiator to be ducted to the exhaust louvre and 

can include sound attenuation ducting and a backdraft damper. The air 

inlet louvre to include a motorized damper and sound attenuation ducting. 

The generator engine exhaust pipe to exit the building through a suitable 

thimble. 
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o The space is unclassified and does not need to maintain +25 Pa air 

pressure as there is no adjacent classified area.  

o Unit heater to be provided and be controlled by the PLC or thermostat. 

• Ferrous Chloride Room: 

o Provide air inlet and air exhaust louvres, all equipped with motorized 

dampers.  

o Air exhaust fan provided for low speed continuous operation or high speed 

intermittent operation to ensure room air is fresh and all ferrous chloride 

odours are removed.  

o Unit heater to be provided for heating. 

4.4.2 Plumbing 

A potable water service to the pump station would be provided and be split into potable 

and non-potable uses. Backflow preventers to be used to protect the supply and the 

potable use from the non-potable uses.  

Potable uses can include an emergency shower in the Ferrous Chloride Room and 

personnel washdown and a sink/mop sink in the Piping Room. A hot water would be 

provided in the Piping Room.  

A non-potable supply for room and equipment cleaning would be provided in the Ferrous 

Chloride Room, in the Piping Room, and exterior connections above grade at the wetwell 

for hosing down of the area and pumps. A non-potable supply would be provided within 

the wetwell for wetwell cleaning. All exterior piping would be insulated and heat traced.  

Sanitary drainage would be provided from the Ferrous Chloride Room and Piping Room 

to the wetwell.  

4.4.3 Odour 

An odour control system is not envisioned due to the remote location of the pump station, 

but provision should be provided for future installation of a system.  

4.5 Electrical 

An electrical service would be provided to the pump station for three operating pumps plus 

auxiliary loads. The pump station would be supplied from a new BC Hydro overhead 

distribution line adjacent to the site through a pad mount transformer (PMT). The PMT 

would be located within the site boundary. It is expected that the BC Hydro feeder coming 

into site will be buried underground from the distribution line pole to the PMT.  

The new motor control centre would be installed in the electrical room and include BC 

Hydro pull section and metering equipment, main breaker, surge protection device, power 

quality meter, an automatic transfer switch to automatically start up and switch to the 

generator when the BC Hydro source fails and to switch back when BC Hydro returns, 

600 V breakers for equipment, variable speed drives for pumps, a utility panelboard and 

control section with a PLC, HMI and SCADA connection.  
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Electrical equipment installed throughout the station would be unclassified except for the 

wetwell where it would be Class 1 Zone 1 or Zone 2 equipment.  

4.5.1 Generator 

The generator, sized for three operating pumps plus auxiliary loads, and fuel tank would 

be installed in a dedicated room to the CSA B139 standard which is referred to from the 

BC Fire Code. A sub-base fuel tank, sized for 24 hours, would be installed within a sump 

below the generator to ensure the generator is accessible at grade. The fuel tank, 

constructed to ULC S601, would be double walled with normal and emergency tank vents 

routed outside of the building. The fuel tank filling connection would be provided on top of 

the tank with a spill bucket. 

A level transducer would be installed and connected to the station PLC for level monitoring 

along with level switches. A mechanical level gauge will be installed for local. 

4.6 Pre-Screening 

The existing Courtenay pump station has a coarse screen to minimize rags in the pump 

wetwell. The proposed new pump station can accommodate a similar manual bar screen 

on the inlet header. This would be added to the inlet trough and include a channel and 

benching to provide the structure to support the bar screen. Similar to the current practice, 

this would be raked from the local grating and entrance. As the wetwell could be accessible 

by stairs and provided with air changes per NFPA 820 standards, there would be no 

confined space access restrictions. There are potential benefits if an automatic screen was 

installed in the inlet headworks to the pump station. As a minimum this would provide: 

• Reduced risk of ragging and solids accumulation in the pump wetwell, which 

increases the operational flexibility for the pump station. 

• Reduced risk of solids accumulation in the conveyance system low points. These 

are located in the Town of Comox and the crossing of the Lazo Marsh.  

Without a pre-screening configuration the pump station cycles will need to incorporate 

frequent cleaning cycles, likely two to three times per day, where two pumps in the 

Courtenay pump station operate in parallel and draw the wetwell down to low-low levels. 

This will aid to remove solids from the wetwell and push solids up out of the lower points 

in the conveyance system. 
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Figure 4-3: Example of an automatic screen 

As a mitigation to the above, a 6 mm automatic screen was reviewed for suitability in the 

Courtenay Pump station, an example of which is shown in Figure 4-3. The basis of the 

screen selection is: 

• The mechanical drive system for the screen must be located above the flood level at 

5.8 m. The submerged portion of the screen must be located at an elevation equal to 

the inlet wetwell trough at -3.0 m. The total screen length is just short of 9 m. 

• The screen headloss at 50% obstruction is 250 mm. 

• Screenings would be washed off the screen and a dewatering auger used to convey 

the screenings to a 5 yard (4.5 m3) dumpster for offsite disposal. 

• An overflow channel is assumed in the inlet channel if the screen fails to operate. This 

would allow sewage to flow around the screen to the pump station wetwell. 

• Odour treatment is assumed as screenings tend to expel significant odour and to 

minimize electrical equipment classifications a ventilation rate of 12 air exchanges per 

hour reduce the room classification to Class 1 Zone 2 per the electrical code.  

• Construction is assumed to use a sheet pile wall to permit excavation to the depth of 

the inlet channel. Once the inlet channel concrete is placed, the sheet pile wall would 

be removed. Due to the small size, this is expected to be more cost effective as 

compared to a caisson wall. 

• Building architecture and overall configuration is assumed to be a simple roof structure 

consisting of either a flat concrete deck roof or pre-engineered trusses. A flat concrete 

roof was assumed for costing purposes. 

The inlet screen would require a channel to be constructed on the inlet side of the pump 

wetwell distribution trough. This channel must be the full depth of the inlet gravity pipe.  
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For the development of the configuration used as the basis of the budget estimate, the 

following was considered: 

• Two building configurations were developed, the first assuming a stand-alone building 

which would provide the pre-treatment requirements, the second configuration 

incorporates the screening into the concrete structure of the wetwell to reduce the 

building footprint. 

• A 5 yard bin has been assumed based on the quantity of screening currently 

experienced at the wastewater treatment plant. 

A conceptual layout and concept for the screening building is included in Figure 4-4. 
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5 Comparison of Options 

A number of improvements can be made to the existing pump station; however, it cannot 

provide the overall level of service that a new facility would provide due to changes in the 

design standards over the past 40 years and the limitations at the existing site. Table 5-1 

provides a summary of the variations between the two options. 

Table 5-1. Comparison of Options for Courtenay Pump Station Upgrades 

 Existing Pump Station New Pump Station 

Flood 

protection 
Requires flood walls and flood gates.  

Readily achieved by raising the 

building elevation. 

Seismic 

performance 

Risk of damage to existing structure 

during ground improvement (sheet 

pile and stone columns). 

Limited ability to achieve complete 

post disaster performance. 

Requires a seismic upgrade to 

address shear connections in the 

wetwell and superstructure along with 

additional bracing. 

Ground improvements can be 

completed in advance of building 

construction to targeted ground 

improvements.  

Would be designed to be post 

disaster from the on-set permitting the 

seismic elements to be integrated with 

the structural system. 

Development of the placement of the 

ground improvements will require 

working around the manure pit along 

with monitoring for damage. 

Inlet Sewer 

Installation of by-pass pumping 

system is required to do work in the 

wetwell. Wetwell shutdown cannot be 

completed under emergency 

situations and would require 3-4 

months of planning to secure the 

necessary by-pass pumps. 

Installation of sewer from the existing 

station to the new station, resulting in 

a deeper sewer at the pump station. 

Process 

Mechanical 

2+1 pump operation 

Requires larger pumps as the flow is 

split between 2 operational pumps. 

A complete replacement of the 

existing process mechanical 

equipment and piping would be 

required. 

Limited selection of feasible pumps. 

3+1 pump operation 

More pump selections as the required 

pump space can be designed to 

accommodate a larger range of 

options. 

Smaller pumps allow for more 

consistent flows from the station, can 

provide lower flows and have smaller 

motors. 
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 Existing Pump Station New Pump Station 

Expandability 

Although the facility can 

accommodate future flows the 

compliance of the wetwell and drywell 

for operations and maintenance is 

restricted due to limitations in the 

current footprint. It would not be 

recommended to expand the station 

beyond the 2060 flows. 

The station can be designed for the 

2100 flows and built for the 2060 

flows. This would provide the CVRD 

with expansion flexibility. 

Hydraulic 

Operation 

Major modifications to the wetwell 

would be recommended to improve 

upstream hydraulics and hydraulic 

issues with the inlet piping. 

Modifications to the wetwell would be 

recommended to improve the overall 

hydraulic performance which would 

be at the loss of the dual cell 

arrangement, requiring external by-

pass pumping for major maintenance. 

The station would be designed to 

comply with current design 

recommendations for optimization of 

pump operation, mitigation of clogging 

and overall efficiency. 

Dual cell operation would be included 

which would align with the design 

standards for sewage facilities. 

Ventilation 

Complete replacement of the 

ventilation system to provide 

separation of classified spaces in 

accordance with NFPA 820 

requirements and the Canadian 

Electrical Code. 

The new ventilation system would be 

designed in accordance with existing 

standards. 

Electrical 

Complete replacement of the 

electrical system would be required to 

service the new pumps. 

Individual pumps would be high power 

and will trigger a higher peak power 

costs from BC Hydro. 

New electrical would be provided as 

part of the station construction. 

Individual pumps would be smaller 

and result in lower energy 

consumption and demand charges 

from BC Hydro. 
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6 Cost Estimates 

6.1 Pump Station  

Preliminary capital cost estimates have been developed for comparison between 

upgrading the existing Courtenay pump station and constructing a new facility which has 

currently been assumed to be north of Comox Road, approximately 100 m from the 

existing site. The following assumptions have been made in the cost estimate. 

General 

• Costs are currently presented as Class “C” and carry a 30% costing uncertainty factor. 

• A 10% allowance is carried for construction contingency. 

• A 3% per year escalation factor is included to the project construction mid-point which 

is planned for October 2023. 

• A 3% allowance is included for land/legal and other costs. 

• A 6-month construction duration is assumed for upgrading the existing pump station 

and 8 months is assumed for replacing the existing station. This only considers major 

construction activity where full time field staff/offices are required. 

Existing Pump Station 

• Ground improvements at the existing Courtenay pump station are carried from the 

previous work by WSP and include the installation of sheet piles, stone columns and 

micro-piles. Pricing has been updated where recent pricing is available and 

comparable. No allowance is carried for damage which may occur to the existing 

structure during installation of the work. 

• Installation of flood walls. 

• The roof system would be replaced in order to permit the installation of ring beams and 

seismic improvements such as shear plates around the top of the masonry wall 

structure. Concrete buttresses have been assumed to provide the shear resistance on 

the superstructure. 

• A 6-month shutdown is required to permit the overhaul and upgrade to the station. This 

will require by-pass pumping for this duration. 

• Rehabilitation of the wetwell is assumed to include reconfiguration of the benching and 

removal of the Parshall flume. 

• Complete replacement of the process mechanical, HVAC and ferrous chloride 

systems. 

• Complete replacement of the electrical and back-up power systems. 

New Courtenay Pump Station 

• Ground improvements of a similar cost to that for the existing pump station, excluding 

the sheet pile walls and micro-piles. 
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• Raising the site approximately 2 m for flood protection such that the final elevation of 

the slab is above 5.7 m which is the FCL. For the purpose of costing a finished floor, 

elevation of 5.8 m was assumed, which is a conservative freeboard allowance. 

• New 900 mm diameter gravity sanitary, watermains and concrete encased electrical 

and communications ducting from Comox Road. 

• Shoring and dewatering for construction shoring of the wetwell. 

• A simple architectural structure, flat roof, masonry walls with thermal insulation. 

The estimated costs are summarized in the table below. 

Table 6-1. Estimated Capital Cost to Upgrade or Replacing the Existing Courtenay 

Pump Station 

DISCIPLINE UPGRADE 

COURTENAY 

EST. COST 

REPLACE 

COURTENAY 

EST. COST 

General  $802,000 $851,000 

Demolition  $966,000 $0 

Utilities  $54,000 $350,000 

Civil-Site  $2,072,000 $1,765,000 

Structural  $354,000 $672,000 

Architectural  $326,000 $321,000 

Process-Mechanical  $1,188,000 $1,501,000 

Plumbing  $80,000 $80,000 

HVAC  $69,000 $120,000 

Electrical  $2,114,000 $2,144,000 

Instrumentation  $61,000 $62,000 

Sub-Total  $8,086,000 $7,866,000 

Class C Contingency (30%) $2,426,000 $2,360,000 

Const. Contingency (10%) $809,000 $787,000 

Escalation (3%pa over 2 years)  $492,000 $479,000 

Land/Legal/Other (3%) $243,000 $236,000 

Total  $12,056,000 $11,728,000 
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Observations and general comments are discussed below. 

• The costs are considered similar at $12.1 million for a renewal of the existing station 

and $11.8 million for upgrading the existing station. These compare to previous 

estimates of $10.0 million to upgrade the station and $11.3 million for a new station. 

These costs include allowances for ground improvements at both sites.  

• The general conditions for the new facility are higher than the upgrading option which 

is the result of the assumed longer period of construction. 

• Demolition costs include the rental of by-pass pumping for 6-months and is the most 

significant cost in this category. By-pass pumping of 4 weeks is assumed for the new 

pump station to permit tie-ins. 

• Due to the location of the new pump station, significantly higher costs are incurred to 

install utilities to this location. 

• Both sites carry similar allowances for ground improvements. However, the 

requirement for sheet pile walls and micro-piles increases the costs of civil-site work 

at the existing facility.  

• Similar architectural costs are carried due to the extensive renewal of the existing 

station which is assumed to only retains the masonry walls; therefore, including new 

doors, finishes and coatings. 

• Both sites include replacement of all the process mechanical. The new station does 

have a higher process mechanical cost as the design allows for 4 pumps rather than 

3 pumps. Although the unit price for the smaller pumps is lower, the added 4th unit 

results in a higher overall cost. 

• Plumbing and HVAC are similar and considered minor costs. It has been assumed that 

a complete replacement of the existing station HVAC is required. 

• Electrical and instrumentation is similar for both sites and assumes a complete 

replacement of these systems at the existing station. 

6.2 Screening 

The estimated budget to add an inlet automatic screen is based on providing additional 

building space for a pre-treatment equipment, odour treatment for the screenings room 

and the automatic screen. A cost was developed only for the new site which, due to the 

location further from the Courtenay River siphon, is deeper than the existing pump station 

location.  

The most significant cost for the screening is the supply cost of the screen and dewatering 

auger which is $575,000 and $650,000 at the factory. Additional shipping and installation 

costs have been added. An allowance for $250,000 for an active odour filtration system 

has been included. Building costs of $2,500/m2 are carried along with civil works 

associated with dewatering and excavation to a depth 7 m below the ground surface.  The 

estimated cost below is for a new Courtenay Pump Station with the screening system. 
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Table 6-2.  Estimated Capital Cost to Upgrade Courtenay Pump Station with 

Automatic Pre-Screening 

DISCIPLINE   EST. COST 

 General $1,047,000 

Utilities   $350,000 

 Civil-Site $2,308,000 

 Structural $865,000 

 Architectural  $450,000 

 Process-Mechanical  $3,055,000 

Plumbing $80,000 

 HVAC  $164,000 

Electrical $1,848,000 

 Instrumentation  $83,000 

 Sub-Total $10,006,000 

 Class C Contingency (30%) $3,002,000 

Const. Contingency (10%) $1,001,000 

 Escalation (3%pa over 2 years) $609,365 

 Land/Legal/Other (3%)  $300,180 

Total $14,919,000 
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hdrinc.com  

 500 – 1500 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, CA  V6G 2Z6 
(604) 622-5300 

1 

 

 

 

January 24, 2022 

Zoe Berkey, P.Eng 

Project Engineer-Water/Wastewater Capital Projects 

Comox Valley Regional District 

770 Harmston Avenue 

Courtenay, BC 

V9N 0G8 

 

Re:  CVRD Conveyance System Upgrade 

 Initial Review of Courtenay Pump Station Siting Options 

 
Dear Ms. Berkey, 

As part of the CVRD sanitary conveyance upgrade project, the existing Courtenay pump station 

hydraulic capacity must be increased to accommodate future sewage flow rates and increased 

discharge pressures. The existing Courtenay pump station, located on the south side of Comox Road, 

was constructed in 1982 and upgraded in 1995. It is located approximately 150 m from the Courtenay 

River at the mouth of Comox Bay, on a portion of raised ground, with an elevation of 3.8 m. 

Previous studies have recommended that the existing pump station should be replaced rather than 

upgraded; however, the analysis of the preferred location for the new pump station has not yet been 

completed. This summary reviews several siting options for the new Courtenay pump station; however, 

at this time, completed geotechnical information is being collected and not yet available for a complete 

evaluation. 

The general location of the new pump station must be near the existing sanitary collection system from 

the City of Courtenay and near the proposed sanitary force main conveying sewage to the CVWPCC 

(Comox Valley Water Pollution Control Center). This limits the location to the general vicinity of the 

existing pump station. For reference, for every 200 m distance from the existing pump station, the 

gravity lines and pump station wetwell will be about 1 m deeper, which will affect the overall cost. 

With reference to the attached Figure 1, there are four locations that are currently being evaluated for 

the new pump station. 

Option A A location on the property with the existing pump station 

Option B The Kus Kus Sum site next to the existing pump station 

Option C Immediately across the Comox Rd from the existing pump station 

Option D Inland, approximately 300 m away from the Courtenay River 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION 

Based on available information the primary considerations for each location include: 

• Limitations of land availability, and constructability of the new facility.  

• The new pump station has to be near the existing sanitary collection system endpoints as well 

as the new force main. 

• All of the proposed sites will be required to be constructed to post disaster requirements 

specified under the BC Building Code.  This will necessitate consideration for soil liquefaction 

and the resulting vertical and lateral soil movement.   

• To increase the protection from lateral ground movement caused by a seismic event, it is 

recommended to locate the pump station as far from the river as possible. Based on the 

available information and preliminary assessments, moving the station approximately 300 m 

offset from the Courtenay River would significantly mitigate the risk of lateral movement. 

• To mitigate seismic conditions, ground improvements using stone columns around the station 

and piles under the station are required. The requirement for stone columns provides 

resistance to lateral ground movement during a seismic event, and the extent of these ground 

improvements reduces as the station is moved further from the river. For the new station, stone 

columns would be installed prior to the construction and as such, they can be placed in close 

proximity to the new station. However, based on preliminary information, it should be assumed 

that any ground improvements within 30 m of any existing structures (above and below ground 

structures/pipelines) could result in significant settlement damage. 

• The new station finished floor elevation must be above the future flood construction level, which 

is 5.7 m; therefore, raising and grading of the existing site, including importing soils, would be 

required. Grading the raised ground to existing elevations requires a minimum 2H:1V cut slope 

around the non-vehicular areas and a minimum 10H:1V for access roads.   

• Utility piping, the sanitary force main and the existing gravity sewers will need to be extended 

to the new pump station. 

• Should the Courtenay pump station or sanitary conveyance system connecting to the station, 

such as the 900 mm diameter supply from Courtenay, be damaged during adjacent 

construction, it will terminate the conveyance of sewage from the City, resulting in sanitary 

back-ups in the system and overflows, potentially within hours of failure. As there is no backup 

to this system, this would constitute a major public health risk that may force the evacuation of 

portions of the City due to the failed sewage collection.  
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Option A. The Existing Location 

Due to existing infrastructure at the existing site, any new construction would have to occur to the south 

of the existing pump station, that is between the pump station and the river. A summary of key 

considerations is provided below. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

A limited extension of the existing 

sewer line is required. 

Limited land availability: The existing property is a narrow 

right-of-way extending from Comox Road to the river and 

currently has sanitary conveyance piping limiting working 

areas within the site. It is likely that temporary construction 

easements would be required on one of the adjacent lots as 

was required during the construction of the existing facility. 

Located within a CVRD Statutory 

Right-of-Way on land owned by the 

City. 

Constructability: The existing facility is a highly critical facility 

to maintain public health protection, and continuous 

operation cannot be impacted. Extensive construction 

immediately adjacent to the facility increases the risk of 

failure or operational impacts.  

Flooding Risk: The existing ground elevation of the site is 

approximately 3.0 m below the flood construction level. The 

preferred option for flood control risk is to raise the facility 

above the flood construction level which will also require an 

access road approximately 30 m long graded to Comox 

Road.  Flood walls can be considered, however they will 

require design to comply with post disaster construction 

requirements. 

As it is close to the river, there is a high potential of lateral 

movement in a seismic event. Preliminary estimates have 

estimated the impact to be around 3.0 m of lateral 

movement around the existing facility. The process of 

installing the ground improvements should be assumed to 

potentially damage the existing building and sanitary 

collection system. 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION 

Option B. The Kus Kus Sum Site Next to the Existing Pump Station 

The CVRD has been advised that there is a potential site for the new pump station within the property 

immediately west of the existing pump station. The proposed site is in the northeast corner of the Kus 

Kus Sum site which is currently being restored to a natural environmental habitat. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Available land as it is offset from the 
existing building providing improved 
access and construction space. 

Flooding Risk: The existing ground elevation of the site 
is approximately 3.0 m below the flood construction 
level. The preferred option for flood control risk is to 
raise the facility above the flood construction level 
which will also require an access road approximately 
30 m long graded to Comox Road.   

A limited extension of the existing 
sewer line is required. 

As it is close to the river, there is a high potential of 
lateral movement in a seismic event. Preliminary 
estimates have estimated the impact to be around 3.0 
m of lateral movement around the existing facility. The 
process of installing the ground improvements should 
be assumed to potentially damage the existing building 
and sanitary collection system. In addition, the 
proposed habitat improvements appear to create 
waterways near the proposed pump station site, which 
may further exacerbate the risk of later movement. 

The proposed location is not within a public right-of-
way and as such, an agreement with the landowner is 
required. 
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Option C. Across the Comox Road 

This location is immediately across the Comox Road from the existing pump station, within land 

currently designated as part of the Provincial Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Flooding Risk: The existing ground 
elevation is approximately 3.0 m below 
the flood construction level. This will 
require a ground pad approximately 
double the size of the proposed 
station, plus a 30 m access driveway 
graded to Comox Road. As there are 
fewer structures there is more flexibility 
to raise the ground for the station. 
Additionally, the site is behind the 
existing dike, providing increased 
protection from flooding or damage 
from the river. 

Ground Improvement: as this site is within 300 m 
distance from the river, ground improvements are 
anticipated. However, as the distance from the river is 
greater than Options A or B, there will be reduced 
lateral movement potential. 

A very limited extension of the existing 
sewer line is required. 

The proposed location is not within a public right-of-
way and as such, an agreement with the landowner is 
required. In addition, the site is within the ALR and will 
require coordination and approval from the Agricultural 
Land Commission. 

Option D. Inland, 300 m Away from Courtenay River 

For preliminary evaluations, it is assumed that a location 300 m setback from the Courtenay River will 

minimize the risk of lateral movement during a seismic event. This offset distance is currently being 

confirmed with additional geotechnical evaluations. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

No ground improvement is required due to 
lateral movement, specifically the installation of 
stone columns. 

The proposed location is not within a public 
right-of-way and as such, an agreement with the 
landowner is required. In addition, the site is 
within the ALR and will require coordination and 
approval from the Agricultural Land 
Commission. 

Flooding Risk: The existing ground elevation is 
approximately 3.0 m below the flood 
construction level. This will require a ground 
pad approximately double the size of the 
proposed station, plus a 30 m access driveway 
graded to Comox Road. As there are fewer 
structures there is more flexibility to raise the 
ground for the station.   

 
 
 
 

 

Requires extending the gravity sewer lines away 
from Comox Road, thereby increasing the 
overall depth of the pump station wet well and 
project costs. 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION 

Summary 
The following table summarizes the comparison of the 4 options based on preliminary qualitative 

evaluations. 

Options 
Land 

Availability 
Constructability Flood Risk Ground Improvement 

Existing 

Sewer Line 

Extensions 

Option 

A 

Revisions to 

the Statutory 

Right of Way 

is required 

with the City 

Major construction is 

required around the 

existing facility which 

is critical for the 

protection of public 

health. This results in 

an elevated risk of 

damage at the existing 

station. 

Limited land 

within the ROW 

to raise the 

ground ~3 m to 

the FCL 

Significant ground 

improvements are 

required to mitigate the 

potential for lateral 

movement during a 

seismic event.   

Minor 

extension of 

the existing 

675 mm 

sewer 

Option 

B 

Requires a 

compensation 

agreement 

Major construction is 

required adjacent to 

the existing facility 

which is critical for the 

protection of public 

health. This results in 

an elevated risk of 

damage at the existing 

station. 

Limited land 

within the 

allocated 

property to raise 

the ground ~3 m 

to the FCL 

Significant ground 

improvements are 

required to mitigate the 

potential for lateral 

movement during a 

seismic event.  

Habitat improvements 

may potentially increase 

lateral slope failure due 

to new water features. 

Minor 

extension of 

the existing 

675 mm 

sewer 

Option 

C 

Impacts 

valuable 

agricultural 

lands 

Limited impacts on the 

existing public health 

infrastructure. 

Increased space 

to permit ground 

level changes to 

raise the new 

facility above the 

FCL. 

Decreased lateral 

ground movement due 

to increased offset from 

the riverbank 

Minor 

extension of 

the existing 

sewer. 

Option 

D 

Impacts 

valuable 

agricultural 

lands 

Limited impacts on the 

existing public health 

infrastructure. 

Increased space 

to permit ground 

level changes to 

raise the new 

facility above the 

FCL 

Minimized risk of lateral 

ground movement due 

to distance from the 

riverbank. 

Significant 

extension of 

the sewer 

system 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION 

Closure 
We trust the above preliminary discussion is suitable for your current needs. Further development will 

be incorporated into the Technical Memorandum currently in progress, including the geotechnical 

information being collected in the field. 

 

Sincerely, 

HDR Corporation 

 

 

 

Walt Bayless, P.Eng. 

Project Manager 
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Comox Valley Regional District
Hydraulic Profile Under PWWF and ADWF

Hydraulic Profile SCALE 1:2,000
Figure 2-14
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1. Background 

1.1 Introduction 

As part of  the CVRD’s upgrade to the existing foreshore sanitary conveyance system, an 

alternative alignment for the conveyance system along Comox Road between the 

Courtenay Pump Station and Comox Hill is being reviewed. This technical memo has been 

prepared to provide a review of  technical considerations and cost impacts associated with 

the alternative alignment shown in the attached Figure 1-1. This alignment is of fset from 

the shoreline to avoid an area known to have high archaeological signif icance. 

Furthermore, the western portion of  the alternative alignment through the K'ómoks First 

Nation (KFN) IR#1, shown in yellow on the Figure, is to be evaluated for viability for HDD 

installation methods rather than open cut methods.  

1.2 List of definitions and abbreviations 

KFN  K'ómoks First Nation 

ALR  Agricultural Land Reserve 

HDD Horizontal Directional Drilling 

CVRD  Comox Valley Regional District 

MOTI Ministry of  Transportation and Inf rastructure 

 

2. Objectives 

o This technical memo is intended to: 

o Update the hydraulic prof ile to ref lect the revised length and grade changes associated 

with the alternative alignment. 

o Discuss a site-specific geotechnical trench section for the alternative alignment due to 

risks of  buoyance, water table impacts and the required right-of -way. 

o Analysis of  the proposed HDD section including: 

▪ Depth of  cover requirements; 

▪ Entry and exit pit laydown requirements; 

▪ Pull back and laydown requirements; 

▪ Pipe material requirements; and 

▪ Cost estimation. 

o The scope of  work also includes a settlement analysis which cannot be completed until 

additional geotechnical work is completed along the proposed alignment and would be 

integrated into the indicative design. 
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3. Alignments Considerations 

3.1 Urquhart Creek to West Boundary KFN IR#1 

3.1.1 Shoreline Route 

There is currently limited geotechnical data within the optional alignment along Comox 

Road. The anticipated soil conditions consist of loose silts and sands with an elevated 

water table. There are a signif icant number of  known archaeological sites along Comox 

Road between Urquhart Creek and Bayside Road. Af ter a review of  the archaeological risk 

due to building the pipeline within Comox Road ROW, CVRD requested the analysis of  an 

inland route located to the north of  the shoreline route to prevent any unintentional 

disturbance of  archaeological sites during the construction. 

3.1.2 Inland Route 

The inland route consists of  an alignment through the existing agricultural land reserve 

(ALR) and will require an easement through this area. There is currently no geotechnical 

information along this alignment and additional boreholes are proposed as part  of  the 

geotechnical gap assessment. This alternative alignment would route along Farmview 

Road, then into the ALR land near 2380 Farmview Road and then to the western boundary 

of  KFN IR#1 where a horizontal directional drill (HDD) section o f  pipe is proposed to transit 

through to Bayside Road. The open cut, inland section of  forcemain is intended to avoid 

the known high potential zone of  archaeological sites, expected to be encountered along 

the Shoreline Route. In addition to the archaeological considerations, riparian area offset 

would be another consideration as the alignment follows in close proximity to salmon 

bearing waterways. A setback of  30 m has been assumed f rom these waterways. 

3.1.3 Trench Section 

The inland alignment for the conveyance system will require a variation to the typical trench 

style for sanitary pipe due to the potentially high-water table and consideration to mitigate 

pipe buoyance risks during pipe construction. The initial proposed concept is to utilize a 

portion of  backf ill, a minimum of  1.5 times the pipe diameter, to mitigate this risk. An 

addition 450mm of  organic medium is envisioned for the growing surface and is not 

factored into the overburden weight evaluation. This requirement will need to be further 

reviewed following completion of  the geotechnical evaluations  and subject to the design 

by the design-build proponent. 

The resulting excavation depth is approximately 2.4m to the bottom of the trench and is 

depicted in the f igure below. An allowance has also been included for the KFN pump 

station forcemain, discussed in detail later in this report.  
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Figure 3-1. Typical Trench Details for the Shoreline and Inland Routes 

 

3.2 Crossing KFN/IR1 

There are two options considered through the KFN IR#1, Open cut and HDD installations.  

3.2.1 Open Cut 

The open cut installation is the most common option for installation of a sewer forcemain. 

It would likely require closure of  a lane on Comox road followed by installation and backfill 

of  the forcemain. Due to the narrow constraints, it is likely that only small portion of trench 

would be open at a given time, requiring fusing of  the forcemain as the work progresses. 

As this section is through a known archaeological area, coordination and monitoring with 

the First Nation will be required. Any items identif ied which fall under the protection of  the 

BC Heritage Conservation Act may cause unexpected delays or additional costs. To avoid 

impacts under the Conservation Act, an alternative HDD alignment was also reviewed. 

3.2.2 HDD 

To avoid impacting known archaeological sites, the use of  HDD is an option as it does not 

cause disturbances to the shallow (<5 m) soils. HDD will require an entry pit located on 

the eastbound shoulder of Comox Road at the intersection with Bayside Road and an exit 

pit on the north shoulder of  Comox Road at the western boundary of  IR#1 where the 

forcemain would connect to the portion of  forcemain connecting back to the Courtenay 

pump station. 

3.3 KFN Pump Station 

The existing KFN Sanitary Pump Station must be connected back into the conveyance 

system. Although the open cut option through the KFN IR#1 does permit this to be 

connected directly to the forcemain, there is signif icant risks of sanitary overf lows should 

one of  the check valves in the pump station fail. As such, in either option, the preference 

is to route the pump station discharge forcemain back to the Courtenay Pump Station wet 
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well. This will require the installation of  a small diameter forcemain in parallel to the new 

conveyance forcemain. The most cost-effective option would be to install this pipe in the 

same trench as the larger conveyance pipe and indicated in Figure 3-1. Alternatively, the 

alignment can follow Comox Road using a shallow burial and a lower DR rating for the 

HDPE pipe.   

4. Cost analysis 

4.1 Urquhart Creek to KFN IR#1 

Class C cost estimates were developed for the two alignments shown in Figure 1-1, the 

shoreline route, and the route through the ALR. The approximate lengths for the two routes 

are: 

• 1,120 m through the Inland Route (ALR) and 

• 1,000 m along Comox Road (Shoreline Route). 

This is excluding the portion of  pipe through the KFN IR#1 which is being considered for 

HDD in the attached memo f rom McMillen Jacobs and is summarized in the following 

section. 

The costs estimate has been developed based on the following assumptions: 

• Production rate is assumed to be limited to 8-10 butt fuse joints per day on the 

HDPE pipe. This limits the daily production to approximately 40-50 m of  pipe per 

day.  

• A single lane restoration is assumed to be required on Comox Road, not full road 

overlay. 

• Dewatering is assumed for both alignments. The specif ic dewatering requirements 

cannot be conf irmed until detailed geotechnical assessments are completed. 

• One air release valve (ARV) station is assumed for the Comox Road alignment 

and two are assumed for the alignment through the Inland Route (ALR). The 

second ARV is required due to the transition of f Comox Road which may result in 

a localized high point. These would be subject to the f inal prof iles and survey. 

• Costs for permitting through MOTI and the ALR are not considered in this estimate. 

• The costs to install the KFN Pump Station discharge forcemain aling the alignment 

are not carried in this estimate, as it is common to the Inland and Shoreline options. 

 

The estimated costs for both HDPE pipe installation options are summarized in Table 4-1.  
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Table 4-1. Cost Estimates for Pipe Installation from Urquhart Creek to IR#1 

Item 
Option A  

Inland Route 
1120m 

Option B 
Shoreline route 

1000m 
Field Investigation (Survey, Utility Locates) $26,000 $38,000 

HDPE Pipe/Pipeline (34” Pipe, Fusing) $1,034,000 $924,000 

Asphalt Removal (Saw cut, Traffic control) $214,000 $265,000 

Excavation (stripping topsoil, trench, hauling, tripping) $460,000 $955,000 

Backfill $172,000 $250,000 

Air Valve $15,000 $9,000 

Dewatering $90,000 $106,000 

Environmental $32,000 $38,000 

Asphalt   $41,000 $177,000 

General Requirements (commissioning 2%, Warranty 2%, 

Admin cost, insurance, mobilization, and demobilization costs) 
$225,000 $282,000 

Sub-total  $2,310,000 $3,046,000 
Class C Contingency (35%) $809,000 $1,066,000 

Engineering. Contingency (15%) $347,000 $457,000 

Inflation (3% @ 1.5 years)  $105,000 $138,000 

Legal/land/other (3%)  $69,000 $91,000 

Total $3,640,000 $4,798,000 

Cost Per Meter of Pipe $3,200 $5,000 
 

4.2 KFN IR#1  

Two options are considered for the alignment through IR#1, the open cut installation, and 

the HDD installation. Costs were prepared as part of  McMillen Jacobs review of  the 

feasibility of HDD installation. 

The open cut and HDD cost estimates are summarized in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 below.  

Table 4-2. Cost Estimates for Open Cut on Comox Road (IR#1) 

Item Open Cut on Comox 
Road 

Asphalt Removal $72,000 

Excavation $398,000 

Pipe Installation, Backfill and Compaction $514,000 

Asphalt Restoration $64,000 

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost (0.6%) $6,000 

General Mobilization (1.1%) $12,000 

Demobilization/Punchlist (0.2%) $2,000 

General Plant Operation/Maintenance (1.8 months) $10,000 

Field Supervision (1.8 months) $69,000 

Overhead Maintenance/Service (3.3 months) $30,000 

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mobilization (1.2%) $13,000 
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Item Open Cut on Comox 
Road 

Contractor Markup (10.3%) $108,000 

Financing Charges (0.1%) $1,000 

Contractor Contingency (3.3%) $35,000 

Dewatering (1.8 months) $101,000 

Sub-total $1,434,000 
Class C Contingency (35%) $502,000 
Construction Contingency (15%) $215,000 
Inflation (3% @ 1.5 years) $65,000 
Legal/Land/Other (3%) $43,000 
Total $2,259,000 
Cost Per Meter of Pipe $5,000 

 

Table 4-3. Cost Estimates for HDD Through IR#1 
Item HDD Through IR#1 

East Entry Pit - Site Preparation $95,000 

West Exit Pit - Site Preparation  $47,000 

Geotechnical Instrumentation $20,000 

East Site Starter Casing $263,000 

East Site HDD Setup $37,000 

West Site HDD Setup $7,000 

East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole $52,000 

West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass $203,000 

West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass $142,000 

West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass $225,000 

West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass $302,000 

Furnish Pipe $309,000 

Pipe Layout and Welding $86,000 

Swab Hole - Pullback from West $58,000 

Pull Product Pipe $122,000 

East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer $31,000 

East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade $20,000 

West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade   $12,000 

East Entry Pit - Site Restoration $50,000 

West Exit Pit - Site Restoration $40,000 

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost (3.3%) $69,000 

General Mobilization (3.6%) $116,000 

Demobilization/Punchlist (2.4%) $78,000 

General Plant Operation/Maintenance (2.8 months) $15,000 

Field Supervision (4.8months) $184,000 

Overhead Maintenance/Service (4.8 months) $50,000 

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General 

Mobilization (3.4%) 
$110,000 
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5. Summary 

A signif icant number of  known archaeological sites exist around the KFN IR#1, along and 

adjacent to Comox Road. A summary of  the comparison of  the alignments is provided in 

the table below.  

There are several benef its of  Option B - the open cut and cover along Comox Road, as 

compared to Option A – installation through the Inland Route (ALR); however, f rom a social 

perspective, archeological concerns are signif icant and the CVRD is reviewing the overall 

f inancial impacts relative to the commitments made under the cultural heritage policy. 

The estimated installation cost on the Inland Route is the lowest unit rate of  all options as 

there is limited road restoration and there is additional workspace for the contractor to 

optimize the excavation and installation process. Limitations along Como x Road include 

maintaining road access, coordinating with MOTI and restoration of  the road to ministry 

standards. The HDD costs are the highest of  all options as this work is completed through 

less traditional trenchless methods. 

A summary of  the f inancial costs associated with the two options is provided in Table 5-1 

below.  

Table 5-1. Summary of Cost for Pipe Installation from Urquhart Creek to Bayside Road 

Zone Segment 
Pipe 

Installation 
Cost 

Cost per 
Meter of pipe 

Urquhart Creek to 
KFN IR#1 

Urquhart Cr to IR#1 – Inland Route 
(ALR) 
Length = 1,210 m 

$3,640,000 $3,200 

Urquhart Cr to IR#1 – Shoreline 
Route(Comox Rd) 
Length = 1,000 m 

$4,798,000 $5,000 

KFN IR#1 

IR#1 to Bayside – Open Cut 
Length = 457 m 

$2,259,000 $5,000 

IR#1 to Bayside – HDD 
Length = 459 m 

$5,106,000 $11,000 

 

Contractor Markup (15.8%) $443,000 

Financing Charges (0.4%) $13,000 

Contractor Contingency (1.3%) $42,000 

Sub-total  $3,241,000 
Class C Contingency (35%) $1,135,000 

Construction Contingency (15%) $486,000 

Inflation (3% @ 1.5 years) $147,000 

Legal/Land/Other (3%) $97,000 

Total $5,106,000 
Cost Per Meter of Pipe $11,000 
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There are 4 various installation options to transit the section between Urquhart Creek and 

Bayside Road: 

Table 5-2. Four Installation Combination 

Variant Portion from Urquhart Ck. To IR#1 Portion through KFN IR#1 

Inland/Open Cut Inland Route (ALR) Open Cut on Comox Road 

Inland/HDD Inland Route (ALR) HDD 

Comox Road/Comox Road Open Cut on Comox Road Open Cut on Comox Road 

Comox Road/HDD Open Cut on Comox Road HDD 
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Table 5-3. Comparison of all four combinations  

Category Inland/Open Cut Inland/HDD 
Comox Road/Comox 

Road Comox Road/HDD 

Technical 

- Requires added 

design or 

installation 

consideration to 

mitigate buoyance 

risk during 

installation 

- Requires added 

design or 

installation 

consideration to 

mitigate buoyance 

risk during 

installation. 

- Shortest overall 

alignment which 

reduces the maximum 

discharge pressure at 

the Courtenay Pump 

Station approximately 

0.6 m (0.9 psi). 

- Shorter alignment by 

approximately 210 m 

which reduces the 

maximum discharge 

pressure at the 

Courtenay Pump 

Station approximately 

0.6 m (0.9 psi). 

- Higher Risk using 

HDD through IR#1 

comparing with an 

open cut installation 

- Opportunity for 

continuous slope to 

minimize air valve 

requirements. 

- Higher Risk using 

HDD through IR#1 

comparing with an open 

cut installation 

Affordability 

- Lowest pipe 

installation costs 

- Longer alignment 

results in minor 

annual increase in 

power costs. 

- Lower discharge 

pressure at the 

Courtenay Pump 

Station equates to a 

nominal $2,000/yr. 

savings in energy. 

- Highest construction 

costs 

- Longer alignment 

results in minor 

annual increase in 

power costs. 

- Lower discharge 

pressure at the 

Courtenay Pump 

Station equates to a 

nominal $2,000/yr. 

savings in energy. 

Economic 
Benefits N/A 

Environmental 
Benefit 

All sites are adjacent environmentally protected waterways and would be restored to native 

conditions. 

Social Benefit 

- Construction 

within the 

archaeological sites 

through the KFN 

IR1 alignment 

- Minimizes 

construction within 

areas with high 

potential of 

archaeological sites 

 

- Construction within 

the archaeological 

sites through both 

Shoreline and KFN 

IR1 alignment. 

- Construction within 

the archaeological sites 

through both Shoreline 

and KFN IR1 alignment 

- Traffic and public 

impacts during 

construction along 

Comox Road at 

KFN IR1. 

- Minimizes traffic 

and public impacts 

during construction 

along Comox Road. 

- Traffic and public 

impacts during 

construction through 

both Shoreline and 

KFN IR1 alignment 

- Approximately 1 to 2-

months of single lane 

traffic along Comox 

Road. 

- Requires 

procurement of a 

new R.O.W. 

through the ALR. 

- Retains all utility 

infrastructure in an 

existing corridor. 
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Technical Memorandum 

Technical Memorandum 
 

 

To: Walter Bayless, HDR  Project: CVRD Sewer System Conveyance 
Project 

From: Heather Hughes-Adams, Michelle 
van der Pouw Kraan, Norman 
Joyal  

 cc:  Suzi Martin – HDR, Doug Grimes – 
MJA  

Date: October 4, 2021  Doc No.  56872_003_MO_HD_B_K'ómoks_IR#1
_HDD_Alignment 

Subject: DRAFT – K’ómoks IR#1 HDD Alignment Evaluation 

 
Revision Log 

Revision No. Date Revision Description 

A September 22, 2021 Draft Issued for Review by HDR and CVRD 

B October 4, 2021 Second Draft Issued for Review by HDR and CVRD 

 

1.0 Introduction  

The Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) intend to replace the existing sewer main located along the 
Comox foreshore with a sewer main located inland, through the townsite of Comox. The existing sewer 
main is exposed to coastal wave action and the depth of cover has decreased, resulting in operational and 
environmental risks. The objective of the Sewer System Conveyance Project is to develop a reference 
design for the new sewer main to be installed with open cut and horizontal directional drilling (HDD) 
methods via a future design-build contract. The sewer main alignment begins at the Courtenay Pump 
Station at the west side of Comox and extends to the Comox Valley Water Pollution Control Centre 
(CVWPCC) located on the east side of Comox. A section of open-cut main through downtown Comox is 
also required but is not included in this project scope. 
 
This memo provides an overview of the HDD alignment within the K’ómoks IR#1, which is located west 
of Comox Hill along the Comox Road right of way. The HDD alignment is fully contained within the 
K’ómoks IR#1, except for a small portion on the western end. K’ómoks IR#1 is known to be an 
archaeologically sensitive area. Archaeological sites are typically encountered in near-surface deposits, 
and their disruption must be minimized. Therefore, an HDD alignment thrtough the K’ómoks IR#1 is 
recommended for analysis to bypass (by drilling beneath) the archeological deposits in this area and avoid 
an open cut installation. 
 
Preliminary design calculations for settlement, hydrofracture, and pullback and pipe stress have been 
included for the purpose of determining the feasibility of the HDD alignment. McMillen Jacobs used the 
reference design alignment depicted in Figure 1 as the basis for the preliminary calculations. The 
reference design may be subject to further refinement by the design-build contractor as they advance this 
alignment to final design. 
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2.0 Alignment Overview 

The proposed HDD alignment begins at the entry pit located on the eastbound shoulder of Comox Road at 
the intersection with Bayside Road (see Figure 1). The alignment extends westward approximately 500 m 
along the Comox Road right of way and exits on the north shoulder of Comox Road near the intersection 
with an unnamed north-south access off Comox Road. The forcemain alignment west of the HDD section 
becomes open cut through the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), located west of the K’ómoks IR#1.  
 

 

Figure 1. Approximate alignment of proposed K’ómoks IR#1 HDD Alignment within the K’ómoks 
IR#1. 

 
Conventional HDD methodology and geometry has been assumed for the purposes of calculations and is 
described in Section 4.0 and shown on Drawing 1 (attached), which details the horizontal and vertical 
alignment. 

3.0 Geotechnical Characterization 

In 2020, WSP completed a site investigation along Comox Hill, east of the proposed K’ómoks HDD 
alignment, which included four mud rotary boreholes. This site investigation complemented a prior site 
investigation by EXP which included nine solid stem auger holes centered around St. Joseph’s Hospital. 
The Geotechnical Interpretive Report (GIR) issued by WSP in April 2020 outlines the findings of this 
investigation as summarized below. 
 
The WSP GIR also includes a brief description of the regional surficial geology anticipated in the general 
area of the site. Based on the glacial history of the area, the glacial till is widespread and includes a wide 

HDD Entry 

HDD Exit 

Potential open cut 
west of HDD section 
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range of soil materials, including clays, silts, sands, gravels, cobbles, and boulders in variable fractions. 
Sandy and clayey marine deposits are also common in the area (WSP, 2020). 
 
The nearest borehole to the proposed K’ómoks HDD alignment is CX20-01, located on the north shoulder 
of Comox Road, approximately 300 m east of the proposed HDD entry point. The mud rotary hole was 
drilled to 9.8 m depth and included Standard Penetration Tests (SPTs) to test density, Atterberg Limits, 
and soil gradation. The ground encountered in the borehole was generally very dense silt and sand in 
various proportions, with the silt testing as low plasticity. Sand with some silt and 35% gravel content 
was identified between 8.5 to 9.8 m depth (11.5 m el. to 10.3 m el.). Groundwater was encountered below 
7 m depth (WSP, 2020). However, the end depth of this borehole is at a higher elevation than that of the 
entry and exit elevations of the K’ómoks IR#1 HDD alignment, at 4 m el, and none of the other boreholes 
were drilled to the depth of the K’ómok’s IR#1 HDD alignment. The borehole logs, borehole location 
plan, and laboratory testing results for both boreholes can be found in the GIR issued by WSP (WSP, 
2020). 
 
While CX20-01 offers useful insight into the geology in the general area of the HDD entry point, further 
drilling is needed to provide information in the vicinity of the HDD alignment. This information will be 
used to refine the HDD calculations (discussed in the following sections), which are used to determine the 
construction risks, challenges, and mitigation measures. Recommended borehole locations for further 
investigation are near the centre of the alignment to below the invert depth, and near the entry and exit 
pits to determine the risk of hydrofracture and need for surface casings. 

3.1 Geotechnical Assumptions for Calculations  

In order to complete the settlement, hydrofracture and pullback analyses that will inform the feasibility of 
the proposed HDD alignment, several assumptions were made on the geology and geotechnical 
parameters to overcome the information gap that underlies the HDD alignment. The deepest unit (Soil 
Unit 5) in the nearest borehole, CX20-01 was inferred to be a vertically and laterally continuous single 
layer present across the site. This unit was described as ‘Silty Sand and Gravel’, and has the following 
parameters (WSP, 2020): 
 

Table 1. Soil properties of WSP Soil Unit 5 

Soil Unit  Total Unit Weight 

(kN/m3) 

Apparent Angle of 

Friction (degrees) 

Soil Cohesion (kPa) 

Silty Sand and Gravel 
(Soil Unit 5 in WSP 
GIR) 

22 35 0 

 
As a conversative assumption of the groundwater level and due to the site’s proximity to the Strait of 
Georgia, it is assumed that the water table is at 1 m below surface. This should be verified with 
investigative drilling. 

4.0 Assumptions for Geometry 

The alignment of the K’ómoks HDD follows the Comox Road right of way for approximately 500 m. 
Refer to Drawing 1 for details on the proposed plan and profile geometry. The alignment geometry is 
described below and is used in the calculations detailed in Sections 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0. 
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4.1 Entry and Exit Angles 

Exit and entry angles were assumed to be 11 to 11.5 degrees from horizontal, within the recommended 
range provided by NASTT’s HDD Good Practice Guidelines (NASTT, 2017). Note that the angles used 
in this reference design may be subject to change by the design-build contractor during the final design. 

4.2 Depth of Cover at Invert 

In McMillen Jacobs’ experience, 10 m of cover above the alignment invert is the starting minimum cover 
requirement to minimize the risk of hydrofracture. At the invert of the HDD alignment along the central 
tangent (between the vertical curves to and from the exit and entry points), the depth of cover is relatively 
consistent and varies only due to minor elevation changes in the ground surface. Depth of cover along the 
central tangent remains above 10 m as shown in Drawing 1. The depth of cover will be evaluated by the 
design-build contractor and can be modified, provided that the settlement and hydrofracture requirements 
are met. Hydrofracture is discussed further in Section 6.0. We note that this depth of cover is also 
expected to provide the necessary vertical separation between the HDD alignment and archeological 
deposits at surface and shallow depths. 

4.3 Bend Radius 

There are three bending radii to be considered during the design of the HDD plan to ensure minimum 
bending radius requirements are being met. The first bending radius to be considered is the bending radius 
of the steel drill pipe for the completion of the pilot bore and the reaming passes, and the second and third 
are those of the HDPE carrier pipe. The carrier pipe has two bend radii to consider – the cold bend radius, 
to which the pipe can be bent during laydown on surface with no external or tensile loads, and the radius 
when the pipe is being installed in the ground under external and tensile load. For this memorandum, the 
HDPE pipe bending radii under load is the controlling radii.  
 
It is assumed that 0.12 m (5 in) outer diameter (O.D.) steel drill rods will be used to drill the pilot 
borehole and successive reaming passes. The O.D. of the HDPE carrier pipe is assumed to be 0.86 m 
(34”). The bending limits of each of these pipes is derived from NASTT and Plastic Pipe Institute 
Guidelines shown below in Table 2, with the larger of the radii governing. These guidelines indicate that 
a minimum bending radius of 107 m is satisfied by the 300 m bending radius included in the reference 
design. 

Table 2 Minimum bending radii of drill and carrier pipes 

Pipe Type Recommended Rule of Thumb Minimum Bending Radius 

5” Steel Drill Rods O.D. (in) x 1200 = Bend Radius (in) 4200 in / 107 m 

34” HDPE Carrier Pipe O.D. (in) x 40 = Bend Radius (in) 
under loaded conditions (in) 

1360 in / 35 m 

34” HDPE Carrier Pipe O.D. (in) x 25 = Cold Bend Radius 
unloaded (in) 

850 in / 22 m 

 

4.4 Work Area Space Requirements 

4.4.1 Working Areas 

As per NASTT guidelines, the entry pit working area was assumed to be approximately 1,400 m2 
(NASTT, 2017). This area is required for the drill rig and supporting equipment. The exit pit was 
assumed to be half of the size of the entry pit at approximately 700 m2, as this area will be used to manage 
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drilling slurry and drill rods, complete welding, and for equipment laydown, but will not need to stage the 
drill rig.  

4.4.2 Pullback Laydown Area 

There are three options for pipe laydown areas for the K’ómoks HDD. The laydown option that appears to 
have the least impact would be along the eastbound shoulder/sidewalk of Comox Road. The carrier pipe 
would be fused and pressure tested, with minimal traffic disruption to Comox Road. On the day of 
pullback, relocation of the pipe across the road along with a continuous pullback effort would require 
closure of Comox Road for a few hours to reposition the pipe on the other side of the road, and reopened 
thereafter with traffic control during the remaining pullback period estimated to be approximately 12-
hours.  
 
The second option would be to use the westbound shoulder/sidewalk of Comox Road as a laydown. 
While this option eliminates the need to move the pipe across Comox Road, this option prevents access to 
multiple driveways for a longer period for pipe fusing and pressure testing. A laydown within the ALR is 
a third option for a laydown area, but this would require significant effort to move the fully fused and 
tested carrier pipe into place for pullback. 

4.5 Conflicting Utilities 

A 750 mm diameter steel forcemain has been identified in the vicinity of the HDD alignment from as-
built drawings. This forcemain is composed of steel encased in concrete and cannot be relocated to 
facilitate HDD drilling. A 750 mm diameter culvert is also located along Comox Road, in the vicinity of 
Queneesh Road. Careful surveying, alignment design and HDD steering must be employed to avoid 
conflicts with the existing buried utilities. Furthermore, an overhead BC Hydro 13kV distribution 
powerline is located on the south shoulder of Comox Road, offset a few meters south of the proposed 
entry pit. These utilities will need to be surveyed and protected by the design-build contractor.  

5.0 Settlement Analysis 

A settlement analysis along the HDD alignment was completed to evaluate the potential settlement with 
respect to surface infrastructure. The alignment of the K’ómoks HDD passes below Comox Road near the 
completion of the first vertical curve (at approx. station 0+90). The road crossing is approximately 75 m 
in length, and the alignment depth below the highway ranges between 10.5 m to 12.5 m depending on the 
location along the alignment. 
 
During the final reaming pass of the HDD, the diameter of the bore will be 1.21 m (48”), or about 300 
mm greater than the pipe OD. The 0.86 m (34”) carrier pipe will then be pulled through the bore to 
complete the installation. The pullback calculations inform that the pipe may have to be ballasted with 
water during pullback to reduce the pullback forces and stresses in the pipe (as discussed further in 
Section 7.0). After pullback, while most of the drilling fluid will remain in the bore and solidify, some of 
the drilling fluid water will dissipate into void spaces in the soil and the resulting open annular space 
between the borepath and the carrier pipe will settle. The result of this process is a systemic settlement 
trough centered above the alignment that hourglasses its way to the surface. 
 
Factors that affect the anticipated settlement above the centreline of the borepath include vertical 
alignment and reamed diameter. Smaller borepath diameters generally result in less settlement at surface, 
and shallower alignments generally result in more settlement at surface. 
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5.1 Method 

McMillen Jacobs completed a settlement analysis for the K’ómoks HDD based on Bennett and Wallin’s 
2008 paper. This analysis assumes a Gaussian distribution of settlement centered above the pipe 
centreline. It also assumes no other major settlements other than systemic settlement (filling) of the 
annular space surrounding the carrier pipe. This method is a conservative estimate, as it assumes the 
entire annular volume will be taken up by settlement of the surrounding soil. However, engineering 
judgement can be used to infer that the clay bentonite component of the drilling fluid will solidify and 
occupy an estimated 50% of the borehole volume. This value is an estimate from McMillen Jacobs’ 
empirical experience of observed values ranging between 30% to 70%.  

5.2 Results 

The theoretical results of the settlement analysis indicate surface settlement along Comox Road ranges 
from 82 mm to 96 mm depending on depth of cover, assuming that the borehole annular volume is empty 
of residual drilling fluid. However, assuming that approximately 50% of the annular volume between the 
borepath and the carrier pipe will be occupied by solidified drill fluid, the expected settlement values are 
reduced to 41 to 48 mm. These analysis results exceed the recommended tolerance limit of settlement of 
surface streets, which is 25 mm (Bennet and Wallin, 2008).  
 
A 750 mm culvert crosses Comox Road at approximately 0+250 along the HDD borepath at a depth of 
approximately 4.5 m below ground surface. The crown of the HDPE pipe along the borepath is located 
approximately 7.5 m below the culvert, which suggests a settlement of 117 mm at the culvert assuming 
the entire annular space will become occupied with surrounding soil. Using the inferred 50% reduction 
factor due to the drill fluid occupying the void space, a settlement of approximately 59 mm may be 
anticipated at the culvert. These results are preliminary and are subject to change upon further refinement 
of the geologic model of the site and the HDD alignment. 
 
The design-build contractor will be required to complete a settlement analysis based on their means and 
methods, incorporate mitigation measures as appropriate, and develop a settlement monitoring plan. 
Mitigation methods that could be used reduce the risk of excessive settlement include deepening the 
borepath, reducing the diameter of the final reaming pass (generally not recommended), and adjusting the 
properties of the drilling fluid. These mitigation measures are not included as part of the reference design 
and are the responsibility of the design-build contractor.  
 
McMillen Jacobs recommends the design build contractor develop a settlement monitoring plan which 
includes consultation on settlement tolerances for Comox Road and nearby existing utilities, and 
installation of subsurface and surface monitoring instrumentation to be monitored in real time during 
construction. 

6.0 Hydrofracture Risk 

Hydrofracture is the inadvertent release of drilling fluid to surface that occurs when the confining in situ 
pressure surrounding the borepath is exceeded by the drilling fluid pressure, or the drilling fluid 
communicates with a natural vertical weak zone or a manmade feature, such as a borehole. Hydrofracture 
is naturally mitigated through the intended impregnation of drilling fluid into the surrounding soil layer to 
develop the formation of a “filter cake”. The filter cake is a bentonite membrane formed by pressurized 
drilling fluid plugging the interstitial pore spaces in the surrounding soil to develop an impermeable 
plugged layer surrounding the borehole, allowing drilling fluid pressures to be maintained. The formation 
of a filter cake is a requirement for successful HDD drilling and may require modifications of the drill 
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fluid composition to be achieved. However, the formation of a filter cake provides no guarantee that 
hydrofracture will not occur, especially if natural or manmade preferential weak zones exist. 
 
Hydrofracture risk is generally greatest near the entry and exit locations of a borepath, where the depth of 
cover is the lowest. Generally, the most significant risk of hydrofracture also occurs during the pilot 
boring stage (considered the “critical case”), with decreasing risk during reaming passes, and a slightly 
increased risk during the carrier pipe pullback. This can be mitigated to an extent by the installation of 
surface casings. Mitigation options are discussed further in Section 6.2 and will be the responsibility of 
the design-build contractor to consider during detailed design. 

6.1 Methods 

McMillen Jacobs evaluated hydrofracture risk for the proposed drill path alternative using the cavity 
expansion model approach, as described by Bennett and Wallin, 2008. An overview of the steps involved 
in this approach is as follows: 

(1) Estimate the maximum allowable pressure along the alignment. The maximum allowable pressure 

represents the maximum drilling fluid pressure in the bore hole before plastic deformation of the 

bore hole (i.e. hydrofracture) occurs. The maximum allowable pressure is calculated using cavity 

expansion theory and is primarily a function of bore depth and anticipated soil and groundwater 

conditions. 

(2) Estimate the minimum fluid pressures along the alignment. The minimum fluid pressure is 

calculated by summing the hydrostatic drilling fluid pressure and the pressure required to move 

the drilling fluid with the suspended cuttings through the drilled hole to the ground surface. The 

former component is dependent upon drilling fluid density and bore depth, whereas the latter 

component is a function of drilling fluid rheology. 

(3) Compare the maximum allowable pressure and minimum fluid pressure along the alignment. If 
the maximum allowable pressure is less than the drilling fluid pressure, then hydrofracture is 
likely and measures are required to reduce this risk. 

 
Consistent with design recommendations made by Staheli, Price and Wetter (2010), McMillen Jacobs 
applied a factor-of-safety of 2.5 to the calculated maximum pressure value with RPMAX taken as the depth 
of the bore below the ground surface, with no factor-of-safety applied to the value of RPMAX itself. 
 
The following assumptions of the drilling fluid properties and borehole dimensions are described below 
in Table 3.  Geotechnical properties used in the hydrofracture calculations are described in Section 3.1. 
Note assumptions on geotechnical properties, drill pipe diameter and drill fluid properties may be 
modified by the design-build contractor based on further geotechnical characterization and their proposed 
means and methods. 
 

Table 3 Drill Pipe and Fluid Property Assumptions 

Drill Fluid or Drill Pipe Property Assumed Value 

Diameter of Pilot Bore Hole 10 in  / 0.257 m 

Diameter of Drill Pipe 5 in  / 0.127 m 

Unit Weight of Drilling Fluid  8.5 lb/gal  / 1018 kg/m3 

Viscosity of Drilling Fluid  50 cp  

Flow Rate or Drilling Fluid at Drill Bit 300 gal/min  / 1.14 m3/min 

Yield Point of Drilling Fluid  30 lb/100ft2  / 0.014 kPa 
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6.2 Results 

The results of the hydrofracture analysis indicate that the drilling fluid pressure exceeds the maximum 
allowable pressure of the soil at Station 0+439 - within approximately 20 m from the exit point at Station 
0+457 m. A factor of safety of 2.5 has been applied directly onto the maximum pressure calculation for 
conservative results. A conservative estimate of hydrofracture results is important to account for factors 
such as anisotropy in the ground or field adjustments to drilling fluid flow rate. The graphical results of 
the critical case (the pilot bore) are shown below in Figure 2. The hydrofracture analysis will be updated 
once further geotechnical information is available in the vicinity of the HDD alignment.  
 
The design-build contractor will be required to complete a hydrofracture analysis based on their means 
and methods, incorporate mitigation measures as appropriate (such as surface casings), and monitor the 
downhole fluid pressures during drilling.  
 

 

Figure 2. Results of Hydrofracture Calculation for K’ómoks HDD 

7.0 Pullback and Pipe Stress Calculations 

7.1 Design Specifications 

For the pullback and pipe stress calculations, an HDPE 4710 DR11 pipe was selected. The pipe 
specifications and design criteria used for our evaluation of pipe stresses during installation and operation 
are provided in Table 4. The anticipated maximum operating and test pressures were supplied by HDR.  
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Table 4. Pipe Specifications and Design Criteria 

Specification Value 

Material Type HDPE 4710 

Dimension Ratio DR11 

Outside Diameter 34 in / 854 mm 

Wall Thickness 3.1 in / 78.5 mm 

Material Grade 3500 psi / 24.1 MPa 

Poisson’s Ratio (short-term loading) 0.35 

Poisson’s Ratio (long-term loading) 0.45 

Elastic Modulus (max) 150 000 psi / 1,030 MPa 

Elastic Modulus (50y) 28 000 psi / 195 MPa 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 67 x 10-6 °F-1 / 120 x 10-6 °C-1 

Maximum Operating Pressure 80 psi / 0.550 MPa 

Maximum Test Pressure  120 psi / 0.827 MPa 

 

7.2 Pipe Stresses During Pullback and Operation 

Pulling loads during pipe pullback result from friction between the pipe and the wall of the bore and from 
dynamic fluid friction that develops as the pipe moves through the viscous drilling fluid. During 
installation, the pipeline is subjected to tension from pulling loads, bending as the pipe is forced to 
negotiate curves in the drilled path, and hoop stress from drilling fluid pressure within the bore annulus. 
Additionally, the pipeline is subjected to combined loading effects, including load interactions from 
tensile, bending, and external (hoop) pressure. Resultant stresses must be checked to determine whether 
the overall HDD design is adequate.  
 
Stresses resulting from operating loads typically include internal pressure from within the pipeline, elastic 
bending from curvature in the drilled path, thermal stress resulting from the temperature differences 
during construction and operation, and the combination of these stresses.  

7.3 Methods 

Pullback analysis on HDD crossings is an iterative process. The initial analysis described in this memo 
was completed using the pipe specifications listed in Table 4. Pipe stresses during pullback and operation 
were evaluated using methods outlined in ASTM (1962), Bennett and Ariaratnam (2017), and ASCE 
(2014). Material properties were referenced from the Plastic Pipe Institute (2015).  

7.4 Results 

The results of the preliminary pullback analysis indicated that an unballasted pipe with the specifications 
listed in Table 4 would be unacceptable for the K’ómoks HDD alignment. The maximum pull force 
exerted on the pipe during installation/pullback was calculated to be 790 kN. Note that a factor of safety 
of 1.5 has been applied to the pullback forces when calculating the induced stresses to account for 
uncertainties in installation conditions. With this applied factor of safety, the combined tensile and 
bending stresses induced during installation is approximately 106% of the allowable strength.  
 
Table 5 indicates the minimum factor of safety and calculated induced stresses during unballasted 
installation of the 34” HDPE carrier pipe.   
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Table 5. Stresses Induced During Unballasted Installation of 34” HDPE Carrier Pipe 

Installation Stress Maximum 

Allowable Stress 

Maximum 

Anticipated Stress 

Percent of 

Allowable 

Stress 

Factor of 

Safety 

Tensile 7.1 MPa 6.2 MPa 88% 1.1 

Tensile and Bending 7.1 MPa 7.5 MPa 106% 0.95 

Critical Buckling  518 kPa 202 kPa 84% 2.6 

 
To attempt to reduce the pullback forces, an alternative, shallower alignment was assessed for pullback, 
however this did not considerably reduce the maximum tensile and bending stresses of the installation. 
Furthermore, a shallower alignment would introduce other issues including increased hydrofracture and 
settlement risks. 
 
Another method to reduce stresses induced on the carrier pipe during installation is to ballast the pipe (i.e. 
filling the sections of carrier pipe below ground with water during pull through) to achieve a near 
neutrally buoyant pipe. Ballasting the pipe introduces practical challenges for the contractor but ballasting 
is the most practical way to reduce pullback forces and pipe stresses. With a factor of safety of 1.5 applied 
to the pullback forces, the maximum pull force exerted on the pipe was calculated to be 200 kN. Table 6 
indicates the minimum factor of safety and calculated induced stresses during ballasted installation of the 
34” HDPE carrier pipe.   

Table 6 Stresses Induced During Ballasted Installation of 34” HDPE Carrier Pipe 

Installation Stress Maximum 

Allowable Stress 

Maximum 

Anticipated Stress 

Percent of 

Allowable 

Stress 

Factor of 

Safety 

Tensile 7.1 MPa 1.6 MPa 22% 4.4 

Tensile and Bending 7.1 MPa 2.9 MPa 41% 2.5 

Critical Buckling  518 kPa 78.8 kPa 23% 6.6 

 
Table 7 indicates the stresses induced during testing and operation of a 34” HDPE carrier pipe. 
 

Table 7. Stresses Induced During Testing and Operation of 34" HDPE Carrier Pipe 

Loading 

Condition  

Allowable 

Pressure  

Anticipated 

Pressure  

Percent of Allowable 

Pressure 

Factor of Safety 

Testing 2.5 MPa 0.827 MPa 33% 3.02 

Operation 1.0 MPa 0.550 MPa 55% 
 

1.83 

 
A smaller, 30-in HDPE 4710 DR9 pipe was also assessed for pullback stresses. While the required 
operating pressures (and corresponding internal stresses during operation) of a smaller diameter pipe have 
not yet been analyzed, the stresses induced during unballasted installation would decrease considerably, 
from the comparative 106% of the maximum allowable tensile and bending stress with a 34-in to 75% 
with a 30-in. This option should be investigated further from an operations and tie-in perspective. 

8.0 Cost Estimate 

A Class C cost estimate was completed for the K’ómoks HDD reference design. The estimate was 
prepared on a means and methods basis, where the major items of work were separated into discrete tasks 
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and quantity take-offs performed for each of the materials required for the task, followed by an evaluation 
of the level of effort in terms of manpower and equipment necessary to achieve a likely production rate 
for execution of the task. In addition to the estimate, a construction schedule was developed that 
sequenced the relative order of performance of each task to determine an overall project duration. 
Subsequently, indirect costs (e.g. such as general mobilization, demobilization, field supervisions, bonds, 
insurance, and taxes, contractor mark-up etc.), escalation, and owner contingency were applied. 
  
For the K’ómoks HDD, the Class C estimate direct cost was approx. $2.2 M, with an approximately 5-
month long construction duration. The significant HDD activities included in this estimate include a 30 m 
long surface casing on the entry side, an HDD pilot hole and 4 reaming passes, one swab pass, and pipe 
pullback. With the added indirects, escalation, and contingency (30%), the total is $4.7 M. The estimate is 
included in Appendix A.  
 
Due to the current early design stage, several of the parameters in the estimate are conservative at this 
time. The estimate will be refined, and the contingency adjusted, as the design progresses.  

9.0 Recommendations 

At this stage in the reference design, the K’ómoks First Nation HDD alignment is considered feasible. 
The following steps are recommended to further develop the design:  

• Geotechnical characterization of the HDD area, to update the settlement and hydrofracture 
analysis; 

• Confirmation of land use availability for entry and exit pit locations, and pipe laydown;  

• Further evaluation of a 30 in diameter DR 9 HDPE carrier pipe; and 

• Confirmation of expected depth of archeological sites. 
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Drawing 1: K’ómoks IR#1 HDD Alignment Plan and Profile 
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5867.2 KEB 0 10/1/2021
8:25 AM

No. Item or Group Item Description Status Item Cost

001 East Entry Pit - Site Preparation LS $94,516
002 West Exit Pit - Site Preparation LS $46,732

Site Preparation LS
003 Geotechnical Instrumentation LS $20,000
004 East Site Starter Casing 30 m /m $263,013
005 East Site HDD Setup LS $37,213
006 West Site HDD Setup LS $6,553
007 East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole 459 m /m $52,089
008 West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass 459 m /m $203,196
009 West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass 459 m /m $141,782
010 West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass 459 m /m $225,011
011 West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass 459 m /m $301,975
012 Furnish Pipe 459 m /m $309,412
013 Pipe Layout and Welding 459 m /m $85,683
014 Swab Hole - Pullback from West 459 m /m $57,791
015 Pull Product Pipe 459 m /m $121,570
016 East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer 30 m /m $31,167
017 East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade LS $19,842
018 West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade LS $11,927

HDD 459 m /m
019 East Entry Pit - Site Restoration LS $50,478
020 West Exit Pit - Site Restoration LS $40,478

Site Restoration LS

021 directs
022 0.5 mo unesc.bid
023 0.5 mo unesc.bid
024 2.8 mo /mo
025 4.8 /mo
026 4.8 /mo
027 unesc.bid
028 of cost
029 Financing Charges 0.4% unesc.bid
030 Contractor Contingency 1.3% unesc.bid

031 Escalation 5.2% unesc.bid

032 Owner Contingency 30.0% esc.bid

Assumptions:
- Work areas to be cleared and grubbed, and covered with crushed rock and timber crane mats for stabilization.
- No temporary fence installed.
- Silt fence installed around the perimeter of the work areas.
- Gravel placed where required to provide stable work area.
- East casing (1372-mm diameter) assumed to be placed and removed by hammer.
- PST of 7% is included, GST of 5% is not.
- Pilot hole diameter of 0.251m.
- Reaming of hole to 1219mm.
- Pilot hole drilled east side, hole reamed, and carrier pipe pulled back through.
- Carrier pipe for HDD is 34" diameter, DR11. 
- Assume entire pipe string can be laid out along easment in one string, (One Pull.)
- HDD pilot drill, 2 shifts at 12 hours, 7 days per week. 

General Mobilization

mo

Escalated Construction BidMar 2023 NTP:  4.75 mo project duration

$167,230

$1,121,583

Demobilization/Punchlist

$38,355

$69,380
$116,208

2.4%

$3,409,241

General Plant Operation/Maintenance

Subtotal Indirect Cost

Overhead Maintenance/Service

$490

$8,767

$12,961
$443,277

$184,105
$14,988

$42,409

$110,308
$50,361

$1,039

$4,432,041

$1,022,800

OPINION OF PROBABLE ESCALATED CONSTRUCTION BID INCLUDING OWNER CONTINGENCY

Project Client

Comox Valley Regional District 

Item Unit CostItem Quantity/Unit

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

Group Item Cost

HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

Estimate Notes p2;   Schedule p3;   Direct Detail p4;   Indirect Detail p12;   Escalation Detail p15;   Contingency Detail p15;   Resource Rate 
and Usage Detail p16;   Estimate Metrics p19

$309

$2,120,428

$5,353

$113

3.6%

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mobilization 3.4%

Field Supervision
$10,492

mo

$4,114

$443

Estimate Notes:

Table of Contents:

Contractor Markup

$77,586

3.3%

Subtotal Direct Cost

$1,888,224

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost

$187
$126

$674
$658

$265

$141,248

$90,956

Opinion of Probable Escalated Construction Bid including Owner Contingency

15.8%

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Summary
v9.9  Printed on 10/1/2021, 8:27 AM.  Page 1 of 19
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- HDD reaming and pipe pull, 2 shifts at 12 hours, 7 days per week. 
- Most surface work activities 1 shift, 8 - 10 hours per day, 5 days per week.

Exclusions:
- Existing Utility conflicts
- Owner costs for management, design, construction management, property/right of way acquisition, changes during construction etc.
- Contaminated soil handling and haul-off

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Summary
v9.9  Printed on 10/1/2021, 8:27 AM.  Page 2 of 19
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2.00 2.00
6.00 2.00 8.00
1.00 2.00 3.00

021 $0 1.00 2.00 3.00
022 $116,208 0.50 3.00 3.50
023 $77,586 0.50 6.25 6.75

001 $143,326 0.25 3.50 3.75
002 $70,865 0.25 3.75 4.00

003 $30,328 0.25 3.50 3.75
004 $398,836 0.25 3.75 4.00

005 $56,430 0.25 4.00 4.25
006 $9,937 0.25 4.00 4.25
007 $78,989 0.25 4.25 4.50

008 $308,130 0.25 4.50 4.75
009 $215,000 0.25 4.50 4.75
010 $341,210 0.25 4.75 5.00
011 $457,919 0.25 5.00 5.25
012 $469,197 0.25 4.75 5.00
013 $129,931 0.25 5.00 5.25
014 $87,635 0.25 5.25 5.50

015 $184,351 0.25 5.25 5.50

016 $47,262 0.25 5.50 5.75
017 $30,089 0.25 5.75 6.00
018 $18,086 0.25 6.00 6.25

019 $76,546 0.25 6.00 6.25
020 $61,382 0.25 6.25 6.50

4.  Activity is based on a 7-day workweek.  

$7
21

.6
K

$1
,4

04
.9

K
$8

90
.3

K

$0.0K

Preliminary Submittals

West Exit Pit - Site Preparation

$0.0K

Pipe procurement/delivery

East Entry Pit - Site Preparation

West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass  (Note 4)

Geotechnical Instrumentation

East Entry Pit - Site Restoration
West Exit Pit - Site Restoration

East Site HDD Setup
West Site HDD Setup
East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole (Note 4)

NTP

$0.0K

East Site Starter Casing

West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass (Note 4)
West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass (Note 4)
West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass (Note 4)

$3,409,241 months

$3,409.2K

East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade
West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

1.  Project calendar is based on 10 observed holidays and 10 critical inclement weather days per year distributed monthly as shown in the Estimate Metrics summary on page 19.
2.  Payments are made 30 days after pay applications including 10% retention which is reduced to 5% after 50% is earned, 2 months after NTP.  Payments releasing retention bolded.  50% of the contract is earned 4 months after NTP (Jun 2023).
3.  Spread $1.1M indirects + $0.2M escalation - $0.2M mob.  Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.

$3
92

.4
K

$0.0K

Opinion of Probable Escalated Construction Bid, 
Duration, and Monthly Progress Payments

Furnish Pipe (Note 4)
Pipe Layout and Welding (Note 4)
Swab Hole - Pullback from West (Note 4)

Pull Product Pipe (Note 4)

East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer

4.8

Equipment Mobilization

Demobilization/Punchlist
General Mobilization

NTP:  3/1/23

Pipe procurement/delivery:  3/1/23 - 9/1/23

--
5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Schedule
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5867.2 KEB 0 10/1/2021
8:25 AM

No.

001 1 LS 6 days 6 work days
manhours

288
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
2 days clear and grub
1 day grade and dig entry pit
1 day spread rock and set wood mats
2 day install culvert and repair drive
6 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 288.0 mhr $864
S cg Clearing and grubbing 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,077
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 96.00 mhr $5,595
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797
M mat Wood Crane Mats 10.00 ea $2,022 /ea 10.00 ea $20,223
M mat Wood Crane Mats 10.00 ea Salvage 0.1 $2,022 /ea 1.00 ea $2,022
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,327
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 48.00 hr $5,368
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,327
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 48.00 hr $6,218
M sfnc silt fence 400.0 m $10.53 /m 400.0 m $4,212
M aggc Coarse aggregate 500.0 m3 $54.97 /m3 500.0 m3 $27,486
M xmisc Miscellaneous material 5.00 lot culvert material, backfill $1,000 /lot 5.00 lot $5,000

No.

002 1 LS 3 days 3 work days
manhours

144
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
1 days clear and grub
1 day grade and dig exit pit
1 day spread rock and set wood mats
3 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 144.0 mhr $432
S cg Clearing and grubbing 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,539
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,399
M mat Wood Crane Mats 5.00 ea $2,022 /ea 5.00 ea $10,112
M mat Wood Crane Mats 5.00 ea 0.1 $2,022 /ea 0.50 ea $1,011
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 24.00 hr $2,684
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 24.00 hr $3,109
M sfnc silt fence 150.0 m $10.53 /m 150.0 m $1,579
M aggc Coarse aggregate 250.0 m3 $54.97 /m3 250.0 m3 $13,743

No.

003 1 LS 5 days 5 work days
manhours

0
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M xmisc Miscellaneous material 20.00 lot $1,000 /lot 20.00 lot $20,000

Resource Unit Cost

$5,000

Production rate

$5,000

Equipment Subcontract

Work schedule

Subcontract

   Other ST pay

Resource Qty/Unit

$5,793

Item Description Production rate Total time

Work schedule

$59,806

East Entry Pit - Site Preparation

Resource Quantity

$18,124
Labor

DIRECT COST DETAIL

ClientProject

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

Comox Valley Regional District 
HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

Resource Unit Cost

Item Cost

Item Description

Labor Item Cost

Total time

Other OT pay    

   Other ST pay

Other fixed time

Production rate

$46,732

Material

$20,000 $20,000
Labor

$0
Material

Other fixed time

Item Cost

Resource Unit Cost

$0

Item Description

Production rate

Total timeItem Quantity/Unit

Subcontract

Production rate

Geotechnical Instrumentation

Resource Qty/Unit

Work schedule

Equipment

Resource Quantity

   Other ST pay

$0
Other OT pay    

$11,586

Resource Qty/Unit

Equipment

Other fixed time

Item Quantity/Unit

West Exit Pit - Site Preparation

Item Quantity/Unit

$94,516

$26,877
Other OT pay    

Resource Quantity

Production rate

$9,062
Material

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Directs
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No.

004 30 m 5.00   days 5 work days
manhours

450
15.000

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
1372 mm casing 30 m

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $2,262
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 450.0 mhr $1,350
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 50.00 mhr $3,466
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 150.0 mhr $11,736
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) 2 $80.69 /mhr 100.0 mhr $8,069
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 50.00 mhr $4,224
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator $99.17 /mhr 50.00 mhr $4,959
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 50.00 hr $6,477
L c100+ Crane oper. >100t (OG1) $49.48 /mhr 50.00 mhr $2,474
E cc100 Crawler Crane 100ton/200' $230 /hr 50.00 hr $11,488
E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $9.60 /hr 50.00 hr $480
M c1372 1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 30.00 m $5,850 /m 30.00 m $175,500
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm 2 $160 /hr 100.0 hr $16,049
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 50.00 hr $5,447
E hmmr Casing Hammer $181 /hr 50.00 hr $9,032

No.

005 1 LS 2 days 2 work days
manhours

220
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $1,202
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 220.0 mhr $660
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 20.00 hr $2,591
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 20.00 hr $9,366
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 20.00 hr $1,520
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 20.00 hr $315
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 60.00 mhr $4,694
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,690
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) 2 $80.69 /mhr 40.00 mhr $3,227
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 40.00 mhr $3,967
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 20.00 mhr $2,439
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,166
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 20.00 hr $2,179
E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $9.60 /hr 20.00 hr $192
E cp185 Compressor, trailer 185cfm $30.93 /hr 20.00 hr $619

No.

006 1 LS 1 day 1 work day
manhours

60
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $297
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 60.00 mhr $180
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,347
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 10.00 mhr $845
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 10.00 mhr $807
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 10.00 mhr $583
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 10.00 hr $1,089
E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $9.60 /hr 10.00 hr $96
E cp185 Compressor, trailer 185cfm $30.93 /hr 10.00 hr $309

Equipment

East Site HDD Setup
Material Item CostLabor

Material

Resource Qty/Unit

Work schedule

Item Description Total time

$4,878

$16,782

$0

$660

$180

$0

$1,495 $6,553
Item Cost

Other fixed timeItem Description

Other OT pay    

Equipment

West Site HDD Setup

$4,582
Production rate Resource Quantity

Subcontract

Production rate

Other fixed time

$176,850

East Site Starter Casing
Labor

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Description

Resource Unit Cost

SubcontractMaterial

$263,013$0$48,973

Production rate

Work schedule

Resource Quantity

$34,927

$1,239.62
Other OT pay    

Item Quantity/Unit

Item Cost

Total time

$19,771 $37,213

Item Quantity/Unit Production rate

$8,767.09
$37,189

Production rate

   Other ST pay

Total time

Production rate Resource Unit Cost

   Other ST pay

Resource Unit Cost

Other fixed time

Other OT pay    

Resource Qty/Unit

Labor

Work schedule

Item Quantity/Unit

$1,632.45 $5,895.01

Equipment

$0.00

Resource Quantity

Subcontract

$18,569

   Other ST pay

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Directs
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No.

007 459 m 2 days 2 work days
manhours

192
0.418

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
251 mm diameter hole
23.9 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient
230 m/day

2 days
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 21.583% $3,730
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 192.0 mhr $576
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 24.00 hr $1,072
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 24.00 hr $1,099
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 24.00 hr $776
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 72.00 mhr $5,633
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 48.00 mhr $4,760
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,926
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,028
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,936
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 24.00 hr $3,109
E 10pb 10-inch pilot bit $105 /hr 24.00 hr $2,524
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 24.00 hr $2,615
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 24.00 hr $11,240
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 24.00 hr $1,824
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 24.00 hr $378
M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 9.894 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 9083 kg $379
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 24.00 hr $3,852
S m2 Class II muck disposal 36.281 lcm $45.00 /lcm 36.281 lcm $1,633

No.

008 459 m 3 days 3 work days
manhours

720
1.569

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
410 mm diameter hole
10.9 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient
210 m/day

3 days
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $19,413
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 720.0 mhr $2,160
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 72.00 hr $3,215
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 72.00 hr $3,298
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 72.00 hr $2,327
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 288.0 mhr $22,533
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 144.0 mhr $14,281
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 72.00 mhr $8,779
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 72.00 mhr $6,083
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 72.00 mhr $5,809
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 72.00 hr $9,326
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 72.00 mhr $4,991
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 72.00 hr $7,844
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 72.00 hr $33,719
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 72.00 hr $5,473
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 72.00 hr $1,134
M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 26.377 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 24215 kg $1,009
E 410fw 410mm FlyWheel Reamer $30.21 /hr 72.00 hr $2,175
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 72.00 hr $33,719
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 72.00 hr $11,556
S m2 Class II muck disposal 96.723 lcm $45.00 /lcm 96.723 lcm $4,353

East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole
Item Cost

Resource Unit Cost

$62.07

Equipment

   Other ST pay

$62,475
Resource Qty/Unit

$3,169
Labor Item Cost

$247.90

$45.78

Subcontract

Work schedule

$81,889

$2.08
   Other ST pay

Item Quantity/Unit

$3.56

$4,353

Production rate

$21,014

Item Quantity/Unit

$9.48

$17,284

$52,089

$113,786

Production rate

Work schedule

West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass

$203,196
$442.69

Material

$6.91

Total time

$955

Total time

Production rate Resource QuantityResource Unit Cost

Labor

Other fixed time

$178.41

Equipment

Item Description

$113.48
Other OT pay    

Other fixed timeProduction rate

Resource Qty/Unit

$28,488 $1,633

Subcontract

Other OT pay    

Resource Quantity

Material

Item Description

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Directs
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No.

009 459 m 2 days 2 work days
manhours

480
1.046

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
614 mm diameter hole
13.7 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient
262 m/day

2 days
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $12,942
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 480.0 mhr $1,440
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 48.00 hr $2,143
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 48.00 hr $2,198
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 48.00 hr $1,551
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 192.0 mhr $15,022
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 96.00 mhr $9,521
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 48.00 mhr $5,852
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 48.00 mhr $4,055
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,327
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 48.00 hr $6,218
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,873
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 48.00 hr $5,229
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 48.00 hr $22,480
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 48.00 hr $3,648
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 48.00 hr $756
M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 59.349 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 54483 kg $2,271
E 614fw 614mm FlyWheel Reamer $75.63 /hr 48.00 hr $3,630
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 48.00 hr $22,480
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 48.00 hr $7,704
S m2 Class II muck disposal 120.9 lcm $45.00 /lcm 120.9 lcm $5,441

No.

010 459 m 3 days 3 work days
manhours

720
1.569

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
921 mm diameter hole
9.81 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient
188 m/day

3 days
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $19,413
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 720.0 mhr $2,160
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 72.00 hr $3,215
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 72.00 hr $3,298
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 72.00 hr $2,327
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 288.0 mhr $22,533
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 144.0 mhr $14,281
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 72.00 mhr $8,779
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 72.00 mhr $6,083
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 72.00 mhr $4,991
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 72.00 hr $9,326
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 72.00 mhr $5,809
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 72.00 hr $7,844
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 72.00 hr $33,719
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 72.00 hr $5,473
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 72.00 hr $1,134
M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 133.5 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 122586 kg $5,110
E 921fw 921mm FlyWheel Reamer $167 /hr 72.00 hr $12,000
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 72.00 hr $33,719
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 72.00 hr $11,556

Work schedule

Item Quantity/UnitItem Description

Material

Other OT pay    

$41,650

$3,711

$12,242
$26.67

$11.85

Production rate

Other fixed time

$54,592

Resource Qty/Unit

$118.94
$5,441

$81,889

Total time

Equipment

Equipment

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Quantity

Work schedule

Other fixed timeProduction rate

Labor SubcontractMaterial

Resource Unit Cost

$308.89

Item Cost

   Other ST pay

Item Description

Resource Unit Cost

Other OT pay    

$141,782

West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass

$7,270 $225,011

Production rate

$178.41

Resource Quantity

$123,611
$15.84

$62,475
Resource Qty/Unit Production rate

$490.22

Subcontract

Total time

$78,037

Item CostLabor

West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass

$269.30

$8.09$170.02

   Other ST pay

5867 CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 9-29-21/Directs
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S m2 Class II muck disposal 272.0 lcm $45.00 /lcm 272.0 lcm $12,242

No.

011 459 m 4 days 4 work days
manhours

960
2.092

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
1219 mm diameter hole
7.36 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient
141 m/day

4 days
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $25,884
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 960.0 mhr $2,880
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 96.00 hr $4,287
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 96.00 hr $4,397
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 96.00 hr $3,103
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 384.0 mhr $30,044
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 192.0 mhr $19,041
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 96.00 mhr $11,705
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 96.00 mhr $8,110
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 96.00 mhr $6,654
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 96.00 hr $12,435
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 96.00 mhr $7,746
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 96.00 hr $10,458
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 96.00 hr $44,959
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 96.00 hr $7,297
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 96.00 hr $1,512
M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 233.8 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 214644 kg $8,948
E 1219f 1219mm FlyWheel Reamer $163 /hr 96.00 hr $15,600
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 96.00 hr $44,959
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 96.00 hr $15,407
S m2 Class II muck disposal 367.7 lcm $45.00 /lcm 367.7 lcm $16,547

No.

012 459 m 5 days 5 work days
manhours

0
0.000

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M hdpe 34" DR11 HDPE Pipe $674 /m 459.0 m $309,412

No.

013 459 m 3 days 3 work days
manhours

468
1.020

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
38 joints

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 21.583% $8,846
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 468.0 mhr $1,404
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 36.00 mhr $2,308
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 4 $58.28 /mhr 144.0 mhr $8,392
L pw pipeline welder 2 $182 /mhr 72.00 mhr $13,092
E fm Fusion Machine $122 /hr 36.00 hr $4,385
L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 72.00 mhr $4,196
L c45+ Crane oper. >35t (OG2) 4 $90.25 /mhr 144.0 mhr $12,996
E sboomSide boom pipe handler 4 $196 /hr 144.0 hr $28,211
E proll Pipe Rollers 4 $12.86 /hr 144.0 hr $1,852

Labor

$674.10

Item Cost

$309,412
$0.00

$0

Total time

Labor

Pipe Layout and Welding
Production rate

$0.00$75.05
Work schedule

Production rate

Resource Unit Cost

Production rate

$16,547$164,415

Production rate

$674.10
$0

SubcontractMaterial

Material

   Other ST pay

$40,985

$1,404
Subcontract

$186.67

$237.88
$109,185

Production rate

$25.77

Total timeItem Description

$83,301

Other fixed time

$34,449
Equipment

Item Quantity/Unit

$49,831

Item Quantity/Unit

Furnish Pipe

Other fixed time

Item Cost

Equipment

West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass 

Labor

   Other ST pay

$0.00

Resource Unit Cost

Work schedule

Equipment

$657.90

$309,412
Item Cost

$108.56
$0

Total time

$301,975
Subcontract

$0.00

Resource Quantity

Resource Qty/Unit

$358.20

Other fixed time

Resource Quantity

$36.05
$11,828

Material

Production rate

Work schedule Other OT pay    

Other OT pay    

Resource Qty/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Description

Resource Quantity

   Other ST pay

Other OT pay    

$3.06
$85,683

$0

Item Quantity/UnitItem Description
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No.

014 459 m 1 day 1 work day
manhours

288
0.627

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
Production based on Tripping time of drill rods

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $7,340
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 288.0 mhr $864
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 24.00 hr $1,072
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 24.00 hr $1,099
E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $32.32 /hr 24.00 hr $776
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 96.00 mhr $7,511
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 48.00 mhr $4,760
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,926
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,028
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 24.00 hr $3,109
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,936
L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 24.00 hr $2,615
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 24.00 hr $11,240
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 24.00 hr $1,824
E sms Slurry Mixing System $15.75 /hr 24.00 hr $378
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 24.00 hr $3,852

No.

015 459 m 437.5 m/day 0 days 1 work day
manhours

360
0.784

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
864 mm product pipe

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.073% $9,515
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 360.0 mhr $1,080
E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $44.65 /hr 24.00 hr $1,072
E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $45.80 /hr 24.00 hr $1,099
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,936
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 96.00 mhr $7,511
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 48.00 mhr $4,760
L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,926
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,028
L c45+ Crane oper. >35t (OG2) 4 $90.25 /mhr 96.00 mhr $8,664
L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797
E sboomSide boom pipe handler 4 $196 /hr 96.00 hr $18,807
E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $468 /hr 24.00 hr $11,240
E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $76.01 /hr 24.00 hr $1,824
E vac Vacuum Truck $306 /hr 24.00 hr $7,338
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW 1.00 day 24.00 hr/day $109 /hr 24.00 hr $2,615
S m2 Class II muck disposal 268.9 lcm Slurry Disposal 2 $45.00 /lcm 537.7 lcm $24,197
E p200 Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft hea 1.00 day 24.00 hr/day $5.72 /hr 24.00 hr $137
E wtp Water Treatment Plant 1.00 day 24.00 hr/day $189 /hr 24.00 hr $4,527
M tpc Treatment plant chemicals 1.00 day $535 /day 1.00 day $535
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 24.00 hr $3,109
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 24.00 hr $3,852

No.

016 30 m 5.00   days 5 work days
manhours

400
13.333

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
1372 mm casing 30 m

Total timeItem Quantity/Unit

   Other ST pay

$125.91

Resource Unit Cost

-$1,422.50$1,096.44
   Other ST pay

$864

Item Quantity/Unit

$56.57

Resource Quantity

Item Description

Equipment

$24,197

$0.00

   Other ST pay

Production rate

Material

Production rate

Labor

$264.86
Work schedule

Resource Qty/Unit

Production rate

Material

Pull Product Pipe

$23,623

Total time

$1,615$55,619

Swab Hole - Pullback from West

Subcontract

$52.72

$30,623

Equipment

$0
$1,038.90

-$42,675 $31,167
Subcontract

Other fixed time

$1,364.96
$40,949

$1.88
$25,964

Material Item Cost

Work schedule

$3.52

Production rate

$121.18

Resource Quantity

$30,963
Labor

$40,139

Resource Qty/Unit Resource Unit Cost

Other fixed time

Subcontract

$0.00$67.46

Item Cost

Production rate

Other fixed time

$0 $57,791

Item Description Total timeItem Quantity/Unit

Other OT pay    

$87.45

Labor Equipment

Item Description

$32,893

East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer

Work schedule Other OT pay    

Item Cost

$121,570

Other OT pay    
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R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $2,000
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 400.0 mhr $1,200
E cc100 Crawler Crane 100ton/200' $230 /hr 50.00 hr $11,488
E hmmr Casing Hammer $181 /hr 50.00 hr $9,032
L c100+ Crane oper. >100t (OG1) $49.48 /mhr 50.00 mhr $2,474
L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator $99.17 /mhr 50.00 mhr $4,959
L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 150.0 mhr $11,736
L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 50.00 mhr $4,224
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 50.00 mhr $3,466
L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 50.00 mhr $4,034
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 50.00 hr $6,477
E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $9.60 /hr 50.00 hr $480
M c1372 1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 30.00 m -0.25 $5,850 /m -7.50 m -$43,875
E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $160 /hr 50.00 hr $8,025
E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $109 /hr 50.00 hr $5,447

No.

017 1 LS 3 days 3 work days
manhours

180
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
2 days remove equipment
2 days backfill and regrade
4 days total

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $733
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 180.0 mhr $540
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 30.00 hr $3,886
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 30.00 hr $3,355
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,923
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 60.00 mhr $3,497
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,748

No.

018 1 LS 2 days 2 work days
manhours

100
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
1 days remove equipment
1 days backfill and regrade
2 days total

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.475% $413
M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 100.0 mhr $300
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 20.00 hr $2,591
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 20.00 hr $2,237
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,282
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,331

No.

019 1 LS 5 days 5 work days
manhours

240
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
5 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 240.0 mhr $720
S sr Site restoration 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,564
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 80.00 mhr $4,662

Labor

$9,655 $50,478$15,103

Total time

Material

Resource Qty/Unit

$20,720

Other fixed time

Other OT pay    

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Quantity

Item CostEquipment

East Entry Pit - Site Restoration

Material Subcontract Item Cost

Item Description Item Quantity/Unit

Production rate

Labor

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Description

Resource Unit Cost

$0

$19,842$540

West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade
Production rate

Production rate

Total time

Resource Unit Cost

Total time

$30,893

Equipment

East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

Production rate

Item Description

Work schedule

$300

Other fixed time

$7,241

Other fixed time

$11,927

$0

Production rate

Other OT pay    

Resource Quantity

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Quantity

Resource Unit Cost

   Other ST pay

Other OT pay    

Labor

Subcontract

Production rate

   Other ST pay

Production rate

Work schedule

$5,000

Resource Unit Cost

   Other ST pay

$6,386

Material Subcontract

$4,828$6,799

Work schedule

Item Cost

Resource QuantityResource Qty/Unit

$11,327

$12,061

Equipment
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L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,331
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 40.00 hr $4,474
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 40.00 hr $5,181
M xmisc Miscellaneous material 20.00 lot $1,000 /lot 20.00 lot $20,000

No.

020 1 LS 5 days 5 work days
manhours

240
Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
5 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 240.0 mhr $720
S sr Site restoration 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000
L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,564
L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 80.00 mhr $4,662
L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,331
L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773
E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $112 /hr 40.00 hr $4,474
L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773
E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $130 /hr 40.00 hr $5,181
M xmisc Miscellaneous material 10.00 lot $1,000 /lot 10.00 lot $10,000

SubcontractEquipment

Resource Quantity

$15,103
Item Cost

Total time

   Other ST pay

Resource Qty/Unit Production rate

Production rate

Labor Material

$40,478$10,720

Item Description

West Exit Pit - Site Restoration

$5,000
Work schedule Other OT pay    

$9,655

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

Other fixed time
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5867.2 KEB 0 10/1/2021
8:25 AM

No.

021 LS

Rental

Value W/O Value W/O Value W/O Amount

3% $308K 14% $9,240K 3% $9K

Freight in/out E/D mhr

M 7.0% $22,152

E F 1 ea 8% $2,000 $42.45 2.2 in directs
E F 1 ea 3% $2,000 $33.54 1.1 in directs
E F 1 ea 2% $2,000 $244 0.0 in directs
E P 1 ea 15% $200 $30.21 0.1 in directs
E P 1 ea 15% $200 $75.63 0.1 in directs
E P 1 ea 15% $200 $167 0.1 in directs
E P 1 ea 15% $200 $163 0.1 in directs
E F 1 ea 5% $1,000 $13.15 1.2 in directs
E F 1 ea 1% $7.57 0.1 in directs
E F 1 ea 5% $2,000 $125 0.5 in directs
E R 0.25 mo $2,000 $174 0.0 in directs
E R 0.25 mo $69.44 0.1 in directs
E F 4 ea 1% $6,000 $82.48 0.5 in directs
E F 1 ea 5% $500 $10.42 0.5 in directs
E F 1 ea 7% $500 $11.67 0.5 in directs
E P 1 ea 10% $500 $22.32 0.5 in directs
E P 1 ea 25% $200 $104 0.1 in directs
E F 1 ea 1% $8,000 20 $51.01 0.6 in directs
E R 2 mo $1,500 $4.25 1.1 in directs
E F 1 ea 2% $10,000 $87.15 1.0 in directs
E F 1 ea 1% $2,000 $2.86 0.4 in directs
E F 1 ea 10% $2,000 $7.30 0.6 in directs
E F 1 ea 2% $400 $2.31 0.6 in directs
E F 1 ea 2% $5,000 $140 0.5 in directs
E F 2 ea 1% $500 $2.08 0.0 in directs

E F 4 ea 25% $400 $13.14 11.0 $25,000
E F 1 ea 10% $400 $15.76 2.8 $7,500
E F 1 ea 10% $1,000 $29.91 2.8 $14,229

M F 1 LS 5% $200 $500

No.

022 0.5 mo

10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Factor Resource Cost

L lp $1,364
M sts $3.00 /mhr 320 mhr $960
M 50% of total (balance in Demobilization) $70,600 $35,300
L 20 mhr $67.13 /mhr 20 mhr $1,343
M LS $25,932
L 10 day 10 mhr/day 2 $58.28 /mhr 200 mhr $11,656
L 10 day 10 mhr/day 1 $80.69 /mhr 100 mhr $8,069
E 10 day 10 hr/day $112 /hr 100 hr $11,184

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

$10,000

$44,863.07

Labor

$11,184

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

General Labor (Grp 1)
HD Mech/Welder (Grp 4)

Item CostSubcontractLabor

INDIRECT COST DETAIL

Client

Comox Valley Regional District CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.
Item Description

$8,932K

Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy

Pipe Rollers

Survey equipment

HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

$26,000

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost

Project

Equipment purchase estimate totals $308K: Contractor pays 0% in , 50% in 
, and 40% in .

Item Description

$46,729

General Plant:  $46,729

Mechanic's truck, F350

$25,000

manhours

Generator, skid 250kW Backup

Work schedule

Equipment

(24.9% of equip. cost)

$116,208
$165,184.00

$142,286

Labor premium

Freight-see equipment ownership

MaterialEquipment

Slurry Separation Plant

$250,000

Item Quantity/Unit

$235,884 $0

410mm FlyWheel Reamer

$75,000

$0

Unit Freight & Erection 
(carried in Mob/Demob)Project 

Write off

$2,750,000

Pickups/Stn Wgn/Town Trk

Number of Units
or Rental PeriodResource Description

Water truck, 3000gal, F350

$934,132

Generator, skid 250kW

8-inch mud motor

$80,000

Casing Hammer

$75,000

921mm FlyWheel Reamer

$22,652

614mm FlyWheel Reamer

$10,000

Fleet Equipment- Source Code:  Fleet, Purchase, Mob Purchase, or Rental/lease.

$0

Fusion Machine

1219mm FlyWheel Reamer

Provincial Sales Tax

S
o

u
rc

e
C

o
d

e

$225,869

Slurry Mixing System

Project Cost 
excluding 

freight/erection

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

Purchased Equipment

  on-site at a single-shift utilization rate of 173 hours/month.

$361,861

$450,000

$1,500,000

Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350

Compressor, trailer 1600cfm
$104,000

Compressor, trailer 185cfm

Equipment spread to Directs

Payment via Equipment Mobilization Bid ItemNotes:

$316,450

- Ownership cost/hr is based on actual equipment months

Fleet + Purchase

Item Quantity/Unit

$75,000

$14,500

$69,380

$10,000

on purchases/rentals

10-inch Pilot bit

$22,432

$50,000

Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft head
Crawler Crane 100ton/200'

Ownership 
Cost/hr

Unit Purchase cost, Unit 
Book value, or Rental 

Rate per period

$24,200

$134,139

HDD Drill, 500,000lb

Side boom pipe handler

$1,042

$22,368.69
$82,592

Water Treatment Plant

6.475%
Production rate

$21,067

Transfer from cost item 027 Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mob

$60,000

$15,000

General Mobilization

$0.00

Equip. 
mos

Subcontract

640.000
320

    Other ST pay

Welder 400A, trailer D

R/T

$22,711

Material

Hourly Equipment used in Direct Cost Items:  $235,884

$16,667

$5,000

$0

Resource Description Resource Unit Cost Resource Quantity

$232,415.76
Other OT pay     

Item Cost

$389,928

Other Plant:  $500

Vacuum Truck

Resource Qty/Unit

Erection-see equipment ownership

Small tools and supplies
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M 2 ea 200 sf/ea $30.00 /sf 400 sf $12,000
M 1 loc 640 sf/loc $10.00 /sf 640 sf $6,400
M 2 loc $1,000 /loc 2 loc $2,000

No.

023 0.5 mo

10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Factor Resource Cost

L lp $1,277
M sts $3.00 /mhr 300 mhr $900
M 50% of total (balance in Mobilization) $70,600 total $35,300
L 10 day 10 mhr/day 2 $58.28 /mhr 200 mhr $11,656
L 10 day 10 mhr/day 1 $80.69 /mhr 100 mhr $8,069
E 10 day 10 hr/day $112 /hr 100 hr $11,184
M 1 LS 0.5 $18,400 /LS 0.5 LS $9,200

No.

024 2.8 mo

8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift
R/T Factor Resource Cost

M $0.00 /mo 2.75 mo $0
M $1,000 /mo 2.75 mo $2,750
M 5 umo/mo $90.00 /umo 13.75 umo $1,238
M $600 /mo 2.75 mo $1,650
M $400 /mo 2.75 mo $1,100
M $600 /mo 2.75 mo $1,650
M $500 /mo 2.75 mo $1,375
S $1,000 /mo 2.75 mo $2,750
M $200 /mo 2.75 mo $550
M $200 /mo 2.75 mo $550
M $500 /mo 2.75 mo $1,375

No.

025 4.8 mo

Vehicles 5 ea 11 vmo Relocations 0 ea

2.75 mo end mob to begin demob
R/T Class Resource Description R? V? Factor Resource Cost

L  - 40.1% $52,683
L KP Project Manager y 1 ea 0.25 $15,000 /mmo 1.1875 mmo $17,813
L EP Field Engineer y 1 ea 2.8 mmo/ea $8,000 /mmo 2.75 mmo $22,000
L EP Safety Manager y 1 ea 0.25 $10,000 /mmo 1.1875 mmo $11,875
L KP Gen'l Superintendent y 1 ea $14,000 /mmo 4.75 mmo $66,500
L EP Party Chief y 1 ea 2.8 mmo/ea 0.25 $10,000 /mmo 0.6875 mmo $6,875
L NL Instrumentman 1 ea 2.8 mmo/ea 0.25 $9,250 /mmo 0.6875 mmo $6,359

No.

026 4.8 mo

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M 41 mmo 4.33 chk/mmo $5.50 /chk 179 chk $985
M 11 mmo 2 chk/mmo $5.50 /chk 23 chk $127
M 11 test $200 /test 11 test $2,200
M 4.8 m-trip $1,000 /m-trip 4.8 m-trip $4,800

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

General Labor (Grp 1)
HD Mech/Welder (Grp 4)

Project Signs

 Trailer
Shop/Warehouse Container

$0.00
    Other ST pay

$50,361
Item Cost

$0
$0.00

$8,250

$0.00

Material

$11,184

Small tools and supplies

Use 50% of Matl excluding freight

man-months

Personnel

Resource Qty/Unit

$0.00

$22,368.69$42,004.00

Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.

$19,725

$77,586

Production rate

$90,800.00

$184,105

Equipment

$0.00

2.368

Duration Resource Unit Cost

$0.00

The duration is from NTP to project completion.

$0.00
Resource Description Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

Equipment

Production rate

Subcontract

Resource Unit Cost

$10,491.88

Material

Travel expenses

The duration is from NTP to project completion.

Subcontract

$184,105

$0
0.000

Labor

Overhead Maintenance/Service

6.475%

600.000

Demobilization/Punchlist
Item Description

manhours

Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

Item Cost

$0$45,400$21,002
SubcontractMaterialLabor

Other OT pay     Work schedule

The duration is from the end of mob to the start of demob.

$4,450.00

Material

$5,450.00
$2,750$12,238

    Other ST pay

$0.00

General Plant Operation/Maintenance

$0 $14,988

Item Quantity/Unit

Payroll processing, salary labor

$0

Drug tests

$38,758.98

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

0

Item Description

Equipment

$0

Resource Description

$38,758.98

Item Cost

Resource Quantity

$8,773.13

Labor

11

Resource Quantity

weighted average

See the 'Resources' sheet for an explanation of field supervisory class codes, and associated labor burdens.

Item Description

Payroll processing, wage labor

$0.00

Item CostSubcontract

Labor burden for personnel below - see the 'Resources' sheet

Production rate

Field Supervision

$42,111

$0

'R?' and 'V?' codes denote if relocation expenses (both ways) are paid or a vehicle assigned, respectively - see cost item 026.

Item Description

$0

Work schedule

Labor

Drinking water supplies

Office supplies

Fire Protection supplies

Craft shop maintenance
Cell phone/radio fees

Job sanitary system maintenance

Access road maintenance-Sweeper

Water treatment plant supplies

manhours

First Aid supplies

Office copier/computers/fax supplies

Power costs not in equipment rates

$1,000.00
Other OT pay     

Resource Qty/Unit

300

Resource Unit Cost

Equipment

$155,172.70

Resource Description

Labor premium
Resource Qty/Unit

Freight-see equipment ownership
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E 11 vmo $750 /vmo 11 vmo $8,250
M 1 mo $2,000 /mo 1 mo $2,000
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M 0.4 yr $2,000 /yr 0.4 yr $800
M $250 /mo 4.8 mo $1,200
M 1 LS $2,000 /LS 1 LS $2,000
M 1 LS $2,000 /LS 1 LS $2,000
M 1 LS $10,000 /LS 1 LS $10,000
M 1 ea/mo $2,000 /ea 4.8 ea $9,600

No.

027 LS

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M LS -$25,932
M $3.2 $8.00 /K Bid $3,242 K bid $25,932
M $3.2 M cost 0.4 yr $4.00 /K-yr $1,297 K-yr $5,186
M 11.0 vmo $70.00 /vmo 11 vmo $770
M 0.4 yr $9,240 K/yr $12.00 /K $3,696 K $44,352
M 1 LS $50,000 /LS 1 LS $50,000
M 1 LS $10,000 /LS 1 LS $10,000

No.

028 LS

R/T Markup Resource Cost

M 35% $239,371
M 35% $64,437
M 10% $85,867
M 5% $49,244
M 5% $4,358

No.

029 LS

Net 30 days 5.25% 30 days

R/T Resource Cost

M 43 days 100% $3,993
M 38 days 100% $1,023
M 3 years 100% $3,862
M 30 days 100% $3,494
M 2 mo 0% $0
M 5 mo 0% $589

No.

030 LS

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M 1 LS 0.02 $2,120,428 /LS 0.02 LS $42,409

Contractor equip. insurance

Y

Post-construction survey

HR department charge

Resource Unit Cost

$0

(36 payments x $9,923/mo - $329,852 x 100% allocation) x 14% average job writeoff.

Resource Quantity

$0

Field supervision payroll/add-ons based on 2 payroll periods/mo

10% reduced to 5% at 50% of earned value

Material purchases/tax

Average
Financing Period

of purchase financed

Item Cost

1.8%

NotesDescription

Securities ROR

Item Cost

Direct Labor

Labor

8.6%

$12,961
Subcontract

Field Supervision

1.5%

Labor

$683,917
2.3%

$443,277

cash; 100% securities; net 3.8% rate

Status (Additive)

Items which are specified to be paid under General Mobilization are calculated here and flagged 'Y' in the 'Xfer to Mob?' field.

Builder's risk
Performance bond

Incident deductibles

Last retention release

Equipment

0.2%

Retained earningsProgress paymentsCost of capital

Subcontract

$0
Equipment Unclassified Material

Resource Quantity

$0$42,409

Unclassified Material

Material
Equipment

$184,105

Financing Charges

$42,409

cash; 100% securities; net 3.8% rate

Unclassified Material

Item Quantity/Unit

3.1%

$443,277

$858,672

Job photographs/video

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Qty/UnitResource Description

Home Office Overhead
items:  0.2% of bid.

Excess liability umbrella

Corporate department charge

Pre-construction survey

$0

Xfer to 
Mob?

Personnel recruiting

Subcontract

Production rate Resource Quantity

Design department charge

Equipment

Basis of contractor's equipment insurance is $8,932K fleet book value + $308K new purchases.

Unclassified Material

$0
Item Cost

$0 $110,308

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mob

Resource Description Resource Qty/Unit

Labor

Labor

Contractor Contingency

Temporary Apartments/Hotel

Equipment purchases/tax financing

$634,831

$0

First retention release

Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

$984,878

Item Description

$329,852

$307,700 + $22,152 tax.

General Conditions/Envir.
Resource Unit Cost

15.8% of cost

Equipment purchases/tax financing

Direct labor payroll/add-ons

Status (Additive)

based on 4 payroll periods/mo

Equipment

Legal fees

$0

Calculate finance charges on the time elapsed from expenditures to perform the work to revenue received from progress payments.

Item Description

$110,308

of cost items 001-026

$0

$87,162Subcontract

Item Cost

Contractor Markup

Environmental Consultant

Invoices

Subcontract

Equipment department charge

$184,105

Item Description

$797,048

$0

Production rate

$81,038
$81,038

Item Quantity/Unit

IT/EDP department charge

Submittal preparation support
Supervisory vehicle O&M

Accounting department charge

$12,961

  Project
Allocation

Resource Description

$0

Credit for items specified to be transferred to cost item 022, General Mobilization

Item Description

M unescalated bid

Automobile/pickup insurance

Audit fees
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No.

031 LS

R/T Escalated Cost

L 2 $44,858
L 1 $12,161
E 1 $55,957
M 1 $48,664
S 1 $5,590

No.

032 LS

C/T Resource Cost

T 30.0% $1,022,800

Status (Additive)

Escalation after NTP

Item Cost

  Compounding Periods

Escalation is applied from the base dates given below to NTP, and from there is calculated to the midpoint of each schedule activity for

Escalation up to March 1, 2023 NTP

Resource Description Escalation Rate/Year

$28,050

Unescalated Cost

Subcontract

Field Supervision

Unclassified Material

$17,151

Item Quantity/Unit

$2,757
$5,590

$2,833

3.3%
4/20/20213.3%

(annually)

$0$1,022,800$0

Design Definition

Labor

Material (including unclassified)

$3,409,241

$683,917 4/20/2021

Amount

of total

$0

Owner Contingency

4/20/2021

Type of Contingency Contingency Level

$184,105

$87,162
$1,428,155

Subcontracts

$1,022,800

Direct Labor

(annually)
$858,672

3.3% (annually)

Equipment

Item Description

$167,230$48,664

Base Date

$69,997$22,040
$97,233$27,907

Total Escalation

direct costs and on a yearly basis over the project duration for indirect costs.  The average composite annual escalation rate is 3.3%.

$57,020 $55,957

Item Quantity/Unit

MaterialEquipmentStatus (Additive)

$26,624
Subcontract Item Cost

4/20/2021

3.3%

Equipment

Item Description

Labor

Escalation

4/20/2021

(semi-annually)

(annually)

$39,869

3.3%
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Job No.  Estimator Rev Computed on

5867.2  KEB 0 10/1/2021
8:25 AM

Basis:
Ind. Rate Exp. Mod  Eff Rate Tax Rate Annual Inc. Cap

10.0% 10.0% 5.900%
5.0% 5.0% 1.450%
1.0% 1.0% 0.800% $7,000

1.5x
2.0x $57.85

2.0% $15.20

Code
Hourly 

Base+Vac
Hourly 

Fringes
Ins & 

Taxes
Misc. 

Gen'l OT
Adjusted
Rate/mhr Total mhrs Total Cost

lfm $51.34 $12.02 $0.75 $64.11 238 $15,257
lab $46.67 $10.93 $0.69 $58.28 548 $31,938
flag $46.67 $10.93 $0.69 $58.28 380 $22,147
hddl1 $55.00 $12.87 $0.99 $78.24 1,806 $141,302
hddl2 $71.77 $16.79 $1.24 $99.17 860 $85,288
hddl3 $90.00 $21.04 $1.51 $121.93 380 $46,332
hddl5 $60.00 $14.04 $1.07 $84.48 490 $41,396

c100+ $39.62 $9.28 $0.58 $49.48 100 $4,948
c45+ $56.96 $13.33 $1.21 $90.25 240 $21,660
eo3+ $55.51 $12.99 $0.81 $69.31 634 $43,945
lo4+ $55.51 $12.99 $0.81 $69.31 202 $14,002
mw $56.96 $13.33 $1.02 $80.69 560 $45,185

pw $138.00 $32.25 $2.21 $181.84 72 $13,092
lp 17.6% of labor $116,633

$42.63 $19.12 $9.98 $0.87 $65.84 320 $21,067
$42.57 $19.10 $9.97 $0.87 $65.75 300 $19,725

$44,858
mhrs

Ind. Rate Exp. Mod  Eff. Rate Rate

1.8% 1.8% 8.0%
5.0% 5.0% 10.0%
5.9% 5.9% 5.0%

2.0%

Class
Total

Burden

KP 43.1%
EP 35.1%
EL 30.1%
NP 37.1%
NL 32.1%

11 $184,105
$12,161

mmos

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

Commercial Gen'l Liability

Employer Payroll Tax Add-ons

pipeline welder

Craft Labor Escalation
$864,930

Field Supervisory Labor Classification

Employer Insurance Add-ons

Workers' Compensation

Mobilization Labor

$75.00

$6,571

Demobilization Labor

Supervisory Salaries

Exempt local hire employee
Exempt permanent employee

Canadian Payroll Taxes

Key permanent employee

Non-exempt local hire employee
Non-exempt permanent employee

7.4% payroll tax rate based on $11,682/mmo weighted base salary.

Supervisory Labor Escalation

Key empl. bonus plan

$140,103Total Supervisory Labor

Retirement/Pension plan$7,754

$86.69
Overall average

escalated payroll

Applied to classifications

FIELD SUPERVISORY LABOR (see cost item 025)

Total Craft Labor $728,775

    Permanent Employee Benefits

KP, EP, NP
NP, NL

Employee medical plan
$2,366

$86.57

escalated payroll

Diver

Resource/Group Description

built in rates
Daily

Subsistance/Travel

Comox Valley Regional District 

RESOURCE RATE AND USAGE DETAIL

Misc. General overtime

Flagman (SLG1)

/mhr Base+Vac

/mhr Fringes/Ins/Taxes

Weighted average:

$15,339
$30,679

Local Prevailing Wages

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

DIRECT LABOR

HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

Medical Tax
Canadian Payroll Tax

Sunday/Holiday overtime

Laborers

$75.00

Employer Insurance Add-ons Employer Payroll Tax Add-ons

Operating Engineers

Memo:  Estimate Total

CIGA/Terrorism/Other Add-ons

HDD drill Operator

$150.00

$75.00
$75.00

Crane oper. >100t (OG1)
Crane oper. >35t (OG2)

Client

Workers' Compensation

Project

$3,068
Commercial General Liability

Unemployment Tax
Rate

General/Saturday overtime

$6,539

Labor FM
General Labor (SLG1)

Overtime

HDD foreman

HDD Equipment Operator
HDD Crew Labor

Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3)
HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1)

$75.00
$75.00

Excavator >.5cy (OG3)

7,130

$196,26611

KP
Memo:  Estimate Total

Labor premium

Total mmos

KP, EP, EL, NP, NL

Non-exempt salaried OT

Total Cost
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2014
9 $0.20 /kWh kWh
Severe $5.00 /gal gal

$5.00 /gal gal

Code
Air Diesel 
Elec Gas HP/CFM HPF

Equipment 
Value

 Parts 
Cost/hr

Elec/Fuel 
Cost/hr

Ownership 
Cost/hr Total Cost/hr Total hrs Total Cost

b330 D 238 65 $361,861 $35.15 $51.94 $42.45 $129.53 682 $88,341
slsp E 750 $750,000 $25.00 $0.00 $51.01 $76.01 380 $28,883

L950 D 180 65 $339,696 $39.02 $39.28 $33.54 $111.84 202 $22,592

cc100 D 265 40 $934,132 $54.06 $35.59 $140.12 $229.77 100 $22,977

cp185 D 80 75 $22,711 $3.22 $20.14 $7.57 $30.93 30 $928
cp16 D 500 75 $155,279 $21.45 $125.89 $13.15 $160.49 510 $81,852
g725 D 373.81 65 $50,000 $23.12 $81.57 $4.25 $108.94 490 $53,382
p200 D 10 90 $1,477 $0.62 $3.02 $2.08 $5.72 24 $137
wd4 D 48 30 $15,415 $2.46 $4.83 $2.31 $9.60 130 $1,248
wtp E 15 $250,000 $15.00 $0.00 $173.61 $188.61 24 $4,527

fbed G 137 65 $22,080 $4.34 $29.90 $10.42 $44.65 360 $16,075
mtrk G 137 65 $21,485 $4.24 $29.90 $11.67 $45.80 360 $16,489

hdd10 D 1520 60 $1,500,000 $75.00 $306.17 $87.15 $468.32 668 $312,840
sms D 22 80 $26,084 $2.54 $5.91 $7.30 $15.75 356 $5,608
hmmr A 1600 80 $250,000 $55.64 $125.00 $180.64 100 $18,064
vac D 80 80 $389,928 $40.55 $21.49 $243.71 $305.74 24 $7,338
sboom D 420 35 $450,000 $64.08 $49.35 $82.48 $195.91 240 $47,019
proll $50,000 $10.00 $2.86 $12.86 144 $1,852
410fw $14,500 $0.00 $30.21 $30.21 72 $2,175
614fw $24,200 $0.00 $75.63 $75.63 48 $3,630
921fw $80,000 $0.00 $166.67 $166.67 72 $12,000
1219f $104,000 $0.00 $162.50 $162.50 96 $15,600
10pb $23,000 $1.00 $104.17 $105.17 24 $2,524
8mm $75,000 $10.00 $22.32 $32.32 336 $10,860
fm E 200 90 $150,000 $25.00 $27.36 $69.44 $121.80 36 $4,385

$46,729
100 $11,184
100 $11,184
370 $8,250

$55,957
hrsTotal Equipment

Welder 400A, trailer D

Utility Equipment

Attachments

Lift Units

5,451
Fuel/Power Factor Diesel

Region

Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy

Electricity

Excavators/Muckers/TBMs
Resource/Group Description

Loaders
Slurry Separation Plant

75,592

Overhead Maintenance/Service Equipment

6,078

Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft hea

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F3

Water Treatment Plant

921mm FlyWheel Reamer

Side boom pipe handler

10-inch pilot bit

4,925

Gas

Mechanic's truck, F350

Generator, skid 250kW

Compressor, trailer 185cfm
Plant Equipment

Pipe Rollers

HDD Drill, 500,000lb
Slurry Mixing System

1219mm FlyWheel Reamer

Demobilization Equipment

410mm FlyWheel Reamer

Vacuum Truck

Fusion Machine

614mm FlyWheel Reamer

Equipment Escalation

8-inch mud motor

Equipment Ownership (excludes $235,884 componant spread to Direct Costs)
Mobilization Equipment

$27,255

$985
$377,960

Memo:   Total including General Plant Mob/O&M

EQUIPMENT (see Cost Item 021 for development of hourly ownership costs)
Basis:  COE Rates, Year            Unit Cost

Casing Hammer

$914,629

Crawler Crane 100ton/200'

Compressor, trailer 1600cfm
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Code
Add Tax

(-/N)?
Unit Cost 

F.O.B Job Total Quantity Total Cost

tax

sts mhr $3.00 7,130 $21,390

aggc m3 $54.97 750 $41,228
bs kg $0.04 425,010 $17,718

c1372 m $5,850 23 $131,625
hdpe m $674.10 459 $309,412
mat ea $2,022 17 $33,368
sfnc m $10.53 550 $5,791
tpc day $535.00 1 $535
xmisc lot n $1,000 55 $55,000

$22,652
$81,632
$44,500
$12,238
$42,111

$110,308
$443,277

$12,961
$42,409
$48,664

Code Total Quantity Total Cost

cg ha $20,000 1 $10,000
sr ha $20,000 1 $10,000

m2 lcm $45.00 1,431 $64,412
$2,750
$5,590

Total Subcontract
Escalated Construction Bid

(5.6% of raw direct labor rate)

Subcontract Escalation

(unclassified)

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost Materials and Taxes

Material Escalation

$92,752

Notes

Contractor Contingency

Demobilization Freight and Materials
Mobilization Freight and Materials

$1,476,818

(unclassified)

Miscellaneous material

Financing Charges

(unclassified)
(unclassified)

Site restoration
$20,000.00

Unit Cost/Measure  

$9.84
$500.00

Wood Crane Mats $1,890

$1,000

$5,467

Coarse aggregate

$35,306Memo:  Tax on Material7.000%

Clearing and grubbing

Total Material

$0.04

Sitework

Contractor Markup
Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General M

$45.00

SUBCONTRACTS

Resource/Group Description

$20,000.00

MATERIALS

Treatment plant chemicals
silt fence

Small tools and supplies

Wyo-Bentonite 
plug

$22,152…and Equipment Purchases/Rentals

Provincial Sales Tax

Resource/Group Description Unit Cost/Measure  Notes

$3.00

1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 
34" DR11 HDPE Pipe

General Plant Operation/Maintenance Materials

Concrete/Cement
$51.38

General Plant Operation/Maintenance Subcontracts

Sacked bentonite 2800lb

Class II muck disposal

Pipe

Overhead Maintenance/Service Materials

Muck Disposal

$630.00
Plug price based on $2.25/lb

Add-ons

$3,409,241
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Exclude?

/mo
/mo

/mo
/mo

Calendar 
Year

Total
Project

10 2
10 2
20 4

  -  bonds, insurance, and taxes

$48,664

Indirect Cost (unclassified)
Owner Allowances

$77,347

   1        1        0         0         1         0         1         0         1         1         2        2 

$5,556

/mo (excluding markup)

$2

$56,263
OH maintenance/service

Direct* Cost

$39,814
Weekend maintenance

$640,484
Indirect* Cost $227,539

Directs, Equipment, and Plant
Mobilization/Demobilization

Escalated Construction Bid
33%Relative Direct* + Indirect* Costs

$193,794

% Direct, Equipment 
and Plant Cost

$3,409,241
100% on $2,633,0563%

SUMMARY BY COST TYPE

Cost Type

$92,752

Applicable Cost Items

31%

$55,957
$914,629

$5,590$57,020 $167,230
- 

SUMMARY BY RESOURCE TYPE

$925,042

$781,325

Total

Cost Type

Inclement Weather Day

Type of non-workday

Lineal/Other Plant Equipment CFC

   2        2        2         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         2        2 

  -  financing charges

Jan        Feb        Mar        Apr        May        Jun         Jul         Aug       Sep        Oct        Nov       Dec

$10,891
/mo (including markup)

33%

- 

Equipment

- 

$1,476,818

$608,955

Cost Type Total

- 

$204,992

68.0%

Monthly costs include adjustments totalling 3.8% for:

38.3%
100.0%

UNESCALATED TIME-RELATED INDIRECT COST BREAKDOWN

$2,204,796

$3,242,011

8.8%

147.0%

025 - 030

6.0%
% Total Estimate

022 - 023
Total

Escalation

$84,412

- 

$614,207

- 
- 

SubcontractMaterial

- 

$2,750

Total

but exclude contractor contingency
Field supervision

Holiday

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT NON-WORKDAYS

   3        3        2         0         1         0         1         0         1         1         4        4 

$71,058

$1,121,583

GP operation/maintenance

Overhead/Profit

Average Cost/month

- 
$843,422 26.0%

Unescalated Construction Bid
Owner Allowances

001 - 021, 024 - 

$2,120,428
Labor
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hdrinc.com 500 – 1500 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, CA  V6G 2Z6 
(604) 622-5300  

1 

 

Memo 
Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 

Project: Comox Valley Conveyance 

To: CVRD 

From: HDR 

Subject: Comox Hill Installation Options 

 

This is a preliminary memo being used to support decision making between two options for the 

installation of a section of the proposed sanitary conveyance, specifically the installation of the 

34" HDPE force main over the top of Comox Hill. Previous work completed by WSP proposed a 

section of HDD through Comox Hill utilizing a 36" HDPE force main. The length of the pipe is 

subject to the starting and ending point. There are various options to start and end the HDD at 

different elevations; however, installing the pipe below the hydraulic grade line (HGL) is the only 

constraint and there is negligible benefit to put it deeper into the hill as this results in a longer pipe 

and higher construction costs as the operating hydraulics are governed by the elevation of the 

HDD through Lazo Hill. It has also been confirmed with McMillen Jacobs that in this location the 

depth of burial would be governed by hydro fracture analysis, which in a location with limited 

environment sensitivity, a 5 m burial is reasonable. Therefore, with reference to the attached 

Figure 1, the focus is the section of pipe between station 12+950 and 13+370, approximately 

420 m of length. The two options are: 

A. Pipe installation using horizontal directional drilling (HDD) 

B. Pipe installation using open cut method at 1.2 m to 2.0 m burial depth 

Both options provide the necessary performance. At this stage of the design, initial calculations 

and alignments indicate that the installation at the 35 m elevation is reasonable for the installation 

of an HDD pipe through Comox Hill. This is based on the availability of working areas along 

Comox Road and the requirement to be below the hydraulic grade line resulting from the elevation 

at the Lazo Hill HDD crossing. Option A, using the HDD method, maintains the elevation of the 

force main at the 35 m elevation; however, in Option B the crown of the pipe would be at 

approximately 39 m at the height of land, which allows a 1.2 m to 2.0 m burial depth. This results 

in an operating elevation which is 4 meters higher than the HDD option, resulting in a higher 

pumping requirement at the Courtenay pump station. The higher pumping requirement would 

result in higher power costs which is discussed below. 

A summary of the pump options for the station, under either operational condition, is provided in 

Table 1. The impact of the additional head at the Courtenay pump station would be an impellor 

size change under all conditions but one. Within the new facility all pumps can be readily 

accommodated, and for the existing facility, all the pumps have the same physical dimensions as 

the existing units and will therefore fit. 
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September 15, 2021 
CVRD 
Comox Hill Installation Options 

 

2 

 

Table 2 and Table 3 include the economic estimates of the HDD and open cut options, 

respectively. The estimates are based on the costing completed by WSP as part of the options 

development work previously completed. The quantities used in these estimates were revised to 

the new alignment lengths. Table 4 also shows the estimate for the added operating power costs 

that will be incurred due to a higher pumping requirement to overcome the additional elevation of 

Option B. The costs are based on average flows and reviewed based on the sensitivity of the 

estimate to cost variations. 

Table 1. Different Pump Options 

     Model Impeller HP rpm 
Inlet / Outlet 

Diameter 

Existing Station CT 3312 735 830 - 565 mm 170 /185 HP 880 350 / 300 

 
 

2+1 

560 L/s 
T NP 3312/765 670 - 495 mm 385 HP 1190 350 / 300 

O NP 3312/775 670 - 510 mm 385 HP 1190 350 / 300 

700 L/s 
T NP 3312/845 670 - 535 mm 470 HP 1190 350 / 300 

O NP 3312/875 670 - 550 mm 470 HP 1190 350 / 300 

New Installation      

 
 

3+1 

560 L/s 
T NP 3231/715 480 - 355 mm 185 HP 1780 250 / 200 

O NP 3231/715 480 - 365 mm 250 HP 1780 250 / 200 

700 L/s 
T NP 3312/845 670 - 535 mm 385 HP 1190 350 / 300 

O NP 3312/845 670 / 525 mm 385 HP 1190 350 / 300 

T – Through Comox Hill; O – Over Comox Hill 

 

Installation Cost Estimates 

Cost estimates for the installation for 420 m of force main with an HDD installation method and 

an open cut installation method are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. 

Table 2. HDD Costs for 420 m Installation over Comox Hill 

ITEM QTY UNIT COST UNIT 
EXT. 

PRICE 
Entry Pit Site set up at St Joseph Car Park   LS $150,000 

Exit Pit Site set up at Comox Road   LS $150,000 

Starter Casing at Entry Pit 25 $5,000 per m $125,000 

Starter Casing at Exit Pit 20 $5,000 per m $100,000 

Entry Pit site HDD set up   LS $30,000 

Drill Pilot Hole 420 $190 per m $80,000 

Ream Hole (12") - 1st Pass 420 $270 per m $113,000 

Ream Hole (18") - 2nd Pass 420 $275 per m $116,000 

Ream Hole (24") - 3rd Pass 420 $400 per m $168,000 

Ream Hole (36") - 4th Pass 420 $550 per m $231,000 

Pipe layout and welding 420 $200 per m $84,000 

Furnish Pipe 420 $500 per m $210,000 
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ITEM QTY UNIT COST UNIT 
EXT. 

PRICE 
Swab Hole - Pullback from Exit Pit 420 $30 per m $13,000 

Pull Product Pipe - Bore m /m 420 $150 per m $63,000 

Cathodic Protection: Not Applicable   LS $0 

Entry Pit - Remove Casing - Hammer 25 $500 per m $13,000 

Exit - Remove Casing - Hammer 20 $500 per m $10,000 

Entry Pit Site Restoration at St Joseph Car Park   LS $50,000 

Exit Site Restoration at Comox Road   LS $50,000 

Geotechnical Instrumentation Installation   LS $25,000 

Geotechnical Instrumentation Removal   LS $12,000 

Environmental and Archeological Allowance LS   
 

$50,000 

Subtotal Direct Cost   
 

$1,842,000 

General Mobilization (1%)   % $18,000 

Demobilization/deficiencies (0.4%)   % $7,000 

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General 
Mobilization (1%) 

  % $18,000 

Contractor Markup (10%)   % $184,000 

Financing Charges (0.3%)   % $6,000 

Contractor Contingency (2%)   % $37,000 

Subtotal Indirect Cost $271,000 

Total Construction Cost (Direct + Indirect) $2,113,000 

Owner Contingency (30%)     % $634,000 

Engineering (15%)     % $317,000 

Escalation to Midpoint (3%) 
  

% $63,000 

Land/Legal/Other (3%) 
  

% $63,000 

Total Budget $3,190,000 

 

Table 3. Open Cut Installation Cost Estimates 

ITEM QTY UNIT COST UNIT EXT. PRICE 

HDPE Pipe - 860mm DR17 420 $2,360 per m $991,000 

Air Valve Construction 1 $7,500 LS $8,000 

Traffic Control 25 $4,200 per day $106,000 

Repaving - Mill and Resheet 50mm 4,200 $45 per m2 $189,000 

Subtotal Direct Cost $1,294,000 

General Mobilization (1%)   % $13,000 

Demobilization/deficiencies (0.4%)   % $5,000 

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in 
General Mobilization (1%) 

  % $13,000 

Contractor Markup (10%)   % $129,000 

Financing Charges (0.3%)   % $4,000 

Contractor Contingency (2%)   % $26,000 

Subtotal Indirect Cost $190,000 
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ITEM QTY UNIT COST UNIT EXT. PRICE 

Total Construction Cost (Direct + Indirect) $1,484,000 

Owner Contingency (30%)     % $445,000 

Engineering (15%)     % $223,000 

Escalation to Midpoint (3%)   % $45,000 

Land/Legal/Other (3%)   % $45,000 

Total Budget $2,240,000 

 

Operating Cost 

As mentioned above, Option B (open cut installation) leads to a higher pumping requirement. 

However, this will not impact on other major operational requirements such as labour, chemicals 

(ferric chloride) or asset management renewal costs as the total flow and capital costs are similar. 

The impact on the pump cost is nominal as only the impeller is changed. To estimate the impact 

of the operating costs associated with the higher pumping head based on an additional 4 m of 

static head (39 m less 35 m), Table 4 has been prepared. 

Table 4. Summary of Economic Factors for Operating Costs Over 40 Years 

Parameter Value Unit 

2030 ADWF 70 L/s 

2060 ADWF 116 L/s 

Annual Average flow (2 x Average ADWF) 186 L/s 

Head (m) 4 m 

Density 1000 kg/m3 

Gravity 9.81 m 

Efficiency 0.7 % 

Power Factor 1  

Power  10.43 kW 

Annual Time 8760 hr/year 

Total kW-hr/year 91,400 kW-hr/y 

Power  $0.10 $/kW 

Annual Cost $9,100 $/y 

40-year NPV Power (@5% factor = 17.158) $156,000  

 

For the purposes of determining the annual average flow, the ADWF was increased by a factor 

of 2x ADWF. Based on historic flow data, the ratio of average to ADWF is approximately 1.2, so 

this provides a conservative estimate for the average flow in the future. 

Discussion 

The economic assessment of options is summarized in Table 5. The cost of open cut installation, 

including the added power cost, over 40 years of operation is approximately 25% lower than the 
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cost of HDD installation. A significant benefit of the open cut installation is the option for future 

sewer rehabilitation and repair as this can be accessed from the ground, rather than undertaking 

trenchless repair methods. Therefore, we would recommend the cut and cover option as the 

preferred installation method for the specific section of the pipe.   

Table 5. Summary of 40-yr NPV Estimate 

Cost Benefit 420 m HDD 420 m Cut and Cover 

Subtotal Direct Cost $1,842,000 $1,294,000 

Subtotal Indirect Cost $271,000 $190,000 

Capital Cost $3,190,000 $2,240,000 

Added Power Cost (over 40 years) - $156,000 

Net Present Value for System $3,190,000 $2,396,000 

 

Non-economic considerations are discussed in Table 6 below and how they align with the 

LWMP objectives identified during the technical and public options review. 
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Table 6. Comparison of Non-Economic Factors 

Category 420 m HDD 420 m Cut and Cover 

Technical 

There is elevated risk using 
trenchless installation methods, 
specifically in soils where cobbles or 
variable soils are present as is 
anticipated at Comox Hill, resulting in 
steering risks, hydro fracture risks to 
roadways and existing adjacent 
utilities through to failure to advance 
the drilling head which results in hole 
abandonment. 

Risks of soil variability can be 
managed during installation. 

The pipe will be costly to access 
using surface-based equipment and 
would typically be serviced using in-
situ methods such as CIPP lining. 

All sections of the pipe are 
accessible, and maintenance can 
be completed. 

Affordability 
Nominally lower operating costs, but 
higher life-cycle costs. 

Higher power costs, but lower life-
cycle costs. 

Economic Benefits 
Does not benefit local construction 
contractors. 

Can be installed by local 
contractors. 

Environmental Benefit 
Less off-site hauling of excavated 
materials. 

Higher truck traffic due to off-site 
disposal and importing of fill 
material. 

Social Benefit 

Requires localized closure of the 
turning lane on Comox Hill rather 
than full lane closure. 
Laydown of pipe for pull back and 
assembly will impact traffic/cyclist on 
Comox Road. 

Will require a complete lane 
closure for a 3 to 4 week period. 

Requires negotiation and use of 
private property. 

All work can be completed within 
public rights-of-way. 

Requires a portion of 24-hr option 
during pull-back of the pipe. 

All work can be completed during 
normal working hours. After hour 
work is an option to reduce traffic 
impacts 
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1 Introduction 

This memo summarizes information contained in the evaluation of  HDD installation 

technical feasibility completed by McMillen Jacobs, along with a review of  hydraulic 

performance and operational risks associated with various alignments for the conveyance 

system to transit Lazo Hill en route to the Comox Valley Pollution Control Centre (CVPCC).  

Additional analysis and evaluation of  the alignment options are included in the attached 

Technical Memoranda f rom McMillen Jacobs, which reviews the geotechnical 

considerations, the staging requirements, laydown, and installation costs regarding 

various options. 

McMillen Jacobs TM#1 reviewed the comparison of two separate HDD alignments or one 

single HDD alignment. TM#4 reviewed the various alignments of  the HDD installation 

through Lazo Hill and recommended a preferred route. 

2 Background 

Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) is advancing a program to relocate the existing 

sanitary conveyance system out of  the tidal zone along the foreshore to an inland 

alignment. The community previously identified the following key objectives in the selection 

of  the inland option: 

Table 2-1. Community Goals as Defined in the LWMP for the Conveyance System 

Category Goals Evaluation (%) 
Technical Resilience to External Factors 15 

  Resilience to Internal Factors 15 

  Long term solution 10 

  Flexibility to accommodate future changes 5 

Technical Total  45 % 
Affordability Minimize Lifecycle Cost 14 

  Long Term Value 4 

  
Attract Grant Funding (evaluate to offset the capital 

cost) 
0 

Affordability Total  18 % 
Economic Benefits The benefit to local businesses 2 

Economic Total  2 % 
Environmental 
Benefits 

Minimize risk of impacts to the sensitive environment 12 

  Mitigate climate change impacts 6 

Environmental Total  18 % 
Social Benefit Minimize noise, odour and visual impacts in operation 10 

  Minimize community disruption during construction 3 

  Maximize community and recreational amenity value 4 

Social Total  17 % 
Grand Total  100 % 
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1.1 Conceptual conveyance alignments through Lazo Hill 

The conveyance system, west to east, begins at Courtenay Pump Station, passing through 

Comox and Lazo Hills and ends at Comox Valley Water Pollution Control Center 

(CVWPCC). Conceptual conveyance alignments were developed as part of  the liquid 

waste management planning (LWMP) process and further reviewed and ref ined during the 

value engineering process. To minimize the energy required to pump sewage over Comox 

and Lazo Hill and, in turn, reduce the life cycle cost of  installing and operating the 

inf rastructure, the use of  horizontal directional drilling (HDD) was proposed such that the 

conveyance system can pass through lower elevations. 

At the Lazo Hill crossing, a f inal alignment was not determined as there was insuf f icient 

development to identify a preferred option. As a preliminary analysis, with reference to 

Figure 2-1, two options were initially considered for further review; these include: 

• Option 1- Advancing two sections of  HDD pipe. The f irst section would start at the 

intersection of  Lazo Road and Torrence Road and then advancing to Morland Road. 

And a second smaller section would be installed to cross the wetland f rom the north 

end of  Morland Road to the CVPCC. (Preliminary Design Alignment). 

• Option 2- A variation was developed following the Value Engineering study , which 

reviewed a single alignment f rom the intersection of  Lazo Road and Torrence Road 

directly to the CVPCC. (Option RS-07A). 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Preliminary HDD Alignments Options through Lazo Hill Developed During 
the LWMP 
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3 Lazo Hill Alignment Evaluation 

2.1 Dual or Single HDD Alignment Review 

Each of  the two primary HDD options, the single installation through Lazo Hill and the dual 

HDD alignment option, has been further reviewed based on the overall technical feasibility 

of  installation, the operational hydraulics, serviceability, risk to the drinking water aquifer, 

comparative capital and operating costs and environmental impacts. These considerations 

were intended to align with the objectives identified in the LWMP. Based on the initial 

review of  the options undertaken by McMillen Jacobs (TM#1) and the hydraulic analysis 

completed by HDR (see section 4 below), it was determined that the preferred option to 

minimize risks is to proceed with two separate HDD sections. The f irst section would transit 

Lazo Hill f rom Torrence Rd/Lazo Rd intersection to Morland Road, and the section would 

cross Lazo wetland to the CVWPCC. 

2.2 Preferred Alignment Development 

As part of  the development of  the Lazo Hill alignment, McMillen Jacobs performed further 

analysis and assessment on the HDD alignment f rom Torrence Rd./Lazo Rd. to Morland 

Rd option to evaluate the technical challenges associated with the installation, specifically 

including: 

• The length of  the alignment, 

• The pullback stresses, 

• Reducing number of  properties below the HDD alignment, 

• Maximizing the HDD depth before passing under private property, 

• Increasing distance between the alignment and the water supply wells , and 

• Assessing the conditions for the HDD installation, including evaluating laydown 

constraints and entry/ exit pit requirements. 

As part of  this evaluation, the hydraulic performance of  the conveyance system was 

updated, and the impact of  the vertical def lections required at the entry and exit pits was 

reviewed. Figure 3-1 in (Figure 3 in TM#4-Appendix B) outlines the reviewed alignments. 
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Figure 3-1. Alignment Options Reviewed (from McMillen Jacobs TM#4) 

During this review, a number of  alignments were assessed to transit the Lazo Hill and a 

preferred alignment extending north west f rom the intersection of  Torrence Rd/Lazo Rd 

and arcing to the west to terminate on the undeveloped Baron Road right-of -way at the 

intersection to Morland Road was preferred. The alignment would then extend north along 

Morland road, turning east to the CVWPCC.   

Three options for crossing the Lazo Marsh were considered, horizontal directional drilling 

under the mark, open cut through the marsh, and a clear span bridge over the marsh. 

Directional drilling is the current basis of  the cost estimate developed in the LWMP. To 

evaluate the bridge option, two conceptual steel truss bridges were sized to form the basis 

of  a class C cost estimate.   

The estimated steel for the clear span bridge options ranged from 131 to 163 tonnes. This 

was used to generate the class C costs noted in Table 3-1 below. The unit rate for the 

bridge option was in the order of  $31,000 to $42,000 per meter. This compares to the 

LWMP unit cost of  approximately $8,500/m and $5,000/m (with contingencies) for 

directional drilling and open cut installation methods.  As it appears that during the summer 

season, the Lazo Marsh may potentially be suf f iciently dry to permit the use of  traditional 

open cut installation methods, this approach is recommended for further evaluation with 

the CVRD Parks Department and assessment of  the environmental risks.  

Table 3-1. Lazo Marsh Bridge Options Cost Estimates 

Bridge Options Truss Bridge Box Girder Bridge 

Total Cost $1,914,000 $2,559,000 

Cost Per Meter $21,000 $28,000 

Cost Per Meter (with Contingency) $31,000 $42,000 
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4 Hydraulics 

The objective of  the conveyance system is to convey sewage f rom the Courtenay and 

Jane pump stations to the regional wastewater treatment plant. The water surface, or 

hydraulic prof ile, under varying f low conditions, was modelled to evaluate the overall 

system operation.   

The Water Surface - The water surface within the system is controlled by a series of fixed 

conditions, typically consisting of topography and tanks. Primary control points within the 

CVRD system were determined to be the inlet channel at the CVPCC, where an open 

water surface is controlled at the treatment plant. This channel elevation was derived from 

the available record drawings that note that the pre-aeration channel's f loor slab elevation 

is 13.53m. The control weir elevation is not pointed out on the available drawings; however, 

a control elevation of  12m was assumed with an allowance for f reeboard. This control point 

regulates the water surface in the conveyance pipe f rom the CVPCC westward through 

the conveyance system. 

The Courtenay Pump Station Wet Well - The Courtenay Pump Station wet well is a 

variable water surface based on the pump run cycles. A lower water surface of  -4.35m was 

used to calculate the Courtenay Pump Station's head requirements . For options where a 

new facility is proposed, this elevation was reduced based on a 1% slope between the 

existing and the new pump station.  

Pressure pipe calculations were completed using the Hazen-Williams formula for 

linear pipe, using a C factor for HDPE pipe of 150 and for steel pipe of  110. Minor losses 

were added based on the Bernoulli equation. 

A series of  hydraulic prof iles was developed, considering the various installation options 

and alignments between the Courtenay Pump Station and the CVWPCC.  

Over eight variations were reviewed, which included the assessment of  options, including: 

1. Conveyance pipe following a route of fset f rom Comox Road f rom Courtenay Pump 

Station to Comox Hill or along Comox Road 

2. A section of  HDD pipe through Comox Hill at the 35m elevation or the use of  open cut 

installation over the top of  Comox Hill, and  

3. Two HDD sections through Lazo Hill per the preliminary des ign concept or the use of  

a single HDD through Lazo Hill. 

3.1 Overview 

The two preliminary options, single and dual HDD, and the developed HDD and open cut 

alignment to present the hydraulic performance, are shown in the attached Figures 4-1, 

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3, respectively. These are all based on the open cut through 

Comox Hill and dif ferent alignments through Lazo Hill. There is a nominal increase in the 

pressures at the Courtenay Pump station due to routing the pipe of f -set f rom Comox Hill. 

The following parts discuss the hydraulic operation based on the developed hydraulic 

prof iles. 
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3.1.1  Dual HDD Alignment   

Figure 4-1 provides a hydraulic prof ile of using 2 HDD sections; the hydraulic behaviour 

at a dif ferent section of the conveyance system is discussed below: 

• From station 10+000 to station 13+265, the f low will be pressurized to approximately 

50 to 60 psi f rom the Courtenay Pump Station to Comox Hill. As the pipeline traverses 

Comox Hill, the internal pressure will drop to atmospheric pressure at the top of  the 

hill. 

• At station 13+265, the f low through the conveyance system will transition f rom 

pressurized f low to gravity f low. This results f rom insuf f icient backpressure through the 

eastern sections of  the pipe and the grade on the western portion of Comox Hill.  

• During periods of  no f low, the pipe will drain out between station 13+300 and 13+900 

as f low equalizes to the pipeline high point at Lazo Hill (Station 16+280).  

• While operating, gravity-f low will occur f rom station 13+265 and transition back to 

pressure f low between 13+300 and 13+900, depending on the total flow in the system. 

A turbulent hydraulic transition will occur at this point.   

• Gravity f low down Comox Hill is expected to be high velocity f lows , ranging f rom 2 to 

5m/s due to the pipe slope, which will follow the existing roadways in Comox. 

• Through the Town of  Comox, the conveyance system will operate as a 

pressurized force main up to station 16+300 to 17+500, where the system will transit 

f rom pressurized f low to gravity f low. The f inal transition point is subject to the f inal 

slope of  the Lazo Hill HDD. 

• Depending on the slope of  the HDD through Lazo Hill, g ravity f low will occur f rom 

station 16+300 or, if  the HDD is relatively f lat, station 17+500 and transition back to 

pressure f low between 17+800 and 17+900 depending on the f lows in the system. This 

will occur towards the north end of  Morland Road. 

• Pressure f low will occur f rom station 17+900 to the wastewater plant, operating around 

25 to 30 psi under the wetland. 

Based on the hydraulic prof ile, two additional control points arise, the f irst at the high point 

on Comox Hill and the second at the high point on Lazo Hill. These two points provide 

hydraulic separation between the conveyance system segments and will require 

consideration for air management – both to permit air into the pipe as it drains during low 

f lows and to vent air as the pipe f ills during high f lows. 

3.1.2 Single HDD Alignment  

Figure 4-2 provides the hydraulic prof ile using one HDD pipe through Lazo Hill. The most 

signif icant variation is the f low behaviour through Lazo Hill (station 16+300 to 18+000). 

Due to the slope of  the force main through the hill, the f low will be high velocity 

(supercritical) until approximately 30 to 50% of  the length of  the force main, where it will 

transition to pressure f low. A turbulent hydraulic jump is anticipated to occur at this 

location, where gravity f lows revert to pressurized f lows, discussed further in section 

4.2.2.   
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3.1.3 Preferred Alignment 

Figure 4-3 presents the preferred hydraulic prof ile using a single HDD force main through 

Lazo Hill and an open cut section north on Morland Road and through the wetland. 

Preliminary discussions reviewed installing the HDD add a half  percent grade f rom the 

intersection of  Lazo Rd and Torrence Rd. down to Morland road. McMillen Jacobs noted 

that due to the drilling requirement, the pipe has to be installed with vertical def lections at 

either end of  the alignment to prevent the loss of  the drilling mud during the installation. 

These def lections negatively impact the prof ile and restrict the ability to achieve the gravity 

f low – resulting in an additional inverted siphon. 

To overcome this, dif ferent options were considered. One was an entrance shaf t to avoid 

the need for vertical deflection near Torrence Road. The entrance shaf t would be replaced 

with a drop manhole at this location with an invert approximately 10 m below the road 

surface.  This approach permitted the force main to be routed up Lazo Rd. to the drop 

manhole where the f low would enter the HDD pipe.  However, it was noted during the 

hydraulic review that this would result in an elevated high point on Lazo Rd , which would 

backpressure the hydraulics through to the Courtenay Pump Station. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the force main invert be installed at the bottom of the entrance shaft to 

match the invert of  the HDD crossing, eliminating the HDD vertical def lection near the 

Torrence Rd size.   

There are additional benef its of retaining the manhole at the tie-in point at the west. It will 

provide an access point to the HDD pipe before transiting Lazo Hill, such as internal probe 

and robotic inspection cameras and minimize the construction of  the private property 

adjacent to the road. 

At the eastern side of  the HDD installation (Baron Rd), the vertical def lection in the HDD 

installation would need to be removed following installation using traditional open cut 

excavation methods. This removed section of  HDD would be re-instated at a 0.5% slope 

to provide gravity flow to Morland Rd.   

3.2 Discussion 

3.2.1 Backpressure 

All HDD options provide the necessary hydraulic performance to convey sewage to the 

CVPCC; however, for the two-pull conf iguration, Figure 4-2 and 4-3, the impact of  

backpressure at the Jane Pump Station will vary depending on the f inal slope of  the HDD 

section through Lazo Hill if  the Lazo Hill HDD pipe is installed relatively f lat (slope <0.5%) 

then it will become pressurized and add approximately 5m of the head at the tie-in point 

f rom Jane Place. If  the slope of  the pipe through Lazo Hill is >0.5%, it will then convey 

the sewage by gravity and not be pressurized. Under this scenario , there will be no 

increase in discharge pressure experience at the Jane Pump Station. The Single HDD 

installation, Option 2, is a shorter path to the treatment plant, resulting in a steeper slope 

and a greater opportunity to minimize backpressure f rom the pressurized portions of the 

force main back to the Jane Pump Station. 
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3.2.2 Turbulent Flow 

In all the HDD options through Lazo Hill, f low within the sanitary main will transition f rom 

gravity f low to pressure pipe f low due to backwater f rom the crossing of  Lazo Marsh. At 

this point, signif icant turbulence will occur as the energy will be converted f rom velocity to 

pressure. The pipe slope will control the maximum f low velocity in the gravity sections. The 

steepest sections occur along Morland Road for Option 1, the two-pull system, and the 

steel HDD pipe in Option 2. In either situation, the pipe slope exceeds 3%, resulting in an 

estimated f low velocity ranging f rom 2 to 5m/s for ADWF and PWWF, respectively.   

Within the pressurized section of  the pipe, which traverses under the wetland, the f low 

velocity will range f rom 0.5 to 2.5m/s. As the water velocity drops , a section of  turbulent 

f low will occur, and approximately 1m of  energy will be lost through the transition f rom 

velocity energy to pressure energy.   

Due to suspended solids in the sewage, such as grit and sand, erosion of  the pipe material 

is possible. The erosion rate cannot be readily estimated; however, the intensity of erosion 

is directly proportional to the f luid velocity, where higher velocities will induce higher 

erosion rates. Various materials will also resist erosion through hardness or wall thickness. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Hydraulic Transition between Gravity and Pressure Flow 

The hydraulic transition location has been calculated under various f low conditions from 

the operational water surface at the treatment plant and the dynamic losses resulting from 

f low in pressurized pipe systems.   

Option 1 – Two Shorter HDD | The location where the transition between gravity f low to 

pressure pipe f low is estimated to occur along Morland Road between a ground elevation 

of  12m and 15m. This location is advantageous as it is in a section of  pipe installed using 

open cut methods. Traditional gravity sewage conveyance materials, such as HDPE, PVC 

or concrete pipe, are suitable. Furthermore, this area is readily accessible for inspection 

and repair. There is also the opportunity to install a transition manhole at this location to 

permit this f low transition to occur within a manhole structure, minimizing f luid velocity and 

erosion along with reducing air discharge due to turbulence. 

Option 2 – Single HDD | The location where the transition f rom gravity to pressure flow is 

estimated to occur between an elevation of  12m and 18m. Although the f inal alignment of  

the HDD is not fully developed, this elevation is likely to happen in the area under Butchers 

Road. This is the deepest section of  the HDD pipe at approximately 37m below grade. The 
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conveyance pipe will be steel for this option due to the installation stress caused by the 

long HDD pull back. The steel pipe has the least protection f rom erosion. It is the thinnest 

of  all conveyance materials and is only protected f rom corrosion by a very thin layer of  

epoxy. 

During the operation of  the conveyance system, the level in the pipeline will f luctuate due 

to backpressure induced in the pressurized pipe passing under the wetland. Under very 

low f low conditions, the level will be around 12m, whereas; under maximum design, it will 

increase to about 18m. When the level in the pipe changes, it will expel air or draw in air.  

3.2.3 Serviceability 

Steel force mains are common within British Columbia sewage systems and are currently 

used to convey sewage under the Fraser River, False Creek, and the Victoria Harbour. In 

each situation, the force main is continuously pressurized as it travels under a waterway. 

This is not the situation within the CVRD conveyance system as the pipeline transverses 

over/through Lazo Hill, resulting in both gravity and pressurized f low.  

Due to the installation length, the single HDD pipe option must be steel to withstand the 

installation stress. This material increases risks due to corrosion (internal and external) 

and erosion. Service options, such as in-situ lining and repair (such as CIPP and HDPE 

lining), are unavailable through local contractors and have yet to be conf irmed as viable 

through international contractors. There is no local option to repair the pipe once installed.   

The exterior of  the steel pipe can be readily protected through the use of  an impressed 

current cathodic protection system. Similar to the system used on the foreshore force main, 

a rectif ier and anode will apply a current to the pipe to force the f low of electrons from the 

soil into the pipe to mitigate the corrosion. This system will not provide corrosion protection 

for the pipe interior as the electrons will return to the rectif ier along the steel wall. As such, 

the only protection on the pipe interior is the epoxy coating.  

The 2-Pull HDD option also limits the options for repairing the HDD section of  the pipe. 

However, the shorter HDD installation permits the selection of  HDPE materials  which have 

signif icant advantages over steel pipe in sewage transmission applications. These include: 

• HDPE is resistant to corrosion caused by domestic sewage, namely galvanic 

corrosion, microbial-induced corrosion, and sulfate attack. 

• HDPE is approximately 3 to 5 times more resistant to erosion due to mixed f low 

conditions than some steel materials.   

• HDPE does not require maintenance of  a protective coating (e.g., epoxy). 

• HDPE is more ef f icient hydraulically due to the smooth surfaces. 

• The wall thickness for HDPE is expected to be in excess of 25 mm and is governed by 

the installation stress, thus providing significant additional wall thickness for operation. 

Within the 2-pull HDD option, the section of pipe under Lazo Hill will likely be sloped around 

0.5%, resulting in a f luid velocity less than 2.5m/s under 2105 PWWF. These lower 

velocities will retain the f luid f low as velocities that are below supercritical f low and, as 

such, will not produce turbulence to the same extent as the steeper single HDD . Along 
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Morland Road, where higher velocities are expected to occur, the pipe is readily serviced, 

and the design can utilize drop manholes to reduce slopes and damage within the pipes.  

3.2.4 Aquifer 

The aquifer located below Lazo Hill is currently used as the primary drinking water supply 

to the neighbourhood. GW Solutions has completed an investigation of  the aquifer and 

estimated the top of  the aquifer is around the 5 to 15m elevation.    

With reference to Figures 4-1 and 4-2, the approximate top of  the aquifer has been 

projected on the prof ile. The 2-pull option transits Lazo Hill at approximately 22 to 26m 

elevations, over 10m above the aquifer for most of  the HDD alignment. However, the 

aquifer likely "daylights" at the wetlands; therefore, the section under the wetland will likely 

pass through the aquifer. In addition, this option can potentially be designed to operate at 

atmospheric pressure, which signif icantly minimizes the chance of  leakage compared to 

pressurized systems. The 2-pull option reduces the length of  aquifer penetration compared 

to the single pull option. 

The single pull HDD option transits Lazo Hill at a slope ranging f rom around -5m under the 

wetland to 26m at Torrence Road. As a result, the steel pipe will pass through the aquifer 

between the f irst third and the midpoint of  the pipe, approximately under Butchers Road. 

It is also where the f low transition noted above will occur, and the risk of  pipe erosion and 

corrosion is highest. 

5 Recommendation 

Based on the hydraulic, operational and serviceability considerations, all conveyance 

options are suitable for conveying the estimated 2105 sewage f lows under PWWF 

conditions from the serviced region. Table 5-1 below summarizes the comparison of each 

option to the community objectives identified in the LWMP process.  

Based on discussions, it would be recommended to advance with a single HDD from 

Torrence Road to Morland Road, and future evaluates the environmental feasibility of an 

open cut installation through Lazo Marsh to the CVWWPC; the key benef its are noted 

below: 

• This option permits a lower pipe slope and reduces uncontrolled flow through the force 

main and hydraulic jumps within the pipe. 

• Permits using a gravity f low pipe through Lazo Hill rather than a pressurized force 

main. 

• Does not require installation of  a force main within the existing drinking water aquifer. 

This minimizes the risk for groundwater contamination due to pipe installation and 

future operational risks. 

• Permits the use of  pipe materials resistant to corrosion due to groundwater, sewage 

and sulfates, such as high-density polyethylene (HDPE). 

• Permits the use of  materials that are 3 to 5 times more resistant to abrasion than steel. 
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The preferred alignment through Lazo Hill starts at the intersection of  Torrence Rd and 

exits on the unused right of  way on Baron Rd near Morland Road. This alignment provides 

the following benefits: 

• Maintains a high level of  cover between the HDD alignment and the houses relative to 

other options 

• Minimizes pull back stress and can be installed using commonly available HDPE pipe 

diameters and DR ratings 

• Provides adequate space at both the entrance and exit pit to provide for equipment 

staging, laydown and installation 

• Maintains a relatively uniform entrance and exit pit elevation for drilling mud 

management during installation.  A buoyant pipe installation is required for this length. 

• Maintains a reasonable buf fer between the existing drinking water wells 

• Permits the removal of  the vertical def lections at the entrance and exits of  the HDD 

alignment to avoid using a pressurized force main. 
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Table 5-1. Summary of Comparison of HDD Options 

 Option 1 – Two-Pull HDD Installation (TM#1) Option 2 – One-Pull HDD Installation (TM#1) 

Technical 

- Entire system can be installed using 

corrosion-resistant materials such as 

concrete, HDPE and PVC. 

- Areas of turbulence, erosion and corrosion 

can be located under local roadways for 

repair. 

- Drop manholes can be used to control 

turbulent the location of turbulent flow. 

- HDD sections can be designed to maintain 

flow velocities <2.5m/s under all 

conditions. 

- Installation must use steel pipe with only 

internal corrosion protection provided by 

the initial epoxy coating. 

- No ability to recoat, line or repair the long 

steel HDD pipe has been identified by 

contractors in Western Canada. 

- The pipe slope is governed by the HDD 

installation requirements, resulting in flow 

velocities between 2.5 and 5m/s. 

- Hydraulic turbulent flow transition will 

occur in an inaccessible location 

approximately 37m below ground elevation 

as the same location that pipe enters the 

aquifer. 

Affordability 
- Sloping the Lazo Hill HDD at >0.5% will 

eliminate additional pumping costs 

compared to the single pull option. 

- The single pull HDD option has an 

estimated capital cost which is nominally 

lower than that of the 2-pull HDD option. 

Economic 
Benefits 

- Areas where maintenance will be required, 

can be completed by local contractors and 

located under roadways. 

- No known contractors in Western Canada 

can in-situ service the steel pipe should 

the epoxy lining fail 

Environmental 
Benefits 

- Reduces the length of aquifer penetration , 

and the portion within the aquifer is down-

gradient of groundwater users. 

- There is an option to design the HDD pipe 

to operate at atmospheric pressure above 

the aquifer (i.e., 0 pressure). 

- Approximately half to two-thirds of the 

HDD pipe will be installed within the 

aquifer. 

- The HDD pipe will operate between 3 and 

25 psi as it passes through the drinking 

water aquifer. 

Social Benefits 

- Opportunities to minimize and localize the 

release of air where it can be controlled 

and managed. 

- Significant construction impacts in the 

Town of Comox due to the laydown area 

required for the HDD pipe installation 

through Lazo Hill along Balmoral Rd. 

- Entry and exit pits can be located to 

minimize public impacts during 

construction, and pipe laydown options are 

available to reduce the effects on private 

residents. 

- Larger volumes of air will be released , 

requiring more significant odour absorption 

systems. 
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Technical Memorandum 
Technical Memorandum 

 

 

To: Walter Bayless – HDR, Charlie 
Gore - CVRD 

 Project: CVRD Sewer System Conveyance 
Project 

From: Heather Hughes-Adams, Michelle 
van der Pouw Kraan, Norman 
Joyal 

 cc:  Suzi Martin - HDR, Doug Grimes - MJA 

Date: February 7, 2022  Doc No.  56872_002_MO_HD_1_Lazo_Hill_HDD
_Alignment 

Subject: Technical Memo No. 2 - Lazo Hill Alignment Options Analysis  

 
Revision Log 

Revision No. Date Revision Description 
A August 20, 2021 Issued for Review by HDR 

B September 7, 2021 Issued for Review by HDR and CVRD 

C September 17, 2021 Issued for Review by HDR and CVRD 

0 September 29, 2021 Issued as Final to HDR and CVRD 

1 February 7, 2022 Issued as Final to HDR and CVRD with Updated Drawing 

 

 Introduction  

The Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) intend to replace the existing sewer main located along the 
Comox foreshore with a sewer main located inland, along the north shore of Comox Harbour. The 
existing sewer main is exposed to coastal wave action and the depth of cover has decreased, resulting in 
operational and environmental risks. The objective of the Sewer System Conveyance Project is to develop 
a reference design for a new sewer main to be installed with open cut and horizontal directional drilling 
methods (HDD) via a future design-build contract. The sewer main alignment begins at the Courtenay 
Pump Station at the west side of Comox and extends to the Comox Valley Water Pollution Control Centre 
(CVWPCC) located on the eastern end of Comox. A section of open-cut main through downtown Comox 
is not included in this project scope.  
 
This memo provides an overview of the advantages, disadvantages, and potential risk mitigation 
strategies for a variety of alignments across the Lazo Hill section of the sewer main, which starts at the 
intersection of Lazo Road/Torrence Road and ends at the CVWPCC. There are currently three proposed 
alignment options which are outlined in the sections that follow. The decision on which alignment to 
pursue will be influenced by geotechnical conditions, alignment geometry, available working areas, 
environmental risks, land use and stakeholder engagement, and installation risks. At this point of design 
development, the options are compared at a conceptual level and will only be further refined once the 
overall feasibility and technical challenges are fully investigated. Furthermore, the reference design 
alignment and profile will be subject to further refinement by the design-build contractor as they advance 
the reference design to a final design. 
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 Overview of Alignment Options 

The three alignment options are shown below in Figure 1. In development of the alignment options, the 
existing private groundwater wells were considered in the horizontal and vertical alignments (discussed 
further in Section 7.0). Option A is shown in yellow, Option B is shown in purple, and Option C is shown 
in blue. Additionally, the white shaded zone, bounded by straight-shot alignments from the entry location 
to the potential exit pits, indicates the lateral area in which Option B or C could be positioned. The final 
horizontal and vertical alignment position will be determined by the design-build team. 
 
The minimum required offsets from the groundwater wells from sewerages lines is 30 m horizontally, and 
6 m vertically as pet the BC Groundwater Protection Handbook (BC Groundwater Association, 2017). 
The well locations are shown with yellow squares in Figure 1. This is discussed further in Section 7.0. 
The design build team will be required to maintain these offsets during alignment design or provide 
mitigative measures to reduce the risk of contamination to nearby water wells.  
 

 

Figure 1. Lazo Hill Section. 

2.1 Option A – Two HDD Sections, Separated by One Open Cut Section  
This option consists of two HDD drives (shown in yellow in Figure 1) with an open cut section in 
between (shown in red in Figure 1). Starting near Lazo Road just south of the Lazo/Torrence Road 
intersection, the first HDD drive, Section 1, would extend approximately 1,250 m north-northeast to 
Morland Road. A section of the lot at the southeast corner of Lazo Road and Torrence Road would be 
temporarily required during construction for the exit pit and pullback entry pit of the forcemain. The 
Morland Road site would be used as the HDD entry pit. This entry pit may be relocated to an existing 
right-of-way approximately 100 m north of the entry location shown in Figure 1, which would extend the 
borepath nominally by approximately 30 m.  

N 
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A section of forcemain installed with open cut methods would connect the forcemain near the entry pit on 
Morland Road to the entry pit of the second HDD at the north end of Morland Road. The second HDD 
(Section 2) would extend from Morland Road approximately 250 m east towards the CVWPCC, where 
the exit pit would be located. These alignments would likely be completed with mid-size HDD rigs in 
single direction drives. 
 
A construction area may be required on the private property at the western end of the HDD alignment of 
Section 1 to facilitate installation of the forcemain at the correct depth for the tie-in with the open-cut 
forcemain along Morland Road, and/or construction staging requirements. This will be further analyzed 
as the reference design progresses.   

2.2 Option B – Single HDD Section to CVWPCC 
Option B (shown in purple in Figure 1) involves a single drive HDD with a length of approximately 1,600 
m. The entry pit would be located at the property on the south side of Lazo Road near the Lazo 
Road/Torrence Road intersection and would extend northeast towards the north end of the CVWPCC, 
where the exit pit would be located.  
 
The designation of entry and exit pits may also be reversed (in consideration of staging area 
requirements), such that the entry pit would be located at the CVWPCC, and the exit pit would be located 
at the lot at the corner of Lazo Road/Torrence Road. However, this arrangement would necessitate an 
additional rig move after the completion of drilling and reaming, as the rig must be located at Lazo 
Road/Torrence Road during pullback due to laydown area requirements (see Section 5.0). This HDD 
option may be completed as a single direction drive with a large HDD rig, or as a mid-path intercept. The 
latter would result in both the CVWPCC, and the Lazo Road/Torrence Road sites being used as entry 
sites, using a combination of a mid-size rig and a large size rig (needed for reaming and pullback). 

2.3 Option C – Single HDD Section to Brent Road  
Option C (shown in blue in Figure 1) involves a single drive HDD with a length of approximately 1,600 
m. The entry pit would be located at the property on the south side of Lazo Road near the Lazo 
Road/Torrence Road intersection and would extend northeast towards the north end of the CVWPCC, 
where the exit pit would be located (approximately 200 m northwest of the CVWPCC). As with Option 
B, the location of the entry pits and the exit pits may be reversed, but this would necessitate an additional 
rig move after drilling and reaming as the rig must be located at the lot on the southeast corner of Lazo 
Road/Torrence Road during pullback due to laydown area requirements (see Section 5.0). Similar to 
Option B, this HDD can also be completed as a single direction drive with a large HDD rig or as a mid-
path intercept. A mid-path intercept would result in both the CVWPCC and the Lazo Road/Torrence Road 
sites being used as entry pits, using a mid-size rig and a large size rig (for pullback). The main 
differentiator between Option B and Option C is the eastern termination point and the corresponding 
availability of pipe string laydown areas (discussed further in Section 5.2). 

 Geotechnical Conditions 

Two previous site investigations have been completed in the general vicinity of the Lazo HDD 
alignments. In 2017, EXP drilled nine solid stem auger holes for the purposes of another project. These 
borehole logs included moisture content, soil gradation testing, and SPT blow count data. In 2020, WSP 
completed another site investigation program for the purpose of characterizing Option A. Nine sonic 
boreholes were drilled in the vicinity of Section 1 between Lazo Road/Torrence Road to Morland Road, 
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and five mud rotary boreholes were drilled along Section 2 from Morland Road to the CVWPCC. Seven 
piezometers were installed during the investigation.  
 
Samples collected from the sonic boreholes were tested for moisture content and soil gradation. The mud 
rotary samples were similarly tested for moisture content, soil gradation, in addition to soil corrosivity, 
and a single Atterberg Limits test. SPT testing was also completed on mud rotary boreholes. The results 
of the geotechnical testing are summarized in the report ‘Geotechnical Data Report’ (WSP, 2021). A 
second report, the ‘Geotechnical Interpretative Report’ (WSP, 2021), provides WSP’s interpretation of 
the ground conditions. 
 
Six distinct soil units were encountered during sonic drilling in the vicinity of the Option A Section 1. 
The stratigraphy generally consists of (from surface down):  

• Unit 1: Fill 
• Unit 2: Surficial Fine to Medium Sand 
• Unit 3: Fine to Coarse Sand with Gravel and Cobbles 
• Unit 4: Silt 
• Unit 5: Silty Sand 
• Unit 6: Silty Sand with Gravel and Cobbles  

 
Mud rotary boreholes near Option A Section 2 encountered six separate and distinct units, listed below 
(from surface down): 

• Unit A: Fill 
• Unit B: Poorly Graded Sand 
• Unit C: Clayey Silt 
• Unit D: Poorly Graded Gravelly Sand 
• Unit E: Silty Sand with Gravel  
• Unit F: Silty Sand and Gravel with Cobbles 

 
WSP developed detailed stratigraphic drawings along Option A. These interpretations indicate that the 
entry location of Section 1 at Morland Road is anticipated to encounter the fine to coarse sand with gravel 
and cobbles (Unit 3), which is present to a depth of approximately 20 m. The borepath would likely then 
encounter the silty sand (Unit 5) for most of its length, until the final several hundred meters of the 
alignment towards Lazo Road/Torrence Road, at which time it will encounter a silty sand with gravel and 
cobbles (Unit 6) until it surfaces at the exit pit. The anticipated borepath along Section 2 is similar, with 
the initial unit encountered being a silty sand and gravel with cobbles (Unit F), with a majority of the 
borepath encountering the silty sand with gravel (Unit E) and the clayey silt (Unit C). The exit is 
anticipated to be located within the poorly graded sand unit (Unit B).  
 
For Option B or Option C, it is inferred that the depth to the silty sand (Unit 5) shown near the Lazo 
Road/Torrence Road intersection decreases northward. This may indicate that the borepaths for Option B 
and C will travel through less of the coarse-grained soil than Option A before entering silty sand (Unit 5). 
As with Option A, the borepaths for these options would mostly be located within a silty sand (Unit 5), 
then transition into clayey silt (Unit C), before encountering the poorly graded sand (Unit B) encountered 
near the exit pits. 
 
The groundwater table is located between approximately 5 to 16 m elevation along the HDD alignment 
options (GW Solutions, 2021). Artesian groundwater conditions are anticipated to be present in the 
vicinity of the marsh. Towards the south, swelling, or flowing sand conditions were reported in borehole 
SH20-03, near the intersection of Butchers Road and Lazo Road. The ground behavior was interpreted by 
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WSP during their site investigation program when the annular space around the borehole casing collapsed 
thereby locking the casing in the ground and preventing its removal.  
 
Further geotechnical investigation to characterize the remaining options has been proposed. This data will 
support further development of the design and risk mitigation strategies. 

 Anticipated Alignment Geometry 

The following sections outline industry guidelines for HDD alignment geometry, to identify any potential 
issues between the geometry and design requirements. These considerations will be further refined as the 
reference design advances through indicative design and detailed design and final alignment selection by 
the design build contractor.  

4.1 Radius of Curvature 
A standard industry guideline used in HDD design for steel pipe is to estimate the required curve radius to 
be no less than approximately 30.5 m per 0.025 m diameter of the pipe installed (ASCE 2014).  
 
HDPE pipe allows for a smaller bending radius than steel, however there are two different bend radii that 
need to be considered.  One is the cold bend radius that the pipe can be bent to on the surface with no 
external loading or tension on the pipe. The other is the radius to which the pipe can be curved when 
installed in the ground under external and tensile loads on the pipe.  
 
For the cold bend radius, the Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI) provides recommendations for the allowable 
bending radii for HDPE pipe in the document PPI TN-27: Frequently Asked Questions, HDPE Pipe for 
Water Distribution and Transmission Applications (Plastic Pipe Institute, 2009). PPI states that the HDPE 
cold bend radius is dependent on the dimensional ratio of the pipe, with a greater bend radius required for 
a greater dimensional ratio. For the radius when the HDPE pipe is under load, the Horizontal Directional 
Drilling Good Practices Guidelines (North American Society for Trenchless Technology (NASTT, 2017) 
provides a general guideline for the minimum curvature radius of HDPE for use in design, which is 1 m 
per 0.025 m diameter of the pipe. The bend radius of the pipe under load is larger than the cold bend 
radius. 
 
Additionally, the length of the radius of curvature of the borepath should be minimized to reduce the 
overall borepath length.  
 
Option A may be able to use a 0.86 m (34”) outer diameter (OD) HDPE pipe. A 0.86 m pipe would 
therefore have a bending radius of approximately 35 m (this radius is based on the pipe being under load). 
A tighter bending radius for pipe on the ground can be used during the pipe pullback, as this is a 
temporary condition, and the pipe is not under external slurry and ground load. This shorter bending 
radius is advantageous for design and constructability, in comparison to steel pipe. However, the drill 
steel bending radius will also need to be considered for the borepath design, as it is greater than that of 
HDPE. Based on the ASCE guidelines for steel pipe above, the drill steel bending radius for an assumed 
0.127 m (5”) diameter drill rod would be approximately 155 m. 
 
Since Option B is longer than Option A, a 0.71 m (28”) OD steel pipe may be required. The 0.71 m 
diameter results in an 853 m bending radius. This bending radius would likely require the use of surface 
cranes to support the pipe bendover during pullback.  
 
Option C may similarly use a 0.71 m (28”) OD steel pipe resulting in an 853 m bending radius and would 
likely require the use of cranes to support the pipe bendover during pullback.  
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For each option, a pipe stress and pullback analysis will be required to determine either the steel pipe wall 
thickness, or the HDPE dimensional ratio. This analysis will be completed once an option is selected.  

4.2 Entry and Exit Angles 
Entry angles are generally between 8 and 20 degrees from the horizontal and exit angles are generally 5 to 
12 degrees. Selection of the angle depends on the pipe diameter, configuration of the bendover support 
(the length of pipe requiring support to accommodate the pipe bending radius at the pipe insertion pit), 
geotechnical conditions, constructability, space constraints, and other factors.  
 
For the entry angle, from a constructability perspective, shallow angles are typically preferred as it is 
easier to orient the drill rig. However, from a geotechnical perspective, steeper angles are typically 
preferred to increase the amount of cover above the alignment as quickly as possible (see Section 4.4 for 
further details). Similarly, for the exit angle, steeper exit angles allow for cover to be maximized to the 
extent possible, however steeper exit angles require longer and higher bendover lengths. 

4.3 Exit and Entry Point Elevations 

4.3.1 Maintaining Drilling Fluid  
Significant changes in elevation between the entry and exit points can result in challenges with 
maintaining drill fluid inside the borepath, which is an important requirement for borehole stability. The 
drilling fluid on the high side will be at atmospheric pressure and prone to drain from the high point until 
the fluid equalizes with the low side. For alignments with coarse grained, non-cohesive material at the 
high entry or exit side, this can be especially challenging, such as the soil near the entry and exit pits of 
each of the proposed alignments.  
 
For Option A, Sections 1 and 2, the entry and exit locations are at nearly the same elevation. 
Consequently, maintaining drilling fluid in the borehole during drilling and pullback is not anticipated to 
present challenges. 
 
Options B and C have an elevation difference between entry and exit of approximately 19 m and 25 m, 
respectively. This elevation difference presents challenges for HDD construction, with respect to 
maintaining drilling fluid in the hole during drilling and pullback, as the drilling fluid will achieve 
equilibrium with the lowest entry location. If the borepath encounters the Quadra Sand above the point of 
fluid equilibrium, as the sand will be dry, the sand can more readily collapse into the borehole, creating 
drilling difficulties. The sand located below the point of fluid equilibrium will be encompassed in drilling 
fluid, resulting in a more stable borehole. A dry hole during pipe pullback will also result in additional 
stress on the pipe, thus requiring a greater wall thickness to address these stresses.  
 
To address these risks during drilling, there are a few mitigation options which the design build team can 
apply, including careful mud management during drilling, which will involve monitoring the drilling 
pressures, mud properties (e.g., viscosity), and mud circulation. Additionally, a plug can be used at the 
bottom of the hole to minimize drilling fluid loss. This risk can be further mitigated by using a back 
reamer in front of the pipe during pullback to flush the hole, if needed, which also provides lubrication in 
front of the pipe as it transitions through the unsupported borehole. These mitigation measures vary in 
their impact to the construction schedule and cost from minor to moderate but cannot be characterized in 
detail at this stage in design. 
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4.4 Hydrofracture and Minimum Cover Requirements  
Hydrofracture is the accidental release of drilling fluid to surface that occurs when the confining in situ 
pressure surrounding the borepath is exceeded by the drilling fluid pressure, or the drilling fluid 
communicates with a natural vertical weak zone or a manmade feature, such as a borehole. Hydrofracture 
is naturally mitigated through the intended impregnation of the drilling fluid to the surrounding soil layer 
to develop the formation of a “filter cake” – a bentonite membrane formed by pressurized drilling fluid 
plugging the interstitial pore spaces in the surrounding soil to develop an impermeable plugged layer 
surrounding the borehole allowing drilling fluid pressures to be maintained. The formation of a filter cake 
is a requirement for successful HDD drilling and may require modifications of the drill fluid composition 
to be achieved. However, the formation of a filter cake provides no guarantee that hydrofracture will not 
occur, especially if natural or manmade pathways exist. 
 
The starting minimum requirement for ground cover of the selected HDD profile(s) is 10 m from bodies 
of water or sensitive environmental areas, such as the marsh area (see Figure 2), in order to reduce 
hydrofracture risk. The HDD borepath entry and exit locations, tangents, and central portion will initially 
be located to meet this requirement. However, this requirement may change during the development of 
the reference design as it is dependent on soil conditions, the hydrofracture analysis results, and the 
geometry of the borepath, which are envisioned to be developed during the reference design. At this 
stage, it is anticipated that all proposed alignments will be able to satisfy the minimum cover 
requirements.  
 

 
Figure 2: HDD alignment below a water body or sensitive environmental area. 

 
Hydrofracture risk is generally greatest near the entry and exit locations of a borepath, which can be 
mitigated to an extent with surface casings. Since both the entry and exit locations of Option A Section 2 
are located in the vicinity of the marsh, the impact of hydrofracture is greater due to the sensitivity of the 
environment. However, Option A is inferred to pass above the potentially artesian aquifer instead of 
within it, as with Option B and C. Artesian conditions may exert pressure on the drill fluid, which may 
exacerbate hydrofracture to surface or to the aquifer when drilling through it. As such, all options incur a 
hydrofracture risk. A hydrofracture analysis will be completed as part of the reference design for the 
recommended alignment option, and pending the results, risk mitigation measures by the design-builder 
may be required. 

 Working Areas 

5.1 HDD Rig Working Areas 
The North American Society for Trenchless Technology (NASTT) recommends a minimum footprint for 
HDD staging work areas based on rig size, which in turn informs the size of the temporary workspace 
(TWS) which must be permitted. However, it is considered that these recommendations are conservative 
and can be reduced by 10% to 15%. Refer to Table 1 for a list of recommended TWS based on HDD rig 
size, and to Section 2.0 for where the HDD rigs are proposed to be located for each option. 
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Table 1 Recommended TWS Areas 

HDD Rig Size NASTT 
Recommended Area 
of TWS (m2) 

Minimum 
Recommended Area 
of TWS (m2) 

Recommended 
Minimum Width of 
TWS (m) 

Mini/Small 100 90 - 

Midi/Medium 1,400 1,200 20 

Maxi/Large 3,500 3,000 25 

 

5.2 Pullback Laydown Areas 
After the selected borepath has been successfully drilled and reamed to the appropriate diameter, the 
pullback of the pipe may proceed. This generally involves laying out the entire length of the pipe and 
completing welding and testing prior to pulling the welded segment through the borepath in a single, 
uninterrupted effort. To do so, a designated area to lay down the pipe, referred to as the pullback laydown 
area, must be identified. Preferably, the length of the laydown area is equal to the length of the pipe along 
the borepath. Alternately, if there is insufficient laydown space for one complete pipe string, at the 
expense of an increase in risk, two or more strings can be built up in the laydown area and welded 
together during the pullback. The wait time needed to weld or fuse pipe segments together increases the 
risk of borehole instability but that can be partially mitigated with a back reamer in front of the pipe to 
flush and reopen the hole. The minimum width of the laydown area is 15 m during pipe assembly to allow 
for welding/fusing stations and heavy equipment such as side booms or small cranes to handle the pipe. 
Once assembly is complete, a width of 5 to 7 m could accommodate one or two pipe strings prior to 
pullback. During pullback, this working area width increases again along the entire pullback laydown 
length, to allow for use of cranes and other heavy machinery for the pipe bendover and advancing the 
pipe along the laydown to the start of the bendover.  
 
The proposed pullback laydown area identified for the Option A Section 1 extends west, along the right of 
way of Balmoral Avenue. Where Balmoral intersects with Stewart Street, the laydown area will continue 
northwest into the Comox Golf Course. This laydown area presents challenges with traffic control and 
driveway access along Balmoral Avenue, an arterial street for vehicle and pedestrian traffic as the pipe 
build up and stringing out along the laydown area would occur over several weeks resulting in traffic and 
parking complexities. Figure 3 shows the proposed pullback alignment. Alternately, several sections of 
pipe strings could be welded and strung out in the golf course awaiting the pullback at which time the 
strings are welded together in one string to reduce the duration of impact along the public street. 
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Figure 3 Pullback alignment for Option A Section 1 HDD indicated by the thin yellow line. 

The proposed pullback for Option A Section 2 follows through the CVWPCC, curving slightly north to 
follow the site access road, then curving west to follow Brent Road (see Figure 4). This requires the use 
of the eastbound lane along Brent Road but will allow for a single lane of access to the site and the 
CVWPCC and is within the minimum bending radius of 34” HDPE pipe. 
 

 

Figure 4 Pullback alignment option for Option A Section 2 indicated by yellow line. 
 

The proposed pullback laydown area for Option B requires clearing approximately 230 m of vegetation in 
the treed area before following the existing right of way (shown in Figure 5). Due to the length of the 
HDD for Option B, the laydown would continue straight down to the end of Curtis Road and into the 
Strait of Georgia, floating the pipe on top of the water as shown in Figure 5. A memo completed by WSP 
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in 2021 summarizes the value engineering work completed by Strategic Value Solutions (SVS) Inc. and 
considers the laydown within the Strait of Georgia to be feasible. The pipeline would be floated on the 
water and temporarily held in place with barges or anchors until pullback was completed (WSP, 2021). 
While this option is technically feasible, floating the pipe on the ocean incurs significant risks due to 
weather, barge availability and impact to the public beach area. Additionally, a marine pipe laydown is 
more costly than a laydown on-land, especially if issues arise with the drilling. A marine laydown area 
should be considered as a last resort when all other on-land options have been exhausted. 
 

 
Figure 5 Pullback alignment for Option B indicated by purple line 

 
The proposed HDD exit of the Option C alignment is located at the acute corner of Brent Road, and the 
laydown area would follow north on Brent Road (see Figure 6). The road does not appear continuous and 
would therefore likely require vegetation clearing in some areas, but this option eliminates the need for a 
water laydown such as with Option B, or a laydown on a busy arterial street such as with Option A.  
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Figure 6 Pullback alignment for Option C indicated by blue line 

 Environmental Considerations 

Environmental considerations that are generally relevant to HDD drilling include hydrofracture risk and 
clearing of vegetation during construction of staging areas.  
 
The site is generally underlaid by a 150 km2 aquifer consisting of the Quadra Sands and Vashon-Capilano 
Sediments (GW Solutions, 2021). Potential contamination of this aquifer through hydrofracture during 
drilling into the aquifer and/or on surface would have consequences for the environment and the 
community. The environment surrounding the release would be subjected to clean up of drilling fluid 
surface returns via vacuum truck and the domestic water wells could be impacted by extracting water 
dirtied with clay. The expectation is dirty water in the wells would be a short-term nuisance (several 
weeks to months) that would clear up in time as a result of extraction or natural filtering by the formation. 
All alignments pass in proximity to local water wells, and are all inferred to pass within the aquifer. 
Proximity to supply wells is discussed further in Section 7.0. 
 
As discussed in Section 4.4, hydrofracturing of drill fluid to surface or release into the aquifer is a 
construction risk. Hydrofracture risk is higher at areas of shallow cover, and therefore is usually highest 
near the entry or exit pits. Additionally, hydrofracture is considered to have increasing likelihood with 
increasing drill fluid pressure. While Option B and C are inferred to pass through the aquifer, their 
vertical alignment is deeper, therefore increasing their distance from surface and increasing their 
confinement pressures. However, the drill fluid pressure in Option B and C will likely be high due to their 
lengthy borepaths and the elevation difference between the entry and exit. The invert elevation of Option 
A, Section 2 is shallower and will likely require lower drilling fluid pressures than that of Option B or C. 
However, this does not preclude release into the aquifer or surface hydrofracture, especially given that 
both the entry and exit pits in Option A Section 2 are in the vicinity of the marsh and the aquifer has been 
inferred to daylight within the marsh (GW Solutions, 2021a). Given these considerations, it is inferred 
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that the hydrofracture risk to the marsh or to the aquifer is roughly equivalent for each option. Protective 
measures must be employed during design, such as including a minimum of 10 m of separation as the 
starting minimum requirement separation below environmentally sensitive areas (such as the marsh). The 
minimum cover will be verified by a hydrofracture analysis. Additional protection measures, such as 
surface casings or strategically located pressure relief wells, may also be required.  
 
Clearing of the entry and exit pits for staging is another factor to be considered. While Option B and C 
require clearing of only one entry and exit pit, Option A requires two entry pits and two exit pits. 
Furthermore, the Lazo Marsh is considered an environmentally sensitive area. Due to the vegetation 
clearing required in the sensitive marsh area for Option A (at the north end of Morland Road) and Option 
B (in the vegetated area north of the CVWPCC), permitting and adherence to environmental regulations 
may be more challenging than Option C. 
 
In addition to the hydrofracture and vegetation requirements, work will be required to follow all 
environmental permitting requirements. 

 Land Use and Stakeholder Engagement 

The Town of Comox is located atop an aquifer (as discussed above) and some homes outside the reach of 
the Town of Comox water distribution network use groundwater wells for their domestic water supply. A 
survey of the existing wells has been completed by GW Solutions. Figure 7 below shows the locations of 
the groundwater supply wells, overlain with the three alignment options. This figure indicates that all the 
options are located near the groundwater supply wells.  
 
The Groundwater Protection Regulation Handbook recommends that polluting sources, such as sewerage 
systems, fertilizer, compost piles, pesticides, and manure piles be located 30 m away from domestic water 
supply wells (BC Groundwater Association, 2017). Note that this applies to surface sources that is filtered 
through the ground by rainfall. While underground sewer forcemains are not considered in the handbook, 
in consideration of the polluting sources distance, the HDD alignments will also target a 30 m horizontal 
separation from the groundwater wells. Additionally, a 6 m vertical separation will also be targeted. 
However, due to the spatial variation and the separation between the wells, it is unlikely that this distance 
will be achievable for all the wells. The design-build contractor will be required to introduce mitigation 
measures during detailed design to ensure minimal impact to the wells.  
 
Note that not all the wells were field located as shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 Groundwater Wells in HDD Area. Note Option 1 indicates approximate alignments for 
Option A, and Option 2 indicates Option B. Option C’s approximate alignment is shown in blue 
(GW Solutions, 2021). 

 Cost Estimate 

A comparative cost estimate exercise to evaluate between Option A and Option C was completed and to 
compare relative costs (the cost estimate for Option B is assumed to be similar to that of Option C). The 
cost estimate is not intended to be a budgetary cost estimate, and largely used the cost estimate unit rates 
from the WSP cost estimate completed during the preliminary design phase, with a few differences, as 
noted below: 

• The lengths of the HDD alignments were updated based on the lengths in this memo. For the 
Option A analysis, both sections are included in the length shown. 

• For Option C, as the carrier pipe will be steel, the unit rate was increased from $575 (assumed to 
be for HDPE pipe in WSP’s estimate) to $1,800. 

• For Option A, the length of the HDD surface casings was increased from 12 m on the entry side 
to approximately 20 m, to address the hydrofracture risk in the vicinity of Lazo Marsh. For 
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Option A, as there are two HDD drives, the surface casing lengths (for the entry and exit) are 
doubled in the estimate to account for both drives.    

• For Option A, the unit rate for open cut construction was $3,028/m, based on WSP’s estimate. 

• The subtotal indirect cost was increased from WSP’s percentage of 17.4% to 35%. This is based 
on the fact that this is a Class C cost estimate, and the design is yet to be completed.  

• The Engineering cost (as a percentage of the subtotal cost) was increased from 15% in WSP’s 
estimate to 20% for both options. This is because there are two main engineering disciplines, 
mechanical and geotechnical, involved on the project, therefore requiring more specifications and 
drawings, than if the project had one main engineering discipline.  

As shown in the estimate, the comparative cost difference between Option A and C is approximately $250 
k (or 2%), which is not considered material due to the preliminary nature of the estimates. This relatively 
small cost difference is due to two main items:  

• For Option C, the steel pipe price is approximately $2.8 M, whereas for Option A, the HDPE pipe 
price is $860 k. 

• Option A includes an open cut section, which was estimated at $1.3 M. 

The estimate is attached in Appendix A. As the reference design progresses, a detailed cost estimate 
intended for budgeting will be completed.  

 HDD Alignment Risk Evaluation 

Table 2 (in Appendix B) summarizes the considerations that are considered relevant for each alignment 
option. Green shading indicates a favourable position, yellow shading indicates a somewhat favourable 
position, and red shading indicates a negative position.  

 Recommendations 

From an HDD construction perspective, Option A, B and C are all considered feasible at this stage in 
design. In consideration of both the short-term HDD construction impacts, and the long-term operational 
considerations (refer to HDR memorandum “TM #1 – Lazo Hill HDD Evaluation”), Option A is preferred 
due to the more favourable construction considerations, including shorter HDD borepaths (which are 
considered easier to construct than the lengthier Options B and C), and smaller HDD laydown and 
pullback areas (resulting in potentially less environmental impact). Preliminary plan and profile drawings 
for both sections are shown in Appendix C. From a cost estimate perspective, the comparative cost is 
nearly negligible at this time in the reference design. Option C, with the convenience of a single HDD 
drive and pullback alignment along Brent Road, is considered the next most favourable option. Option B 
is considered the least favourable, due to its over-water pullback alignment.  
 
Advancement of the preferred Option A will likely include the following additional steps: 

• Confirm location of entry pits and usable temporary workspace. 
• Investigate permitting constraints along Balmoral Road for use as laydown 
• Complete geotechnical site investigations to inform design input 
• Complete the hydrofracture, pipe stress, and pullback analyses for both sections. 
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Appendix A: Lazo Hill Comparative Cost Estimate 
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CVRD 

Preliminary Evaluation of Cost Estimate

Lazo Hill HDD Alignment Option C vs Option A

Lazo Hill Option C - Conceptual Estimate No. Unit Rate Total Lazo Hill Option A - Conceptual Estimate No. Unit Rate Total

01 Entry Pit Site at Torrence/Balmoral LS 153,259$              01 Entry Pit Sites at Morland Rd 2 LS 306,518$                

02 Exit Pit Site set up at Brent Rd; and Work Site set up LS 153,259$              02 Exit Pit Site set up at CVWPCC, Torrence/Hawkins 2 LS 306,518$                

03 Starter Casing at Entry Pit 12 m $5,000 per m 60,000$                03 Starter Casing at Entry Pits 40 m $5,000 per m 200,000$                

04 Starter Casing at Exit Pit 23 m $5,000 per m 115,000$              04 Starter Casing at Exit Pits 46 m $5,000 per m 230,000$                

05 Entry Pit site HDD set Up LS 28,309$                05 Entry Pit site HDD set Up 2 LS 56,618$                  

06 Drill Pilot Hole 1,530 m $190 per m 290,700$              06 Drill Pilot Hole 1,500 m $190 per m 285,000$                

07 Ream Hole (16") - 1st Pass 1,530 m $270 per m 413,100$              07 Ream Hole (16") - 1st Pass 1,500 m $270 per m 405,000$                

08 Ream Hole (24") - 2st Pass 1,530 m $275 per m 420,750$              08 Ream Hole (24") - 2st Pass 1,500 m $275 per m 412,500$                

09 Ream Hole (36") - 3rd Pass 1,530 m $400 per m 612,000$              09 Ream Hole (36") - 3rd Pass 1,500 m $400 per m 600,000$                

10 Ream Hole (48") - 4th Pass 1,530 m $550 per m 841,500$              10 Ream Hole (48") - 4th Pass 1,500 m $550 per m 825,000$                

11 Pipe layout and welding 1,530 m $300 per m 459,000$              11 Pipe layout and fusion 1,500 m $300 per m 450,000$                

12 Carrier Pipe  (assumed to be steel) 1,530 m $1,800 per m 2,754,000$           12 Carrier Pipe  for HDD (assumed to be HDPE) 1,500 m $575 per m 862,500$                

13 Swab Hole - Pullback from Exit Pit 1,530 m $30 per m 45,900$                13 Swab Hole - Pullback from Exit Pit 1,500 m $30 per m 45,000$                  

14 Pull Carrier Pipe - Bore   m /m    1,530 m $150 per m 229,500$              14 Pull Carrier Pipe - Bore   m /m    1,500 m $150 per m 225,000$                

15 Cathodic Protection LS 75,000$                15 Cathodic Protection LS 75,000$                  

16 Entry Pit - Remove Casing - Hammer 12 m $500 per m 6,000$                  16 Entry Pit - Remove Casing - Hammer 40 m $500 per m 20,000$                  

17 Exit - Remove Casing - Hammer 23 m $500 per m 11,500$                17 Exit - Remove Casing - Hammer 46 m $500 per m 23,000$                  

18 Entry Pit Site Restoration at Torrence/Balmoral LS 60,000$                18 Entry Pit Sites Restoration at Morland 2 LS 120,000$                

19 Exit Site Restoration at CVWPCC LS 90,000$                19 Exit Sites Restoration at CVWPCC and Torrence/Balmoral 2 LS 180,000$                

20 Geotechnical Instrumentation Install LS 25,000$                20 Geotechnical Instrumentation Install LS 25,000$                  

21 Geotechnical Instrumentation Removal LS 12,000$                21 Geotechnical Instrumentation Removal LS 12,000$                  

22 Environmental and Archeological Allowance LS        LS 50,000$                22 Environmental and Archeological Allowance LS        LS 50,000$                  

23 Temporary Access LS 100,000$              24 Temporary Access LS 100,000$                

24 Removal Hedges LS 10,000$                25 Removal Hedges LS 10,000$                  

25 Restore Hedges LS 20,000$                26 Restore Hedges LS 20,000$                  

Subtotal Direct Cost 7,035,777$           27 Open Cut Installation and Carrier Pipe 430 m $3,028 per m 1,302,040$             

Subtotal Direct Cost 7,146,694$             

26 General Mobilization (1%) 1 % $70,358 28 General Mobilization (1%) 1 % $71,467

29 Demobilization/punchlist (0.4%) 0.4 % $28,143 29 Demobilization/punchlist (0.4%) 0.4 % $28,587

30 General Plant Operation/Maintenance 2 month $10,000 per month $20,000 30 General Plant Operation/Maintenance 2 month $10,000 per month $20,000

31 Weekend Maintenance 16 hour $450 per hour $7,200 31 Weekend Maintenance 16 hour $450 per hour $7,200

32 Field Supervision 2 month $40,000 per month $80,000 32 Field Supervision 2 month $40,000 per month $80,000

33 Overhead Maintenance/Service 2 month $10,000 per month $20,000 33 Overhead Maintenance/Service 2 month $10,000 per month $20,000

34 Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mobilization (1%) 1 % $70,358 34 Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mobilization (1%) 1 % $71,467

35 Contractor Markup (10%) 10 % $703,578 35 Contractor Markup (10%) 10 % $714,669

36 Financing Charges (0.3%) 0.3 % $21,107 36 Financing Charges (0.3%) 0.3 % $21,440

37 Contractor Contingency (2%) 2 % $140,716 37 Contractor Contingency (2%) 2 % $142,934

Subtotal Indirect Cost (35% of Direct Costs) $2,462,522 Subtotal Indirect Cost (35% of Direct Costs) $2,501,343

Total Construction Cost (Direct + Indirect) 9,498,299$           Total Construction Cost (Direct + Indirect) 9,648,037$             

Subtotal 9,498,299$           Subtotal 9,648,037$             

Escalation to midpoint 3% 1.5 430,613$              Escalation to midpoint 3% 1.5 437,402$                

Engineering 20% 1,899,660$           Engineering 20% 1,929,607$             

Land/Legal/Other 3% 284,949$              Land/Legal/Other 3% 289,441$                

Contingency 35% 3,324,405$           Contingency 35% 3,376,813$             

Total 15,437,926$         Total 15,681,300$           

Notes: Cost difference 243,374$                   

1. Estimates are based on WSP's cost estimate received from CVRD via email on July 7th, 2021. % Difference 2%
2. This cost estimate analysis is for comparison purposes only, and not intended to be used for budgeting.
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Appendix B: Table 2 – Option Comparison   
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Table 2 Summary of Considerations for Alignment Options 

Consideration Option A Option B Option C 
Length/ 
Diameter of 
Bore 

34” O.D. HDPE pipe. 
 
35 m bending radius 
– smaller bendover 
length.  

28” O.D. steel pipe. 
 
853 m bending radius – 
larger bendover length. 

28” O.D. steel pipe. 
 
853 m bending radius – 
larger bendover length. 

Hydrofracture 
risk  

Entire alignment of 
Section 2 is in vicinity 
of Lazo Marsh. Entry 
and exit hydrofrac 
risk can be mitigated 
with surface casings. 

Alignment crosses Lazo 
marsh near exit. Can be 
mitigated with surface 
casings. 

Alignment crosses Lazo 
marsh near exit. Can be 
mitigated with surface 
casings. 

Elevation 
Difference 
Between Entry 
and Exit Points 

Does not present a 
significant challenge 
for borehole stability 
and maintaining 
drilling fluid in the 
hole. 

Approx. 19 m. Presents 
significant challenges for 
maintaining borehole 
stability and maintaining 
drilling fluid in the hole.  
 

Approx. 25 m. Presents 
significant challenges for 
maintaining borehole 
stability and maintaining 
drilling fluid in the hole. 
 

Geotechnical 
Conditions 

Generally favorable 
conditions throughout 
majority of borepaths, 
with some coarse-
grained deposits near 
both entry and exit 
pits. 

Generally favorable 
conditions throughout 
majority of borepath, 
with some coarse-
grained deposits near 
exit pit. Unfavorable 
conditions if the 
borepath encounters 
Quadra Sand above the 
point of fluid equilibrium. 

Generally favorable 
conditions throughout 
majority of borepath, with 
some coarse-grained 
deposits near exit pit. 
Unfavorable conditions if 
the borepath encounters 
Quadra Sand above the 
point of fluid equilibrium. 

HDD Work 
Areas (not 
including exit 
pit footprints) 

2 x 1,200 m2 (2 
medium rigs for two 
drives).  

1 x 3,000 m2 (1 large rig 
for single direction),  
or  
1 x 3,000 m2 and 1x 
1.200 m2 (1 large and 1 
medium rig for mid-path 
intercept) 

1 x 3,000 m2 (1 large rig 
for single direction),  
or  
1 x 3,000 m2 and 1x 
1,200 m2 (1 large and 1 
medium rig for mid-path 
intercept) 

Pullback 
Laydown 
Areas 

Section 1 HDD: 
Potential for 
significant impact to 
public for Balmoral 
Ave laydown - traffic 
disruption and 
driveway blocking. 
Section 2 HDD: Right 
of way laydown is 
mostly favorable with 
exception of potential 
vegetation clearing 
required. 

ROW section of laydown 
near CVWPCC is mostly 
favorable with exception 
of vegetation clearing 
required. However, 
laydown section in the 
Strait of Georgia 
requires permitting and 
involves risks with 
weather and barge 
availability. Also, this is 
a significantly expensive 
option. 

Some clearing required 
along Brent Road and 
management of some 
driveway access. This 
laydown is generally 
favorable as it avoids a 
marine laydown and 
blocking streets. 
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Environmental 
Considerations 

Borepath intersects 
the aquifer and the 
Lazo marsh. 
Tree/vegetation 
clearing potentially 
required at sensitive 
marsh habitat located 
at north end of 
Morland Road. 
Potential for 
increased permitting/ 
environmental 
considerations. 

Borepath intersects the 
aquifer and the Lazo 
marsh. 
 

Borepath intersects the 
aquifer and the Lazo 
marsh.  
Tree/vegetation clearing 
may be required along 
Brent Road, on the west 
side of the road for the 
HDD staging area. 
Potential for increased 
permitting/environmental 
considerations. 
 

Comparative 
Estimate 

Approx. $15.7 M. Cost estimate 
anticipated to be similar 
to that of Option B.  

Approx. $15.4 M. 
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Appendix C: Option A Sections 1 and 2 Preliminary Plan and Profiles 
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McMillen Jacobs Lazo Hill HDD Alignment Evaluation 
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Technical Memorandum 
Technical Memorandum 

 

 

To: Walter Bayless, HDR  Project: CVRD Sewer System Conveyance 
Project 

From: Heather Hughes-Adams, 
Stephanie Robillard, Norman 
Joyal  

 cc:  Suzi Martin – HDR, Doug Grimes – 
MJA  

Date: February 7, 2022  Doc No.  56872_004_MO_HD_3_Lazo_Hill_HDD
_Alignment 

Subject: Lazo Hill HDD Alignment Evaluation 

 
Revision Log 

Revision No. Date Revision Description 
A October 27, 2021 Draft Issued for Review by HDR and CVRD 

0 November 16, 2021 Revised to address CVRD comments and include cost estimate 

1 November 18, 2021 Revised to address CVRD cost estimate and pullback comments 

2 December 16, 2021 Revised to include comments on settlement  

3 February 7, 2022 Revised to include updated drawing 

 

1.0 Introduction  

The Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) intend to replace the existing sewer main located along the 
Comox foreshore with a sewer main located inland, through the townsite of Comox. The existing sewer 
main is exposed to coastal wave action and the depth of cover has decreased, resulting in unacceptable 
operational and environmental risks. The objective of the Sewer System Conveyance Project is to develop 
an indicative design for the new sewer main to be installed with open cut and horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD) methods via a future design-build contract. The sewer main alignment begins at the 
Courtenay Pump Station at the west side of Comox and extends to the Comox Valley Water Pollution 
Control Center (CVWPCC) located on the east side of Comox. A section of open-cut main through 
downtown Comox is also required but is not included in this project scope. 
 
The objective of this draft memorandum is to describe the indicative design for the Lazo Hill HDD and 
present the results of preliminary design analyses and evaluations for the HDD segment. The Lazo Hill 
HDD alignment extends from the intersection of Lazo Road and Torrence Road to the municipal right of 
way that extends west off of Morland Road. The alignment passes beneath several privately owned 
properties, including a subdivision off Forester Avenue. 
 
Preliminary design calculations for settlement, hydrofracture, and pullback and pipe stress have been 
conducted for the purpose of confirming the feasibility of the HDD alignment. McMillen Jacobs used the 
selected indicative design alignment as the basis for the preliminary calculations. The indicative design 
may be subject to further refinement by the design-build contractor as they advance this alignment to 
detailed design. 
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2.0 Alignment Overview 

The Lazo Hill trenchless alignment was proposed in order to reduce the pumping energy requirement 
through this section of the conveyance project. The objective was to connect the corner of Torrence and 
Balmoral to the CVWPCC. Technical Memo No. 2- Lazo Hill Alignment Options Analysis (McMillen 
Jacobs, 2021) presented longer trenchless options, but ultimately a solution which combines trenchless 
construction under Lazo Hill, and open cut at the east end to connect to CVWPCC was advanced as the 
preferred approach. During the current design phase, four other potential HDD alignment options were 
evaluated by the Owner’s Engineer team, with input from CVRD; these are described in Section 3 below 
along with the selection criteria.  
 
Figure 1 below shows an overview of the current preferred Lazo Hill HDD alignment and Drawing 1 
shows the vertical profile of the same alignment. The current preferred alignment begins at the property 
located immediately east of the intersection of Torrence/Balmoral, immediately south of Lazo Road. The 
alignment continues north-east for approximately 520 m before beginning a horizontal curve eastward for 
approximately 470 m, passing beneath the housing development along Forester Avenue. The alignment 
then straightens eastward for the final 180 m, ending at the east-west right of way, west of Morland Road 
The open cut trench from the east tie in will follow the right of way and then turn northward on Morland 
Road before crossing east through the marsh area to the treatment plant. The proposed tie in point at the 
west end will be in a manhole in Lazo Road installed in a small diameter (~ 3.0 m) shaft, approximately 
10 m in depth.  
 
The current preferred approach to executing the HDD is assumed to have a primary rig for pilot bore and 
reaming from the east entry location, with pipe pullback proceeding from northeast to southwest, using 
the rig stationed at the Lazo Road (Torrence and Balmoral) site. The laydown area being considered for 
pipe laydown is north along Morland Road and then east across the marsh skirting the north side of the 
treatment plant before going down Brent Road. This approach eliminates the need to lay the pipe along 
Balmoral into the Comox town center, and the associated logistical challenges and community impacts.  
 
McMillen Jacobs assumes the pilot bore will occur from east to west using a primary rig at the east entry 
and a secondary support rig at the west end. The western shaft will be constructed in the Lazo Road right 
of way. The intent of the design is to drive the pilot bore on the straight inclined tangent with a primary 
rig through the shaft bottom and up to the surface to an awaiting support rig. The support rig will 
remove/add drill rods during the follow-on reaming passes to ensure there is always drill steel in the hole 
to reduce risk of hole collapse. A small diameter cased bore for the drill string will connect the base of 
shaft to surface, where the support rig is positioned, for the purpose of pipe pullback (see Figure 2). The 
carrier pipe will be pulled from the eastern pit towards the western manhole, where pullback will stop. 
The carrier pipe in the HDD borepath will then be connected to a riser pipe housed within the manhole. 
The riser will then connect to the pipe in the open cut on Lazo Road. The manhole provides a point of 
access for maintenance and serviceability in the long term. It also allows for the HDD bore to be at depth 
below the adjacent properties to the northeast without requiring a deep trench to tie-in to the open cut to 
the west.  
 
The HDD boring itself may be completed from either direction as both staging areas at either end of the 
drive may be used as the entry pit and both have their own advantages. Using the Morland Road right of 
way as the entry pit may reduce impact to the public because the surrounding forest provides residences 
in the area with a buffer from the noise and construction activities, which are generally louder at the entry 
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pit. However, since the pullback must occur along the Morland right of way, this would necessitate 
mobilizing the primary rig to the Torrence/Balmoral staging area, increasing the duration of construction 
time by 2 to 5 days. The Torrence/Balmoral staging area may be wider but is on private property. The 
workspace is described in greater detail in Section 5.4. 

 
Figure 1. Lazo Hill HDD current preferred alignment shown in yellow. Open cut alignment shown  
in red. 

 

Manhole 
Morland 
Road right 
of way 
staging area 

Torrence/Balmoral 
staging area 
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Figure 2. Lazo Road Staging Site- Section 

 

3.0 Alignment Optimization 

Alternative alignments have been analyzed in order optimize the Lazo Hill HDD alignment. Figure 3 
shows the various alignments that were assessed prior to the selection of the preferred alignment 
described above in Section 2.0.  
 
A number of criteria were used to develop and evaluate the horizontal alignments including:  

• Increasing separation between HDD alignment and adjacent water supply wells (as identified by 
GW solutions) 

o Adequate offset (approximately 20 m) reduces the risk of hydrofracture or well 
contamination 

o No wells intercepted and requiring replacement 
• Reducing number of private properties that the HDD passes under 
• Selecting large radii and reduced number of curves to ensure pullback forces are within 

acceptable limits 
• Providing straight tangent alignments at either end for start and end of drilling 
• Aligning open cut tie-in piping within the right of way  
• Ensuring an appropriate pipe laydown route was identified adjacent to the eastern pit  
• Ensuring alignment location and orientation at exit was compatible with a possible laydown 

corridor (i.e., that could maintain a minimum bend radius).  
 
Furthermore, the vertical profile was optimized with the following in mind: 

• Ensure sufficient cover between properties with development potential 
• Allow gravity flow between trenchless tie-in points for improved hydraulics. 
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Figure 3. Alternative Lazo Hill Alignments Evaluated  

 
Table 1 below identifies several of the possible alignments that were considered and presents the aspects 
that would make them infeasible or less desirable. The current preferred Lazo Hill HDD alignment, 
shown above in yellow has numerous advantages. These include acceptable pullback forces, an alignment 
with adequate depth which does not prevent development within the corridor, and it makes good use of 
the Morland Road right of way. Furthermore, all groundwater wells that have been identified by GW 
Solutions have a minimum offset of 20 m from the current preferred alignment. The wells are one of the 
principal constraints on the horizontal alignment. As shown in Drawing 1, if the objectives of not 
intercepting any wells and maintaining a 20 m buffer are satisfied, the possible alignment options are 
greatly reduced.  
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Table 1. Alternative Alignments Benefits and Drawbacks 

Alignment  Benefits Drawbacks 
North Alignment (shown 
in blue) 

• Uses right-of-way off 
Morland Road; 

• Optimizes depth of borepath 
underneath properties.  

• Pullback forces exceed safe pull 
stress for pipe;  

• Outside of GW Solutions 
investigation boundary for 
confirmation of well location;  

• Minimum well offset not likely 
to be achieved. 

S-Curve Alignment 
(shown in purple) 

• Optimizes distance between 
borepath and well locations; 

• Uses right-of-way off 
Morland Road; 

• Within GW Solutions 
investigation boundary. 

• More complex geometry for 
drilling; 

• Pullback forces exceeded safe 
pull stress for pipe. 

South Alignment (shown 
in green) 

• Acceptable pullback forces; 
• Shorter alignment than other 

options. 

• Outside of GW Solutions 
investigation boundary;  

• Minimum well offset not likely 
to be achieved;  

• Does not make use of existing 
right of way off of Morland 
Road.  

WSP Alignment (shown in 
orange) 

• Within GW Solutions 
investigation boundary; 

• Acceptable pullback forces; 
• Shorter alignment than other 

options. 

• Alignment crosses property and 
limits future development;  

• Does not make use of existing 
right of way off of Morland 
Road;  

• Minimum well offset not likely 
to be achieved. 

 

4.0 Geotechnical Characterization 

In 2020, WSP completed a site investigation in the vicinity of Lazo Hill, which included nine sonic 
boreholes and five mud rotary holes along the alignment proposed at the time by WSP. These boreholes 
are now located to the south of the currently preferred alignment and are shown by the yellow and blue 
pins in Figure 4. As part of a geologic interpretive report, WSP developed a geotechnical cross section in 
proximity to the proposed borepath, depicted by the blue line in Figure 4 (WSP. 2021).  
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Figure 4. WSP Investigations and Cross Section Extent in Plan 

As part of the current phase of work, additional field investigations (to be completed by Thurber 
Engineering Ltd.) will provide data on the geotechnical conditions along the selected alignment and are 
anticipated to occur in January 2022. This data will be used to update a geologic profile of the alignment. 

4.1 Geotechnical Assumptions for Calculations 
The depths and extents of the geologic units along the borepath are assumed to be the same as those 
inferred by WSP along the cross section for the purposes of the analyses (blue line in Figure 4). 
 
WSP included geotechnical strength parameters for each soil unit identified during the investigation. Data 
for the soils that are inferred to be laterally continuous along the borepath can be found in Table 2 below. 
This data is derived from the site investigation completed by WSP and described in Section 4.0. 
 
Table 2. Soil Geotechnical Parameters 

Soil Unit Name (from WSP GIR) Total Unit 
Weight 
(kN/m3) 

Apparent 
Angle of 
Friction (deg.) 

Soil Cohesion 
(kPa) 

Shear Modulus G 
(tsf)1 

Unit 3: Fine to Coarse Sand with Gravel 
& Cobbles 

22 32 0 150 

Unit 5: Silty Sand 19 35 0 80 
Unit 6: Silty Sand with Gravel & 
Cobbles 

20 35 0 120 

1 All above parameters are derived from the WSP Lazo Hill GIR (WSP 2020), except for the shear modulus which was taken from Bennet and Asperger’s 2011 
conference paper “The Search for G: Selecting Shear Modulus for Use in Hydrofracture Analysis.” 
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5.0 Assumptions for Geometry 

McMillen Jacobs developed a vertical profile of the proposed HDD crossing that supports operation of 
the Lazo Hill section by gravity flow, necessitating a decrease in elevation along the drive towards the 
CVWPCC. Additional constraints on the geometry included ensuring the alignment would maximize 
depth of cover where it crosses the property immediately north of Lazo Road and reducing the depth of 
the vertical curve near the Morland Road right of way staging area to facilitate trenching and tie-ins 
during later stages of installation to ensure gravity flow at the east end entry to the Morland Road open 
cut. The profile was developed without introducing compound curves. Compound curves are not desirable 
from a steering and pullback point of view leading to increased pullback forces. 

5.1 Entry and Exit Angles 
The entry/exit angles developed by McMillen Jacobs fall within the NASTT Good Practice Guidelines 
(NASTT, 2017). The alignment was developed with both the entry/exit angles at 8 degrees from 
horizontal. The angles used in this indicative design may be subject to change by the design-build 
contractor during the final design. 

5.2 Depth of Cover  
McMillen Jacobs recommends maintaining a minimum depth of cover of 10 m to mitigate hydrofracture 
risk and to reduce settlement expression at surface. Because of the trenching required to tie-in to an open 
cut installation at the Morland Road right of way staging area, 10 m cover is not achieved until STA 
0+112. Fortunately, this section of the alignment remains within the right of way making surface returns, 
if any, easier to manage. A surface casing could be installed along the entry tangent to mitigate 
hydrofracture, but that would impact the Morland Road tie-in which would require its removal to affect 
the tie-in. A second location along the invert has been identified to have a depth of cover of 
approximately 9 m, between STA 0+976 to STA 1+028. As discussed further in Section 7.0, this results 
in an increase hydrofracture risk along this section. No housing or transportation infrastructure has been 
identified along this section, though it is within private property. 

5.3 Bend Radius 
The HDD design process requires three bending radii to be checked to ensure minimum requirements are 
being met. The first bending radius is that of the steel drill pipe for the completion of the pilot bore and 
the reaming passes, and the second and third are those of the HDPE carrier pipe. The carrier pipe has two 
bend radii to consider – the cold bend radius, to which the pipe can be bent during laydown on surface 
with no external or tensile loads, and the radius when the pipe is being installed in the ground under 
external and tensile load. For this memorandum, the HDPE pipe bending radii under load during 
installation is the controlling radii.  
 
It is assumed that 0.12 m (5 in) outer diameter (O.D.) steel drill rods will be used to drill the pilot 
borehole and successive reaming passes. The O.D. of the HDPE carrier pipe is assumed to be 0.86 m 
(34”). The bending limits of each of these pipes is derived from NASTT Guidelines (2017) and Plastic 
Pipe Institute Guidelines (Plastic Pipe Institute, 2009) shown below in Table 3, with the larger of the radii 
governing. These guidelines indicate a minimum bending radius of 107 m. The minimum bending radius 
of the indicative design alignment is 300 m, satisfying this requirement. 
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Table 3. Minimum bending radii of drill and carrier pipes 

Pipe Type Recommended Rule of Thumb Minimum Bending Radius 
5” Steel Drill Rods O.D. (in) x 1200 = Bend Radius (in) 4200 in / 107 m 
34” HDPE Carrier Pipe O.D. (in) x 40 = Bend Radius (in) under 

loaded conditions (in) 
1360 in / 35 m 

34” HDPE Carrier Pipe O.D. (in) x 25 = Cold Bend Radius 
unloaded (in) 

850 in / 22 m 

 

5.4 Work Area Space Requirements 

5.4.1 Entry and Exit staging areas 
As per NASTT guidelines, the entry pit working area was assumed to be approximately 1,400 m2 
(NASTT, 2017). This area is required for the drill rig and supporting equipment. The exit pit was 
assumed to be half of the size of the entry pit at approximately 700 m2, as this area will be used to manage 
drill rod continuity in the ground throughout the reaming phases.  
 
Either staging area (Torrence/Balmoral staging area or the Morland Road right of way staging area) may 
be used as the entry staging area as they both satisfy the minimum working area requirements. However, 
for discussion purposes herein, the Morland Road staging area was assumed as the drill pit because it is a 
public right of way and surrounding forest land provides a better buffer for construction noise. 

5.4.2 Width of Right of Way 
McMillen Jacobs recommends a 10 m wide corridor centered along the alignment (5 m each side of the 
centerline) to allow for horizontal accuracy of the drill. Horizontal accuracy can range from 2 – 5% of the 
depth depending on the method of drill bit tracking selected by the contractor, resulting in a potential 
offset of approximately 2 m from the alignment in either direction at the deepest point. A 10 m width will 
allow for error in this approximation, in addition to allowing for flexibility in the contractor’s chosen 
tracking methods and personnel access along the right of way as necessary. 

5.4.3 Pipe Laydown Area 
The carrier pipe laydown area with the least public impact would be a laydown that begins at the Morland 
Road right of way staging area heading east/north. A pipe laydown to the west along Balmoral, while 
previously considered, would be very challenging, if not technically infeasible due to the narrow 
roadway, overhead powerlines, major road crossings and dozens of residence access points.   
 
The optimized pipe laydown alignment east/north from the Morland Road site is still under development 
but a preferred alignment has been identified in consultation with HDR and CVRD. McMillen Jacobs 
evaluated multiple options which were considered feasible from a technical perspective, however many 
had greater potential for environmental impacts and challenges associated with use of private property. 
The current preferred pipe laydown (see Drawing 2) follows the right of way east of the staging area to 
Morland Road, then follows the open cut alignment by turning north 90-degrees using the Morland Road 
right of way. From the north end of Morland Road, the proposed pipe laydown alignment remains 
coincident with the proposed permanent open cut right of way as it heads east to minimize impacts 
through the marsh area. The laydown continues eastward across the CVWPCC site bending up to follow 
Brent Road eastward towards the beach.  
 
From a constructability perspective, a pullback alignment is optimized when the pipe can be laid out in 
one complete string, while reducing number of bends (especially tight ones). A single pipe string 
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mitigates the risk associated with pausing during pullback to fuse sections together, as well as ensuring 
that the entire pipe string can be hydrotested prior to installation. The more bends and the tighter the 
bends, the greater the need for heavy equipment such as cranes to sling the pipe around turns during the 
pullback operation. In straight laydown sections, the pipe can be placed on rollers and have a narrow 
footprint, however a pipe bend for HDPE pipe may require several cranes to support the pipe through 
curved sections in the laydown area to facilitate the pullback.  
 
The disadvantage of the current preferred laydown alignment is that numerous tight bends are required to 
snake the pipe along the proposed right of way, through the plant and east along Brent Road, significantly 
adding to the complexity of the pipe laydown/pullback and increasing labor and equipment costs. 
Maintaining access to the CVWPCC during pipe string fusing and pullback will also be a challenge. 
McMillen Jacobs will work with HDR and CVRD to optimize this alignment to broaden the curves 
without increasing impacts to the marsh area, in particular. Offering the design-build contractor some 
flexibility in the laydown alignment has potential value as they would be able to optimize based on their 
exact equipment, however it is understood that this may not be possible given the property negotiations 
required in advance of detailed design.  

6.0 Settlement Analysis 

A preliminary settlement analysis along the length of the HDD alignment was completed to evaluate the 
potential settlement with respect to surface infrastructure. The alignment of the Lazo Hill HDD passes 
beneath a housing development and multiple residential roads, including Butcher’s Road and Forester 
Avenue, which could be impacted by settlement attributed to the HDD construction. The purpose of this 
evaluation is to approximate the range of settlement that could occur at the surface beneath these 
facilities. It is understood that with testing of the drilling fluid rheologic properties and monitoring of 
downhole pressures for the purpose of controlling surface returns, the actual settlement observed at 
surface could be minimal.  
  
During the final reaming pass of the HDD, the diameter of the bore will be 1.21 m (48”), or about 300 
mm greater than the pipe OD. The 0.86 m (34”) carrier pipe will then be pulled through the bore to 
complete the installation. After pullback, while most of the drilling fluid will remain in the bore and 
solidify, some of the drilling fluid is conservatively assumed to dissipate into void spaces in the ground. 
The remaining clay fraction is assumed to consolidate into a weak gelatinized clay around the pipe (the 
solids from the drilling fluid are theoretically all contained within a clay membrane, the filter cake, 
formed during drilling). It is then assumed that the space vacated by dissipated water will be infilled with 
overlying soil resulting in settlement, especially in ground not capable of bridging or arching, that may 
propagate to surface. The result of this process is a systemic settlement trough centered above the 
alignment. 
 
Factors that affect the anticipated settlement above the centerline of the borepath include vertical 
alignment (i.e., overburden depth), ground conditions/composition and the ability to bridge settled 
ground, reamed diameter, and soil strength or density. The drilling fluid density (viscosity) at pullback, 
which is an indicator of the fraction of bentonite clay within the fluid, also influences settlement. Smaller 
and deeper borepath diameters generally result in less settlement at surface, and shallow, large diameter 
alignments generally result in more settlement at surface. Furthermore, the depth influences the width of 
the zone of influence (i.e., surface settlement trough area where measurable settlement is observed). For 
the same diameter of borehole, shallower alignments having a narrower width with higher magnitudes of 
settlement, whereas deeper alignment have lower magnitude for a wider zone. 
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6.1 Method 
McMillen Jacobs completed a preliminary settlement analysis for the Lazo Hill HDD based on the 
Bennett and Wallin approach (Bennett and Wallin, 2008). This analysis assumes a Gaussian distribution 
of settlement centered above the bore path centerline. It also assumes there are no additional contributors 
to settlement, such as overmining, other than systemic settlement (infilling from collapse of the ground 
above the bore). This method is a conservative estimate, as it assumes the entire annular space will be 
taken up by settlement of the surrounding soil. However, engineering judgement can be used to infer that 
the clay bentonite component of the drilling fluid will solidify and occupy a percentage of the annular 
space. As well, the actual loosening of the soil mass and the soil strength (arching) varies based on the 
specific ground conditions. Guidelines presented by Bennet and Wallin (2008) in addition to limited 
empirical evidence indicate that expressions of settlement represent a range of 30% to 70% of the annular 
space collapse. As HDD bores are typically used for river crossings or in remote areas, settlement data is 
not commonly available and correspondingly rarely documented in the published literature. For this 
preliminary assessment, a conservative estimate is 50% of the annular space will be occupied by the clay 
component. 

6.2 Results 
The maximum vertical settlement (at the bore centerline) was evaluated along the entire alignment based 
on the method and assumptions described above. The maximum value is plotted in Figure 5 against the 
chainage and varies according to the bore depth (all other variables remain constant). Based on the ground 
conditions and depth, the potential zone of influence is expected to measure between 12 and 60 m wide 
(centered on the alignment). A threshold of 25 mm of vertical settlement is depicted on Figure 5 as this is 
a typical value above which additional analysis or mitigation measures are required when existing 
structures are in proximity. More significant magnitudes of settlement could occur at either end of the 
bore where it is shallowest (up to 200 mm), however these sections of the alignment are within 
undeveloped areas, without surface infrastructure and therefore would not result in significant 
consequential impacts. In addition to evaluating settlement along the whole alignment, settlement in a few 
key areas with surface development were analyzed more closely.  
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Figure 5. Longitudinal profile of maximum settlement over the borepath centerline 

6.3 Existing Infrastructure in the Zone of Influence 
The proposed HDD alignment passes under several municipal roads (Lazo Road, Forester Avenue, 
Painter Place and Butcher’s Road) These occur in the eastern half of the alignment (approximately STA 
0+290 to STA 0+450, and at STA 0+650). While significant settlement cannot be tolerated on roadways 
that need to maintain traffic flow, settlement on the order of 50 mm or less can typically be tolerated. 
Based on the depth of the alignment, we anticipate that this will be possible as the current evaluation 
predicts ~24 mm of settlement.  
 
Utility conflicts are not anticipated due to the depth of the installation; however, utilities may be 
susceptible to settlement if the borepath crosses below. A comprehensive review of existing utilities along 
the current preferred alignment has not yet been completed but is recommended to be completed during 
detailed design by the design-build team. A preliminary query with local utilities (BC OneCall) has been 
initiated by McMillen Jacobs so that there will be an understanding of the number of utilities affected as 
well as their age, depth and material types prior to entering the procurement phase. A detailed utility 
locate survey will need to be completed by the design-build contractor prior to commencement of 
construction. The settlement tolerance of utilities varies based on the type of pipe, type of connections, 
what is being conveyed (i.e., consequence) and age. Some types such as jointed cast iron pipes have a 
very low tolerance, while flexible fiber optic installations have a very high tolerance.  
 
The infrastructure that is most of concern are the homes directly overlying the alignment between STA 
0+300 and 0+450. The borepath is 20 to 25 m deep at this location. Based on an assumed 50% volume 
loss of annular space, which is likely conservative, predicted settlement for this section is on the order of 
23 to 25 mm along the centreline. These values are certainly at the upper end of what might be tolerated 
by these structures without any negative impacts (cosmetic damage, cracking etc.) depending on the width 
of the trough, type of foundation etc. At this depth, a zone of approximately 30 m wide centered on the 
alignment would potentially exhibit observable settlement (i.e. greater than the accuracy of conventional 
surveying or >2 mm vertical movement). The settlement is anticipated to be expressed at surface as a 
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gradual trough with the maximum values at the center of the trough. A typical recommended allowable 
value of settlement for residential structures and sensitive utilities is 25 mm, while 50 mm is a typical 
recommended allowable value of settlement for roadways. A more detailed evaluation of each 
structure/utility which considers distortion, strain, bending etc. should be undertaken to assess the 
individual tolerances to movement. This will be coupled with an analysis of structure behavior to better 
understand the possible impacts given each house’s specific position within the settlement trough. This 
evaluation will be required of the design-build contractor as described below. Beyond the homes and 
roadways, the borepath passes under more rural properties to the west. Based on the preliminary 
assessment, it does not pass directly under any other residential structures.  
 
A refinement of the alignment between STA 0+250 and 0+450 has been undertaken to reduce the number 
of structures that the borepath passes directly under to three, and to reduce the likelihood of differential 
settlement under adjacent structures. The current preferred alignment, updated in November 2021 by 
McMillen Jacobs reflects this change and is shown in Drawing 1. 

6.4 Settlement Mitigation During Detailed Design 
During the detailed design phase, the design-build contractor will be required to complete a 
comprehensive settlement analysis based on their means and methods and past project performance. The 
settlement analysis will go hand in hand with a construction impact assessment report which will identify 
all the infrastructure crossed by the borepath and identify their vulnerability and corresponding tolerance 
for settlement. During the design phase, the design-build contractor will also be required to develop a 
detailed monitoring plan for review and approval by CVRD. Based on the overall approach to risk 
management during development of the Statement of Requirements (SOR), the monitoring requirements 
may be prescriptive. The plan will include specific instrument layout, equipment specifications, frequency 
of monitoring, trigger/action levels, and response action plans should trigger levels be reached. The 
program may include instruments such as extensometers, tiltmeters, surface monuments and subsurface 
monuments.  

Deepening the vertical alignment may help to reduce the anticipated settlement. If the contractor is 
allowed the flexibility in selection of the final vertical alignment, they may be able to minimize potential 
surface impacts while still meeting conveyance performance requirements and situating the borepath 
above the aquifer. 

Design focused mitigation measures that can be specified in the SOR may include that the Contractor 
submit for review and approval the following: 

• Risk Register, which addresses risks related to settlement and impacts to overlying infrastructure 
• Detailed settlement calculations and Construction Impact Assessment Report (includes an 

inventory of all existing structures/utilities in zone of influence, and setting acceptable limits); 
• Plans/designs for proactive mitigation measures, should the predicted damage exceed cosmetic 

level;  
• Pre- and post- construction surveys for the road, properties and any utilities within the zone of 

influence; 
• A geotechnical instrumentation plan, prepared by a qualified monitoring professional; 
• Contingency plans, should settlement exceed the anticipated values, and repair plans should 

damage occur.  
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6.5 Mitigating Settlement Risk During Construction 
There exist several measures that may be employed during HDD operations to mitigate the risk of 
settlement. However, each of these must be balanced by corresponding impacts to the schedule and 
budget as well as potentially increasing other risks to project success. These are best evaluated and 
selected by the contractor.  Mitigation measures that may be explored by the contractor during detailed 
design for implementation during construction include: 
 

• Downhole pressure monitoring to ensure pressures are maintained so that borehole collapse does 
not occur; 

• Increasing the specific gravity of the drilling fluid, which acts similarly to injecting grout at the 
surface; 

• Ensuring a balance between the drilling advance rate and the circulation rate to avoid excessive 
scour and subsequent over excavation of the final reaming diameter; 

• Ground improvement in specific high-risk areas to increase strength and cohesion of soils; 
• “Real-time” or very frequent reading of monitoring equipment in key areas of concern. 

 
Injecting cement grout into the annulus during pullback has been used as a settlement mitigation measure 
where there is a risk of settlement to sensitive infrastructure. If the grout sets too early, however, the 
success of the entire pipeline installation can be jeopardized. Due to the high risk to reward ratio, this 
approach is not generally recommended. 

7.0 Hydrofracture Risk 

Hydrofracture is the inadvertent release of drilling fluid to surface that occurs when the confining in situ 
pressure surrounding the borepath is exceeded by the drilling fluid pressure, or the drilling fluid 
communicates with a natural vertical weak zone or a manmade feature, such as a borehole. Hydrofracture 
is naturally mitigated through the intended impregnation of drilling fluid into the surrounding soil layer to 
develop the formation of a “filter cake”. The filter cake is a bentonite membrane formed by pressurized 
drilling fluid plugging the interstitial pore spaces in the surrounding soil to develop an impermeable 
plugged layer surrounding the borehole, allowing drilling fluid pressures to be maintained. The formation 
of a filter cake is a requirement for successful HDD drilling and may require modifications of the drill 
fluid composition to be achieved. However, the formation of a filter cake provides no guarantee that 
hydrofracture will not occur, especially if natural or manmade preferential weak zones exist. 
 
Hydrofracture risk is generally greatest near the entry and exit locations of a borepath, where the depth of 
cover is the lowest. On the Lazo Hill alignment, this includes the topographic low north of Lazo Road, 
between STA 0+976 to STA 1+028. Generally, the most significant risk of hydrofracture also occurs 
during the pilot boring stage (considered the “critical case”), with decreasing risk during reaming passes, 
and a slightly increased risk during the carrier pipe pullback. This can be mitigated to an extent by the 
installation of surface casings. Detailed mitigation options, such as surfacing casing and drill fluid 
management will be the responsibility of the design-build contractor to consider during detailed design. 
The short section of straight alignment at the entry point limits the extent that a casing could be installed. 
The current analyses do not consider the use of a surface casing as it could impact the low-end tie-in that 
would require removing all or part of the casing to affect the tie-in. 

7.1 Methods 
McMillen Jacobs evaluated hydrofracture risk for the current preferred drill path alternative using the 
cavity expansion model approach, as described by Bennett and Wallin, in their 2008 paper “A Step by 
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Step Approach to Evaluating Hydrofracture Risk”. An overview of the steps involved in this approach is 
as follows: 

(1) Estimate the maximum allowable pressure along the alignment. The maximum allowable pressure 
represents the maximum drilling fluid pressure in the bore hole before plastic deformation of the 
bore hole (i.e., hydrofracture) occurs. The maximum allowable pressure is calculated using cavity 
expansion theory and is primarily a function of bore depth and anticipated soil and groundwater 
conditions. 

(2) Estimate the minimum fluid pressures along the alignment. The minimum fluid pressure is 
calculated by summing the hydrostatic drilling fluid pressure and the pressure required to move 
the drilling fluid with the suspended cuttings through the drilled hole to the ground surface. The 
former component is dependent upon drilling fluid density and bore depth, whereas the latter 
component is a function of drilling fluid rheology. 

(3) Compare the maximum allowable pressure and minimum fluid pressure along the alignment. If 
the maximum allowable pressure is less than the drilling fluid pressure, then hydrofracture is 
likely and measures are required to reduce this risk. 

 
Consistent with design recommendations made by Staheli, Price and Wetter (2010), McMillen Jacobs 
applied a factor-of-safety of 2.5 to the calculated maximum pressure value with RPMAX taken as the depth 
of the bore below the ground surface, with no factor-of-safety applied to the value of RPMAX itself. 
 
The following assumptions of the drilling fluid properties and borehole dimensions are described below 
in Table 4. Geotechnical properties used in the hydrofracture calculations are described in Section 4.1. 
Due to the uncertainty in the hydrogeological regime, two cases of the hydrofracture analysis were 
completed: an analysis for the groundwater table below the borepath, and a conservative analysis for a 
higher groundwater table at 35 m el. This conservative analysis was based on the groundwater level 
reported by WSP in the piezometer in borehole SH20-01 (WSP, 2021). However, seasonal groundwater 
variations or fluctuations in groundwater level due to large rainfall events are possible (WSP, 2021). For 
the purpose of the hydrofracture analysis, it was assumed that the alignment would be drilled from the 
Morland Road right of way on the northeast end of the alignment. 
 
Note that assumptions on geotechnical properties, drill pipe diameter and drill fluid properties may be 
modified by the design-build contractor based on further geotechnical characterization and their proposed 
means and methods. 
 
Table 4. Drill Pipe and Fluid Property Assumptions 

Drill Fluid or Drill Pipe Property Assumed Value 
Diameter of Pilot Bore Hole 10 in  / 0.257 m 
Diameter of Drill Pipe 5 in  / 0.127 m 
Unit Weight of Drilling Fluid  9 lb/gal  / 1080 kg/m3 

Viscosity of Drilling Fluid  50 cp  
Flow Rate or Drilling Fluid at Drill Bit 300 gal/min  / 1.14 m3/min 
Yield Point of Drilling Fluid  30 lb/100ft2  / 0.014 kPa 
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7.2 Results 

7.2.1 Low Groundwater Table Analysis  
A hydrofracture analysis was completed on the basis that the groundwater table is at 15 m el. (below the 
borepath). This is consistent with the groundwater data from WSP boreholes SH20-04 and SH20-05 
(WSP, 2021).  
 
The results indicate that hydrofracture risk is present in the topographic low on the west side of the 
alignment between STA 0+976 to STA 1+028, and beyond STA 1+115 to at the presumed exit location at 
the Torrence/Balmoral staging area. While no housing infrastructure exists at these specific locations, 
these areas are located on private property. A graphical representation of the results can be found in 
Figure 6 below.  
 
The results for maximum allowable pressure are sensitive to the shear modulus, G. A sensitivity analysis 
showed that an 80% decrease in G resulted in a 45% decrease in the maximum allowable pressure. While 
the shear modulus may not differ from the specified values by 80%, these values are unlikely to be 
accurate as they are an estimate based off general soil conditions. Furthermore, soil is generally a highly 
heterogeneous material, and the shear modulus of a soil may change laterally and with depth. 
 

 
Figure 6. Hydrofracture Risk Along Alignment for Low Groundwater Table Case 

7.2.2 High Groundwater Table Analysis  
A hydrofracture analysis was completed on the basis that the groundwater table is at 35 m el. (above the 
borepath), or at ground surface when the ground surface is below 35 m. This is consistent with the 
groundwater data from WSP’s borehole SH20-01 (WSP, 2021). This results in a conservative analysis, as 
a high groundwater table decreases the confining pressure of the overburden. The geotechnical 
investigation planned by Thurber Engineering will provide further data on the groundwater conditions 
along the alignment. 
 
Because the decreased difference between the confining pressure of the overburden and the pressure 
required to circulate the drilling fluid, hydrofracture is considered more likely over the length of the 
alignment. The results indicate that hydrofracture risk is present in the topographic low on the west side 
of the alignment between STA 0+908 to STA 1+056, and beyond STA 1+104 to the presumed exit 
location at the Torrence/Balmoral staging area. For conservatism, a surface-to-surface analysis was 
completed, and the west end shaft was not included in the analyses. While no housing infrastructure exists 
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at these specific locations, these areas are located on private property. A graphical representation of the 
results can be found in Figure 7 below.  
 

 
Figure 7. Hydrofracture Risk Along Alignment for High Groundwater Table Case 

8.0 Pullback and Pipe Stress Calculations 

8.1 Design Specifications 
For the pullback and pipe stress calculations, an HDPE 4710 DR11 pipe was selected. The pipe 
specifications and design criteria used for our evaluation of pipe stresses during installation and operation 
are provided in Table 5. The anticipated maximum operating and test pressures were supplied by HDR.  
 
Table 5. Pipe Specifications and Design Criteria 

Specification Value 
Material Type HDPE 4710 
Dimension Ratio DR11 
Outside Diameter 34 in / 854 mm 
Wall Thickness 3.1 in / 78.5 mm 
Material Grade 3500 psi / 24.1 MPa 
Poisson’s Ratio (short-term loading) 0.35 
Poisson’s Ratio (long-term loading) 0.45 
Elastic Modulus (max) 150 000 psi / 1,030 MPa 
Elastic Modulus (50y) 28 000 psi / 195 MPa 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 67 x 10-6 °F-1 / 120 x 10-6 °C-1 
Maximum Operating Pressure 80 psi / 0.550 MPa 
Maximum Test Pressure  120 psi / 0.827 MPa 

 

8.2 Pipe Stresses During Pullback and Operation 
Pulling loads during pipe pullback result from friction between the pipe and the wall of the bore and from 
dynamic fluid friction that develops as the pipe moves through the viscous drilling fluid. During 
installation, the pipeline is subjected to tension from pulling loads, bending as the pipe is forced to 
negotiate curves in the drilled path, and hoop stress from drilling fluid pressure within the bore annulus. 
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Additionally, the pipeline is subjected to combined loading effects, including load interactions from 
tensile, bending, and external (hoop) pressure. Resultant stresses must be checked to determine whether 
the selected pipe is adequate for the design alignment. The pipe alignment during laydown and the 
resistance associated with navigating curves will also contribute to the pullback stresses. As discussed 
previously, the pipe laydown is still to be confirmed and these stresses have not been considered in the 
analysis completed to date.  
 
Stresses resulting from operating loads typically include internal pressure from within the pipeline, elastic 
bending from curvature in the drilled path, thermal stress resulting from the temperature differences 
during construction and operation, and the combination of these stresses.  

8.3 Methods 
Pullback analysis for HDD crossings is an iterative process. The initial analysis described in this memo 
was completed using the pipe specifications listed in Table 5 and drill fluid specifications listed in Table 
4. Pipe stresses during pullback and operation were evaluated using methods outlined in ASTM (2005), 
NASTT Good Practice Guidelines (2017), and ASCE Manual of Practice 108 (2014). Material properties 
were referenced from the Plastic Pipe Institute (2015).  

8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Pipe Stresses During Installation 
The results of the pullback analysis can be found in Table 6 below. Given the current preferred alignment 
and available geotechnical data at the time of the report, McMillen Jacobs has determined that an 
unballasted installation is not feasible. Ballasting reduces pipe stresses during pipe pullback by reducing 
the buoyancy forces. All analyses contained in this report therefore assume a ballasted installation. 
 
Table 6. Ballasted Installation of 34” HDPE Carrier Pipe (Drill fluid density 1080 kg/m3) 

Installation Stress Maximum Allowable 
Stress 

Maximum 
Anticipated Stress 

Percent of 
Allowable 
Stress 

Factor of 
Safety 

Tensile 7.1 MPa 2.3 MPa 33.2% 3.03 
Tensile and Bending 7.1 MPa 3.7 MPa 52.0% 1.91 
Critical Buckling  616.9 kPa 82.2 kPa 25.5% 7.50 

 
While the anticipated pullback stresses described above are below the maximum allowable stresses of the 
pipe, the anticipated stresses are sensitive to the drill fluid density. Drill fluid densities typically range 
between 1060 kg/m3 to 1440 kg/m3. A low-density drilling fluid, such as the one with a density of 1080 
kg/m3 was specified because of the sizeable length of the crossing. Lower density drilling fluids are easier 
to pump and circulate and reduce drilling fluid pressures (thereby reducing hydrofracture risk). However, 
controlling for the exact density specified may not be practical. Due to the sensitivity of the pullback 
stresses to drill fluid density, increasing the density of the drilling fluid by 20% increases the pullback 
stresses to beyond their allowable pressures (Table 7) and indicate a potential failure of the pipe during 
installation. The design builder will have to evaluate the pipe capacity relative to these installation 
stresses in terms of their ability to control drill fluid density. An alternative approach to mitigating this 
risk would be for the contractor to select a thicker pipe (DR9) that has a higher capacity for stress. For 
example, for a drill fluid density of 1300 kg/m3 the factor of safety for the governing stress (tensile and 
bending) increases from 0.84 with a DR11 to 1.07 with a DR9. 
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Table 7. Ballasted 34” HDPE Installation (Drill Fluid Density of 1300 kg/m3) 

Installation Stress Maximum Allowable 
Stress 

Maximum 
Anticipated Stress 

Percent of 
Allowable 
Stress 

Factor of 
Safety 

Tensile 7.1 MPa 6.43 MPa 91.16% 1.10 
Tensile and Bending 7.1 MPa 7.76 MPa 109.96% 0.91 
Critical Buckling  616.9 kPa 118.7 kPa 51.81% 5.20 

 

8.4.2 Pipe Stresses During Operation and Testing  
Table 8 summarizes the stresses induced during testing and operation of a 34” HDPE carrier pipe (DR11) 
for the CVRD Sewer Conveyance Project. The allowable pressure is based not on the allowable pressure 
specified by the manufacturer, but on the allowable pressure calculated as a function of the long-term 
hydrostatic strength of the material and the dimension ratio, per the ASCE Manual of Practice 108 
(ASCE, 2014). 
 
Table 8. Stresses Induced During Testing and Operation of 34" HDPE Carrier Pipe (DR11) 

Loading 
Condition  

Allowable 
Pressure 
(Manufacturer’s 
Specifications) 

Allowable 
Pressure  
(ASCE MOP 108) 

Anticipated 
Pressure1  

Percent of 
Allowable 
Pressure 

Factor of Safety 

Testing - 360 psi 120 psi 33.33% 3.00 
Operation 200 psi 145 psi 80 psi 55.17% 1.82 

1 Anticipated pressure values from HDR 

9.0 Construction Cost Estimate 

A bottom-up construction cost estimate (equivalent to AACE Class 3) has been prepared by McMillen 
Jacobs to accompany the current phase of design. The report ‘Construction Schedule and Cost Estimate 
for Lazo Hill HDD Indicative Design, Rev. 0’ was submitted to HDR on November 30, 2021. This 
estimate assumes the current preferred alignment for the pipe laydown north-east from the Morland Road 
site, as shown in Drawing 2. Manhole sizing assumptions were provided by HDR (west shaft). The scope 
of this estimate reflects construction of the west shaft at Torrance Road, horizontal directional drilling 
from the eastern pit at Morland Road to the shaft, the build-up and fusion of the HDPE pipe in the 
temporary laydown, and the pullback of the carrier pipe along that length. McMillen Jacobs understands 
that this estimate will be incorporated into a broader project wide cost estimate by HDR. Coordination to 
identify any potential areas of overlap would help eliminate any duplication or gaps at the interfaces with 
the open cut work. As well, this cost estimate was completed as if this were an independent contract 
(rather than a part of the larger conveyance project). If the entire conveyance project is completed by a 
single general contractor, there would likely be indirect cost savings as well as savings in completing two 
HDD drives instead of one. For example, large drill rigs from off-island would only have to be mobilized 
once.  
 
No escalation was factored into this revision of the Lazo Hill HDD estimate. A basis of cost estimate 
report is being developed to document the assumptions and limitations in greater detail. This will be 
submitted in a subsequent revision to the estimate. The total cost of the Lazo Hill HDD section, without 
owner contingency is $8.0M. For a 1,128 m long HDD installation, this equates to an equivalent unit rate 
of $7,100 / m (unescalated, pre-contingency). While the increased length provides economies of scale 
relative to a shorter HDD at the K’ómoks First Nation, the challenging pullback laydown configuration 
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significantly adds to the project cost. If the laydown alignment can be improved, some cost savings could 
be achieved associated with a reduction in equipment and labour.  

10.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This memorandum summarizes the development of the preferred alignment for the Lazo Hill HDD. It 
describes alignment considerations and alternatives that were considered and then evaluates the technical 
feasibility of the alignment with key analyses. Sections 6, 7 and 8 present the results of the preliminary 
analyses for settlement, hydrofracture and pipe stresses. The settlement analysis indicates that measurable 
settlement should be anticipated over the alignment, in particular in areas with reduced cover. 
Fortuitously, the majority of the alignment passes under undeveloped fields/forests. A closer look at the 
municipal roads as well as the homes on Forester Avenue/Painter Place will be required to define 
potential impacts, mitigation measures and monitoring requirements. A refinement of the alignment in the 
vicinity of Painter Place has been undertaken to reduce the number of homes within the zone of influence. 
 
The hydrofracture analysis found that the results are sensitive to the groundwater table as well as soil 
shear modulus. In dry conditions, hydrofracture risks are isolated to the topographic low at the west end 
as well as at the point of exit (Torrence/Balmoral staging area). In the case where the bore remains below 
the groundwater table, the risks at these same locations increase. The pullback and pipe stress analysis 
demonstrate that allowable pipe stress can be achieved with the balance of fluid density control and 
appropriate selection of pipe. This would be optimized by the design-build contractor based on their 
means and methods and knowledge of past performance on similar HDDs.  
 
The next phase of the work includes additional geotechnical borings along the preferred alignment. The 
result of this work will allow the McMillen Jacobs design team to validate the ground condition 
assumptions that have been made to date and adjust the analyses as necessary. The results of the borings 
will allow the hydrofracture risk assessment, for example, to be better refined relative to site specific 
conditions. Additional work to advance the Lazo Hill HDD includes the assessment and selection of the 
laydown area for HDD pipe pullback. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this report is to present the reference design definition construction schedule 
and cost estimate for the Lazo Hill HDD crossing as part of the Comox Valley Regional District 
(CVRD) Sewer Conveyance project, see Figure 1. McMillen Jacobs operates under 
subcontract to HDR to develop the indicative design for HDD crossings and will provide 
Owner’s Engineer services through procurement and construction.. The schedule and cost 
estimate are founded on the information and design basis set forth in the indicative design 
drawings and figures available at this time. 

This document is a budgeting and scheduling tool for CVRD’s use, and is intended to provide a 
reasonable assessment of the cost and time required to construct the work by assessing: 

• The expected amount that a responsive and responsible bidder would tender for the 
construction of the project in current dollars, including allowances for risk that is 
typically managed by the contractor. 

• The recommended amount by which construction costs are expected to increase 
between now and the time of expenditure, based on the currently assumed scheduled 
date for issuance of Notice to Proceed (NTP). 

• The recommended amount of contingency that should be included for budgeting 
purposes to reflect the confidence in the current level of design definition. Note that this 
recommended amount of contingency does not include an amount for undetermined 
environmental mitigation measures. 

McMillen Jacobs understands that CVRD has their own processes for escalating project 

construction cost as well as defining the amount of owner contingency to be budgeted. 

McMillen Jacobs’ recommendations for escalation and contingency are provided for CVRD’s 

information.  

 
Figure 1- Overview of CVRD Conveyance Project 
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Assumptions/Exclusions 

The schedule and cost estimate assumes the following: 

• Notice to Proceed:  March 1, 2023 

• Required contract completion: not specified 

• One contract for HDD construction work 

• HDD construction can proceed on a 24-hour per day, 7 day per week basis.   

• All necessary permits and approvals are in place at the time of NTP.  

 

The schedule and cost estimate does not include consideration of: 

• Contaminated soil handling and disposal.  

• Extraordinary General Conditions requirements, (work hour restrictions, 3rd party-

imposed requirements, soundwalls, etc.). 

• Property and right of way acquisition. 

• Open cut surface pipe trench work to the east of HDD pit and west of Maintenance Hole. 

• Existing utility conflicts 

• Owner soft costs for self-performed project management, design review, construction 

management, etc. although a recommendation for these costs is indicated below. 

 

2 OPINION OF PROBABLE CONTRACTOR COSTS 

Background 

The opinion of probable contractor costs (OPCC) forms the core of the schedule and cost 
estimates and is useful in a number of ways: 

• It provides CVRD an indication of the required budget for construction costs. 

• It provides a value with which to readily evaluate the bid prices. 

• It provides the basis for which the Owner’s Costs and contingency are estimated. 

Methodology 

The OPCC was prepared on a means-and-methods basis; that is, by segregating the major 
items of work into discrete tasks and performing quantity take-offs for each of the materials 
required for the task, followed by an evaluation of the level of effort in terms of manpower and 
equipment necessary to achieve a likely production rate for the execution of the task. The 
following discussion relates to the detailed methodology used to estimate costs for the major 
cost components of the project. 

Labor rates were established for each category of craft labor required using recent prevailing 
wage rates from similar projects in the Vancouver area, and fully burdened to include payroll 
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taxes and insurance. Appropriate allowances were made for shift differential pay and travel 
time pay, where called for. 

Equipment operating rates were tabulated using algorithms established in the latest edition 
(2020) of the Corps of Engineers’ Construction Equipment Ownership and Operating Expense 
Schedule for Region VIII.  These algorithms are based on historical records of equipment 
component usage and tied to specific requirements relating to the equipment model, 
horsepower, tire size, and so on. Costs for materials and items considered likely to be installed 
under subcontract were obtained through vendor and specialty subcontractor quotes where 
available, or from costs from recent similar projects and adjusted for location as necessary, or 
from published databases such as RS Means Heavy Construction Cost Data for 2021.  

For each component element of work making up the project, a takeoff was performed that 
quantified the amount of material required for that element in such terms as cubic meters of 
excavation or concrete, and a cycle time analysis was performed to determine the likely rate at 
which the task could be executed based on a specific crew size and equipment spread 
handling the relative amounts of each type of material required. In this fashion, the cost of 
performing each discrete task comprising the project was tabulated in terms of labor, 
equipment, material, and subcontract costs. Costs for the HDD section were prepared based 
on the indicative design by McMillen Jacobs, see Appendix B. 

A construction schedule was developed that sequenced the relative order of performance of 
each task so that an overall project duration was then determined. On the basis of this 
construction schedule, the so-called project indirect costs were then estimated since such 
costs are dependent on a combination of the overall project duration, the number of concurrent 
tasks being performed, and so on.  Examples of such time-related indirect costs include site 
supervision, home office support, and financing costs; whereas examples of indirect costs that 
are dependent on the number and type of concurrent work tasks being performed include such 
items as equipment capital and rental costs.  

Finally, the costs to mobilize the necessary equipment and plant facilities on and off the site, 
along with the amount of profit and bonds and insurance were then estimated.  These costs 
are based on the commensurate level of effort required to construct the project, the amount of 
the labor and subcontract cost components, and the total construction cost respectively. 

Contract Packaging 

Contract packaging is a significant consideration in the preparation of a cost estimate. This 
estimate considered the project to be constructed under a single Contract. An assumption was 
made that a Contractor would self-perform the HDD work, and subcontract site 
preparation/restoration, muck hauling, and any other related specialties. McMillen Jacobs 
understands that, while CVRD had requested OPCC for the Lazo Hill HDD as an independent 
contract, CVRD intends to award the work as part of a larger single Design Build Contract. 
CVRD is aware that there may be overlap in some of the indirect costs when several smaller 
contracts are assumed. 

Contract Scheduling 

The project schedule was developed on the basis of a March 1, 2023, Notice to Proceed, with 
an estimated project completion date of November 15, 2023. No contractually indicated 
completion date has been considered at this time. If a duration shorter than that indicated is 
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required, modifications to the work schedule may be possible, if work constraints allow.  

Work Schedule 

All work is estimated to be performed on the basis of a 5, 6, or 7-day work week as discussed 
above. In general, all preparatory surface work such as general mobilization, access roads, pit 
excavation and support is performed on a single shift basis, 5 days per week.  HDD 
construction is assumed to be performed on a 2 X 12-hour shift basis, 7 days per week.  

Construction Methodology 

The following section describes the assumed construction methodology for the HDD work,  

Work at the entry site of the HDD on the East end near Morland Road will begin shortly after 
the notice to proceed. The site will require some clearing, grubbing and grading. Similarly, the 
exit site of the HDD Near Lazo Rd and Torrence Rd will be prepared. The entry site will be 
readied for HDD construction. Supporting HDD equipment will include a mud pump, soil 
separation plant, drill cab, frac tank, office trailer, tool storage area, and excavator. A pit will be 
excavated at the entry site to contain drilling slurry, then, a 1.372 m diameter starter casing will 
be installed by means of a hammer to the alignment line and grade at the East or drilling end of 
the drive. To reach favorable ground conditions for HDD, this casing will be 16 m long. 

At the exit location, a 4-metre diameter vertical casing will be drilled and installed 
approximately 8-metres deep. This will serve as a maintenance hole (MH) at completion. On 
the West side of the MH, a 250 mm inclined casing 30-m long will be installed from the surface 
to the bottom of the MH casing. This casing will facilitate the back feeding of drill rod during 
reaming, and the pulling location for the product pipe.  

The bore will be drilled approximately 1,128 m to the exit MH and reamed in four successively 
larger passes until a 1.219 m (46”) diameter borehole is achieved. This hole diameter allows 
for approximately 150 mm of clearance all around the product pipe during installation. During 
the drilling and reaming process, the borehole is filled with a dense bentonite slurry to prevent 
borehole collapse. Concurrent with pilot hole reaming, the product pipe will be laid out and 
fused along the laydown area.  

After the hole has been reamed to the required size, The drill will be relocated to the MH 
location and the product pipe will be pulled through the hole in one continuous operation, from 
the east towards the west. Once completed, the annular space between the borehole wall and 
the extrados of the pipe will remain backfilled with the bentonite slurry. There is insufficient 
laydown area on the MH side to layout the entire string of product pipe. The East side layout 
presents its own challenges with multiple pipe bends along the layout and additional major 
equipment (cranes) will be required to execute the bends.  Therefore the estimate includes 
increased layout and pullback costs, above what would normally be expected. 

Restoration will occur once construction is complete at both sites, including the pipe laydown 

area. 

Considerations in Evaluating Contractor Contingency 

Contractor risk was evaluated in one principal area; the unknown requirements of the General 
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Conditions, including the measurement and payment language yet to be developed. 

The General Conditions of the contract have yet to be defined, but they generally contain 
requirements that will cause the contractor to incur costs. Examples of these costs are 
environmental requirements, work restrictions, etc. To address the unknown General Conditions 
requirements, an allowance of 2% of the total direct costs was assumed. 

Escalation 

A recommended composite escalation rate of 3.25% per year was computed by assessing the 
expected rate of escalation on labor, equipment, materials, and subcontracts; and then 
applying these rates to the respective estimated costs from the time of preparation of the 
OPCC to the midpoint of each cost activity. 

 

3 OWNER CONTINGENCY 

Design Definition: The project design is still in the preliminary stage and has not advanced far 
enough along to be confident there will not be changes to the design that could be significant. 
These potential changes could include alignment, length, depth, pipe diameter or material, 
changes to geotechnical assumptions, etc. To account for these possible changes, we 
recommend and have assumed a contingency of 30%.  

 

Changes during construction: Owners frequently carry a reserve for Owner-authorized changes 
during construction the size of which is determined by prior experience with similar 
construction. Sometimes owners maintain this reserve in the capital budget, and sometimes 
they include a part or all of the reserve as one or more allowance items in the bidding 
schedule.  We have excluded such a reserve for owner-authorized changes from our 
recommended project contingency. 

 
Market Conditions: Market conditions is another area that is generally included in contingency, 
but they vary greatly between regions and economic conditions/times. Recent experience with 
large HDD projects in BC suggests this can be a significant variable. We have not included a 
contingency for market conditions at this time but will consider this closer to the anticipated bid 
time. 
 

4 OTHER OWNER’S COSTS 

Other Owner’s costs are not included in the estimate, but recommended costs are indicated 

below as a percentage of the OPCC with the following categories and factors applied: 
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• 6% for CVRD self-performed Project Management and Design Support: This category is 

intended to capture all CVRD costs for the management and oversite of the final design, 

construction management, and construction. 

• 6% for final design costs to be performed by the Design Builder’s Engineer. 

• 2% for Owner’s Engineer. This category is intended to capture design services during 

construction by an independent Engineer retained by CVRD to review the Contractors’ 

final design. 

• 8% for Construction Management. This category is intended to capture construction 

management services and archaeological and environmental monitors from independent 

entities during construction. 

These factors are based on previous experience on similar projects. 

 

5 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Schedule Summary 

The schedule used to develop the OPCC is high level at this point and will be refined as the 

work progresses. Key milestones include: 

• Q2-Q3 2022 RFP and Tender period 

• Q3 2022 Project Award, Issue NTP for D-B 

• End of  2022 Detailed Design complete 

• March 2023  Begin construction 

• November 15, 2023  Complete construction (9.5 month duration) 

Cost Summary 

The CVRD Sewer Conveyance project OPCC for the HDD work is presented in Appendix A. 
The drawings/figures used as the basis of the estimate are included as Appendix B. 

The OPCC estimates comprises five sections:  a cost summary of direct and indirect costs, 
escalation, and contingency; a bar chart schedule of construction activities with expected 
monthly progress payments; a detail of the direct cost tasks; a detail of the indirect cost tasks, 
escalation, and contingency calculations; and a resource usage and quantity summary report.  
A Table of Contents is provided at the bottom of each of the OPCC estimate summaries on 
page 1. Table 1 summarizes the Lazo Hill HDD cost estimate. 
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Table 1:  Lazo Hill HDD Cost Estimate Summary 

Item of Work Cost 

Site Preparation $134K 

HDD Installation $5.26M 

Site Restoration $169K 

Subtotal Direct Cost $5.6M 

Indirect Cost $2.4M 

Unescalated Cost $8.0M 

Suggested Escalation (3.25% per year) $436K 

Escalated Cost without Contingency (Bid Price) $8.4M 

Suggested Contingency (30%) $2.4M 

Owner’s Cost  

           CVRD Self-preformed management (6%)  $648K 

           Contractor’s Final Design (6%) $648K 

          Owner’s Engineer During Construction (2%) $216K 

          CM, Archeological, Environmental (8%) $864K 

Total Estimated Budget $13.2M 

Construction Duration 9.5 months 

 

Cost and Schedule Uncertainty 

No analysis of cost and schedule uncertainty impacts was performed. In future iterations of the 
OPCC key variables, such as production rates and materials costs can be modeled to 
determine their effect on project cost and schedule. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes 
connected with the CVRD Sewer Conveyance project only. Any use which a third party makes 
of the work, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility of 
such third parties. Decisions made or actions taken as a result of our work shall be the 
responsibility of the parties directly involved in the decisions or actions. McMillen Jacobs 
Associates denies any liability whatsoever to other parties who may obtain access to this report 
for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use of, or reliance 
upon, this report or any of its content. 

This document and its appendices may not be copied, reproduced, distributed, or used in any 
way or for any purpose whatsoever other than those noted above or in relation to any projects 
other than the CVRD Sewer Conveyance project without prior written permission. 

The information and data contained herein represent best professional judgment in light of the 
knowledge and information available to McMillen Jacobs Associates at the time of preparation, 
and were prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering practices. 
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APPENDIX A CVRD Sewer Conveyance Project Lazo Hill 

HDD – OPCC and Schedule   
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5687.2 TLP 0 11/18/2021

8:31 AM

No. Item or Group Item Description Status Item Cost

001 East Entry Pit - Site Preparation LS $88,373

002 West Exit Pit - Site Preparation LS $46,160

Site Preparation LS

003 Geotechnical Instrumentation LS $20,000

004 East Site Starter Casing 16 m /m $111,578

005 West Site Feeding and Pulling Casing 30 m /m $36,272

006 West Site Manhole Casing 8 m /m $171,204

007 East Site HDD Setup LS $36,833

008 West Site HDD Setup LS $6,546

009 East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole 1,128 m /m $117,621

010 West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass 1,128 m /m $385,935

011 West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass 1,128 m /m $331,401

012 West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass 1,128 m /m $486,989

013 West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass 1,128 m /m $572,366

014 Furnish Pipe 1,128 m /m $905,220

015 Pipe Layout and Welding 1,128 m /m $1,469,383

016 Swab Hole - Pullback from West 1,128 m /m $56,955

017 Pull Product Pipe 1,128 m /m $482,098

018 East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer 16 m /m $36,174

019 East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade LS $19,129

020 West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade LS $11,451

HDD 1,128 m /m

021 East Entry Pit - Site Restoration LS $49,525

022 West Exit - Maintenane Hole/Site Restoration LS $119,892

Site Restoration LS

023 directs

024 0.5 mo unesc.bid

025 0.5 mo unesc.bid

026 3.5 mo /mo

027 9.5 /mo

028 9.5 /mo

029 unesc.bid

030 of cost

031 Financing Charges 0.3% unesc.bid

032 Contractor Contingency 1.4% unesc.bid

033 Escalation-excluded from estimate

034 Owner Contingency-excluded from estimate

Assumptions:

- Work areas to be cleared and grubbed, and covered with crushed rock and timber crane mats for stabilization.

- No temporary fence installed.

- Silt fence installed around the perimeter of the work areas.

- Gravel placed where required to provide stable work area.

- East casing (1372-mm diameter) assumed to be placed and removed by hammer.

- PST of 7% is included, GST of 5% is not.

- Pilot hole diameter of 0.251m.

- Reaming of hole to 1219mm.

- Pilot hole drilled and hole reamed from the East. Carrier pipe laid out and welded on East end, pulled through from East to West.

- Carrier pipe for HDD is 34" diameter, DR11. 

Opinion of Probable Unescalated Construction Bid excluding Owner Contingency

(5.4% unescalated bid)$435,561

15.7%

$169,417

$134,533

$803

$507

$427

$1,303

$50.49

$5,257,154

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost

$2,402,700

Estimate Notes:

Table of Contents:

Contractor Markup

$190,344

1.3%

Subtotal Direct Cost

$104

$21,400

3.3%

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mobilization 3.2%

Field Supervision

$8,500

mo

$4,661

$342

Estimate Notes p2;   Schedule p3;   Direct Detail p4;   Indirect Detail p13;   Escalation Detail p16;   Contingency Detail p16;   Resource Rate 

and Usage Detail p17;   Estimate Metrics p20

$294

$5,561,104

$5,450

Item Quantity/Unit

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

Group Item Cost

Lazo Hill - HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

(30.0% unescalated bid)

$8,009,104

- 

OPINION OF PROBABLE UNESCALATED CONSTRUCTION BID EXCLUDING OWNER CONTINGENCY

Project Client

Comox Valley Regional District 

Item Unit Cost

$1,209

$2,261

$27,250

$1,089,294

$333,730

$19,075

$114,962

$254,815

$80,749

$432

$6,913

$70,675

$267,107

2.4%

$8,009,104

General Plant Operation/Maintenance

Subtotal Indirect Cost

Overhead Maintenance/Service

- 

$2,448,000

Demobilization/Punchlist

$35,129

General Mobilization

mo

Unescalated Construction BidMar 2023 NTP:  9.5 mo project duration

5687 Lazo Hill CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 11-18-21/Summary

v9.9  Printed on 11/18/2021, 9:34 AM.  Page 1 of 20
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- Pipe layout and pullback along current preferred alignment which follows Morland Rd. north, east across the march, across

  the plant site and east along Brent Rd. towards the beach.  Difficult 4 bend layout.

- Assume entire pipe string can be laid out on easment/roadway in one string, (One Pull.) Sidebooms lift for access to driveways.

- HDD pilot drill, 2 shifts at 12 hours, 7 days per week. 

- HDD reaming and pipe pull, 2 shifts at 12 hours, 7 days per week. 

- Most surface work activities 1 shift, 8 - 10 hours per day, 5 days per week.

Exclusions:

- Existing Utility conflicts

- Owner costs for management, design, construction management, property/right of way acquisition, changes during construction etc.

- Contaminated soil handling and haul-off

5687 Lazo Hill CVRD Reference Cost Estmate - HDD v9.9.1 11-18-21/Summary

v9.9  Printed on 11/18/2021, 9:34 AM.  Page 2 of 20
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2.00 2.00

6.00 2.00 8.00

1.00 2.00 3.00

023 $0 1.00 7.00 8.00

024 $267,107 0.50 7.00 7.50

025 $190,344 0.50 11.00 11.50

001 $121,060 0.25 7.50 7.75

002 $63,233 0.25 7.75 8.00

003 $27,398 0.25 7.50 7.75

004 $152,848 0.25 7.75 8.00

005 $38,085 0.25 8.00 8.25

006 $179,764 0.25 7.75 8.00

007 $50,456 0.25 8.00 8.25

008 $8,967 0.25 8.25 8.50

009 $161,126 0.25 8.50 8.75

010 $528,683 0.25 8.75 9.00

011 $453,978 0.25 8.75 9.00

012 $667,115 0.25 9.00 9.25

013 $784,070 0.25 9.25 9.50

014 $1,240,039 0.25 8.50 8.75

015 $2,012,872 0.50 8.75 9.25

016 $78,021 0.25 9.50 9.75

017 $660,414 0.25 9.75 10.00

018 $49,554 0.25 9.75 10.00

019 $26,204 0.25 10.00 10.25

020 $15,687 0.25 10.25 10.50

021 $67,843 0.25 10.25 10.50

022 $164,237 0.75 10.50 11.25

Equipment Mobilization

Demobilization/Punchlist

General Mobilization

Furnish Pipe (Note 5)

Pipe Layout and Welding (Note 5)

Swab Hole - Pullback from West (Note 5)

Pull Product Pipe (Note 5)

East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer

9.5

$0.0K

Opinion of Probable Unescalated Construction Bid, 

Duration, and Monthly Progress Payments

1.  Project calendar is based on 10 observed holidays and 10 critical inclement weather days per year distributed monthly as shown in the Estimate Metrics summary on page 20.

2.  Payments are made 30 days after pay applications including 10% retention which is reduced to 5% after 50% is earned, 6 months after NTP.  Payments releasing retention bolded.  50% of the contract is earned 8 months after NTP (Oct 2023).

3.  Spread $2.4M indirects - $0.5M mob.  Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.

months

$7,375.8K

East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass (Note 5)

West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass (Note 5)

West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass (Note 5)

$
3
,3

1
3
.4

K

$
7
7
0
.8

K

$
2
0
8
.3

K

$
3
,0

8
3
.3

K
$8,009,104

$0.0K

East Site Starter Casing

West Site Feeding and Pulling Casing (Note 4)

NTP

East Entry Pit - Site Preparation

West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass  (Note 5)

Geotechnical Instrumentation

East Entry Pit - Site Restoration

West Exit - Maintenane Hole/Site Restoration

West Site Manhole Casing (Note 4)

East Site HDD Setup

West Site HDD Setup

East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole (Note 5)

Pipe procurement/delivery

Preliminary Submittals

West Exit Pit - Site Preparation

$633.3K $0.0K

5.  Activity is based on a 7-day workweek.  

$
6
3
3
.3

K

4.  Indirect costs spread limited to a 5% subcontract markup.

NTP:  3/1/23

Pipe procurement/delivery:  3/1/23 - 9/1/23

--
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5687.2 TLP 0 11/18/2021

8:31 AM

No.

001 1 LS 6 days 6 work days

manhours

288

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

2 days clear and grub

1 day grade and dig entry pit

1 day spread rock and set wood mats

2 day install culvert and repair drive

6 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 288.0 mhr $864

S cg Clearing and grubbing 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,077

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 96.00 mhr $5,595

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797

M mat Wood Crane Mats 10.00 ea $2,022 /ea 10.00 ea $20,223

M mat Wood Crane Mats 10.00 ea Salvage 0.1 $2,022 /ea 1.00 ea $2,022

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,327

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 48.00 hr $4,963

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 48.00 mhr $3,327

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 48.00 hr $5,480

M sfnc silt fence 400.0 m $10.53 /m 400.0 m $4,212

M aggc Coarse aggregate 500.0 m3 $54.97 /m3 500.0 m3 $27,486

No.

002 1 LS 3 days 3 work days

manhours

144

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1 days clear and grub

1 day grade and dig exit pit

1 day spread rock and set wood mats

3 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 144.0 mhr $432

S cg Clearing and grubbing 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,539

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,399

M mat Wood Crane Mats 5.00 ea $2,022 /ea 5.00 ea $10,112

M mat Wood Crane Mats 5.00 ea 0.1 $2,022 /ea 0.50 ea $1,011

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 24.00 hr $2,481

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 24.00 hr $2,740

M sfnc silt fence 150.0 m $10.53 /m 150.0 m $1,579

M aggc Coarse aggregate 250.0 m3 $54.97 /m3 250.0 m3 $13,743

No.

003 1 LS 5 days 5 work days

manhours

0

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M xmisc Miscellaneous material 20.00 lot $1,000 /lot 20.00 lot $20,000

$9,062
Material

Item Quantity/Unit

West Exit Pit - Site Preparation

Item Quantity/Unit

$88,373

$26,877

Other OT pay    

Resource Quantity

Production rate

Equipment

Other fixed time

Other OT pay    

$10,443

Resource Qty/Unit

   Other ST pay

$0
Subcontract

Production rate

Geotechnical Instrumentation

Resource Qty/Unit

Work schedule

Equipment

Resource QuantityProduction rate

Total timeItem Quantity/Unit

$0

Item Description

$20,000
Labor

$0
Material

Other fixed time

Item Cost

Resource Unit Cost

$20,000

Production rate

$46,160

Material Item Cost

Item Description

Labor Item Cost

Total time

Other OT pay    

   Other ST pay

Other fixed time

Resource Unit Cost

DIRECT COST DETAIL

ClientProject

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES

Comox Valley Regional District 

Lazo Hill - HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

$54,806

East Entry Pit - Site Preparation

Resource Quantity

$18,124
Labor

Resource Qty/Unit

$5,221

Item Description Production rate Total time

Work schedule

$5,000

Equipment Subcontract

Work schedule

Subcontract

   Other ST pay

Resource Unit Cost

$5,000

Production rate
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No.

004 16 m 3.00   days 3 work days

manhours

270

16.729

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1372 mm casing 16.14 m

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $1,360

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 270.0 mhr $810

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 90.00 mhr $7,042

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) 2 $80.69 /mhr 60.00 mhr $4,841

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,534

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator $99.17 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,975

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 30.00 hr $3,425

L c100+ Crane oper. >100t (OG1) $49.48 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,484

E cc100 Crawler Crane 100ton/200' $323 /hr 30.00 hr $9,695

E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $10.63 /hr 30.00 hr $319

M c1372 1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 16.14 m $3,380 /m 16.14 m $54,553

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm 2 $155 /hr 60.00 hr $9,326

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 30.00 hr $3,215

E hmmr Casing Hammer $264 /hr 30.00 hr $7,919

No.

005 30 m 3.00   days 3 work days

manhours

30

1.000

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

250 mm casing 30 m

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $125

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 30.00 mhr $90

S 1AB 250mm cased auger bore $820 /m 30.00 m $24,600

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,923

M c250 250mm casing 30.00 m $318 /m 30.00 m $9,534

No.

006 8 m 4 days 4 work days

manhours

60

7.500

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

4000 mm casing 8 m

2 days mobe/demobe

2 days drilling

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $256

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 60.00 mhr $180

S 4dic 4 meter Drilled Casing $5,594 /m 8.00 m $44,755

S 4dicm Drilled Cosing mobilization 1.00 ls $20,000 /LS 1.00 LS $20,000

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,564

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) 0.5 $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy 0.5 $103 /hr 20.00 hr $2,068

M c4000 2134mm Steel Casing, 25mm 8.00 m $11,594 /m 8.00 m $92,756

S m2 Class II muck disposal 160.8 lcm $45.00 /lcm 160.8 lcm $7,238

No.

007 1 LS 2 days 2 work days

manhours

220

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

   Other ST pay

Resource Unit Cost Resource Quantity

$8,999.15

Production rate

Total time

Resource Quantity

Other OT pay    

Other fixed time

$1,923

$0.00

$21,400.46

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Quantity/Unit

$2,100.29

$320.80

Work schedule

$2,048

$1,209.06

$3,430.19

Equipment

Resource Unit Cost

Labor

$2,068
MaterialEquipment

Work schedule

Work schedule

$92,936

Resource Qty/Unit

   Other ST pay

Total time

$71,993

Production rate

$4,207 $171,204

$525.85

$820.00

$19,774 $36,833

Item Quantity/Unit Production rate

Resource Quantity

$6,913.13

$22,316

Production rate

Material

Other OT pay    

Item Cost

Total time

$20,956

Subcontract

Production rate

   Other ST pay

Subcontract

Equipment

Production rate

Item Cost

$68.26

West Site Manhole Casing

Item Description

$1,382.64

$0 $9,624

Other OT pay    

Item Quantity/Unit

Item Cost

$24,600

Item Description

Total time

West Site Feeding and Pulling Casing

East Site Starter Casing

Labor

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Description

Resource Unit Cost

SubcontractMaterial

$111,578$0

Item Quantity/Unit

$33,899

Production rate

Work schedule

Other fixed time

Resource Quantity

$0.00

Other fixed time

$55,363

Subcontract

$36,272
Labor

   Other ST pay

$11,616.97$258.49

Production rate Resource Unit Cost

$16,399 $660 $0

Other fixed timeItem Description

Other OT pay    

$3,951

Equipment

East Site HDD Setup

Material Item CostLabor

Resource Qty/Unit
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L lp Labor premium 6.488% $1,205

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 220.0 mhr $660

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 20.00 hr $2,283

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 20.00 hr $9,421

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 20.00 hr $1,480

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 20.00 hr $240

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 60.00 mhr $4,694

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,690

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) 2 $80.69 /mhr 40.00 mhr $3,227

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 40.00 mhr $3,967

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 20.00 mhr $2,439

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,166

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 20.00 hr $2,143

E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $10.63 /hr 20.00 hr $213

E cp185 Compressor, trailer 185cfm $30.93 /hr 20.00 hr $619

No.

008 1 LS 1 day 1 work day

manhours

60

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $297

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 60.00 mhr $180

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,347

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 10.00 mhr $845

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 10.00 mhr $807

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 10.00 mhr $583

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 10.00 hr $1,072

E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $10.63 /hr 10.00 hr $106

E cp185 Compressor, trailer 185cfm $30.93 /hr 10.00 hr $309

No.

009 1,128 m 5 days 5 work days

manhours

420

0.372

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

251 mm diameter hole

24.7 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient

237 m/day

5 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 21.625% $8,329

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 420.0 mhr $1,260

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 60.00 hr $2,359

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 60.00 hr $2,389

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 60.00 hr $1,236

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 2 $78.24 /mhr 120.0 mhr $9,389

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 120.0 mhr $11,901

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 60.00 mhr $7,316

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 60.00 mhr $5,069

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 60.00 mhr $4,841

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 60.00 hr $6,850

E 10pb 10-inch pilot bit $42.67 /hr 60.00 hr $2,560

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 60.00 hr $6,429

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 60.00 hr $28,263

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 60.00 hr $4,441

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 60.00 hr $721

M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 9.894 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 22321 kg $931

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 60.00 hr $9,326

S m2 Class II muck disposal 89.161 lcm $45.00 /lcm 89.161 lcm $4,012

Subcontract

$18,569

Item Quantity/Unit

Item Description

   Other ST pay

Resource Qty/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

$64,573 $4,012

Other fixed time

Other OT pay    

Resource Qty/Unit

Labor

Equipment

$104.27

Other OT pay    

Other fixed timeProduction rate

$2,191

Production rate Resource QuantityResource Unit Cost

Labor

Total time

Production rate

Material

$46,844

Production rate Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

$38,515

$117,621

$1.94

   Other ST pay

$3.56

Equipment

$41.53

West Site HDD Setup

$4,582

Subcontract

Work schedule

$0$180$1,487 $6,546
Item Cost

$57.25

Material

Work schedule

Item Description Total time

$4,879

East Entry Pit - Drill Pilot Hole

Item Cost
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No.

010 1,128 m 6 days 6 work days

manhours

1,584

1.404

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

410 mm diameter hole

10.9 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient

210 m/day

6 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $44,345

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 1584 mhr $4,752

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 144.0 hr $5,660

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 144.0 hr $5,734

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 144.0 hr $2,965

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 576.0 mhr $45,066

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 288.0 mhr $28,562

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator 2 $122 /mhr 288.0 mhr $35,115

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 144.0 mhr $12,165

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 144.0 mhr $11,619

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 144.0 hr $16,439

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 144.0 mhr $9,981

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 1.5 $8.66 /hr 216.0 hr $1,871

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 144.0 hr $15,430

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 144.0 hr $67,831

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 144.0 hr $10,660

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 144.0 hr $1,731

M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 26.377 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 59508 kg $2,481

E 410fw 410mm FlyWheel Reamer $15.10 /hr 144.0 hr $2,175

E hdd15 HDD Drill, 150,000lb $196 /hr 144.0 hr $28,275

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 144.0 hr $22,382

S m2 Class II muck disposal 237.7 lcm $45.00 /lcm 237.7 lcm $10,696

No.

011 1128 m 5 days 5 work days

manhours

1,320

1.170

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

614 mm diameter hole

13.6 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient

262 m/day

5 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $36,954

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 1320 mhr $3,960

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 120.0 hr $4,717

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 120.0 hr $4,778

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 120.0 hr $2,471

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 480.0 mhr $37,555

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 240.0 mhr $23,801

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator 2 $122 /mhr 240.0 mhr $29,262

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 120.0 mhr $10,138

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 120.0 mhr $8,318

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 120.0 hr $13,699

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 120.0 mhr $9,682

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 1.5 $8.66 /hr 180.0 hr $1,559

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 120.0 hr $12,858

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 120.0 hr $56,526

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 120.0 hr $8,883

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 120.0 hr $1,442

M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 59.349 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 133892 kg $5,582

E 614fw 614mm FlyWheel Reamer $30.25 /hr 120.0 hr $3,630

Material

$135.44

Subcontract

West - Ream Hole - 2nd Pass

Other OT pay    

$8.46

Resource Quantity

$152,778

Item Description Other fixed time

$165.65

Total time

$331,401

Item Description

$181,153

Production rate

$293.80

Work schedule

West - Ream Hole - 1st Pass

$385,935

$342.14

Item Cost

$6.41

   Other ST pay

$9.48

Resource Unit Cost Resource Quantity

Work schedule

Other fixed timeProduction rate

Labor

Item Quantity/Unit

$10,696

Subcontract

Production rate

Material

Equipment

   Other ST pay

$142,508

Resource Qty/Unit

$7,233
Labor Item Cost

$160.60

Item Quantity/Unit

$186,853

Equipment

$11.85

Resource Unit Cost

Production rate

$155,711

Resource Qty/Unit

$138.04

$13,371

Total time

Other OT pay    

$118,757

$9,542
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E hdd15 HDD Drill, 150,000lb $196 /hr 120.0 hr $23,562

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 120.0 hr $18,652

S m2 Class II muck disposal 297.1 lcm $45.00 /lcm 297.1 lcm $13,371

No.

012 1128 m 7 days 7 work days

manhours

1,848

1.638

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

921 mm diameter hole

9.69 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient

186 m/day

7 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $51,736

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 1848 mhr $5,544

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 168.0 hr $6,604

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 168.0 hr $6,689

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 168.0 hr $3,460

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 672.0 mhr $52,578

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 336.0 mhr $33,322

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator 2 $122 /mhr 336.0 mhr $40,967

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 168.0 mhr $14,193

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 168.0 mhr $11,645

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 168.0 hr $19,179

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 168.0 mhr $13,555

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 1.5 $8.66 /hr 252.0 hr $2,182

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 168.0 hr $18,002

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 168.0 hr $79,136

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 168.0 hr $12,436

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 168.0 hr $2,019

M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 133.5 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 301257 kg $12,559

E 921fw 921mm FlyWheel Reamer $71.43 /hr 168.0 hr $12,000

E hdd15 HDD Drill, 150,000lb $196 /hr 168.0 hr $32,987

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 168.0 hr $26,112

S m2 Class II muck disposal 668.5 lcm $45.00 /lcm 668.5 lcm $30,084

No.

013 1,128 m 8 days 8 work days

manhours

2,112

1.872

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1219 mm diameter hole

7.4 m/hr 

0.8 Efficient

142 m/day

8 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $59,126

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 2112 mhr $6,336

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 192.0 hr $7,547

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 192.0 hr $7,645

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 192.0 hr $3,954

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 768.0 mhr $60,089

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 384.0 mhr $38,082

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator 2 $122 /mhr 384.0 mhr $46,820

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 192.0 mhr $16,220

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 192.0 mhr $13,308

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 192.0 hr $21,919

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 192.0 mhr $15,492

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 1.5 $8.66 /hr 288.0 hr $2,494

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 192.0 hr $20,573

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 192.0 hr $90,442

   Other ST pay

Labor

Item Quantity/UnitItem Description

$195.75

Production rate

$431.73

Subcontract

Total time

Item Cost

Production rate

Work schedule Other OT pay    

Resource Qty/Unit Resource Quantity

   Other ST pay

Total time

$572,366
Subcontract

$220,807

$16.05

$225.39 $36.05

$28,326

$166,260

Material

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Cost

$18,103 $486,989

Production rate

$193.26

West - Ream Hole - 4th Pass 

Resource Unit Cost

Equipment

$507.42

Resource Quantity

$220.87

$249,138

Production rate

$25.11

$190,011

Resource Unit Cost

Other OT pay    

Other fixed time

West - Ream Hole - 3rd Pass

$40,665$254,237

Equipment

$30,084

$26.67

Other fixed time

$217,995

Work schedule

Item Quantity/UnitItem Description

Material

Labor
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E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 192.0 hr $14,213

E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 192.0 hr $2,308

M bs Sacked bentonite 2800lb 233.8 kg/m 2 $0.04 /kg 527491 kg $21,990

E 1219f 1219mm FlyWheel Reamer $81.25 /hr 192.0 hr $15,600

E hdd15 HDD Drill, 150,000lb $196 /hr 192.0 hr $37,699

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 192.0 hr $29,843

S m2 Class II muck disposal 903.7 lcm $45.00 /lcm 903.7 lcm $40,665

No.

014 1128 m 5 days 5 work days

manhours

0

0.000

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M hdpe 34" DR11 HDPE Pipe $803 /m 1128 m $905,220

No.

015 1128 m 15 days 15 work days

manhours

5,940

5.266

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 1 shift/day 7 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

93 joints

3 hr/joint 2 welding setups

80% effic

174.38 hr

15 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 21.625% $102,154

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 5940 mhr $17,820

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 180.0 mhr $11,539

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 8 $58.28 /mhr 1440 mhr $83,924

L pw pipeline welder 2 $182 /mhr 360.0 mhr $65,462

E fm Fusion Machine 2 $108 /hr 360.0 hr $38,850

L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 360.0 mhr $20,981

L c45+ Crane oper. >35t (OG2) 20 $80.69 /mhr 3600 mhr $290,473

E sboomSide boom pipe handler 20 $220 /hr 3600 hr $791,871

E proll Pipe Rollers 20 $12.86 /hr 3600 hr $46,310

No.

016 1128 m 1 day 1 work day

manhours

288

0.255

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

Production based on Tripping time of drill rods

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $7,351

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 288.0 mhr $864

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 24.00 hr $943

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 24.00 hr $956

E 8mm 8-inch mud motor $20.59 /hr 24.00 hr $494

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 96.00 mhr $7,511

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 48.00 mhr $4,760

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,926

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 24.00 mhr $2,028

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,664

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 24.00 hr $2,740

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 24.00 mhr $1,936

L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 48.00 mhr $2,797

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 1.5 $8.66 /hr 36.00 hr $312

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 24.00 hr $2,572

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 24.00 hr $11,305

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 24.00 hr $1,777

$0 $56,955

Other OT pay    

Item Description Total time

Resource Unit Cost

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Description

Other OT pay    

$15.80

Item Quantity/Unit

$1,469,383

Other OT pay    

$0

$0.00

Resource Quantity

Resource Qty/Unit

Other fixed time

Resource Qty/Unit Resource Unit Cost

Other fixed time

Subcontract

$0.00$27.46

Resource Quantity

Item Cost

Production rate Resource Quantity

$30,973

Equipment

Labor

Labor

   Other ST pay

$0.00

Work schedule

$905,220
Item Cost

$509.34

$0

Total timeItem Description

$877,030
Equipment

Item Quantity/Unit

$574,533

Item Quantity/Unit

Furnish Pipe

Other fixed time

$17,820
Subcontract

$1,302.64

Production rate

$802.50

$0.77

$25,117

$0
SubcontractMaterial

Material

   Other ST pay

Work schedule

$472,379

Resource Unit Cost

Production rate

Equipment

Production rate

$0.00$777.51

Work schedule

$23,623

Production rate

Swab Hole - Pullback from West

Item Cost

$905,220

$0.00

$0

Total time

Labor

Material

Pipe Layout and Welding

Production rate

$864

$22.27

   Other ST pay

$50.49

$802.50
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E sms Slurry Mixing System $12.02 /hr 24.00 hr $288

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 24.00 hr $3,730

No.

017 1128 m 875 m/day 0 days 1.3 work days

manhours

967

0.857

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 12 hr/shift 2 shift/day 7 day/week 1 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

864 mm product pipe

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 31.117% $24,550

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 967.2 mhr $2,902

E fbed Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350 $39.31 /hr 31.20 hr $1,226

E mtrk Mechanic's truck, F350 $39.82 /hr 31.20 hr $1,242

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 31.20 mhr $2,517

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 4 $78.24 /mhr 124.8 mhr $9,764

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator 2 $99.17 /mhr 62.40 mhr $6,188

L hddl3 HDD drill Operator $122 /mhr 31.20 mhr $3,804

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 31.20 mhr $2,636

L c45+ Crane oper. >35t (OG2) 20 $80.69 /mhr 624.0 mhr $50,349

L flag Flagman (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 62.40 mhr $3,637

E sboomSide boom pipe handler 20 $220 /hr 624.0 hr $137,258

E hdd10 HDD Drill, 500,000lb $471 /hr 31.20 hr $14,697

E slsp Slurry Separation Plant $74.02 /hr 31.20 hr $2,310

E vac Vacuum Truck $250 /hr 31.20 hr $7,784

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW 2.00 day 24.00 hr/day $107 /hr 48.00 hr $5,143

S sd Slurry disposal 660.7 lcm Slurry Disposal 2 $144 /lcm 1321 lcm $190,687

E p200 Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft he 2.00 day 24.00 hr/day $4.68 /hr 48.00 hr $225

E wtp Water Treatment Plant 2.00 day 24.00 hr/day $102 /hr 48.00 hr $4,887

M tpc Treatment plant chemicals 2.00 day $535 /day 2.00 day $1,070

E lp6 Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W 3 $8.66 /hr 93.60 hr $811

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 31.20 hr $3,562

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 31.20 hr $4,849

No.

018 16 m 3.00   days 3 work days

manhours

240

15.000

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1372 mm casing 16 m

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $1,203

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 240.0 mhr $720

E cc100 Crawler Crane 100ton/200' $323 /hr 30.00 hr $9,695

E hmmr Casing Hammer $264 /hr 30.00 hr $7,919

L c100+ Crane oper. >100t (OG1) $49.48 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,484

L hddl2 HDD Equipment Operator $99.17 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,975

L hddl1 HDD Crew Labor 3 $78.24 /mhr 90.00 mhr $7,042

L hddl5 HDD foreman $84.48 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,534

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079

L mw HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1) $80.69 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,421

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 30.00 hr $3,425

E wd4 Welder 400A, trailer D $10.63 /hr 30.00 hr $319

M c1372 1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 16.00 m -0.25 $3,380 /m -4.00 m -$13,520

E cp16 Compressor, trailer 1600cfm $155 /hr 30.00 hr $4,663

E g725 Generator, skid 250kW $107 /hr 30.00 hr $3,215

$91.71

Labor Equipment

Item Description

$19,738

East Site - Remove Casing - Hammer

Resource Quantity

Work schedule Other OT pay    

Item Cost

$482,098

Other OT pay    

Other fixed time

$103,446

$163.12

Production rate

$1,827.23

$29,236
Material Item Cost

$3.52

Subcontract

Other fixed time

$0

$2,260.87

-$12,800 $36,174

Labor

$427.39

Work schedule

Resource Qty/Unit

Production rate

Material

Pull Product Pipe

Total time

$3,972$183,994
Subcontract

$169.05

$78,895

Production rate

$190,687

$0.00

   Other ST pay

   Other ST pay

Item Quantity/Unit

Production rate

Resource Quantity

Item Description

Equipment

-$800.00

$18,536

$1,233.64

Resource Unit Cost

Resource Unit Cost

Total timeItem Quantity/Unit

Resource Qty/Unit
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No.

019 1 LS 3 days 3 work days

manhours

180

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

2 days remove equipment

2 days backfill and regrade

4 days total

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $735

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 180.0 mhr $540

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 30.00 hr $3,425

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 30.00 hr $3,102

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 30.00 mhr $2,079

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,923

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 60.00 mhr $3,497

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 30.00 mhr $1,748

No.

020 1 LS 2 days 2 work days

manhours

100

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1 days remove equipment

1 days backfill and regrade

2 days total

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

L lp Labor premium 6.488% $414

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 100.0 mhr $300

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 20.00 hr $2,283

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 20.00 hr $2,068

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,386

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 20.00 mhr $1,282

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,331

No.

021 1 LS 5 days 5 work days

manhours

240

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

5 days

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 240.0 mhr $720

S sr Site restoration 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,564

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 80.00 mhr $4,662

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,331

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 40.00 hr $4,136

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 40.00 mhr $2,773

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 40.00 hr $4,566

M xmisc Miscellaneous material 20.00 lot $1,000 /lot 20.00 lot $20,000

$11,327

$12,062

Equipment

   Other ST pay

$6,386

Material Subcontract

$4,351$6,800

Work schedule

Item Cost

Resource QuantityResource Qty/Unit

Subcontract

Production rate

   Other ST pay

Production rate

Work schedule

$5,000

Resource Unit Cost

Other OT pay    

Labor

Other OT pay    

Resource Qty/Unit

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Quantity

Resource Unit Cost

   Other ST pay

$300

Other fixed time

$6,527

Other fixed time

$11,451

$0

Production rate

Item Description

Work schedule

Equipment

East Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

$0

$19,129$540

West Site - Backfill Pit, Re-grade

Production rate

Production rate

Total time

Resource Unit Cost

Total timeItem Description

Material Subcontract Item Cost

Item Description Item Quantity/Unit

Production rate

Labor

Equipment

East Entry Pit - Site Restoration

Item Cost

Other OT pay    

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Quantity

Material

Resource Qty/Unit

$20,720

Other fixed time

$8,702 $49,525$15,103

Total time

Labor
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No.

022 1 LS 11 days 11 work days

manhours

568

Status (Additive)

1.000 Schedule factor (Normal) 8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

1 day set MH base

2 day Set MH

2 Day backfill

1 day remove feed/pull casing

5 days restore site

R/T Code Resource Description Factor Resource Cost

M sts Small tools and supplies $3.00 /mhr 568.0 mhr $1,704

S sr Site restoration 0.25 ha $20,000 /ha 0.25 ha $5,000

L lfm Labor FM $64.11 /mhr 88.00 mhr $5,641

L lab General Labor (SLG1) 2 $58.28 /mhr 176.0 mhr $10,257

L flag Flagman (SLG1) $58.28 /mhr 88.00 mhr $5,129

L lo4+ Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 88.00 mhr $6,100

E l950 Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy $103 /hr 88.00 hr $9,099

L eo3+ Excavator >.5cy (OG3) $69.31 /mhr 88.00 mhr $6,100

E b330 Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy $114 /hr 88.00 hr $10,046

M 24mh 2400mm Maintenance Hole 7.50 m $6,070 /m 7.50 m $45,525

E hc40 Hydraulic Crane 40ton/105' 5.00 day 8.00 hr/day $197 /hr 40.00 hr $7,887

L c45+ Crane oper. >35t (OG2) 5.00 day 8.00 mhr/day $80.69 /mhr 40.00 mhr $3,227

M c4000 2134mm Steel Casing, 25mm 2.00 m -0.15 $11,594 /m -0.30 m -$3,478

M clsm Controlled low-strength 1ksi 38.485 m3 $199 /m3 38.485 m3 $7,655

Work schedule Other OT pay    

$27,032

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

Other fixed time

West Exit - Maintenane Hole/Site Restoration

$5,000

Item Description

Material

$119,892$51,406
Labor

   Other ST pay

Resource Qty/Unit Production rate

Production rate

$36,454
Item Cost

Total time

SubcontractEquipment

Resource Quantity
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Job No. Estimator Rev Computed on

5687.2 TLP 0 11/18/2021

8:31 AM

No.

023 LS

Rental

Value W/O Value W/O Value W/O Amount

4% $308K 14% $17,485K 4% $27K

Freight in/out E/D mhr

M 7.0% $23,447

E F 1 ea 8% $4,000 $27.08 2.9 in directs

E F 1 ea 3% $4,000 $25.10 1.5 in directs

E F 1 ea 2% $2,000 $187 0.0 in directs

E F 3 ea 5% $400 $2.11 1.5 in directs

E P 1 ea 15% $1,000 $15.10 0.2 in directs

E P 1 ea 15% $1,000 $30.25 0.2 in directs

E P 1 ea 15% $1,000 $71.43 0.2 in directs

E P 1 ea 15% $1,000 $81.25 0.3 in directs

E F 1 ea 5% $1,000 $8.09 1.5 in directs

E F 1 ea 1% $7.57 0.1 in directs

E F 1 ea 5% $2,000 $208 0.3 in directs

E R 0.25 mo $6,000 $86.81 0.1 in directs

E R 2 mo $55.56 1.0 in directs

E F 20 ea 5% $10,000 $107 10.8 in directs

E F 1 ea 5% $500 $5.07 1.1 in directs

E F 1 ea 7% $500 $5.68 1.1 in directs

E P 1 ea 10% $500 $10.59 1.1 in directs

E P 1 ea 25% $500 $41.67 0.2 in directs

E F 1 ea 2% $20,000 20 $49.02 1.2 in directs

E R 2 mo $2,000 $2.46 1.5 in directs

E F 1 ea 4% $10,000 $64.10 0.9 in directs

E F 1 ea 2% $20,000 $89.88 1.2 in directs

E F 1 ea 21% $2,000 $2.86 9.9 in directs

E F 1 ea 10% $5,000 $3.57 1.1 in directs

E F 1 ea 2% $400 $3.33 0.4 in directs

E F 1 ea 2% $5,000 $234 0.3 in directs

E R 1 wk $2,000 $108 0.2 in directs

E F 2 ea 1% $500 $1.04 0.1 in directs

E F 4 ea 25% $400 $10.32 14.0 $25,000

E F 1 ea 10% $400 $12.39 3.5 $7,500

E F 1 ea 10% $2,000 $23.50 3.5 $14,229

M F 1 LS 5% $200 $500

No.

024 0.5 mo

10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Factor Resource Cost

L lp $1,367

M sts $3.00 /mhr 320 mhr $960

M 50% of total (balance in Demobilization) $297,800 $148,900

L 20 mhr $67.13 /mhr 20 mhr $1,343

M LS $64,073

Resource Qty/Unit

Erection-see equipment ownership

Small tools and supplies

Hourly Equipment used in Direct Cost Items:  $767,890

$16,667

$5,000

$0

Resource Description Resource Unit Cost Resource Quantity

$534,213.01

Other OT pay     

Item Cost

$389,928

Other Plant:  $500

Vacuum Truck

$60,000

$15,000

General Mobilization

$0.00

Equip. 

mos

Subcontract

640.000

320

    Other ST pay

Welder 400A, trailer D

R/T

$22,711

Material

Unit Purchase cost, Unit 

Book value, or Rental 

Rate per period

$24,200

$134,139

HDD Drill, 500,000lb

Side boom pipe handler

$1,042

$20,679.03

$234,333

Water Treatment Plant

6.488%

Production rate

$21,067

Transfer from cost item 029 Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mob

10-inch Pilot bit

$22,434

$50,000

HDD Drill, 150,000lb

Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft head

Crawler Crane 100ton/200'

Ownership 

Cost/hr

Equipment spread to Directs

Payment via Equipment Mobilization Bid ItemNotes:

$334,950

- Ownership cost/hr is based on actual equipment months

Fleet + Purchase

Item Quantity/Unit

$75,000

$14,500

$70,675

$10,000

on purchases/rentals

$23,947

Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W

614mm FlyWheel Reamer

$10,000

Fleet Equipment- Source Code:  Fleet, Purchase, Mob Purchase, or Rental/lease.

$0

Fusion Machine

1219mm FlyWheel Reamer

Provincial Sales Tax

S
o

u
rc

e

C
o

d
e

$225,869

Slurry Mixing System

Project Cost 

excluding 

freight/erection

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

Purchased Equipment

  on-site at a single-shift utilization rate of 173 hours/month.

$361,861

$450,000

$1,500,000

Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F350

Compressor, trailer 1600cfm

$104,000

Compressor, trailer 185cfm

Pickups/Stn Wgn/Town Trk

Number of Units

or Rental PeriodResource Description

Water truck, 3000gal, F350

Hydraulic Crane 40ton/105'

$934,132

Generator, skid 250kW

8-inch mud motor

$80,000

Casing Hammer

$75,000

921mm FlyWheel Reamer

MaterialEquipment

Slurry Separation Plant

$250,000

Item Quantity/Unit

$767,890 $0

410mm FlyWheel Reamer

$75,000

$0

Unit Freight & Erection 

(carried in Mob/Demob)Project 

Write off

$1,000

$2,750,000

$25,000

manhours

Generator, skid 250kW Backup

Work schedule

Equipment

(36.5% of equip. cost)

$267,107

$468,665.60

$142,286

Labor premium

Freight-see equipment ownership

INDIRECT COST DETAIL

Client

Comox Valley Regional District CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.
Item Description

$17,177K

Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy

Pipe Rollers

Survey equipment

Lazo Hill - HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

$15,000

$26,000

$1,000,000

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost

Project

Equipment purchase estimate totals $308K: Contractor pays 0% in , 50% in 

, and 40% in .

Item Description

$46,729

General Plant:  $46,729

Mechanic's truck, F350

Item CostSubcontractLabor

$10,000

$44,868.38

Labor

$10,340

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES
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L 10 day 10 mhr/day 2 $58.28 /mhr 200 mhr $11,656

L 10 day 10 mhr/day 1 $80.69 /mhr 100 mhr $8,069

E 10 day 10 hr/day $103 /hr 100 hr $10,340

M 2 ea 200 sf/ea $30.00 /sf 400 sf $12,000

M 1 loc 640 sf/loc $10.00 /sf 640 sf $6,400

M 2 loc $1,000 /loc 2 loc $2,000

No.

025 0.5 mo

10 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Factor Resource Cost

L lp $1,280

M sts $3.00 /mhr 300 mhr $900

M 50% of total (balance in Mobilization) $297,800 total $148,900

L 10 day 10 mhr/day 2 $58.28 /mhr 200 mhr $11,656

L 10 day 10 mhr/day 1 $80.69 /mhr 100 mhr $8,069

E 10 day 10 hr/day $103 /hr 100 hr $10,340

M 1 LS 0.5 $18,400 /LS 0.5 LS $9,200

No.

026 3.5 mo

8 hr/shift 1 shift/day 5 day/week 0 hr/shift 0 hr/shift

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M $0.00 /mo 3.5 mo $0

M $1,000 /mo 3.5 mo $3,500

M 5 umo/mo $90.00 /umo 17.5 umo $1,575

M $600 /mo 3.5 mo $2,100

M $400 /mo 3.5 mo $1,400

M $600 /mo 3.5 mo $2,100

M $500 /mo 3.5 mo $1,750

S $1,000 /mo 3.5 mo $3,500

M $200 /mo 3.5 mo $700

M $200 /mo 3.5 mo $700

M $500 /mo 3.5 mo $1,750

No.

027 9.5 mo

Vehicles 5 ea 19 vmo Relocations 0 ea

3.5 mo end mob to begin demob

R/T Class Resource Description R? V? Factor Resource Cost

L  - 40.7% $96,511

L KP Project Manager y 1 ea 0.25 $15,000 /mmo 2.375 mmo $35,625

L EP Field Engineer y 1 ea 3.5 mmo/ea $8,000 /mmo 3.5 mmo $28,000

L EP Safety Manager y 1 ea 0.25 $10,000 /mmo 2.375 mmo $23,750

L KP Gen'l Superintendent y 1 ea $14,000 /mmo 9.5 mmo $133,000

L EP Party Chief y 1 ea 3.5 mmo/ea 0.25 $10,000 /mmo 0.875 mmo $8,750

L NL Instrumentman 1 ea 3.5 mmo/ea 0.25 $9,250 /mmo 0.875 mmo $8,094

No.

028 9.5 mo

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M 101 mmo 4.33 chk/mmo $5.50 /chk 438 chk $2,409

Power costs not in equipment rates

$1,000.00

Other OT pay     

Resource Qty/Unit

300

Resource Unit Cost

Equipment

$380,688.00

Resource Description

Labor premium

Resource Qty/Unit

Freight-see equipment ownership

Drinking water supplies

Office supplies

Fire Protection supplies

Craft shop maintenance

Cell phone/radio fees

Job sanitary system maintenance

Access road maintenance-Sweeper

Water treatment plant supplies

manhours

First Aid supplies

Office copier/computers/fax supplies

Work schedule

Labor

$66,499

$0

'R?' and 'V?' codes denote if relocation expenses (both ways) are paid or a vehicle assigned, respectively - see cost item 028.

Item Description

$0

20

Resource Quantity

weighted average

See the 'Resources' sheet for an explanation of field supervisory class codes, and associated labor burdens.

Item Description

Payroll processing, wage labor

$0.00

Item CostSubcontract

Labor burden for personnel below - see the 'Resources' sheet

Production rate

Field Supervision

Item Cost

Resource Quantity

$6,999.84

Labor

$0

$35,129.44

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Unit Cost

0

Item Description

Equipment

$0

Resource Description

$35,129.44

Item Quantity/Unit

Other OT pay     Work schedule

The duration is from the end of mob to the start of demob.

$4,450.00

Material

$5,450.00

$3,500$15,575

    Other ST pay

$0.00

General Plant Operation/Maintenance

$0 $19,075$0

0.000

Labor

Overhead Maintenance/Service

6.488%

600.000

Demobilization/Punchlist

Item Description

manhours

Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

Item Cost

$0$159,000$21,004
SubcontractMaterialLabor

Resource Description Resource Quantity

Item Quantity/Unit

Equipment

Production rate

Subcontract

Resource Unit Cost

$8,499.84

Material

The duration is from NTP to project completion.

Subcontract

$333,730

Resource Unit Cost

$0.00

The duration is from NTP to project completion.

$0.00 $0.00

2.053

Duration

$333,730

Equipment

Mob/demob paid as scheduled.  Bond paid at NTP.

$19,725

$190,344

Production rate

$318,000.00$20,679.03$42,008.98

Personnel

Resource Qty/Unit

$0.00

man-months

Use 50% of Matl excluding freight

$0.00

    Other ST pay

$80,749

Item Cost

$0

$0.00

$14,250

$0.00

Material

$10,340

Small tools and supplies

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

General Labor (Grp 1)

HD Mech/Welder (Grp 4)

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

General Labor (Grp 1)

HD Mech/Welder (Grp 4)

Project Signs

 Trailer

Shop/Warehouse Container
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M 20 mmo 2 chk/mmo $5.50 /chk 39 chk $215

M 13 test $200 /test 13 test $2,600

M 9.5 m-trip $1,000 /m-trip 9.5 m-trip $9,500

E 19 vmo $750 /vmo 19 vmo $14,250

M 1 mo $2,000 /mo 1 mo $2,000

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M 0.8 yr $2,000 /yr 0.8 yr $1,600

M $250 /mo 9.5 mo $2,375

M 1 LS $2,000 /LS 1 LS $2,000

M 1 LS $2,000 /LS 1 LS $2,000

M 1 LS $10,000 /LS 1 LS $10,000

M 1 ea/mo $2,000 /ea 9.5 ea $19,000

No.

029 LS

R/T Factor Resource Cost

M LS -$64,073

M $8.0 $8.00 /K Bid $8,009 K bid $64,073

M $8.0 M cost 0.8 yr $4.00 /K-yr $6,407 K-yr $25,629

M 19.0 vmo $70.00 /vmo 19 vmo $1,330

M 0.8 yr $17,485 K/yr $12.00 /K $13,988 K $167,856

M 1 LS $50,000 /LS 1 LS $50,000

M 1 LS $10,000 /LS 1 LS $10,000

No.

030 LS

R/T Markup Resource Cost

M 35% $622,824

M 35% $116,805

M 10% $218,671

M 5% $110,513

M 5% $20,480

No.

031 LS

Net 30 days 5.25% 30 days

R/T Resource Cost

M 43 days 100% $10,435

M 38 days 100% $1,854

M 3 years 100% $3,877

M 30 days 100% $7,847

M 6 mo 0% $0

M 10 mo 0% $3,236

No.

032 LS

Audit fees

Drug tests

Automobile/pickup insurance

Item Quantity/Unit

IT/EDP department charge

Submittal preparation support

Supervisory vehicle O&M

Accounting department charge

$27,250

  Project

Allocation

Payroll processing, salary labor

Resource Description

$0

Credit for items specified to be transferred to cost item 024, General Mobilization

Item Description

M unescalated bid

$200,228

$200,228

$1,789,788

$0

$333,730

Item Description

Equipment department charge

Travel expenses

$409,608Subcontract

Item Cost

Contractor Markup

Environmental Consultant

Invoices

Subcontract

$254,815

of cost items 001-028

$0

15.7% of cost

Equipment purchases/tax financing

Direct labor payroll/add-ons

Status (Additive)

based on 4 payroll periods/mo

Equipment

Legal fees

$0

Calculate finance charges on the time elapsed from expenditures to perform the work to revenue received from progress payments.

Item Description Item Quantity/Unit

$2,210,262

Item Description

$331,147

$307,700 + $23,447 tax.

Labor

Contractor Contingency

Temporary Apartments/Hotel

Equipment purchases/tax financing

$1,659,026

$0

First retention release

Resource Quantity

Labor Equipment

Basis of contractor's equipment insurance is $17,177K fleet book value + $308K new purchases.

Unclassified Material

$0

Item Cost

$0 $254,815

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General Mob

$2,186,712

Job photographs/video

Item Quantity/Unit

Resource Qty/UnitResource Description

Home Office Overhead

items:  0.2% of bid.

Excess liability umbrella

Corporate department charge

Pre-construction survey

$0

Xfer to 

Mob?

Personnel recruiting

Subcontract

Production rate Resource Quantity

Design department charge

Subcontract

$0

Equipment Unclassified Material

$0$114,962

Unclassified Material

Material

Equipment

$333,730

Financing Charges

$114,962

cash; 100% securities; net 3.8% rate

Unclassified Material

Item Quantity/Unit

3.2%

$1,089,294

Items which are specified to be paid under General Mobilization are calculated here and flagged 'Y' in the 'Xfer to Mob?' field.

Builder's risk

Performance bond

Incident deductibles

Last retention release

Equipment

0.3%

Retained earningsProgress paymentsCost of capital

Status (Additive)

1.5%

Labor

$1,779,498

1.7%

$1,089,294

cash; 100% securities; net 3.8% rate

Item Cost

1.6%

NotesDescription

Securities ROR

Item Cost

Direct Labor

Labor

9.0%

$27,250

Subcontract

Field Supervision

Y

Post-construction survey

HR department charge

Resource Unit Cost

$0

(36 payments x $9,962/mo - $331,147 x 100% allocation) x 14% average job writeoff.

Resource Quantity

$0

Field supervision payroll/add-ons based on 2 payroll periods/mo

10% reduced to 5% at 50% of earned value

Material purchases/tax

Average

Financing Period

of purchase financed

Contractor equip. insurance
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R/T Factor Resource Cost

M 1 LS 0.02 $5,561,104 /LS 0.02 LS $111,222

M 13 m-sh 4 mhr/m-sh 100% $70.00 /mhr 52 mhr $3,640

M LS 10% $1,000 LS $100

No.

033 LS

N

R/T Escalated Cost

L 2 $122,237

L 1 $22,045

E 1 $144,446

M 1 $119,775

S 1 $27,057

No.

034 LS

N

C/T Resource Cost

T 30.0% $2,402,700

4/20/2021

(semi-annually)

(annually)

Production rate

$99,014

3.3%

Item Description

Labor

Escalation-excluded from estimate

4/20/2021

3.3%

Equipment

MaterialEquipmentStatus (Non-Additive)

General Conditions/Envir.

Resource Unit Cost

$58,930

Subcontract Item Cost

$193,236$60,845

$242,325$71,068

Total Escalation

direct costs and on a yearly basis over the project duration for indirect costs.  The average composite annual escalation rate is 3.3%.

$144,282 $144,446

Item Quantity/Unit

$2,402,700

Direct Labor

(annually)

$2,186,712

3.3% (annually)

Equipment

Item Description

$435,561

Resource Description

$119,775

Resource Qty/Unit

Base Date

Design Definition

Labor

Material (including unclassified)

$8,009,104

$1,779,498 4/20/2021

Amount

of total

$0

Owner Contingency-excluded from estimate

4/20/2021

Type of Contingency Contingency Level

$333,730

$409,608

$3,299,556

Subcontracts

3.3%

4/20/20213.3%

(annually)

$0$2,402,700$0

$27,057

Pro-rata subcontract delay cost

Craft Labor call-out pay

$13,312

Resource Quantity

$13,745

Item Cost

  Compounding Periods

Escalation is applied from the base dates given below to NTP, and from there is calculated to the midpoint of each schedule activity for

Escalation up to March 1, 2023 NTP

Resource Description Escalation Rate/Year

$73,378

Unescalated Cost

Subcontract

Field Supervision

Unclassified Material

$45,268

Item Quantity/Unit

Status (Non-Additive)

Escalation after NTP

Cost of 6 unabsorbed lost weather days from all activities… 
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Job No.  Estimator Rev Computed on

5687.2  TLP 0 11/18/2021

8:31 AM

Basis:

Ind. Rate Exp. Mod  Eff Rate Tax Rate Annual Inc. Cap

10.0% 10.0% 5.900%

5.0% 5.0% 1.450%

1.0% 1.0% 0.800% $7,000

1.5x

2.0x $59.97

2.0% $14.71

Code

Hourly 

Base+Vac

Hourly 

Fringes

Ins & 

Taxes

Misc. 

Gen'l OT

Adjusted

Rate/mhr Total mhrs Total Cost

lfm $51.34 $12.02 $0.75 $64.11 500 $32,053

lab $46.67 $10.93 $0.69 $58.28 1,940 $113,064

flag $46.67 $10.93 $0.69 $58.28 730 $42,568

hddl1 $55.00 $12.87 $0.99 $78.24 3,107 $243,077

hddl2 $71.77 $16.79 $1.24 $99.17 1,578 $156,533

hddl3 $90.00 $21.04 $1.51 $121.93 1,383 $168,649

hddl5 $60.00 $14.04 $1.07 $84.48 829 $70,052

c100+ $39.62 $9.28 $0.58 $49.48 60 $2,969

c45+ $56.96 $13.33 $1.02 $80.69 4,264 $344,049

eo3+ $55.51 $12.99 $0.81 $69.31 978 $67,790

lo4+ $55.51 $12.99 $0.81 $69.31 270 $18,715

mw $56.96 $13.33 $1.02 $80.69 879 $70,940

pw $138.00 $32.25 $2.21 $181.84 360 $65,462

lp 19.5% of labor $342,786

$42.71 $19.16 $10.00 $0.87 $65.84 320 $21,067

$42.66 $19.14 $9.99 $0.87 $65.75 300 $19,725

mhrs

Ind. Rate Exp. Mod  Eff. Rate Rate

1.8% 1.8% 8.0%

5.0% 5.0% 10.0%

5.9% 5.9% 5.0%

2.0%

Class

Total

Burden

KP 43.1%

EP 35.1%

EL 30.1%

NP 37.1%

NL 32.1%

20 $333,730

mmos

KP, EP, EL, NP, NL

$22,045

Non-exempt salaried OT

Total CostTotal mmos

Labor premium

17,499

(excluded from estimate)
$333,73020

KP

Memo:  Estimate Total

General Labor (SLG1)

Overtime

HDD foreman

HDD Equipment Operator

HDD Crew Labor

Loader oper. >3.5cy (OG3)

HD Mech/Welder/Oper (OG1)

$75.00

$75.00

Excavator >.5cy (OG3)

Client

Workers' Compensation

Project

$7,530

Commercial General Liability

Unemployment Tax

Rate

General/Saturday overtime

$17,342

Labor FM

$75.00

$75.00

$75.00

Crane oper. >100t (OG1)

Crane oper. >35t (OG2)

$75.00

Employer Insurance Add-ons Employer Payroll Tax Add-ons

Operating Engineers

Memo:  Estimate Total

CIGA/Terrorism/Other Add-ons

HDD drill Operator

Resource/Group Description

built in rates
Daily

Subsistance/Travel

Comox Valley Regional District 

RESOURCE RATE AND USAGE DETAIL

Misc. General overtime

Flagman (SLG1)

/mhr Base+Vac

/mhr Fringes/Ins/Taxes

Weighted average:

$37,648

$75,295

Local Prevailing Wages

CVRD Sewer System Conveyance Project

DIRECT LABOR

Lazo Hill - HDD Crossing - Reference Design Estimate

Medical Tax

Canadian Payroll Tax

Sunday/Holiday overtime

Laborers

Diver

Overall average

$122,237
unescalated payroll

Applied to classifications

FIELD SUPERVISORY LABOR (see cost item 027)

Total Craft Labor $1,779,498

    Permanent Employee Benefits

KP, EP, NP

NP, NL

Employee medical plan

$4,270

$80.55

unescalated payrollTotal Supervisory Labor

Retirement/Pension plan$13,996

$80.65

$11,861

Demobilization Labor

Supervisory Salaries

(excluded from estimate)

Exempt local hire employee

Exempt permanent employee

Canadian Payroll Taxes

Key permanent employee

Non-exempt local hire employee

Non-exempt permanent employee

7.4% payroll tax rate based on $12,165/mmo weighted base salary.

Supervisory Labor Escalation

Key empl. bonus plan

$237,219

$75.00

Craft Labor Escalation
$2,029,480

Field Supervisory Labor Classification

Employer Insurance Add-ons

Workers' Compensation

Mobilization Labor

pipeline welder

Commercial Gen'l Liability

Employer Payroll Tax Add-ons

McMILLEN JACOBS ASSOCIATES
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2014

9 $0.20 /kWh kWh

Severe $5.00 /gal gal

$5.00 /gal gal

Code

Air Diesel 

Elec Gas HP/CFM HPF

Equipment 

Value

 Parts 

Cost/hr

Elec/Fuel 

Cost/hr

Ownership 

Cost/hr Total Cost/hr Total hrs Total Cost

b330 D 238 65 $361,861 $35.15 $51.94 $27.08 $114.16 1,069 $122,060

slsp E 750 $750,000 $25.00 $0.00 $49.02 $74.02 759 $56,200

L950 D 180 65 $339,696 $39.02 $39.28 $25.10 $103.40 270 $27,917

cc100 D 265 40 $934,132 $54.06 $35.59 $233.53 $323.18 60 $19,391

hc40 D 250 65 $520,881 $35.12 $54.55 $107.50 $197.17 40 $7,887

cp185 D 80 75 $22,711 $3.22 $20.14 $7.57 $30.93 30 $928

cp16 D 500 75 $155,279 $21.45 $125.89 $8.09 $155.43 829 $128,884

g725 D 373.81 65 $50,000 $23.12 $81.57 $2.46 $107.15 846 $90,652

lp6 D 11 85 $13,128 $3.41 $3.14 $2.11 $8.66 1,066 $9,229

p200 D 10 90 $1,477 $0.62 $3.02 $1.04 $4.68 48 $225

wd4 D 48 30 $15,415 $2.46 $4.83 $3.33 $10.63 90 $956

wtp E 15 $250,000 $15.00 $0.00 $86.81 $101.81 48 $4,887

fbed G 137 65 $22,080 $4.34 $29.90 $5.07 $39.31 739 $29,057

mtrk G 137 65 $21,485 $4.24 $29.90 $5.68 $39.82 739 $29,433

hdd10 D 1520 60 $1,500,000 $75.00 $306.17 $89.88 $471.05 759 $357,621

hdd15 D 225 80 $1,000,000 $71.82 $60.43 $64.10 $196.35 624 $122,523

sms D 22 80 $26,084 $2.54 $5.91 $3.57 $12.02 728 $8,751

hmmr A 1600 80 $250,000 $55.64 $208.33 $263.97 60 $15,838

vac D 80 80 $389,928 $40.55 $21.49 $187.47 $249.50 31 $7,784

sboom D 420 35 $450,000 $64.08 $49.35 $106.53 $219.96 4,224 $929,128

proll $50,000 $10.00 $2.86 $12.86 3,600 $46,310

410fw $14,500 $0.00 $15.10 $15.10 144 $2,175

614fw $24,200 $0.00 $30.25 $30.25 120 $3,630

921fw $80,000 $0.00 $71.43 $71.43 168 $12,000

1219f $104,000 $0.00 $81.25 $81.25 192 $15,600

10pb $23,000 $1.00 $41.67 $42.67 60 $2,560

8mm $75,000 $10.00 $10.59 $20.59 708 $14,580

fm E 200 90 $150,000 $25.00 $27.36 $55.56 $107.92 360 $38,850

$46,729

100 $10,340

100 $10,340

638 $14,250

hrs

Crawler Crane 100ton/200'

Compressor, trailer 1600cfm

$54,685

$9,850

$737,937

Memo:   Total including General Plant Mob/O&M

EQUIPMENT (see Cost Item 023 for development of hourly ownership costs)

Basis:  COE Rates, Year            Unit Cost

Casing Hammer

$2,186,712

8-inch mud motor

Equipment Ownership (excludes $767,890 componant spread to Direct Costs)

Mobilization Equipment

1219mm FlyWheel Reamer

Demobilization Equipment

410mm FlyWheel Reamer

Vacuum Truck

$144,446

Fusion Machine

614mm FlyWheel Reamer

Equipment Escalation

HDD Drill, 500,000lb

HDD Drill, 150,000lb

Slurry Mixing System

Pipe Rollers

Mechanic's truck, F350

Generator, skid 250kW

Compressor, trailer 185cfm

Plant Equipment

Gas

49,248

10-inch pilot bit

Flatbed truck w/ 7ton hoist, F3

Water Treatment Plant

921mm FlyWheel Reamer

Side boom pipe handler

147,587

(excluded from estimate)

Overhead Maintenance/Service Equipment

19,250

Light Plant, 6kW, 4/1250W

Pump, trash 200gpm/100ft hea

Wheel Loader Cat 950/3.5cy

Slurry Separation Plant

Excavators/Muckers/TBMs

Resource/Group Description

Loaders

Hydraulic Crane 40ton/105'

Region

Hyd. Exc. 330, 78k/2.1cy

Electricity

10,937

Fuel/Power Factor Diesel

Welder 400A, trailer D

Utility Equipment

Attachments

Lift Units

Total Equipment
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Code

Add Tax

(-/N)?

Unit Cost 

F.O.B Job Total Quantity Total Cost

tax

sts mhr $3.00 17,499 $52,498

aggc m3 $54.97 750 $41,228

bs kg $0.04 1,044,469 $43,542

clsm m3 $198.91 38 $7,655

c1372 m $3,380 12 $41,033

c250 m $317.80 30 $9,534

hdpe m $802.50 1,128 $905,220

mat ea $2,022 17 $33,368

sfnc m $10.53 550 $5,791

c4000 m $11,594 8 $89,277

24mh m $6,070 8 $45,525

tpc day $535.00 2 $1,070

xmisc lot n $1,000 40 $40,000

$23,947

$233,373

$158,100

$15,575

$66,499

$254,815

$1,089,294

$27,250

$114,962

Code Total Quantity Total Cost

cg ha $20,000 1 $10,000

sr ha $20,000 1 $10,000

m2 lcm $45.00 2,357 $106,066

sd lcm $144.30 1,321 $190,687

4dicm LS $20,000 1 $20,000

4DIC m $5,594 8 $44,755

1AB m $820.00 30 $24,600

$3,500

$8,009,104

Ground Treatment

(excluded from estimate)

Plug price based on $2.25/lb

Add-ons

$750.00

Overhead Maintenance/Service Materials

Muck Disposal

General Plant Operation/Maintenance Subcontracts

Sacked bentonite 2800lb

$144.30

Class II muck disposal

Slurry disposal

2400mm Maintenance Hole

Pipe

Concrete/Cement

$51.38

34" DR11 HDPE Pipe

General Plant Operation/Maintenance Materials

1372mm Steel Casing, 25mm 

250mm casing

Provincial Sales Tax

Resource/Group Description Unit Cost/Measure  Notes

$3.00

silt fence

Small tools and supplies

Hanson - Sunol 

Wyo-Bentonite 

plug

Controlled low-strength 1ksi

$23,447…and Equipment Purchases/Rentals

Treatment plant chemicals

MATERIALS

Sitework

Contractor Markup

Bonds, Insurance, and Taxes not in General M

$45.00

SUBCONTRACTS

Resource/Group Description

$20,000.00

(excluded from estimate)

$185.90

250mm cased auger bore

Clearing and grubbing

Total Material

$0.04

Coarse aggregate

$80,025Memo:  Tax on Material7.000%

$10,836

$3,159

$1,890

$1,000

$5,673

$500.00

Wood Crane Mats

2134mm Steel Casing, 25mm 

$9.84

Site restoration

$20,000.00

Unit Cost/Measure  

$119,775
$3,299,556

(unclassified)

Miscellaneous material

Financing Charges

(unclassified)

(unclassified)

Demobilization Freight and Materials

Mobilization Freight and Materials

$100 US/ft diam. Exclusive of casing

$33/tn dump fee, 8 hr trucking

Contractor Contingency

plug

Notes

$27,057

$820.00

$5,594.37

Drilled Cosing mobilization

4 meter Drilled Casing

(unclassified)

Equipment Ownership not in Direct Cost Materials and Taxes

Material Escalation

$409,608

$20,000.00

Unescalated Construction Bid

(5.6% of raw direct labor rate)

Plug price based on $1/lb US

Subcontract Escalation
Total Subcontract

$297.01
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Exclude?

/mo

/mo

/mo

/mo

Calendar 

Year

Total

Project

10 8

10 4

20 12

GP operation/maintenance

Overhead/Profit

Average Cost/month

- 

$1,900,800 23.7%

Unescalated Construction Bid
Owner Allowances

001 - 023, 026 - 

$5,561,104

Labor

Total

but exclude contractor contingency

Field supervision

Holiday

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT NON-WORKDAYS

   3        3        2         0         1         0         1         0         1         1         4        4 

$64,286

$2,448,000

$1,313,882

- 

- 

SubcontractMaterial

- 

$3,500

Escalation-excluded from estimate

$406,108

- 

70.6%

Monthly costs include adjustments totalling 3.5% for:

33.6%

100.0%

UNESCALATED TIME-RELATED INDIRECT COST BREAKDOWN

$5,650,854

$8,009,104

8.1%

141.7%

027 - 032

5.7%

% Total Estimate

024 - 025

Total

$499,353

Total

Cost Type

Inclement Weather Day

Type of non-workday

Lineal/Other Plant Equipment CFC

   2        2        2         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         2        2 

  -  financing charges

Jan        Feb        Mar        Apr        May        Jun         Jul         Aug       Sep        Oct        Nov       Dec

$8,799
/mo (including markup)

34%

- 

Equipment

- 

$3,299,556

$1,486,322

Cost Type Total

- 

$36,367

Weekend maintenance

$1,736,060

Indirect* Cost $377,168

Directs, Equipment, and Plant

Mobilization/Demobilization

Unescalated Construction Bid

32%Relative Direct* + Indirect* Costs

$457,451

% Direct, Equipment 

and Plant Cost

$8,009,104

100% on $6,522,7826%

SUMMARY BY COST TYPE

Cost Type

$409,608

Applicable Cost Items

28%

- 
$2,186,712

- - - 

- 

SUMMARY BY RESOURCE TYPE

$2,113,228

$2,105,054

   1        1        0         0         1         0         1         0         1         1         2        2 

$5,642

/mo (excluding markup)

$2

$50,810
OH maintenance/service

Direct* Cost

  -  bonds, insurance, and taxes

- 

Indirect Cost (unclassified)

Owner Allowances

$81,658
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1 BACKGROUND  

The Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD, client) has commissioned upgrades to the regional wastewater facilities, as part 
of the CVRD Liquid Waste Management Plan.  Several routes were considered for piping wastewater from the Courtenay 
Pump Station on Comox Road to the Treatment Plant on Brent Road, Comox.  However, due to a topographic high, a 
horizontally directional drilled solution through Lazo Hill is preferred. 

GW Solutions Inc. (GWS) has presented a work plan for monitoring groundwater quantity and quality prior to, during, and 
after construction of the proposed liquid waste pipe (HDD Line). This work has been presented in reports in July 2021, and 
September 2021. 

As a supplement of the monitoring program design, the current report summarizes the steps we took to estimate a safe 
setback distance from the HDD line to nearby private water wells (used for domestic water supply) to help inform the 
alignment of the tunneled pipeline. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

The study area covers an area of approximately 1.9 km² and contains 88 reported private water wells. The safe setback 
distance was estimated based on the groundwater travel times from the HDD line to the private wells in the main sand aquifer 
(Aquifer #408).  Travel time was estimated based on the aquifer properties (hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, and storage 
coefficient) estimated with a pumping test conducted nearby in Aquifer #408.   

The methods used to estimate the three aquifer properties (hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, and storage coefficient) 
needed to calculate average linear velocity and travel time were based on geologic and hydrogeologic information determined 
from previous investigations. 

The risks of impact to wells are dependent on two factors: 

1. The distance of the wells to the HDD line, in particular whether pumping from a well may pull water from the aquifer at 
the right of HDD line. Calculating the radius of influence of a well provides information on the estimated safe distance a 
well should be from the HDD line. 
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2. The time it takes for groundwater to travel to a well.  Breakdown, natural filtration and treatment processes of 
pathogens and potential contaminants originating from a potential leak of the HDD line are functions of the medium 
and the groundwater regime.  The longer the travel time, the less the chance of having a risk of negative impact on the 
water quality of the pumped water.  Therefore, travel times were estimated. 

It is our understanding that the CVRD tries to enhance the design of the alignment to meet the applicable regulations in 
addition to implementing the preventive measures in place. According to Section 8 of the Health Hazard Regulation: 

“A person who installs a well, or who controls a well installed on or after July 20, 1917, must ensure that the well is located at 
least 

(a) 30 m from any probable source of contamination, 

(b) 6 m from any private dwelling, and 

(c) unless contamination of the well would be impossible because of the physical conformation, 120 m from any 
cemetery or dumping ground.” 

The present report summarizes the safe distances to secure the water quality in the nearby water wells, based on the aquifer 
characteristics, typical domestic pumping rates, well radius of influence, groundwater travel times and relative distance from 
the HDD line. 

In the absence of pumping test results from the wells in the project area, the aquifer characteristics (hydraulic conductivity, 
transmissivity, and storage coefficient) were estimated based on a former pump test at a different location within Aquifer 
#408. In addition, generic assigned aquifer characteristics from the literature for fine-grained sand formations and previously 
published reports for Aquifer #408 were used for confirmation of the estimated values. 
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2.1 Travel Times 

The equation used to obtain average linear velocity of groundwater moving through a porous media (Lohman, 1972, p. 10) is: 

𝑣 =  −
𝐾

𝑛
 × 

𝑑ℎ

𝐿
 

Equation 1 

Where: 

• 𝑣 is the average linear velocity of groundwater (m/s);  

• 𝐾 is the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer (m/s);  

• 𝑛 is the effective porosity (%); and,  

• 
𝑑ℎ

𝐿
 is the horizontal hydraulic gradient (m/m).  

• The negative sign indicates that the direction of movement is downgradient. Travel time along any given segment of a 
flow line is obtained from: 

𝑡𝑣 =  
𝐿

𝑣
  

Equation 2 

 

Where: 

• 𝑡𝑣 is the travel time; and,  

• 𝐿 is the length of the flow-line segment (m) 

The parameters used in the equation are shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Schematic View of The Parameters in Travel Time Calculations 
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2.2 Flow in the Unsaturated Zone 

2.2.1 Process  
As shown in Figure 2, Aquifer #408 is unconfined and is directly connected to an unsaturated (vadose) zone above the water 
table. The alignment is reportedly designed to be installed within the unsaturated zone (compact dry sand), on average 10 m 
above the water table. As such, any potential leakage from the sewage line would percolate through the unsaturated zone 
before reaching the water table and mixing with the groundwater in the saturated zone (the aquifer). 

 

Figure 2. Schematic View of the Vadose Zone Processes 
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In the vadose zone, gravity-driven downward seepage of water is induced by precipitation or recharge events. Therefore, 
water flow is anticipated to be higher in the wet season and lower in the dry season. Following a precipitation event, water 
percolates into the soil and increases the soil moisture. The increased soil moisture results in higher number of saturated 
pores, inducing the water flow through the porous medium.  

2.2.2 Hydrus 1-D Model  
We modelled the movement of water within the vadose zone using the HYDRUS-1D Software. HYDRUS-1D is an open 
source software package for simulating water, heat, and solute movement in one-dimensional variably-saturated media. The 
software has been verified against a large number of test cases. To estimate the water travel time from the HD alignment 
depth to the water table, the results of water flux in the top and bottom sections of the vadose zone were used. 

The HYDRUS program numerically solves the Richards equation for variably saturated water flow and advection-dispersion 
type equations for heat and solute transport. The program may be used to analyze water and solute movement in 
unsaturated, partially saturated, or fully saturated porous media. Flow and transport can occur in the vertical, horizontal, or a 
generally inclined direction. The water flow part of the model can deal with prescribed head and flux boundaries, boundaries 
controlled by atmospheric conditions, as well as free drainage boundary conditions. The governing flow and transport 
equations are solved numerically using Galerkin-type linear finite element schemes. HYDRUS also includes a Marquardt-
Levenberg type parameter optimization algorithm for inverse estimation of soil hydraulic and/or solute transport and reaction 
parameters from measured transient or steady-state flow and/or transport conditions. 

A modified van Genuchten model was used to solve the hydraulic equations. The inputs were soil material (fine sand) 
characteristics and monthly precipitation statistics for Comox from January 2020 to January 2021.  Constant pressure head 
boundary conditions were set for both upper (negative pressure head) and lower (atmospheric pressure) model domain 
boundaries. The model was solved for a 10 m long column of unsaturated sand to mimic the average distance between the 
sewer line and the free water surface of the saturated zone of the aquifer.  
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2.3 Aquifer Characteristics – Saturated Zone 

An aquifer is characterized by its transmissivity (T) and storativity (S). These parameters are the determining factors in 
groundwater flow. The transmissivity represents the ability of the aquifer to transmit water (related to pore diameter, 
connection, etc.). The transmissivity also represents the rate at which groundwater can flow through an aquifer section of unit 
width. The transmissivity is related to the hydraulic conductivity (K) according to the following relationship: 

T = K x b 

• b being the aquifer thickness in a confined aquifer.  

• The transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity were estimated from a 24-hour pumping test within aquifer #408, using 
the USGS Cooper-Jacob analysis spreadsheet.  

• The average distance between the top of Quadra sand formation and the top of the underlying low-permeability 
formation was chosen as the aquifer thickness, b. 

• The storativity is the value calculated based on the results of the former pumping test completed in Aquifer #408. 

2.4 Groundwater Flow Direction and Well Capture Zones – Saturated Flow 

Within the saturated portion of the aquifer, groundwater travels in a predominantly horizontal direction from a higher hydraulic 
head towards a lower head. Laminar (non-turbulent) groundwater flow in the vertical direction is usually approximated to be 
ten times slower than in the horizontal direction. This is due to a lower hydraulic conductivity in the vertical direction caused 
by the natural flattening of geologic materials in that direction. 

We modelled the regional and local groundwater flow directions and well capture zones. The open-source WhAEM software 
was used for this purpose. WhAEM is an analytical element model, which solves steady state groundwater flow in a single 
aquifer, based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation. It has been produced by Haitjema Software, a subdivision of 
Haitjema Consulting, Inc. under contract with the USEPA. The program consists of a Visual Basic (VB6) Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) and an analytical element code written in Fortran to provide the groundwater flow solutions.  
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The model inputs includes the aquifer characteristics (see section 3.1), upper and lower boundary conditions, and typical 
domestic well pumping rates.  

At the watershed scale, the water elevation in Brooklyn Creek was used as the upper boundary condition and the water level 
in the Lazo Marshlands east of the subject areas was used as the lower regional boundary condition. Both of these boundary 
conditions were refined in the vicinity of the subject areas to calibrate the model with the foregoing water levels in the 
observation wells.  

At the local scale, model boundaries were calibrated and modified using the groundwater elevations measured in four deep 
wells in the area in April and May 2021. These wells and the head difference between the measured and modelled values are 
listed in Table 1. As shown, the difference between the observed and modelled groundwater heads is between 3 to 19 cm, 
which is an acceptable (up to 1.8%) variance. 

Table 1. Flow Model Calibration 

Label Obs. Head (m) Model Head (m) Head Diff. (m) Percent Difference 

74271 10.69 10.50 0.19 1.8% 

Well 13 11.40 11.34 0.05 0.5% 

Well 12 9.06 9.10 0.04 0.5% 

67556 12.50 12.53 0.03 0.3% 
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3 RESULTS  

3.1 Fluid Movement in the Unsaturated Zone  

The unsaturated zone model was solved for a 1-year duration, with time steps as listed in Table 2. The model start time is 
January 31, and it continues to simulate the water flow for one year (January 31 next year). As such, the quarterly time steps 
correspond to the end of April, July, October, and January of the next year.  

As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, both soil water content and the fluid movement (flux) within the vadose zone are highly 
dependent on precipitation.  

In Figure 3, at the depth of 10 m the water content reaches 0.45 which is equal to the maximum porosity of the soil at the top 
of the aquifer.  

It is observed that in the wet seasons and/or following a large precipitation event, water content and fluxes increase 
substantially.  

We ran the model for a range of possible characteristics of fine-grained sand (i.e. soil porosity (n) and hydraulic conductivity 
(K)). The results from different model runs are shown in Figure 5 and summarized in Table 3. As seen, for different sand 
characteristics, the simulation results are consistent, with minimum, maximum, and average travel times of 36, 330, and 70 
days in the unsaturated zone, respectively.  

 

Table 2. Time Steps of Unsaturated Model 

Time Step Days After 
Model Start 

Month (end of)  

T1 90 April 

T2 180 July 

T3 270 October 

T4 360 January 
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Figure 3. Water Content vs. Depth 
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Figure 4. Fluxes in the Vadose Zone – Daily Precipitation 
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Figure 5. Flux Variations in Different Model Runs 
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Table 3. Water Fluxes and Travel Time within the Vadose Zone 

K (m/day) n [-] 
Max Flux 
(m/day) 

 Min Travel 
Time (Days) 

Min Flux 
(m/day) 

 Max Travel 
Time (Days) 

Average Flux 
(m/day) 

Average Travel 
Time (Days) 

2 0.25 

0.27 36 0.03 330 0.15 70 
2 0.3 

3 0.25 

5 0.4 

 

3.2 Aquifer Characteristics 

The Cooper-Jacob analysis was used to estimate the hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity of the aquifer. A pump test 
conducted on a well in Williams Beach in April 2020 was used for this purpose. This well was completed in Aquifer #408 and 
its distance from the shoreline is similar to the current project location. The results were compared to other published reports 
on the hydraulic conductivity of Aquifer #408, and other literature to confirm the estimated value. Figure 6 shows the log-log 
drawdown vs. time plot of the Cooper-Jacob analysis. Based on these, the hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity of the 
aquifer will have the ranges summarized below: 

Aquifer Thickness b =  ~40 m 

Hydraulic conductivity K = 2.5 to 5 m/day 

Transmissivity T = 100 to 207 m²/day 

Storativity S =  7.2E-03 (-)  
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Figure 6. Cooper-Jacob Fitting Curve  
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3.3 Drawdown Curve and Radius of Influence (ROI) 

Based on the estimated values of the hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity and storage coefficient, the average ROIs for 
different pumping rate and duration scenarios were estimated. In the absence of reported pumping rates for the wells in the 
area, we assumed the average of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 USgpm and the average pumping durations of 1, 2, 3, and 5 hours per day, 
which cover a typical range of pumping rates and durations for domestic water wells.  

The results are compared in Table 4 and shown in Figure 7. A drawdown of >1 cm was chosen as the criteria for defining the 
ROI and thus drawdowns of <1 cm are deemed outside of the ROI.  The 1 cm line is thus marked on the chart in Figure 7. 

As shown in Table 4, in the most extreme scenario, the drawdown at the constant pumping rate of 3 USgpm, for the 5 hours 
pumping duration was estimated at approximately 0.9 cm at a distance of 60 m. Therefore, 60 m was estimated to be the 
approximate ROI for this pumping rate and duration. However, this pumping rate and duration is considered conservative and 
is presented in this report only for comparison. 

Actual pumping duration in domestic single family household wells typically does not exceed 1 USgpm for 3 to 5 hours per 
day. Thus, the pumping rate at 1 USgpm for 5 hours daily was considered the most representative and still a conservative 
scenario. The drawdown of less than 1 cm at this pumping rate and duration was estimated to be reached at a distance of 
approximately 15 m from the well. Due to the inherent uncertainty associated with this calculation, we recommend a 25% 
safety factor leading to a ROI of 20 m. This setback radius is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows a cross-section through the 
study area with well depths, water table elevation, and the proposed HDD line’s depth.  

The cross section shows that the shallow domestic wells (less than 10 m depth) in the vicinity of the HDD line are not likely to 
be affected by a potential leakage (wells No. 16377, 12439, 12001, 12343, Well 15), as the bottom of these wells is located 8 
to 25 m above the HDD line. The only exception is Well 12315, with a bottom elevation located approximately 2 m above the 
HDD line. However, this well is located at a horizontal distance of approximately 60 m up-gradient from the HDD line and thus  
it is highly unlikely for this well to be affected by a potential leakage from the HDD line. 

The radius of influence estimated by this analytical model assumes a zero natural groundwater velocity in the domain. This 
model does not consider the movement of groundwater and therefore, estimates an ROI that is conservative in that the actual 
ROI will be less. While the results of this model are acceptable for a general setback from the wells, a more realistic model for 
groundwater flow should include the groundwater flow velocity to estimate a well capture zone around and towards a well. 
This becomes more important when the pumping rates are low and groundwater movement has a significant effect on the 
water movement near the well bore. In reality, groundwater velocity plays an important role in the fate and transport 
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phenomena. As such, we created a numerical model which takes the local groundwater velocity and direction into 
consideration and gives a more realistic result to estimate the groundwater travel time towards the wells.  

 

Table 4. Drawdowns at Different Flow Rates, Pumping Durations, and Distances 

Flow (USgpm) Transmissivity (m2/s) Storage (-) Pumping Duration (hours) Drawdown (cm) Distance (m) 

0.5 

2.40E-03 7.2E-03 

1 0.8 1 

0.5 2 0.9 1 

0.5 3 0.9 1 

0.5 5 0.7 5 

1 1 0.8 8 

1 2 0.9 8 

1 3 0.9 10 

1 5 0.9 15 

2 1 0.9 18 

2 2 0.9 25 

2 3 0.9 30 

2 5 0.7 50 

3 1 0.8 30 

3 2 0.6 50 

3 3 0.8 50 

3 5 0.9 60 
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Figure 7. Average Estimated ROI Diagram for Different Pumping Rates and Durations  
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Figure 8. Horizontal Distances from HDD Line 
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Figure 9. Cross-Section view of the proposed HDD line and nearby wells 
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3.4 Groundwater Flow Direction and Well Capture Zones 

3.4.1 Regional Groundwater Flow Direction   
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the water level at the upper and lower boundaries determines the groundwater flow direction 
and velocity. In the current case, Brooklyn Creek represents the upper boundary and the marshlands east of the subject 
areas as well as the coastline to the south were used to define the lower boundary conditions. As expected, the modelled 
regional groundwater flow direction is from northwest towards south and southeast (towards the ocean), as shown in Figure 
10.  

3.4.2 Local Groundwater Flow Direction 
Due to the heterogeneity of the porous medium, anisotropies in different flow directions (horizontal and vertical), local 
geological and hydrogeological variations, the groundwater flow direction in a local scale may partially deviate from the 
regional pattern. The outcome of this direction change can be seen in groundwater fluctuations in the water levels in wells. As 
such, water levels in four wells in the area were used for the refinement of the local groundwater flow direction (see Table 1). 
The results of this refinement of boundary conditions and local groundwater flow directions are shown in Figure 11. Note that 
in this model, the different arrow sizes indicate the magnitude of velocity at each location. As seen, while the general flow 
direction is still following the regional pattern from northwest to south and southeast, the effect of local groundwater recharge 
locally modifies the groundwater movement.  

We conclude that based on the general groundwater flow direction, the wells located upgradient (north) of the HDD alignment 
are very unlikely to be affected by a potential leakage from the alignment. 
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Figure 10. Regional Groundwater Flow Direction 
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Figure 11. An Example of Modelling Results for The Local Groundwater Flow Direction 
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4 WELL CAPTURE ZONE AND TOTAL TRAVEL TIME 

4.1 Radial Travel Time 

Based on the  well pumping rates as well as our estimations of the groundwater flow direction and velocity, we modelled the 
well capture zones to estimate the ROI of the wells, and the groundwater travel times from the HDD alignment to the wells. As 
mentioned before, the typical well pumping rate and durations used for domestic wells was 1 USgpm for 5 hours of daily 
pumping (Section 3.3).   

We ran the model with different typical characteristics of a compacted sand aquifer  (porosity, hydraulic conductivity) to 
compare the possible scenarios of groundwater velocity and travel times. The flow direction dictates the route and the 
distance that potential contamination would follow prior to reaching a well. Groundwater velocity determines how long it takes 
for the potential contamination to reach the well along that route. Table 5 summarizes the ranges and the average of flow 
velocity and travel times. For each hydraulic conductivity range and soil porosity range, the shortest, the longest and the 
average travel time for three different distances is estimated and presented. In each case, the values of travel time from Table 
5, added to the travel time in the unsaturated zone (Table 3), is the estimate of the total travel time from the alignment to a 
well. Figure 12 schematically shows this approximation. Figure 13 shows the well capture zones and average travel time 
ranges within the saturated aquifer.  

 

Table 5. Flow Velocity and Travel Times in the Saturated Zone 

K (m/day) n  
[-] 

Distance  
(m) 

Max V  
(cm/day) 

Min V  
(cm/day) 

Min Travel 
Time (days) 

Max Travel 
Time (days) 

Average Travel 
Time (days) 

 
2.5 to 5 

 
0.2 to 0.45 

20  
13 to 26 

 
2 to 4 

80 to 150  420 to 850 250 to 500 

30 115 to 230 640 to 1270 380 to 750 

45 170 to 340 1000 to 1905 620 to 1100 
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Figure 12. Schematic View of Fluid Movement and Travel Time within Different Zones (unsaturated and saturated) of the Aquifer 
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Figure 13. Radius of Influence and Total Travel Time (Saturated and Unsaturated)  
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4.2 Vertical Travel Times  

The mode of deposition and vertical compression of aquifer materials generally results in an anisotropy in its permeability 
such that the vertical flow velocity is significantly less than the horizontal flow velocity.  The vertical-to-horizontal hydraulic 
conductivity anisotropy ratio is given by Kz/Kr where Kz is the vertical hydraulic conductivity and Kr is the radial (horizontal) 
hydraulic conductivity.  According to literature1, values of Kz/Kr typically range between 0.1 and 0.5 for unconsolidated 
material, with lower values for fine-grained material.  

In the current case, given the composition (fine-grained quadra sand) of the aquifer, an anisotropy ratio of 0.1 is chosen. As 
such, the estimated hydraulic conductivity in the vertical direction (Kz) will be the horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity (Kr) 
divided by 10. With this low an anisotropy ratio, the Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation, which neglects vertical flow, can be 
used.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 E.g. Todd, D.K., 1980. Groundwater Hydrology, 2nd ed., John Wiley & Sons, New York, 535p. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS  

Based on the completed work, we draw the following conclusions: 

• The groundwater flow and travel times to residential wells completed in Aquifer #408 have been estimated.  Aquifer 
#408 is below the proposed HDD line separated by an unsatured zone. Several domestic wells are present within the 
study area. The aquifer characteristics were estimated as follows: 

Hydraulic conductivity K = 2.5 to 5 m/day 

Transmissivity T = 100 to 207 m²/day 

Storativity S =  7.2 E-03 (-)  

 

• The radius of Influence (ROI) of the residential wells were calculated for pumping rates between 0.5 and 3 USgpm and 
pumping durations between 1 and 5 hours.  The most representative and still conservative scenario is pumping at a 
rate of 1 USgpm for a maximum duration of 5 hours daily.  With this scenario, the estimated horizontal ROI is 20 m 
which includes 25% of safety factor. 

• The travel time within the unsaturated zone of Aquifer #408 was modelled by Hydrus 1D and estimated to be 70 days, 
on average. This process is mainly driven by recharge rom precipitation events.  Local and recent data (Comox total 
daily precipitation for 2021) was used for the simulations. 

• Well capture zones and travel times within the saturated zone of Aquifer 408 were modelled using WhAEM. Due to the 
difference in hydraulic gradient and groundwater velocity at different locations, the well capture zones vary by location. 
In the area closest to the HDD alignment, the travel time was estimated to be between 250 and 500 days for the 
modelled well capture zones. 

• The total estimated travel time is the sum of travel times in both the unsaturated and saturated zones. For the wells 
nearest to the HDD alignment this time was estimated between 320 and 570 days. These estimates corresponds to a 
distance of 20 meters from HDD. 
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• The majority of the wells are at greater distances from the proposed alignment than the estimated ROI (20 m).  The 
only wells reported to be within or adjacent to this distance are two shallow wells; Well12481, and Well 16377, which 
are highly unlikely to be affected by a potential contaminant migration from the sewer line, as their bottom depths are 
located above the proposed HDD line; therefore, it is highly unlikely for potential contaminants to migrate to these 
wells.  

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

We make the following recommendations:  

• A “sentinel” monitoring program should be designed to accompany the HDD line leak detection program to identify as 
quickly as possible a potential leak from the HDD line.  The program should provide early warnings so that remediation 
measures could be implemented in time to prevent any negative impact to the water quality of nearby wells. 

• Residents should be informed that domestic water wells should be located at distance greater than 20 m from the HDD 
line to reduce the risk of impact resulting from a potential leak from the HDD line.  
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Study Limitations 

This document was prepared for the exclusive use of the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD).  The inferences concerning 
the data, site and receiving environment conditions contained in this document are based on information obtained during 
investigations conducted at the site by GW Solutions and others and are based solely on the condition of the site at the time 
of the site studies.  Soil, surface water and groundwater conditions may vary with location, depth, time, sampling 
methodology, analytical techniques, and other factors.  

In evaluating the subject study area and water quality data, GW Solutions has relied in good faith on information provided.  
The factual data, interpretations and recommendations pertain to a specific project as described in this document, based on 
the information obtained during the assessment by GW Solutions on the dates cited in the document, and are not applicable 
to any other project or site location.  GW Solutions accepts no responsibility for any deficiency or inaccuracy contained in this 
document as a result of reliance on the aforementioned information.  

The findings and conclusions documented in this document have been prepared for the specific application to this project, 
and have been developed in a manner consistent with that level of care normally exercised by hydrogeologists currently 
practicing under similar conditions in the jurisdiction.   

GW Solutions makes no other warranty, expressed or implied and assumes no liability with respect to the use of the 
information contained in this document at the subject site, or any other site, for other than its intended purpose.  Any use 
which a third party makes of this document, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility of 
such third parties.  GW Solutions accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of 
decisions made or action based on this document.  All third parties relying on this document do so at their own risk.  
Electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration, and incompatibility and therefore no party can rely 
upon the electronic media versions of GW Solutions’ document or other work product.  GW Solutions is not responsible for 
any unauthorized use or modifications of this document.  

GW Solutions makes no other representation whatsoever, including those concerning the legal significance of its findings, or 
as to other legal matters touched on in this document, including, but not limited to, ownership of any property, or the 
application of any law to the facts set forth herein.  

If new information is discovered during future work, including excavations, sampling, soil boring, predictive geochemistry or 
other investigations, GW Solutions should be requested to re-evaluate the conclusions of this document and to provide 
amendments, as required, prior to any reliance upon the information presented herein. The validity of this document is 
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affected by any change of site conditions, purpose, development plans or significant delay from the date of this document in 
initiating or completing the project.  

The produced graphs, images, and maps have been generated to visualize results and assist in presenting information in a 
spatial and temporal context.  The conclusions and recommendations presented in this document are based on the review of 
information available at the time the work was completed, and within the time and budget limitations of the scope of work. 

The CVRD may rely on the information contained in this memorandum subject to the above limitations. 
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7 CLOSURE 

Conclusions and recommendations presented herein are based on available information at the time of the study. The work 
has been carried out in accordance with generally accepted engineering practice. No other warranty is made, either 
expressed or implied. Engineering judgement has been applied in producing this letter-report.  

 

This letter report was prepared by personnel with professional experience in the fields covered. Reference should be made to 
the General Conditions and Limitations attached in Appendix 1. 

 

GW Solutions was pleased to produce this document. If you have any questions, please contact us.  

 

Yours truly, 

 
GW Solutions Inc. 
 
    

Prepared by: 
 

 

Ardy Mansourpour, MSc. EP 

MSc. in Hydrogeology 

  

Antonio Barroso, MSc., P.Eng. 

Project Hydrogeologist 

 

Reviewed by:  
 

 

 

Gilles Wendling, Ph.D., P.Eng. 

Senior Hydrogeologist 

  

 

David Bethune, Ph.D, P.Geo. 

Senior Hydrogeologist 
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This report incorporates and is subject to these “General Conditions 
and Limitations”. 

 

1.0 USE OF REPORT 
This report pertains to a specific area, a specific site, a specific 
development, and a specific scope of work. It is not applicable to any 
other sites, nor should it be relied upon for types of development 
other than those to which it refers. Any variation from the site or 
proposed development would necessitate a supplementary 
investigation and assessment.  This report and the assessments and 
recommendations contained in it are intended for the sole use of GW 
SOLUTIONS’s client. GW SOLUTIONS does not accept any 
responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis or the 
recommendations contained or referenced in the report when the 
report is used or relied upon by any party other than GW 
SOLUTIONS’s client unless otherwise authorized in writing by GW 
SOLUTIONS. Any unauthorized use of the report is at the sole risk of 
the user.  This report is subject to copyright and shall not be 
reproduced either wholly or in part without the prior, written 
permission of GW SOLUTIONS. Additional copies of the report, if 
required, may be obtained upon request. 

2.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT 
This report is based solely on the conditions which existed within the 
study area or on site at the time of GW SOLUTIONS’s investigation.  
The client, and any other parties using this report with the express 
written consent of the client and GW SOLUTIONS, acknowledge that 
conditions affecting the environmental assessment of the site can 
vary with time and that the conclusions and recommendations set out 
in this report are time sensitive.  The client, and any other party using 
this report with the express written consent of the client and GW 
SOLUTIONS, also acknowledge that the conclusions and 
recommendations set out in this report are based on limited 
observations and testing on the area or subject site and that 
conditions may vary across the site which, in turn, could affect the 
conclusions and recommendations made.  The client acknowledges 
that GW SOLUTIONS is neither qualified to, nor is it making, any 
recommendations with respect to the purchase, sale, investment or 

development of the property, the decisions on which are the sole 
responsibility of the client. 

2.1 INFORMATION PROVIDED TO GW SOLUTIONS BY OTHERS 
During the performance of the work and the preparation of this 
report, GW SOLUTIONS may have relied on information provided by 
persons other than the client.  While GW SOLUTIONS endeavours to 
verify the accuracy of such information when instructed to do so by 
the client, GW SOLUTIONS accepts no responsibility for the 
accuracy or the reliability of such information which may affect the 
report. 

3.0 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
The client recognizes that property containing contaminants and 
hazardous wastes creates a high risk of claims brought by third 
parties arising out of the presence of those materials.  In 
consideration of these risks, and in consideration of GW 
SOLUTIONS providing the services requested, the client agrees that 
GW SOLUTIONS’s liability to the client, with respect to any issues 
relating to contaminants or other hazardous wastes located on the 
subject site shall be limited as follows: 

(1) With respect to any claims brought against GW SOLUTIONS by 
the client arising out of the provision or failure to provide services 
hereunder shall be limited to the amount of fees paid by the client to 
GW SOLUTIONS under this Agreement, whether the action is based 
on breach of contract or tort; 

(2) With respect to claims brought by third parties arising out of the 
presence of contaminants or hazardous wastes on the subject site, 
the client agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless GW 
SOLUTIONS from and against any and all claim or claims, action or 
actions, demands, damages, penalties, fines, losses, costs and 
expenses of every nature and kind whatsoever, including solicitor-
client costs, arising or alleged to arise either in whole or part out of 
services provided by GW SOLUTIONS, whether the claim be brought 
against GW SOLUTIONS for breach of contract or tort. 

4.0 JOB SITE SAFETY 
GW SOLUTIONS is only responsible for the activities of its 
employees on the job site and is not responsible for the supervision  
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of any other persons whatsoever. The presence of GW SOLUTIONS 
personnel on site shall not be construed in any way to relieve the 
client or any other persons on site from their responsibility for job site 
safety. 

 5.0 DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY CLIENT 
The client agrees to fully cooperate with GW SOLUTIONS with 
respect to the provision of all available information on the past, 
present, and proposed conditions on the site, including historical 
information respecting the use of the site. The client acknowledges 
that in order for GW SOLUTIONS to properly provide the service, 
GW SOLUTIONS is relying upon the full disclosure and accuracy of 
any such information. 

6.0 STANDARD OF CARE 
Services performed by GW SOLUTIONS for this report have been 
conducted in a manner consistent with the level of skill ordinarily 
exercised by members of the profession currently practicing under 
similar conditions in the jurisdiction in which the services are 
provided. Engineering judgement has been applied in developing the 
conclusions and/or recommendations provided in this report. No 
warranty or guarantee, express or implied, is made concerning the 
test results, comments, recommendations, or any other portion of 
this report. 

7.0 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
The client undertakes to inform GW SOLUTIONS of all hazardous 
conditions, or possible hazardous conditions which are known to it. 
The client recognizes that the activities of GW SOLUTIONS may 
uncover previously unknown hazardous materials or conditions and 
that such discovery may result in the necessity to undertake 
emergency procedures to protect GW SOLUTIONS employees, 
other persons and the environment. These 

procedures may involve additional costs outside of any budgets 
previously agreed upon. The client agrees to pay GW SOLUTIONS 
for any expenses incurred as a result of such discoveries and to 
compensate GW SOLUTIONS through payment of additional fees 
and expenses for time spent by GW SOLUTIONS to deal with the 
consequences of such discoveries. 

 

8.0 NOTIFICATION OF AUTHORITIES 
The client acknowledges that in certain instances the discovery of 
hazardous substances or conditions and materials may require that 
regulatory agencies and other persons be informed and the client 
agrees that notification to such bodies or persons as required may be 
done by GW SOLUTIONS in its reasonably exercised discretion. 

9.0 OWNERSHIP OF INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE 
The client acknowledges that all reports, plans, and data generated 
by GW SOLUTIONS during the performance of the work and other 
documents prepared by GW SOLUTIONS are considered its 
professional work product and shall remain the copyright property of 
GW SOLUTIONS. 

10.0 ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT 
Where GW SOLUTIONS submits both electronic file and hard copy 
versions of reports, drawings and other project-related documents 
and deliverables (collectively termed GW SOLUTIONS’s instruments 
of professional service), the Client agrees that only the signed and 
sealed hard copy versions shall be considered final and legally 
binding. The hard copy versions submitted by GW SOLUTIONS shall 
be the original documents for record and working purposes, and, in 
the event of a dispute or discrepancies, the hard copy versions shall 
govern over the electronic versions. Furthermore, the Client agrees 
and waives all future right of dispute that the original hard copy 
signed version archived by GW SOLUTIONS shall be deemed to be 
the overall original for the Project.  The Client agrees that both 
electronic file and hard copy versions of GW SOLUTIONS’s 
instruments of professional service shall not, under any 
circumstances, no matter who owns or uses them, be altered by any 
party except GW SOLUTIONS. The Client warrants that GW 
SOLUTIONS’s instruments of professional service will be used only 
and exactly as submitted by GW SOLUTIONS.  The Client 
recognizes and agrees that electronic files submitted by GW 
SOLUTIONS have been prepared and submitted using specific 
software and hardware systems. GW SOLUTIONS makes no 
representation about the compatibility of these files with the Client’s 
current or future software and hardware systems.  
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ID Task 
Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % 
Complete

1 Ongoing Project Works 910 days Mon 21-03-01 Fri 24-09-27 33%
2 Public informed of project progress & 

impacts
910 days Mon 21-03-01 Fri 24-09-27 15%

3 Area B Ground Water Survey and 
Monitoring

910 days Mon 21-03-01 Fri 24-09-27 50%

4 Sewage Commission Decision Milestones 255 days Mon 21-02-15 Fri 22-02-11 59%
5 Selection of Conveyance Option 1 wk Mon 21-02-15 Fri 21-02-19 100%

6 Approval of AAP for funding 1 wk Mon 21-03-01 Fri 21-03-05 5 100%

7 Approval of Implementation Stategy incl. 
AAP

1 wk Mon 21-04-05 Fri 21-04-09 100%

8 Agreement: Town of Comox RE C&C Scope 1 wk Mon 22-02-07 Fri 22-02-11 25%
9 Approve final project scope 10 wks Mon 21-11-29 Fri 22-02-11 50%

10 Alternate Approval Process 85 days Mon 21-03-15 Fri 21-07-09 100%

11 Bylaws submitted to inspector for approval 1 wk Mon 21-03-15 Fri 21-03-19 6 100%

12 Information provided for public awareness 14 wks Mon 21-03-29 Fri 21-07-02 11 100%

13 Newspaper advertisements, forms available 8 wks Mon 21-05-10 Fri 21-07-02 12FF 100%

14 Close of AAP 1 wk Mon 21-06-28 Fri 21-07-02 13FF 100%

15 Board meeting, adoption of bylaws 1 wk Mon 21-07-05 Fri 21-07-09 14 100%

16 Design-Build Scoping and Procurement 345 days Mon 21-04-12 Fri 22-08-12 35%
17 SRW planning and negotiations 175 days Mon 21-06-28 Fri 22-03-04 18 30%
18 Owner's Engineer Procurement 45 days Mon 21-04-12 Fri 21-06-11 7 100%

19 Project Scope Confirmation 167 days Mon 21-06-28 Tue 22-02-22 18 70%
20 Statement of Requirements 95 days Mon 21-11-01 Fri 22-03-18 25%
21 Prepare RFP Document 95 days Mon 21-11-01 Fri 22-03-18 5%
22 RFQ Process 55 days Mon 22-01-03 Fri 22-03-18 25%
23 RFP Process & Contract Negotations 100 days Mon 22-03-28 Fri 22-08-12 17,20,21,22 0%
24 Design-Build 525 days Mon 22-08-22 Fri 24-09-20 0%
25 Notice of Award to DB Team 5 days Mon 22-08-22 Fri 22-08-26 23 0%
26 Design Phase 320 days Mon 22-09-05 Fri 23-12-08 25 0%
27 IR1 Pre-dig 55 days Mon 22-08-29 Fri 22-11-11 23 0%
28 Construction Phase 365 days Mon 23-03-13 Fri 24-08-16 0%
29 Commissioning 25 days Mon 24-08-19 Fri 24-09-20 28 0%
30 Town of Comox Cut and Cover 895 days Mon 21-02-01 Fri 24-08-09 26%
31 Preliminary Design incl. ToC Review & Input 175 days Mon 21-02-01 Fri 21-10-01 100%

32 ToC Infrastructure Upgrade Agreement 40 days Mon 21-12-13 Fri 22-02-11 8FF 25%
33 Detail Designer Procurement 100 days Mon 21-06-14 Fri 21-10-29 100%

34 Detail Design incl. ToC Input at 60% & 90% 205 days Mon 21-11-08 Fri 22-08-26 33 0%
35 Construction Tender 45 days Mon 22-09-05 Fri 22-11-04 34 0%
36 Pipe Procurement 204 days Mon 22-11-07 Thu 23-08-31 35 0%
37 Construction Phase 314 days Tue 23-05-02 Fri 24-07-26 0%
38 Ready for connection 10 days Mon 24-07-29 Fri 24-08-09 37 0%

'21 Mar 01 '24 Sep 27

'21 Mar 01 '24 Sep 27

'21 Feb 15 '21 Feb 19

'21 Mar 01 '21 Mar 05
'21 Apr 05 '21 Apr 09

'22 Feb 07 '22 Feb 11

'21 Nov 29 '22 Feb 11

'21 Mar 15 '21 Mar 19

'21 Mar 29 '21 Jul 02

'21 May 10 '21 Jul 02

'21 Jun 28 '21 Jul 02
'21 Jul 05 '21 Jul 09

'21 Jun 28 '22 Mar 04
'21 Apr 12 '21 Jun 11

'21 Jun 28 '22 Feb 22

'21 Nov 01 '22 Mar 18
'21 Nov 01 '22 Mar 18

'22 Jan 03 '22 Mar 18

'22 Mar 28 '22 Aug 12

'22 Aug 22 '22 Aug 26

'22 Sep 05 '23 Dec 08

'22 Aug 29 '22 Nov 11
'23 Mar 13 '24 Aug 16

'24 Aug 19 '24 Sep 20

'21 Feb 01 '21 Oct 01

'21 Dec 13 '22 Feb 11

'21 Jun 14 '21 Oct 29

'21 Nov 08 '22 Aug 26
'22 Sep 05 '22 Nov 04

'22 Nov 07 '23 Aug 31

'23 May 02 '24 Jul 26
'24 Jul 29 '24 Aug 09

J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M
2020, Half 2 2021, Half 1 2021, Half 2 2022, Half 1 2022, Half 2 2023, Half 1 2023, Half 2 2024, Half 1 2024, Half 2 2025, Half 1

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Progress

Manual Progress
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